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INTRODUCTION

Borrowing and deferring of payment are phenomena
as old as trade itself.  The increasing interest
recently displayed in consumer credit is, therefore,
not so much attributable to its very existence, nor
even, as might be expected, to its increasing appli-
cation, because, despite popular belief to the
contrary, consumer credit accounts for probably les 3
than one per cent of total consumer expenditure.
The reason is more to be found in that consumer
credit is used more conspicuously at present than it
used to be.  In the past it was considered to be
akin to living beyond one's means.

Charles Dickens was undoubtedly a great novelist
but his Micawber's equation: 'income twenty pounds
and expenditure twenty pounds and sixpence spells
misery', casts doubts upon his economic knowledge.
It may be, that on the other hand, the late
Professor Sumner Slichter went too far to the other
side when he made the striking statement before an
United States' congressional committee: 'I am a
great believer in people going into debt, particu-
larly young people.  Debt is a stabilizing influence.
It is a very useful device to encourage people to
save regularly...Every young man as soon as he can
afford it should go into debt'.*

Although quantitatively still of limited impor-
tance, consumer credit has become a topic of vivid
discussions, due to the concern it has caused among
many people.  Consumer credit is making itself felt

* Statement made before the Commission on Money and
Credit, their Influence on Jobs, Prices and Growth.
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throughout the entire range of economic activities.

It may increase the standard of living of individuals

but it can also create hardship to those who are

unduly enticed by its advantages.  It can be favour-
able to economic growth but unfavourable to economic

stability.  While it may make demand forecasting less

hazardous, it may, nevertheless, increase the ampli-
tudes of the business cycle.

It is therefore not surprising, that governments

at all levels have begun to feel the need for a

closer study of the problems involved, only to dis-

cover that, at least in Canada, there is a dearth of

economic research into the working of consumer credit
and its economic consequences.

This book attempts to contribute to a better

understanding of consumer credit and several of its
economic view points.  It leaves the probing of the
social and legal aspects to those who are more
qualified than I to study such matters.

Although the main theme deals with consumer
credit in Canada, much of the book's content is
general in scope, enough to be applicable to other
economies.

The nine chapters are grouped into two parts.

Chapters One to Four describe consumer credit, give
account of its historical development in general and
in Canada in particular and familiarize the reader
with the operations of the lending industry. Chapters
Five to Nine are of a more theoretical nature. They

emphasize the effect of consumer credit on aggregate
demand, its monetary implications and the question
of central control.

The descriptive part sets the stage for the chap-

ters devoted to the economic theory.  Chapter One

defines the general term consumer credit and distin-
guishes between the various components that constitute
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it.  No study of consumer credit would be complete
or could claim to be intelligent without making this
distinction, because the growth pattern of these
various kinds of consumer credit is different and so
is their response to changes in economic conditions.

Since the Canadian consumer credit industry is

highly specialized, it is possible to identify the
kind of credit with the lender.  Chapter Four de-
scribes, therefore, the development and operation of
these lenders.  It thereby elaborates on the brief

statement in Chapter Two, which deals with the his-
torical growth factors of consumer credit, that
probably none of these factors contributed more to
this growth than the promotion of the lending indus-
try itself.  In addition, Chapter Four sets the stage
for Chapter Eight in which the monetary faculties of
the Canadian consumer credit institutions are
explained.

However valuable the theory is, one should not
lose sight of the reality.  Chapter Three was added
to the book to study the reaction of consumer credit
to changes in other economic relevancies.  Consumer
credit in Canada since World War Two has gone through
stages of control, tight money, import restrictions,
government deficit financing and changes in the
foreign exchange system.  Rather than by using the
tunnel view approach and examining the fluctuations
of consumer credit isolated from its environment,
Chapter Three delineates a broader picture, so as to
show the reader the cause and effect relationship
among the relevant variables.

Consumer credit performs a dual function:  That
of demand promoter and of demand financier.  Chapters
Five and Six are dealing with the former while the
latter is the main topic of Chapters Seven and Eight.

Keynesian economics is very much censumption
oriented and as consumer credit exp--ds consumption,
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Chapter Five studies its quantitative effect on
consumer aggregate demand.  Although Keynesian
theory forms the main basis of discussion in Chapter
Six, modifications of the theory prove necessary, as
it does not leave sufficient room for the very exis-
tence of consumer credit. The various kinds of
consumer credit react in differing degrees to fluctu-
ations in disposable income and both chapters
investigate the reactions of each together with the
conduct of a number of related variables. They
explain why consumer credit can act both as a sta-
bilizer and destabilizer of economic activity.

Chapters Seven and Eight emphasize the monetary
implications.  The former discusses the consequences

of the use of consumer credit on the general price
level, while the latter studies the effect of the
various lenders on the money stock and its velocity.

The controversial question of whether or not
consumer credit should be controlled is the main
theme of Chapter Nine.  It enumerates the arguments
which proponents of control frequently use to sub-
stantiate  their views and the arguments expounded
by their opponents.  It explains further why
selective credit control in Canada is not desirable,
under normal economic conditions, and why disclosure
of service charges is an essential condition of our
free society.

Chapter Ten, at the conclusion of the book,
contains a brief summary of the nine preceding
chapters.

If the reader emerges from the reading of this
book with a better understanding of consumer credit
in general, and in Canada in particular, it will
have served its purpose.



CHAPTER ONE

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION

OF CONSUMER CREDIT

The widespread use of credit by consumers during
the last quarter century has resulted in a conglom-
eration of many types of borrowing and credit exten-
sion which have been grouped together under the gen-eral term "consumer credit". One finds under this
umbrella term such examples as consumer cash bor-
rowing, instalment credit, mortgages, and oil com-
pany credit cards, together with consumer lending
to government and financial institutions.  The con-
sumer can even be lender and borrower of his own
money, as when a proprietor finaites his unincor-
porated business with his private funds.  Companies
engaged in the granting of consumer credit have
added to the confusion by adopting such names as
purchase credit, loan credit, sales financing, hire-
purchase agreements and consumer financing.

> This confusion and variety of terms stems in
large part from the two-we, nature of consumer     '
credit.  Large amounts of money move from the indi-
vidual to the business and public sectors and the

consumer performs the function of money supplier.
Consumer credit is then distinct from producers',
dealers', or bank credit.  However, the consumer is
more often considered in the function of borrower
rather than supplier of money; and the various terms
in vogue make reference to the form in which con-
sumer credit is advanced or to the manner in which
it is amortized.  Consumer credit is thus a twofold
concept, dealing with the acquisition of funds, and

  with their application.   This does not mean to say
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that these two aspects are of an entirely different
nature.  On the contrary, the way consumer credit is
financed and the manner in which it is used are
closely related.

To dispel some of the confusion inherent in the

use of the general term, let us take a brief, pre-
liminary look at some specific examples of consumer
credit. 'Instalment' credit refers to the successive
fractions paid at regular intervals to liquidate a
debt, and as such, it is distinguished from 'non-
instalment' consumer credit, liquidation of which is
affected by lump-sum payment.  The use of the term
'purchase' credit indicates that the credit is granted
to enable the consumer to finance the acquisition of
certain goods or services, whereas in a case of 'loan'
credit, the 'money  is  used for various purposes,
including the consolidation of a number of existing
debts.  The term 'hire-purchase' is peculiar to Eng-
land as a result of the kind of contract employed
there and denotes legal implications which distin-
guish between parting with ownership, or parting with

possession and retaining ownership until payment in
full has been made.  Buying on 'down-payment' denotes
the practice of requiring a certain amount of cash

payment, the balance being paid in instalments.
1

Rolf Nugent, Director of Consumer Credit
Studies of the Russell-Sage Foundation, which was
established in 1907 for the improvement of social
and living condition in the United States, tried to

eliminate the confusion caused by the general term
consumer credit by subdividing credit into two prin-
cipal categories: 'transfer' credit.and 'expansion'
credit. The former "represents merely a transfer of
existing claims to goods from one holder to another,
the latter represents an addition to the total quan-
tity of claims".     As   to the destination, he distin-
guished between 'producer' credit, 'public' credit
and 'consumer' credit. 'Producer' credit refers to
"credit granted to business enterprises'; 'public'
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credit denotes loans extended to governments and
other public agencies, while 'consumer' credit des-
cribes credit "granted to families and to individuals
for   use in their capacity as consumers"l.      Such  a
distinction is very useful, and, in this book, we
shall employ the general term consumer credit to
mean the borrowing of funds by, or the extending of
funds to individuals as consumers.  Where necessary,
a further qualification of the general term will be
made.

When the term consumer credit is used in relation
to its application, 'consumptive' credit would better
convey its meaning, since it indicates that this
form of credit is used for final consumption.  The
use of this latter term, however, could easily re-
kindle the century old controversy, so vividly dis-
cussed by early economists, concerning productive
and unproductive consumption.  Perhaps a more prac-

tical reason why the term consumptive credit should
not be used is that it would lengthen unnecessarily
the list of terms already employed to denote the
efforts of consumers to defer payment for goods and

services they have acquired or are about to acquire.

DEFINITION

From the viewpoint of application, consumer
credit may be defined as:  short and medium term    
credit extended to individuals for financing their re
acquisition of goods and services for private con- \
sumption.

The short or medium term stipulation in the
definition should not be interpreted in the strict

economic meaning, as that has juridical connotation
as well. Most consumer loan conditions allow a
maximum period for repayment, seldom exceeding

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to p. 300.
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twenty-four months, although, under pressure of
competition, longer periods are becoming more fre-
quent in Canada.  However, prolongation or conversion
of maturing loans is frequent practice with loan and
finance companies.  Permitting customers to add
further debts to outstanding balances has become
common usage in retail trade.  Legally, the loans
are extended for short or medium duration; from an

I economic point of view, they resemble long term
credit.

Some jurisdictions set statutory rules regarding
the amortization of debt through instalment payments.
For example, the acts regulating purchase credit and
loan credit in Belgium and France require a minimumof four instalments for "les ventes a tempirament"
and a minimum of three instalments for "les prets Li
temp&rament"2.     The  act  of  July  13th, 1961, governing
consumer credit in the Netherlands, requires a mini-
mum of two instalment payments when purchase credit
is involved, of which one may not be made within
three months after sale3.  In the United Kingdom,

five or more instalments are required for a credit
sale.  From an economic point of view, it is incor-
rect to exclude from consumer credit, loans which
are repaid in a lump sum or amortized in less than
a certain number of instalments.  These types of
consumer financing, also, contain all the essential
elements of consumer credit.  It is misleading, as
well, to associate consumer credit with the purchase
of durables or "big-ticket" items alone. Retailers'
outstanding balances include a significant portion
of loans for the purchase of non-durables, and many
low-priced commodities are bought on charge or
budget accounts.  The service industry, most notably
airlines, has also entered the field of consumer
credit.

The definition stresses the function of consumer
consumption and seeks to exclude business credit,
which is granted to facilitate the production and
distribution of goods and services.  Consumer credit
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derives its character from the consumption which it
makes possible and which it helps to finance.  A
consumer who receives a loan and applies the money
to the purchase of securities does not add to con-
sumer credit.  Nor does the loan used to pay for an
item which the borrower would have bought with cash
if credit were not available.  The purpose of the
loan, in such instances, is not consumption but con-
venience in buying assets, or the desire to retain
assets which would otherwise have to be liquidated
to pay for the goods now bought on credit.  The
distinctive character of a specific type of loan is
determined by neither the category in which the
recipient falls, nor the manner in which the loan is
liquidated, but rather by the purpose for which the
loan is used. The essential criterion which distin-   C
guishes consumer credit from any other type of credit  /
is the loan's ultimate purpose, that is private con-
sumption.

Producers Versus Consumer Goods

The distinction between production and consump-
tion is sometimes less sharp in practice than it is
portrayed in theory.  The classical economists
already concerned themselves with this distinction.
They interpreted production to mean the creation of

wealth in the form of tangible goods whose nature
allowed accumulation, while consumption meant the
destruction of goods through use.  Durable goods
bought by consumers would, under such description,
not be considered consumption.  The physiocrats had
an equally narrow concept of production.  They con-
sidered the land cultivators as the only productive
people.  Not even manufacturers could pride them-
selves of producing wealth, because 'value added'
equalled merely 'cost borne.'  The same fate befell
the people employed in commerce and transport.  They
all belonged to the sterile classes who were sup-
ported by the productive agricultural entrepreneurs.
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In  tlie Wealtl,  of N:,i:.i <i,::.  c·Ii··. i..,·  .4,  hook  2,dealing  with  the  accmm,1.at'on  (,f  cr.  11· 1,  Adam  Smith
disting iishes bet,·.,een dii,·ablcs r. id p ,·,· chirabl.es arid
their effect  on tlie economy.    Fe  i L;  1 „,·c,  p].eased
with the economi c conduct  of  tho  COU111  of Brii!11,Minister of Great Chan'berlain to the King of Poland,
who left at his death 365 suits of clothing, all very
rich  (what a problem  this Count  rmst  have had  durj.ne
leap year), than he was with Evq le who in the most
profused hospitality organized a great festival,
after which half of the provisions were thrown on
the  dung  hill. The Count accumulated valuable  com-
modities which, after a while, were still useful to
the inferior and middle ranks of people and were
therefore conducive to private frugality and, con-
sequently, to the increase of the public capital and
to the growth of public opulence.  Or, as Smith putit,  "as frugality increases and prodigali ty diminishes
the public capita], so the conduct of those whose
expense just equals their revenue, without either
accumulating or encroaching, neither increases ordiminishes it. Some modes of expense, however, seem
to contribute more to the growth of public opulencethan others". Unfortunate] y, Smith  does  not  say
whether the rich suits of clothing of the Count of
Bruhl, or the marriage bed which the bride of King
James the First brought with her from Denmark, con-tributed most to the growth of public opulence.

Ricardo distinguished between productive and
unproductive consumption; Malthus went into great
detail to categorize the classes of productive and
unproductive professions. The latter category
included landlords, soldiers and even the members
of his own profession, the cl ergy. Though unpro-
ductive, they were nonetheless important because he
considered them necessary to prevent over-production
and stagnation.

  (' Some contemporary economists go to great lengths
694

to prove  that the modern household  with its invest-
/ments in durable goods and real estate does not differ
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essentially  from a business enterprise.    Like busi-  <  ,1ness, it improves its own production by using the     ( 1<5/
method that involves the least cost.  It produces a  var:i oty of services: shelter, restaurant, nursery,
]ip-Gly, transportation, education, entertainment,and so forth.  The production of these services is
facilitated by the use of capital goods, includingconsumor  di r:,1,] es,  and  it is advantageous to employ
such  capi tal.  when the benefits exceed  the  cost  of
financing it, even though the resulting production
is not sold in the market place.  In addition tofi xc:d capital, households normally maintain current
assets in the form of liquid assets, accruals andsupplies.  The accruals rise because of the periodic
payment of salaries, wages, and investment income.Other external investments are held in the form of
bonds, loans, shares, equity in unincorporated
business and real estate, as well as life insurance
and annuity or pension contracts.  Like business
enterprises, the household may finance its assets
in several ways.  Savings from current income, like
a company's retained earnings, are the main source
of household investment funds.  Monthly chargeaccounts, like trade credit, comprise a flexible
source of funds which provides advantages by sep-arating the functions of purchasing and paying.
Households, too, make extensive use of instalment,
medium- and long-term credit, especially when durableassets are purchased.  Where borrowing raises real
income, savings as well as consumption may increase.

Hansen , dealing with the economic character of
durables, admits that "consumers' durables  bear  a
resemblance to producers' equipment in severalimportant respects". He offers  a very acceptable
reason why this resemblance has more logical than
economic value.  When durables are regarded asinvestments the procedure requires "the calculation
of an imputed 'rent' from these goods, which 'rent'
becomes then a part of consumers' expenditures
precisely as is done with respect to housing.  On
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these lines, the purchase of an automobile would
then be an investment outlay, and the imputed rental
value during each year of its life would constitute
the 'consumption' item for automobiles.  It is, how-
ever, common practice ... to count the purchase of
the automobile itself as a consumption expenditure,
just as we count the purchase of a fur coat as a
consumption expenditure"4.

Haberler is also of the opinion that "...in a
highly abstract theoretical sense, the distinction
between consumer goods and producer goods can be
entirely eliminated, or at least reduced to a dif-
ference in degree.  If consumption is defined as
the flow of satisfaction, then consumer goods, non-
durables as well as durables, are of the same nature
as producer goods; they are all goods in process at
different distances from final consumption.  We can,
however, maintain a sharp theoretical distinction
between consumer and producer credit, for, in prin-
ciple, it is well established where the yield of
goods is calculated no longer in dollars and cents,
but in terms of psychic satisfaction and utility"5.

The question of whether consumer durable goods

are to be regarded as investments and savings, rather
than consumption is still a matter of controversy.
Certain durables, such as real estate, are often
considered capital investments.  During a period of
rising prices, investments in houses have proven to
be a good protection of capital value, especially
when financing is done with mortgage money, since
the value of the property moves inversely to the
debt incurred. This kind of investment differs

little from capital investment of the producer or
from saving one's money by buying securities.  In
the United States and Canada, mortgages on residen-
tial properties are not included in the official
statistics regarding consumer credit.

The characteristic of investment or savings is
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less obvious when the life span of the durable .isrelatively short,=<is is the case with automobiles,
mechanical ana electrical appliances, furniture,
and the like.  Here, the consumption element becomes
more dominant, although the highly developed used-
car markets and the widespread practice of trading-
in old appliances are responsible for the incomplete-
ness of the consumption.  Certain elements of invest-
ment and savings are still embodied in these kindsof durables.

In practice, it is not possible to distinguish
between investment, saving, or consumption in the
private sector and, as far as statistical data are
concerned, an arbitrary decision has to be made
about what does and what does not belong to consumer
credit.  The Department of Commerce in the UnitedStates adheres to a concept of saving which excludes
all consumer durable goods.  On the other hand, theSecurities Exchange Commission includes durables in
its concept of total gross savings.  The Canadian
Dominion Bureau of Statistics and the Bank of Canada,in their analyses of the National Account in statis-
tics related to consumer credit, follow the same
policy as the United States Department of Commerce.

To make the available statistical information
useful for this study, it was found necessary tofollow the Dominion Bureau of Statistics' inter-
pretation of consumer credit, which also considers
consumer credit from the consumption standpoint.
In measuring it from a quantitative point of view,the Dominion Bureau of Statistics admits that asmall 'ensemble' of problems arises. Rental dealers
ply their trade in the main with consumers; never-theless, an undetermined portion of their business
is carried out amongst producers.  In the eventthat credit terms have been arranged, it would be
of much service to know what part of this credit
pertained to the consumer and what part rests uponthe producer.  As this cannot be established, and,
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as the portion used for productive purposes is
neg]ifible, it is the policy of the Bureau to clas-

sify all retail credit under consumer credit.

Instalment finance companies, with the bulk of
their business centered upon the financing of cars
and other durables, meet with a similar problem.
The conditional sale agreement which underlies each

of their credit transactions confirms the purpose
for which credit has been extended.  However, in a
case involving the financing of a car, the companies
ordinarily do not have any knowledge of the extent
to which the car will be employed for private pur-
poses and to what extent for business ends.

There is even less information available where
no conditional sale agreement is involved.  Examples
of cases in this category are found in the trans-
actions of licensed money lenders whereby they grant
credit for consumption purposes.  The real use of
the maney does not conform in every case to what has

been mentioned in the application; moreover, the
consumer may apply the loan towards payment of con-
sumption which may have the effect of freeing his
private funds for investment purposes in the pro-
ducer sphere of the. economy. First appearances
would argue that this credit has been used for con-
sumption, but the end result is that it is, in fact,
producers' credit.

It is the tradition of the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics to consider all the fore-mentioned forms
of credit as being granted for consumption purposes.

There is yet another controversy concerning the

status of loans made by chartered banks to consumers
and fully secured by negotiable securities.  Are
such loans to be regarded as a form of consumer
credit or are they in effect a reduction in personal
holdings of liquid assets?  Arguments in favour of
either view can be advanced. The Dominion Bureau
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of Statistics.excludes loans of this nature from
consumer credit on the grounds that, otherwise, it
would become of vital necessity to determine what
share of these loans has been used for consumption
purposes and what share for other purposes, such as
payment for the same securities.

There is apparently another category which should

be included in consumer credit, although, in Canada,
this group is deleted from official statistics.  It
comprises the accounts receivable of doctors, den-

tists, service establishments and hotels, the out-
standing balances owing to utility and transpor-

on.  The only justification for not including this
tation companies, loans between individuals, and so

so-called service credit is the non-availability of
statistics and their relative insignificance.  The
Federal Reserve bulletin, which publishes information

an service credit in the United States, shows that
it accounts for some six per cent of the total vol-
ume of consumer credit.  In Canada, an undetermined
portion of credit for service purposes is included
in loan credit granted by the various financial
institutions.

Based on the Dominion Bureau of Statistics'

practice, consumer credit includes credit extended
to consumers by finance companies and retail dealers,
chartered banks' "not fully secured" personal loans,
loans by credit unions and caisses populaires,
unsecured loans by the Quebec savings banks, and
life insurance companies' policy loans.  It also

includes amounts outstanding under oil company
credit cards and retail dealer charge accounts.

Such arbitrary decisions, based on what should
and should not constitute consumer credit, may
create a feeling of dissatisfaction. One may justly
wonder whether the statistics are still accurate
enough to measure the magnitude and the cyclical

movements of consumer credit.  However, despite
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these shortcomings, it may be assumed that this

compilation of statistical data is adequate to pro-
vide a fairly accurate indication of trend.

CLASSIFICATION AND TYPES OF CONSUMER CREDIT

After having defined consumer credit, it remains
for analysts to present a classification of the
various credit forms that combine to constitute con-

sumer credit.  So that it may be possible to study
the development of consumer credit and its effect
on the economy, it is imperative to differentiate
between the·variety of forms of which it is composed
due to the wide differences in importance shared by
each and the fact that their magnitude is subject
to several changes.

The categorization of consumer credit to be
found in available literature demonstrates little
in the way of harmony.  Some base their pattern of
distinction on the fashion of financing, thereby
differentiating between short, intermediate, and
long-term credit; others place the emphasis on the

-  purpose for which credit is granted.

Rolf. Nugentr, recognizes three general types of
consumer credit:

a)  Consumers' capital financing used to
acquire goods that have some degree of durability.
By such acquisition the consumer expands both sides
of his balance sheet.  He is required to make a
down payment exceeding the amount of depreciation
that occurs when the article passes into his hands,
and then to make periodic payments exceeding its
subsequent normal depreciation.  The additional
liability will have been more than offset by an
additional asset created by means of the credit
purchase.

b)  Credit to expand expenditures for con-
sumption in relation to one's income.  Such a form
of credit stands up as an antithesis of consumers'
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capital financing because it creates a liability
without the compensation of any asset; Nugent refersto it as consumers ' deficit financing.

c)  Income period financing.  This is a method
whereby a person is able to finance expenditures
between the dates when he would normally receive his
income.  With this type it is possible to recognize
an element of relationship both as regards consumers'
capital financing and consumers' deficit financing.This system of credit finds its use primarily in the
acquisition of non-durables and, as a consequence,
it does not allow for the creation of compensatory
assets but rather demonstrates a liability that is
short-lived, for when income is received, theliability is liquidated6.

Nugent  concludes, as a result of intensive
research, that two of these three general types ofconsumer credit move in the same direction as the
business cycle.  He finds that with consumers'
deficit financing there is a movement in the oppo-site   direction,   or   as   he  puts it: "Income period
financing and consumers' capital financing move
directly with the business cycle, while consumers'
deficit financing moves inversely with the cycle.
Consumers' capital financing has been by far the
most dynamic element.  This category has not only
increased substantially in importance throughoutthe period from 1923 to 1937, but has fluctuated
more violently since 1929 than most other economicphenomena.  Such diverse movements reflect dif-ferences in motivating forces" 7.

The classification of the various forms of con-
sumer credit that Nugent found at his disposal wasnot sufficiently detailed to enable him to measure
quantitatively the various amounts that concerned
each of the three general types he adopted.  His
interpretation and classification of the available
statistics actually resulted in the distinction
between financing of durables and non-durables.
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As a result, he reveals in his book that in the
period 1923 to 1937 the acquisition of durable goods

showed heavier fluctuations than non-durables; that
from 1923 until 1929 all three general types of
consumer credit evidenced increase;   and  that  at  the
outbreak of the depression durables declined sharply
while consumers' deficit financing continued to climb
unti ] 1933. After   that  year the durables line moved
up sharply while the line for deficit financing
demonstrated a mild decline.

Although close inquiry will disclose that the
relationship between Nugent's three general types
of consumer credit and the business cycle is not
nearly as strong as he believed, the demand for
credit for the acquisition of durables displays a
greater degree of sensitivity to economic fluctu-
ations than for non-durables and services.  In
addition, from a micro-economic viewpoint, his

classification has merit, for it emphasizes the fact
that households in many ways do resemble business
enterprises.  It is a matter of some importance for
both these economic units to create a sound relation
between assets and liabilities.

Various Classifications

A survey of the monthly bulletin published by
the Federal Reserve Board reveals that the Board
prefers to follow a different classification.  A
distinction is made between instalment and non-
instalment consumer credit.  By this procedure it
is understood that the criterion used is the method
by which amortization is carried out.

Instalment credit includes mainly: crecl*textended by commercial banks, sales finance and
consumer finance companies, credit unions, depart-
ment stores (not including charge accounts), mail
order houses, furniture and appliance stores, and
automobile dealers, for such purposes as personal
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loans, repair and modernization loans, and for the
financing of automobile and consumer goods paper.
Under the heading non-instalment consumer credit are
classified:  single payment loans granted by com-
mercial banks and other financial institutions;
charge accounts issued by department stores, mail
order houses, and other retail outlets; and credit
cards and service credit.  The 1929 figures for
instalment credit were almost as large as those for
non-instalment credit.  Shortly after the great
depression had passed its revival point in the
spring of 1933, there was a noticeable development
in the instalment credit sector which quickly took
the lead. The trend of this movement was inter-
rupted during the war when the government of the
United States imposed restrictions on consumer
credit.  Thereafter, the discrepancy between instal-
ment and non-instalment credit continued to widen
and, at the end of 1964, instalment credit had
increased to an all time high of 857 billion, or 22
times the 1929 figure; whereas non-instalment credit
expanded to 53.2 billion, or merely five times the
figure for 1929.

This distinction between instalment and non-

instalment consumer credit, as followed by the
Federal Reserve Board, derives its importance not
only from the point of view of the difference in
growth but also for the reason that instalment and
non-instalment credit show differences with respect
to both long-term growth and short-term instability.
It is the growth of non-instalment credit that more
closely follows the curve of personal expenditure
than does instalment credit.

The*ollection of data on consumer credit by
European countries is still in its infancy.  The
chairman of the Statistics and Nomenclature Com-
mittee of the Association of European Finance
Houses complained about this in the November 1964
publication of the Association when he said:  "In
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my last report I explained to you that the responseto the first and very simpl · questionnaire on instal-
ment credit statistics wltic], was sept to corres-
pondents in various countries in October 1963 has
not been very satisfactory ... I have to tell you
now that this situation has remained for the most
part unchanged and that in many countries we have
to rely on estimates made by businessmen and expertsworking in this field"8.

In Europe, Germany seems to have made the most
progress in the collection of consumer credit
statistics. The Bundesbank used to base its clas-
sification on the forms of credit, thereby making
a distinction between purchase credit and small
personal loans.  Although at least an appreciable
part of such credits was assumed to serve the
financing of consumption, it was known that these
credits were also granted for commercial purposes.
Therefore the Bank changed its method of compilation
and the present method of classification now
endeavours to record in greater detail the financing
of consumption by borrowing.  In its issue for the
month of June 1963, the Bundesbank admits, however,
that even this improved method does not produce
really comprehensive statistics on the financing of
consumption.  Because the data are confined to
consumer credit granted by credit institutions,
credits extended by non-banks towards financing
consumption is not included.  The improved system
shows a similarity to that followed in the United
States because it distinguishes between instalment
and non-instalment loans. Subdivisions of these
two main groups are comparable, although Germany's
are considerably less sophisticated than those of
the United States.

Some forms of consumer credit are infrequently
granted, or not granted at all, in North America,
but are commonly used in some West European
countries. One of these forms accounts for about
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fifteen per cent of Germany's total of consumer
credit and for about ten per cent of the Netherlands'total.      In the former country,   it is called   "A  -
GeschKft";  in the latter,   it is known  as  '0  taal-
zegelkrediet" .  Special hire purchase banks or  Spaar1--M

-eirEZE rEOgelkassen" provide their customers with
credit checks of various, but usually small amounts,
and debit the customer's account for the total
amount of the checks plus a certain amount for ser-
vice charges.  Under an existing agreement betweenthe   banks   and a chain of retail stores, the banks'
customers may use these credit checks in exchange
for the goods they wish to buy from their retailers.Thus, the banks are actually promoting the retailers'
sales volume.  Upon delivery of the credit checks,
the retailers' accounts with the banks are credited
with their total, less a reduction for service
charges.  Thus, the banks receive an income from
servicing their own customers and also from paying
cash to the retailers with which they have the
agreement.

Another form of consumer credit, rarely used in
North America, but very common in England, is knownas hire-purchase.  Although the term hire-purchase
tends to be used indiscriminately, in the United
Kingdom a clear distinction is drawn betweenhire-
purchase and credit sale.  When a transaction is
effected upon a hire-purchase agreement, the pro-
spective purchaser pays rent for the possession ofthe goods and has an option to purchase them.  He
acquires no title until such time as all payments
have been completed.  Although he usually intends
to purchase the goods, the purchaser has not agreed
to do so and consequently he can terminate the
hiring at any time and return the goods.  When a
finance company is employed, it is not considered
to be a lender of the money but a vendor of the
goods to the hirer.  This situation represents a
decided contrast to the practice in most other
countries, where the buyer receives ownership of
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the goods, previous  to  full  1'  6,    it  and  whe]'c  t}
finance company may hold  a ] i.< i   cw the goods  :*s
collateral against the credit  :.dL.inced.   The dis-
tinction between hire-purchase vid credit sale if.
also known in the Netherlands.

A credit sale can be defined as a sale agreement
by which the purchase price is payable by five or
more instalments and by which the ownership of the
goods is transferred when the agreement is entered
into.  The goods cannot be repossessed and hence

the security of the trader lies in his making an
accurate assessment of the honesty and financial
responsibility of the customer.  Credit sales con-
tracts are favoured for relatively inexpensive goods
which have a negligible resale value after primary
use.  Hire-purchase agreements deal almost exclus-

ively with durable goods.

Canadian Classification

In Canada, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics'
method of gathering statistical information on con-
sumer credit resembles the procedure followed by
the Federal Reserve System in the United States.
One difference between these two countries is to be

found, not so much in the character of the various
forms of credit, but in the borrowing practices.
The two main categories are recognized as purchase
credit and loan credit.

Purchase credit may be explained as a device by
which the merchant enters into an agreement allowing
the consumer to enjoy access to merchandise and
services before complete payment of the purchase

price.  Naturally, to complete the transaction the
latter will give his pledge to pay the amount due
at a future date, either to the merchant or to the
finance company in the event that the merchant has
transferred the claim to such an institution. Often

a conditional sales agreement is signed with the
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specific term that the credit is -secured by a lien
on the merchandise; in such case, title and owner-
ship are transferred to the buyer when the final
commitment has been completed.  Failing this, the
financier in the majority of cases has the right to
repossess the merchandise.

Where the situation involves a loan credit, the
practice is for the consumer to borrow money from
a money lender and to repay the loan in instalments
or in a lump sum at a future date.  The money
obtained through this agency can be used to purchase
merchandise, which in such cases can be paid for in
cash and becomes the property of the buyer, or, as
is often the case, to finance unexpected demands,
interruptions of income, or to consolidate various
debts.  The lender may arrange to hold a lien on
the merchandise as a means of securing the loan,

especially if the loan is being used to finance the
purchase of an automobile.  However, in many cases,
the loans are "secured" on the basis of the credit
reputation and record of the borrower.

The distinction between Purc4ase and Loan Credit
is important in view of the fact that their secular
and cyclical movements are not congruent.  They
also differ in their responsiveness to monetary
policy and their influence on economic growth.

In contrast to the practice exemplified by the
Federal Reserve Board, the criterion for cate-
gorizing consumer credit in Canada is not the pro-
cess by which amortization of the extended credit
takes place, but the fashion in which the credit
is granted.  Despite this difference, what in
Canada are termed purchase credit and loan credit
are quite similar to their counterparts in the
Federal Reserve System, instalment and non-

instalment credit respectively.  In certain
instances, however, differences arise.  If, for
example, a merchant sells a car to the consumer
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with the agreement that settlement is to be effected
at a future date, the transaction is placed in thepurchase credit category 1'.    7'd] ess of whether  pa:,··
ment takes place in a lump sum or in instalments.
On the other hand, the buyer may prefer to do busi-
ness on a straight cash basis and, accordingly, seek
the required funds from a financial institution.
If this is the case, the consumer is said to have
received loan credit and, again, the amortization
does not change its character.  The most important
difference between the credit practices of the two
countries is that charge accounts in the United
States are classified under non-instalment credit
because the usual understanding is that purchases
made during one month are to be settled in full
during the following month.  However, it is the
policy of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics to
classify accounts of this nature under the title
purchase credit.  The reason for such a procedure
stems from the fact that no lending of money is
involved.

Purchase Credit Lenders

The composition of the purchase credit sector
is as follows:

1. Any retail credit that is found to be out-
standing on the books of instalment finance
companies.

Their activities are, however, by no means
confined to retail finance alone.  Compilation of
data is done in such a way that it is possible to
delete credits to recipients who are not consumers
and to single out the conditional sales agreementswhich the finance companies hold in connection with
the retail purchases of consumers' goods; these are
mainly new and used cars and other durables.

2. Consumer credit which has been extended by
small loan companies but only so far as it is
secured by conditional sales agreements.



Purchase Credit Outstanding  :at · December  31 (in millions of dollars)
Year Sales Small Re tailers* Oil Total

Finance Loan department stores "all others" CO.
CO. CO. conditional charge conditional charge

sales accounts sales accounts

1948     71 335 406
1949 116 389 505
1950 202 454 656
1951 185                   27        51             96 232 591
1952 373                   80        61 163 248 925
1953 516         3        101        66 183 274 1143  1954 492         6        116        70 206 293 1183
1955 599        6       147        80 230 294     20    1376
1956 756        13        161        83 248 306     26    1593
1957 780        15        209        53 271 293     32   1653
1958 768        19        224        58 266 313     35    1683
1959 806        38        250        64 274 327    40   1799
1960 828        45 368 267 325    43    1876
1961 755       35 401 270 335    47   1843
1962 801       52 427 269 343    43   1935
1963 872        55 457 272 357     54    2067
1964 1035        54 508 275 364    59    2295
* Figures after 1956 are not strictly comparable with those of previous years.
Source: Bank of Canada

Statistical Summary table 1-1
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The main field of business in which these com-

panies operate is the making of cash loans, but
they are also engaged in the direct financing of

durables.  It is with respect to activities in the
latter sphere that contributions are made to pur-
chase credit.

3. Credit granted by retailers and subdivided
into department stores and "other retailers".

At one time it was possible to divide credit
extended by department stores into amounts out-
standing on charge accounts and on conditional sales
agreements.  It was assumed that the latter applied
to the financing of durables, while the former was
mainly used with reference to the acquisition of
non-durables. The adoption   of   the "all purpose"
account no longer permits the making of such a
distinction and customers are offered a variety of
alternatives.  The budget account permits the buyer
to pay for the goods over a period of several
months except that after 30 days a service charge

is added to the outstanding balance.  Revolving
accounts perform service to the customer by
granting the convenience of a line of credit com-
puted as a multiple of the periodic payments he
can afford to make over the term of the account.
This type of mercantile agreement allows the con-

sumer to purchase on credit for as long as his
account does not exceed the maximum approved.  For
example, if the parties concerned have set the
term of the loan at 12 months with a monthly pay-
ment of $35, the holder of the account is permitted

to make credit purchases as long as the balance out-
standing does not exceed the maximum of $420.

There is also the budget coupon plan which may

be entered into by a consumer who has not as yet
decided what he intends to buy. The mechanics

involved under this form of credit provide that
coupons of various denominations are issued to

the party accepted under this plan as a customer.
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Payment for a booklet of the coupans is effected by
equal and consecutive monthly idstalments portioned
out over a prescribed period of time.  Thereupon,

when the party has decided to make a purchase, he
finds that coupons issued under this plan will be
accepted by the issuer for the purchase of the mer-
chandise, and that the merchandise becomes the
property of the buyer.  A variation of the budget

coupon plan is the special purchase charge account
plan.  This system differs from the former in that

the seller retains ownership of the merchandise
which has been sold until such time as the purchase
price and possible service charges are paid in full.

4. Since 1955, figures have been compiled per-

taining to another form of purchase credit.  Ref-
erence is made to the accounts receivable of oil
companies.  The impetus to promote sales has
occasioned the oil companies to issue credit cards

which permit the holder to buy gasoline, certain
small items such as batteries, tires and the like,
billing him at a future date.

Loan Credit Lenders

The other main component of consumer credit is
the loan credit sector, constituted by loans
extended by:  Small Loan Companies, Chartered
Banks, Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires, Quebec
Savings Banks, and Life Insurance Companies.

1. Small loan companies were classified under
purchase credit insofar as they were engaged in
the financing of durables against conditional
sales agreements.  Their main activity, however,

is in personal loans, and as such, this group is
the second largest money lender in Canada.

2. Chartered banks' personal loans are clas-
sified under consumer credit if they are not fully
secured by marketable stocks and bonds, as it is



Loan Credit Outstanding at December 3lst

(millions of dollars)

Year Small Chartered Credit Unions Quebec Life Total
Loan Banks                & Savings Insurance
CO. Caisses Populaires Banks CO.

1948      64        154              54 158 430
1949      77        173              63 167 480
1950      93        224              72 178 567
1951 114 204             76 199 593
1952 148 242               94                 2 213 699
1953 173 308 129               3 225 838

1954 209 351 151               2 240 953 8 
1955 273 441 174                2 250 1140
1956 343 435 226                3 270 1277
1957 347 420 258                 4 295 1324
1958 381 553 320                6 305 1565
1959 446 719 397                6 323 1891
1960 504 857 433                6 344 2144

1961 559 1030 525               9 358 2481

1962 662 1183 575              13 372 2805

1963 753 1432 699 14
.

358 3283

1964 850 1793 840               15 398 3896

Source: Bank of Canada table 1-2
Statistical Summary
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assumed,    that the latter are appli-€d   to the purchase
of securities.  The 'not fully secured' personal
loans include borrowings against the cash surrender
value of life insurance policies, loans made on the
security of household properties and cars, and loans
only partially secured by marketable securities.Consumer credit .granted by chartered banks is the
largest single item of the loan credit sector and
its importance has gained special momentum since1958 when the chartered banks decided to supply
consumers with money directly rather than indirectly
through other lending institutions.  The so-called
character loans, made only on the name and good
standing of the borrower, have contributed consider-
ably to this growth.

3. Credit unions and caisses populaires fulfill
one of their two principle functions by making
loans to their member consumers, the other function
being the promotion of savings.  Purposes for which
loans are commonly granted include those extended
to tide a member over an illness or some other
adversity, or to enable a member to consolidate an
existing debt burden and liquidate it over an
extended term.

4. Quebec Savings Banks limit their activity
to two major cities in the province of Quebec.
For many years their investments were concentrated
in government securities and, although the revision
of the Savings Bank Act in 1948 empowered them to
enter other fields of activities, their contri-
bution to the field of consumer credit is still
very modest.

5. Life insurance companies make personal
loans against the cash surrender value of life
insurance policies.  These loans have experienced
a persistent annual growth since 1945.  It is the
least expensive form of consumer credit, but this
relative increase is by far the lowest of the
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entire ]:an sector and indeed, of the entire con-
sumer credit sector.

The Canadian composition of statistics relevant

to consumer credit is given in tables 1-1 and 1-2.

Many improvements have recently been made by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics in the collection of
data in the credit field, but as late as spring,
1964, the Royal Commission on Banking and Finance

wrote in its report to His Excellency, the Governor
General : " . . . there  is a large statistical  gap  on
the details of consumers' financial assets and
liabilities.  We hope that the Federal authorities
will give priority to the important task of creating
a systematic set of accounts, which reveal detailed
flows and holdings of financial assets by category
and sector"9.

One should exercise caution in the interpret-
ation of the statistics relevant to balances of
outstanding consumer credit because they do not
always tell the whole story.  An increase or
decrease in these figures does not necessarily
mean an extension or contraction of consumer credit
in that period.  Outstanding credit means the
difference between newly extended credit and repay-
ments on existing credits.  The repayment curve is
the resultant of the fairly smooth curve of instal-
ment repayments and the heavy fluctuating curve of
lump-sum repayments.  They are both related to
earlier credit extension, but lag inherently behind
it.  It is, therefore, quite conceivable that
credit expansion at the end of a period is followed
by an equally or larger repayment of earlier
extended credit in the beginning of the next period.
Although, in fact, consumer credit has been
decreased, relevant statistics will show an increase.
The curve of outstanding credit, therefore, does
not coincide with that of the credit extensions

and repayments of which it is the resultant.  The
regularity of instalment repayments level off the
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amplitudes of both the outstanding credit and the
repayments curve.  On the other hand, the credit
extension curve will often show heavier and sharper
fluctuations than is evident in the other two
curves.

Another distortion of the figures may be
caused by an extension of the number of instalments
which widens the discrepancies between both curves
and outstanding newly granted amounts.  A study of
the Federal Reserve Board's monthly publications
and the Dominion Bureau of Statistics monthly
"Credit Statistics" over a ten-year period has
revealed that, under normal conditions, all three
curves of outstandings, extensions, and net credit
changes, move in the same direction.

However imperfect available statistical inform-
ation may be, the classification as followed by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics in Canada, along with
data made available by the various financial
institutions engaged in consumer credit, are
sufficiently accurate to measure their economic
trend.

For consumer credit statistics to be useful
for research, it is necessary that they meet the
following requirements:  They should be confined
to the amounts of credit granted for consumption
purposes only.  All forms of consumer credit are
to be included, regardless of the manner in which
repayment is carried out.  Credit granted to con-
sumers for purposes other than consumption is to
be excluded.  This means that credit for such pur-
poses as debt consolidation, debt conversion, and
liquid asset maintenance are to be eliminated.
Debt charges are not consumer credit and should
not be included.  It is further necessary to pro-
duce correct figures about credit extensions and
repayments on a monthly basis.  A division in pur-

chase credit and loan credit, as is recognized in
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Canada, the U.S.A. and Germany, or in hire-
purchase and sales  credit,  as  is  the  distinction
in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, is use-
ful but far from complete.  It is necessary to know
the grantor, as their response to monetary policy
differs, as do their sources of funds.  One needs
to know to which income groups credit is granted
and for what purposes.  Especially where loans are
involved, it will be difficult if not impossible to
trace the application of the loan.  Yet for research
it is important to know whether the money is used
for the financing of a car or for temporary set
backs in income.  The compilation of data should
be carried out in such a way that figures are
comparable to other relevant variables such as
personal disposable income, savings and investments.
As long as statistics cannot be of greater service
to the researcher than the proverbial lamp-post is
to the tipsy, more support than enlightenment,
there remains much room for improvement.

CONSUMER CREDIT STATISTICS OF SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

The concluding pages of this chapter endeavour

to offer the reader a bird's eye view of statistical
data concerning consumer credit in Europe, more
specifically in Belgium, France, West Germany, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.

Belgium

The commercial banks used to be the main finan-
ciers of consumer credit but merchants and finance
companies have gradually captured a larger share of
the total business.  On the basis of 1955 equalling
100, merchants' outstanding balances, at the end of
1964, stood at 190.6, finance companies ranked
second with 132.9, and banks' ratio was 85.4, still
higher than the 71.3 figure in the second semester
of 1959 but down considerably from the 1963 figure
of 102.0.  The absolute growth of consumer credit
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and the shift in its active financing is shown in
table 1-3.

Outstanding Balances of Consumer Credit in Belgium
as of Dece 31,1954 and 1964

(in millions of bfrs.)

1954 1964

Financing by : merchants 942  15.7 5,481 37.0
banks 3,220  53.6  3,860*  26.1
finance co.  1,850  30.7  5,460** 36.9
total 6,012  100% 14,801 100%

*   of which 33% were personal loans.
**  of which 80% were personal loans.
100 bfrs. = 2.16 Canadian dollars

Source:  Institut National de Statisque

table 1-3

Consumer credit institutions do not specialize
in one particular field.  They are engaged in the
granting of consumer credit for the purchase of a
variety of commodities of which new and used auto-
mobiles is the largest single item.  Personal loans,
of course, are not granted by merchants.

France

Statistics relevant to consumer credit are scant.
The main extenders are the finance houses which
obtain most of their funds from the banks.  At the
end of the first quarter of 1965, they accounted
for three quarters of the total outstanding consumer
credit, while the remainder is supplied by commercial
banks.  The principal banks which specialize in thegranting of consumer credit are "Le Credit Mobilier
Industriel (Sovac), La Compagnie pour le Financement
de l'Industrie, du Commerce et de l'Agriculture
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(Cofica),  and Le Cre'dit Upiversel". Their field of
operation is the financins of automobiles, and, to
a lesser extent, other durables.  Available statis-
tical data do not make a sufficient distinction
between producer and consumer credit, nor do they
reveal anything about consumer credit granted by
retailers.

Outstanding Balances of Consumer Credit in.France
as of Dec. 31, 1960 and 1964

(in millions of ffrs.)

1960 1964

Industrial: equipment 575 16.2 1373 19.4
automobiles 862 24.3 1678 23·7

Private cars 1393 39.5 2648 37.6
Household goods 660 18.5 1199 17·1
Other goods -2 _1& _164 _-2.1
Totals 3543 100.0 7062  100.0
of which direct financed

by: banks 949 1608
finance companies 2594 5454

100 ffrcs. = 22 Canadian dollars

Source:  Banque de France

table 1-4

West Germany

The West German way of compiling statistical

data relevant to consumer credit was drastically
changed in 1962.  The new system produced a fairly
comprehensive body of data.  A distinction is made
between instalment loans and non-instalment loans
to consumers.  The former includes purchase credit,
which accounts for the largest share of instalment
loans, small and medium sized personal loans, and
"other" instalment loans. The non-instalment loans
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"comprise loans, repayable not in specified instal-
ments but as a rule in one amount, which are basedon the availment of credit lines opened, as well as
on overdrafts on current accounts of customers,
especially on wage, salary and pension accounts"10.

Banks and instalment credit institutions are the
principal extenders of consumer credit, and each
group has its own specialty. Banks, and these are
mainly commercial and savings banks, specialize in
non-instalment loans and in small and medium size
personal instalment loans, whereas instalment credit
institutions are the only ones that give cash
advances and loans in what is known as 'A' business.
The latter are used for the retail purchasing of non-
durables. There is one field in which both banks
and instalment credit institutions are engaged, that
is, the field of the so-called 'B' and 'C' business.
The vendor maintains a credit agreement with the bank
or an instalment credit institution and is permitted
to sell durables on credit and to assign the con-
ditional sales agreement to the bank.

Outstanding Balances of Consumer Credit in W. Germany
as of Deco 31, 1962 and 1964

(in millions of DM)

A  BusinessI B&C Business l Loans
1962  1964 | 1962  1964 1 1962  1964

Credit instit. 944 1256 1497  1591     -     -
Comm. banks 156 182 956  1256
Savings banks 397 361 1504  2089
Co-operatives 221 226 601 805
Other lenders                 99    64    12    16
Totals 944 1256 2370 2424 3073 li166

100 DM = 27 Canadian dollars

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank's report of June 1965.

table 1-5
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The Netherlands

The Dutch system is similar to that   of   the   Uni.ted
Kingdom. A distinction is made between hire purchase
'huurkoop', whereby the seller retains ownership
until the buyer has paid in full, and credit sale
'afbetaling', whereby ownership is transferred at
the moment the transaction is concluded. Merchants
grant both forms of consumer credit, whereas finance
companies confine their activities to hire-purchase.
The former make it their practice to sell their
commercial paper to banks or finance companies, when
they do not wish to provide the necessary funds
themselves or are unable to do so. A third form of
consumer credit is similar to that which is extended
in the German 'A' business.  Certain institutions
provide their customers with coupons which can be
used for payment to retailers, associated with this
procedure.  Sellers can redeem the coupons in cash,

Outstanding Balances of Consumer Credit
in the Netherlands

(in millions of guilders)

as of Dec. 31: 1950 1960 1963 1964

Municipal banks 12.5 38.0 53.5 67.0
Social institutions 3.5 7.9 11.5 13·7
Private lenders 3.1 9.0 15·6 18.4
Check traders* 7.5 17•2 20.6 19.1
Personal loans 31.7 57.0 68.3
Finance houses 393.8 506.9 597.8
Retailers 84.0 85.9 93.1
Other lenders -2.3 3.0 3.4 3.7

28.9 584.6 754.4 881.1
* Betaalzegelkassen
100 Dutch guilders = 30 Canadian dollars

Source:  Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek,
letter dated 17/9/1965 No. 06731, afd. 10.

table  1   -   6
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less a service charge, and borrowers repay theirdebts in instalments. In addition to these three
forms of consumer credit, personal loans are becomingprogressively more in vogue.

The direct involvement of the commercial bankswith consumer credit is modest but their indirectfinancing is substantial.  The Dutch central bankestimated that the banks' financing of consumers, atthe end of 1961, was fl. 151 million or about 24 per
cent of the total balances outstanding.  There isno strict specialization but finance houses Loncen-
trate on hire-purchase agreements, whereas the otherlenders are more involved in the financing of non-durables.  The law requires minimum downpaymentsfor certain transactions. To circumvent this re-
quirement, however, prospective buyers borrow cashloans from the banks, thus substituting credit loansfor purchase loans.

The largest finance companies are subsidiariesof the commercial banks.  Credit from the parentcompany is the largest single item of total bor-rowings.  Additional funds are obtained from bonds,
loans from insurance companies and other financialinstitutions, mortgages and own equity.  Checktraders accept deposits and lean heavily on selffinancing.  Municipal banks are almost entirelyfinanced by their respective municipalities.

United Kingdom

The rights and obligations that concern bothbuyers and sellers of every kind and condition, andnot specially the domestic buyer, are outlined in avery general way in the Sale of Goods Act of 1893.
It is evident that legal problems associated withthe modern hire-purchase of goods do not fall withinthe definition of sale as formulated in that oldstatute.  To overcome this deficiency the HirePurchase Act of 1938 was enacted.  When it became
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apparent, in 1959, that the cc,)·' ,·,il sprer,d c,; c
sumer credit  and  11,    further  dc·,cl (voent  of  its
techniques  had  madc the up-dating  c   ' existing lecia
lation once again imperative, the r  imi ttee on
Consumer Protection was established. Its purpose
was to advise Parliament on desirable and necessary
amendments and this led to the Hire-Purchase Act
of 1965.

Hire-purchase agreements deal almost exclusively
with durable goods.  The grantor wants to insure
that, at all times, the resale value remains greater
than the amount outstanding. He cannot sue for a
possible deficiency that might emerge following the
sale of the goods, because the possessor has no
title.  Credit sales contracts are used when goods
are involved which have either no resale value or

a very little.  The buyer obtains ownership of the
merchandise at the moment of sale unless a condi-
tional sale agreement is made.  In such an instance
"the property in the goods is to remain in the
seller (not withstanding that the buyer is to be in
possession of the goods) until all conditions in
the  agreement are fulfilled"ll.

Another form of consumer credit gaining popular-
ity in the United Kingdom is the personal loan (also

called cash loan in North America) extended by banks.
As the banks have no form of chattel mortgage, these
loans are unsecured and this produces an air of
caution in the banks' dealing with these personal
loans.  Following the American example the banks in
the United Kingdom moved into this new field, also
granting loans to non-clients of the banks.  They
soon discovered that the credit reporting system
necessary to warrant activities in these high risk
bearing loans, was not nearly as well organized in

the United Kingdom as it was in North America; as
one banker stated   it: "We incurred heavy losses;
however, we did not lose our nerve and moulded the
personal loan business into a part of our own
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Hire-Purchase and Other Instalment Credit Outstanding
In The United Kingdom

(in millions of pound sterling)

(as of December, 31)
1957 1961 1964

Private and commercial motor
vehicles and caravans 197 461 619

Farm and industrial equipment    21     68     84
Household goods incl. bicycles 221 366 369
Other goods -2 -32 43Totals 448 927 1115
of which owed directly to:
Finance houses 253 618 754
Retailers 195 309 361

1 pound sterling = 3 Canadian dollars

Source:  Board of Trade Journal, July 1965

table 1-7

customer service". Although banks have become
progressively more involved in the lending of con-
sumer credit, especially since 1958, finance houses
are still, by far, the most important grantors of
this credit, either directly through their dealings
with hire-purchase contracts or indirectly by buying
contracts from retailers - block discounting.
Retailers are financed by equity capital, assignment
of hire purchase contracts to finance houses and by
bank credit.  Finance houses, which are predominantly
small and numerous, obtain their funds from three
main sources: deposits, borrowings and owners'
equity.  The composition of their funds reflects the
regulations under which their financing was effected.
Control by the Capital Issues Committee, imposed
during the war and not revoked until February 1959,
restricted the finance houses in their capacity to
borrow funds.  They attempted to sell shares and to
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encourage the public and institut on:) Investors to
deposit their money with them. Money  was  al.:m
raised outside the country, especially during the
tight money period from 1955 - 1958.  Since 1958
banks have somewhat relaxed their aloof attitude to
supporting finance houses.  Some of the larger
banks have created their own finance houses, others
have bought substantial equity in existing houses
or have amalgamated with them.



CHAPTER TWO

HISTORICAL GROWTH FACTORS

OF CONSUMER CREDIT

The growth of instalment credit during the last
one hundred years is not the result of just one
factor, but of a complexity of factors which differ
in importance, and which effected this growth atdifferent periods in time. Nowadays, the expansion
and contraction of outstanding balances in con-
sumer credit are integral parts of an economic
policy, but in the past, consumer credit developed
more as an incidental factor of other economic
phenomena.  It is not always possible to distin-
guish here between cause and effect, but the fol-
lowing factors shared in the development of con-
sumer credit.

1. Income Spacing

Pawnbrokers appear to have been the first who
made it their business to extend consumer credit
to people who were temporarily unable to meet
their financial commitments.  The pawnbroker can
be considered as the forerunner of the present
finance company because his transactions repre-
sented a conditional purchase of personal property.
Commercial banks played little or no part in the
granting of consumer credit during the first few
decades of the nineteenth century, although loans
for consumption purposes were occasionally given
to customers whose credit standing was above any
doubt and whose requests the banks did not wish to
refuse.

41
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The retailer was the predominant supplier of

consumer credit, although his primary purpose was
to sell merchandise. The occasional need for con-

sumer credit stemmed from the irregularity in the
income flow inherent in certain occupations.
Especially in farming and fishing communities, con-
sumer credit served the necessary function of
carrying the consumer until the income of the har-
vest was received.  Credit was also extended for the
convenience of certain customers who preferred to
make periodic settlements rather than cash payments
at the time of purchase and competition obliged
merchants to meet these requests.  Interest was not
charged, but in many instances prices were higher
if credit was required.  Although consumer credit
was principally confined to non-durable goods, it
is known that as early as 1789 durables were sold

on credit secured by instalment bonds.  In such
instances, the merchant retained title to the mer-
chandise until payment was made in full, thus con-
cluding what is presently known as hire-purchase
agreement.  The use of consumer credit received a

more permanent character when income spacing became
a more regular practise, following the development
of industry.  The merchant was able to judge the
future income of his clients more accurately.

2. Industrialization

A second factor which contributed to the
expansion of consumer credit was industrialization.
In their submission to the Royal Commission on
Banking and Finance, the Canadian Consumer Loan
Association writes: " ... the regulated consumer

loan business developed in the response to an
urgent social and economic need for a cash loan
service to small borrowers and families. This
need for satisfactory sources of small loans to
consumers has only developed in Canada during com-
paratively recent years with the change from an
agrarian to an industrial economy and the
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subsequent shift of population from rural to urban
areas.  The result has been the dependence of a
growing number of people on cash income rather thanthe physical products of their own hands"·1.

Industrialization concentrated on mass pro-
duction, which could be sustained only by mass con-
sumption.  Durable goods were distinguished from
non-durables in that their consumption was a long
drawn out process.  By permitting the buyer to draw
on his future earning ability, and by designing
the instalment system in such a manner that the

method of payment was matched to the consumer's
ability to pay, mass consumption became a reality.

3. Urbanization and Sub-urbanization

The latter part of the nineteenth century was
characterized not only by industrialization but
also by a population movement from rural to urban
areas, a process still evident in Canada today.
This brought people in contact with durable goods,
for which the need in rural areas was not as
pressing, and which were considered luxuries in a
rural environment.  They now had to buy many com-

modities for which they lacked the cash, but which
were brought within their reach through used-goods
dealers, the facilities of low down payment and
long-term instalment periods.

The growth of cities necessitated the estab-
lishment of sub-urban areas and with them came the
demand for more automobiles. An indispensable
means of transportation for many people, the auto-
mobile has become, by far, the largest single
factor in the growth of consumer credit in every
country.

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to pp. 300-1.
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4. Social Security

Uncertainties of life required most, if not all,
of the families' savings, and, therefore, they
could not be used to repay commitments resulting
from a consumer credit transaction. The intro-
duction of life insurance, pension plans, health
insurance, unemployment insurance, and other fringe
benefits, enabled families to plan the future more
effectively and control family expenditures with a
higher degree of success.  A portion of the savings
once needed for the adversities of life became
available for the appliances of modern living.
Insurance policies could be used as collateral for
loans, while insurance companies extended their
services to customers by granting loans up to the
maximum of the policy's cash value.

5. Shorter Work Hours

Advanced technology and social awareness led
to shortening of the work week, thereby making moretime available for recreational purposes.  This, in
turn, created an expanding demand for pleasure
devices (cars, boats, hunting equipment, television,
travelling, etc.), which were often too expensive
to be paid for with cash.  Dealers soon realized
that increased sales of these commodities would.be
possible only when buyers could pay the purchase
price in instalments.  Finance companies showed a
keen interest in the financing of these durables
because, as long as the resale value was higher
than the outstanding balance, these goods offered
adequate security for loans.

6. Increased Consumer Income and Wage Stability

The increase in average family income during
the nineteenth century can also be mentioned asone of the reasons for the secular growth of con-
sumer credit, although there is no consensus as to
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the way that this factor has contributed_to the
growth.

One group asserts that consumer borrowing in
the past was a means of making both ends meet and,
while making reference to the low wage level during
the nineteenth century and the first quarter of the
twentieth century, it finds little trouble in
explaining that there was a correlation between the
growth of consumer credit and the low income level.

The other group asserts that the industrial

revolution had produced higher wages and wage
stability, making it more possible to plan and con-
trol family expenditures and to accept future finan-
cial commitments.  They further emphasize that con-
fidence is the basis of every loan and agreement of
deferred payment, and, unless the borrower or buyer
is willing and able to discharge the commitments
which he has incurred, the grantor will not be
willing to extend credit nor will the vendor be

prepared to sell goods.  On that basis then, it may
be assumed that the income of a number of people
was sufficient to convince the lender that either
the income was high enough to discharge the commit-
ment or that the borrower's assets could serve as
sufficient guarantee.

It could be alleged that the middle and higher
income groups, rather than the lower income strata,
were meeting these requirements and that the
expansion of consumer credit was attributable to
the high income brackets.  Historians, however, tell
us that, in the early 1800's, instalment buying was

widely accepted by the furniture houses and that
90 per cent of their business was done with wage

and salary earners.  Moreover, the fact that down
payments were often as low as one dollar also
indicates that the lower income groups were involved.

The widely accepted view that wages were hardly
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sufficient to meet the average family's expenditures
during this era was also criticized by a selected
group of distinguished conservative historians in a
recent publication.  These historians assert that
the standard of living of the labor class during the

nineteenth century improved rather than deteriorated,
and that, without increased real wages, the capita-
list would not have been able to sell the output of
his increasing production.  Hayek attacked what he
called the "socialist interpretation of history
which has governed political thinking for the last
two or three generations and which consists mainly
of a particular view of economic history.  The
remarkable thing about this view is that most of the
assertions to which it has given the status of 'facts
which everybody knows' have long been proved not to
have been facts at all; yet they still continue,
outside the circle of professional economic
historians, to be almost universally accepted as
the basis for the estimate of the existing economic
order"2.

Other writers of that group, basing themselves
on Keynes' theory, have pointed out that, had the
labor class not been able to save a portion of its
income, investments could not have grown at the
rapid rate they did during the industrial era.  Of
course, they do not say that the general wage level
was satisfactory in all areas, but their contention
is that many historians are guilty of copying facts
and condemning the capitalist system without
scientific analysis.

The end of World War II saw the growth of con-
sumer credit stimulated by the rapid increase,
monetary as well as real, of increased disposable
income, especially in the lower income strata.
This made it possible for families in this group to
enjoy the type of durables which were at one time
restricted to those in the higher income brackets.
This increase of disposable income was the result
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not only of improved economic conditions, but was
also due to the migration of many women from the
home to active employment.  The resulting increase
in family income expanded the need for durables to
replace the work of the housewife.

The demand for durables not only stimulated the
need for consumer credit but also generated higher
incomes.  Some writers recognized this spiral effectas the most important single factor in the growth
of consumer credit, especially with respect to the
introduction of the automobile.

7. Transitions In Consumer Decisions

Current income is still an important factor in
the demand for consumer Jredit and fluctuations in
the former are associated with more than propor-
tionate changes in purchase credit.  In other words,
a certain percentage change either way in individual
current income causes a higher percentage change in
the demand for purchase credit.

The search for the explanation of the growing
demand for durables, and its subsequent effect on
consumer credit, rekindled the interest in Engel's
law.  This law stated that the percentage of income
spent on necessities is inelastic in relation to
income.  Since this German statistician published
his law in 1857, it is obvious that he was not
thinking in terms of durable goods, much less of
consumer credit.  Professor Humphrey wrote:" .. .annual changes in the pattern of consumer
expenditures from 1948 to 1955 cannot be entirely

explained by Engel's law, even after excluding the
Korean War period.  Although disposable personalincome   rose   35   per   cent from 1948-49   to   1954";   inthe United States,     "its   rate of growth leveled   off,
and durable goods expenditures declined slightly
from 13.1 per cent of total consumer expenditures
in 1948 and 1949 to 12.4 per cent in 1954.  With a
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six per cent increase in income the following year,
durable goods expenditures rose to 14.1 per cent of

total consumer expenditures.  In part, this pattern
may be explained by the effect of the acceleration
principle on demand for consumer durable goods and
instalment credit"3. But statistical data related
to this entire period with its consumer credit
control are not the most suitable for proving or

disproving laws or principles.  Katona pointed out
that, in addition to income, there are a number of
other non-ecromic motivations that influence con-
sumer buying .  Some of these motivations were quite
applicable during the 1949 - 1954 period.  Also,

Zahn warned against overstressing and generalization
of Engel's law; he is of the opinion that this law
is still valid provided it is not applied beyond
the context intended by its formulator.  "Wir
durfen heute feststellen," wrote   Zahn,   "dasz  das
Engelsche Gesetz, wenn es-wie es auch in der Absicht
seines Verkunders lag - beschrankt bleibt auf die
Nahrungsausgaben, relative GUltigkeit besitzt,
sofern namlich ganz bestimmte soziale und kulturelle
Voraussetzungen gegeben sind.  Dies letztere ist in
den westlichen Landern bis heute weitgehend der
Fall gewesen, weshalb Engels Feststellung auch
immer wieder verifiziert werden kbnnte"5.

The homo oeconomicus, brainchild of the class-
icists, does not represent the modern consumer.
Even though Keynes still stressed the level of
income as determinant of expenditure, no doubt there
are other economic and social factors which exert
influence on both total consumer outlays and their
composition.  As the society grows in affluence
the line between necessities and non-necessities
is becoming progressively more vague.  However, while
it is true that rising incomes may increase discret-
ionary income, the modern way of living has harnessed
the discretion.  Some flexibility may still prevail

in the upward trend, but when incomes decline,
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discretion dissipates.  Consumer credit has become
a modus vivendi, which, once established, soon loses
its primary relationship with durables.

8. A Change In Attitude Toward Consumer Credit

The idea that borrowing or instalment buying is
tantamount to living beyond one's means is still
deeply engrained in the minds of many people, butthe awareness has been growing that, provided it is
intelligently managed, instalment buying, like
other forms of purchasing on credit, is often a
great convenience to the purchaser.  It enables him
to get possession of commodities at an earlier date
than would be possible were he required to make full
payment at the time of pprchase.  Such is most
clearly illustrated in the case of a mortgage.  Onecan save many years, until the cash value of a house
is accumulated.  When that point has been reached,
the need for a house may no longer exist, or may
have become less urgent.  A long-term mortgage
enables the mortgagee to enjoy the possession of
the house when the need is greatest, and the
amortization of the mortgage is effected by
savings.

In many instances, income moves in an opposite
direction to expenditure.  Family incomes often
form an inclining curve which reaches its peak
when pension age is near.  Expenditures, on the
other hpnd, show cyclical movements.  Young couples
face. large expenditures in the beginning.  The
acquisition of many durable necessities are to be
faced when income is low, whereas, many years before
the pension age is reached, expenditures decline
appreciably while annual income continues to rise.
Renting a durable good means that consumption and
expenditure take place almost simultaneously, but
buying a durable good means the acquisition of a
series of services which are yielded over a period
of time.  Paying cash means a present payment for
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future satisfaction, in other words, expenditure
predates consumption by a certain period.  This lop-
sided relationship is wholly or partly offset by
consumer credit, which makes the transaction similar
to renting.

The change in consumer attitude has been nou-
rished by the knowledge that investment in durable
goods often returns a substantial part of its yield
in terms of reduced labor and increased convenience

for the housewife and enjoyment for the family.
These returns are not only of an intangible nature,
but can be calculated in monetary terms as well.
Durable goods are partial substitutes for payments
which used to be regular features of a family's
budget.  Payments for television sets may be sub-
stituted for expenditure for movies; outlays for
washing machines save expenses for laundry and
domestic servants, while car expenses take the place
of payments for public transportation.

9. Inflation

Inflation is also a growth factor of consumer
credit.  Deterioration of the purchasing power of
money discourages long-term savings and steers
money towards increased consumption, especially for
consumer goods, whose durable character offers
some hedging against further inflation.  This
became quite apparent at the outbreak of the second
World War and the Korean War, when the demand in
the durable goods sector rose sharply.

The importance of the inflationary factor
should not be overstressed.  The allegation that
anticipated price increases encourage immediate
buying is not always borne out by empirical
evidence.  The Research Center of the University
of Michigan, which probed into the relationship
between consumer spending on durable goods and
discretionary expenditures, states: "Nineteen
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fifty-seven, for instance, was a fairly good auto-
mobile year, even though at the beginning of thatyear mc,re people expected prices to go up than to
go down.  At the same time, the majority of con-sumers thought that it would be a good time to buy
cars.  The explanation given for this appraisal of
market conditions revealed that most people were atthat time concerned with considerations other than
prices (income increases, prosperous times, etc.)"6.
Other researchers have also concluded that reactions
of consumers to modest price increases vary from
time to time. Buying of durables in Canada is veryseasonEl, and there are no research data which proveor disprove Katona's conclusions. Price comparisons
are not easy to make by the public as price increases
can be concealed by new models, or extra features.

10. Ore anization and Effectiveness of Lenders

Possibly the largest single factor contributing
to the growth of consumer credit is the refined
techniques developed by lenders in order to meet
consumer needs.  Arising from the needs of the con-
sumer, consumer credit soon became a vehicle of the
retailer, which he used to boost business volume.
Moneylenders took advantage of the opportunity by
expanding their activities in a lucrative field
which had hardly been explored.

Chapter Four will describe in greater detailthe organization and techniques employed by these
retailers and moneylenders.  The chapter immediately
following will acquaint the reader with the growth
of consumer credit in Canada.

Future Developments

Most of these historic factors are still in
evidence today, and it may be anticipated that they
will continue to exercise an influence on the need
for additional consumer credit.  Its growth in
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Canada and the United States, since 1948, has been
fairly steady, and, although the Korean war and
periods of tight money have retarded this steady
growth, in 1963 total consumer credit balances out-
standing in Canada amounted to 16% of personal
disposable income, as compared to 5.9% in 1948.
The comparable figures for the United States are
16% and 6.8% (see table 3-2).  The demand for con-
sumer credit is, for the most part, contingent on
the need for durables, and there are more reasons
for suspecting that their demands will increase
rather than decrease or become stationary.  Many
durables are designed as labor saving devices, and
the percentage of housewives joining the labor force
is still increasing.  The rise in incomes that has

resulted from the increase in the female labor force
and from economic growth will place more durables
within the reach of more households. The possession
of a manifold number of goods has become a status
symbol and it is especially the monetary value which
determines, more often than not, the degree of
desirability of these symbols.  Most of these goods
are of a durable or semi-durable nature, with cars,
electrical appliances, furniture, fur coats,
jewellery and the like constituting the bulk of the
instalment buying.  It is no longer the common
practice of advertisers to publish cash prices.
For, with the growth in importance of service
charges as a source of income to merchants it is
not unusual to lower the cash price and entice the
buyer to use consumer credit.

Today, the younger generation is characterized

by a mitigated aversion to debt financing, although
this may not have taken on the proportion as is
properly believed.  The writer's experience with
university students leads him to conclude that
many dislike debts.  Some learning through personal
experience and others being schooled by their
parents, for whom consumer credit has still elements
of living beyond one's means.
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The use of durables is proliferating as are
their replacements and improvements, often a con-
sequence of planned obsolescense.  The service
industry, particularly the airlines and tourist
industries have also learned to use consumer creditas a sales promoting device.  With the continued
sustinence of consumer credit assured, it remains
to be seen how long this way of life will last, but
consumer credit has proven both its mass appeal and
its almost universal acceptance.



CHAPTER THREE

DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER CREDIT IN CANADA

The  growth of consumer credit in Canada, during
the last 25 years has been unprecedented.  Frcm a

modest 5607 million in 1938, total balances of out-
standing consumer credit had passed the 85.5 billion
mark by 1964.  Most of this frowth took place between

1954 and 1964, when consumer cred;t in Canada in-
creased at an average annual compound rate of ten
per cent as against eight and one half per cent in
the United States. In Ellrope, consumer credit   has
still not reached as high a level as in North America,
although the increase in some Eurcpean countries has
greatly accelerated in recent years.  The composition
of relevant figures differs among countries, but
table 3-1 illustrates a workable comparison.

The era in which consumer credit debeloped in

Canada can be divided into four periods, each with
its own peculiar features.  The first period covers
the development of consumer credit Frior to 1938.
The second period runs from 1938 to 1947.  The

modest prewar upswing in the use of consumer credit
which started in 1938 was interrupted by World War
Two and the credit restrictions implemented in
September 1939, amended several times and revoked
in January 1947.  It is at this latter date that

the third period commenced, which ended in 1953.
From 1947 to 1950, consumer credit was allowed to
grow without direct government interference, only

to be interrupted by the Korean War restrictions.
A starting date of 1953 for the fourth period is
useful for several reasons.  Firstly, since 1953
consumer credit could develop wi thout direct ob-
struction from the government.  Secondly, three

51,
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Ratio of Consumer Credit to
National Income and Per CapitaFor 1963.(in thousands of it US)

Nat.Inc.* Ratio of Cons.Credit
Per Capita Cons.Credit Per Capita

To Nat.Inc.

Belgium 1200 2.24          28
Canada 1601 14.95 220
France 1260 2.30           26
W. Germany 1250 2.48           28
Netherlands 975 1.79           21
United Kingdom 1262 5.06          53
United States 2420 15·01 350

* Source: Encyclopaedia Americana

table 3-1

recessions of various intensity occurred.  The first
of these started towards the end of 1953 as a-reac-
tion to the boom created by the Korean War.  It
ended in early 1955, soon to be followed by a con-
dition of full employment and a wave of inflation.
The second recession commenced in late 1957 and
ended about ten months later. The third lasted
throughout most of 1961.  Thirdly, the chartered
banks remained generally reluctant to expand their
direct involvement with consumer credit. Sales

finance companies, which were not regulated by
maximum service charges and were not under direct
control of the central bank, dominated the purchase
credit sector.  It was also during this period that
the quantitative credit control technique of the
Bank of Canada was put to the test.

Beginning in 1958, the commercial banks changed
their attitude towards consumer financing.  Rather

than lending to sales finance companies and small
loan companies, they began to take over themselves
an increasing portion of the field of consumer credit,
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mainly by abandoning the aloof attitude they had had
towards personal loans.  Finance companies, facing
curtailment of bank support, commenced to draw more
heavily on the money market by the sale of long term
notes, bonds and debentures.

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyze the
secular development of consumer credit in Canada; to
follow the fluctuations in the various segments that
constitute consumer credit, as defined and cate-
gorized in Chapter One, and to try to detect the
forces that underlie these movements. It endeavours
to interrelate the relevant economic variables so as
to draw conclusions based on empirical evidence.

PRIOR TO 1938

No data are available about consumer credit in
Canada prior to 1938.  Table 3-2 illustrates that
the Canadian development of consumer credi t,   in
relation to disposable income and gross national
product, has shown a striking similarity with that
of the United States, and it is quite conceivable
that this similarity extends further back in history.

John M. Clark, who in 1935 undertook a research
into the strategic factors of business cycles in the
United States expressed the need for more accurate
figures on consumer credit and for a general segre-
gation of loans according to their uses.  After
years of painstaking research, the Russell Sage
Foundation published in 1939 an historical account

of the development of consumer credit in the United
States from the beginning of the 19th century until
19381.  Other writers also tried to piece together

fragmentary information about this historical
development.

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to p. 301.
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Consumer Credit Outstanding Ratio
To Personal Disposable Income &

Gross National Product
Canada and the U. S. A.

Year Consumer Ratio of Ratio of
Credit Consumer Consumer

Outstanding Credit to Credi t   to
G.N.P. Personal

Disp. Inc.
Can.* U.S.** Can. U.S. Can. U.S.

1948 678 13.2 4.3 5.0 5.9 6.8
1949 818 16.0 4.9 6.2 6.8 8.5
1950 1,045 19.9 5.4 6.5 7.9 9.1
1951 986 20.9 4.6 6.2 6.6 8.9
1952 1,411 25·7 5.7 7.2 8.5 10.5
1953 1,756 29.5 7.0 8.2 10.4 11.6
1954 1,896 30.5 7.5 8.2 11.0 11.7
1955 2,266 36.7 8.1 9.0 12.2 13.0
195  2,600 40.0 8.2 9.3 12.4 13.3
1957 2,683 4204 8.4 9.6 12.4 13·6
1958 2,944 42.3 8.8 9.2 12.6 13·0
1959 3,367 48.5 9.4 9.9 13·9 14·2
1%0 3,676 52.7 10.1 10.5 14·4 14·9
1961 3,958 54.0 10.2 10.0 14·8   14.5
1962 4,374 59.2 10.6 10.5 15.3 15·1
1963 4,907 65·6 11.1 10.9 16.0 16.0

*  millions of dollars
** billions of dollars

Note: To make the series for the two countries as
comparable as possible, life insurance co.'s loans
have been excluded from the Canadian series as
these are excluded from the U.S. figures; service
credit has been excluded from the U.S. data since
this information is not available in Canada.

Source: Submission Research Department of the Bank
of Canada to the Special Joint Committee of
the Senate and House of Commons on Consumer
Credit, June 16, 1964.

table 3-2
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Although these  researchers  har,   14 l.·11  al., 1 c·  in
gather information on the practices of consumer
credit, quantitative   data  are not available. "Thcre
are, however, several reasons for believing that
consumer credit tended to fluctuate inversely with
business activity"2.

The latter ha.1 f  of the nineteenth century was
characterized by industrializati.on and by a movement
from rural to urban areas.  Incomes of many people,
and their demand for household goods, increased,
creating a need for consumer credit.  According to
a study of the Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics
in 1888, the number of chattel mortgages on certain

types of personal property in that state increased
from approximately 5,500 in 1870, to over 27,000 in
1887.  This expansion of instalment credit began

and continued in the larger industrial centers
mainly with low-priced goods and presumably among
low-income families.

Establishment of Credit Institutions

During thif period two types of lending institu-
tions came into being, smal] loan businesses and
credit unions. The latter were modelled on the
Raiffeisen Banken in Germany, a system introduced to
North America by Alphonse Desjardins.  The movement
spread slowly and had its principal impact on small
loans.  The practices of money lenders had already
provoked complaints, and the Russell Sage Foundation
undertook a study of the validity of these complaints.
Largely because of the activities of the Department
of Remedial Loans of that Foundation, legislation
was enacted in 1916 to regulate the practices of

money-lending and to control interest rates.  This
legislation, the Uniform Small Loan Law, has served
since in the United States as the basis for legis-
lation concerning money lending. Its federal

counterpart in Canada was the Small Loans Act,
enacted in 1939.
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The development of intermediary finance agencies
began shortly after the turn of the century.  The
need for funds to finance accounts receivable of
manufacturers and dealers continued to increase while
the commercial banks were still reluctant to change
their conservative policy,and to participate in this
form of financing.  These intermediaries, some of
which were organized by manufacturers, started their
activities by discounting the receivables of manu-
facturers who could not otherwise obtain the neces-
sary funds to finance their sales.  Gradually they
extended their operations to wholesalers, jobbers
and  retai ].ers. They consolidated their position  in
the economy when the automobile came within the

reach of the general public, and indeed their busi-
ness is still mainly in the financing of new and
used cars.

In Canada, the development of the intermediary
finance companies coincided with the change from an
agrarian to an industrial economy and with the estab-
lishment of a mass market for automobiles, shortly
after the First World War. United States companies,
having the benefit of experience in their own
country, extended their operations into Canada.

Statistical information about consumer credit up
to 1922, collected by the Russell Sage Foundation,

is too incomplete to provide a fully satisfactory
picture of its development.  However, it seems that
consumer credit experienced steady growth with only
minor declines.

The expansion of consumer credit between 1923

and 1929 was dominated by the growth in credit sales
of automobiles and other durables, made possible by
the sales' finance companies. They financed the sale
from manufacturer to dealer and then from dealer to
customer. Retail merchants soon discovered that
they could increase sales by following a more lib-
eral credit policy.  Their request that the sales
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finance compani es di scozint  th, ' r  receivabl c :   pc·'.i ved
an increasingly sympathetic  lie: -1'.ilig.    Commercir].
banks, rather than becoming invo]ved directly in
this new type of business, preferred to finance the
sales finance industry with loans secured by lions
on durables.  They were more reluctant when loan
applications came from small loan companies that
extended credit  witl  ,ut coll ateral. This handicapped
the smed] 1,10'iey lenders who then tried to obtain
funds from the sale of securities, shares of partner-
ship and from retained earnings.

The Great Depression ended the expansion of con-
sumer credit. Instalment credit led the decline and
was soon followed by retail credit and loans from
lending agencies.  Statistics published by the
Russell Sage Foundation show that the sales finance
companies, before the upswing of 1933, dropped to
40 per cent of the 1929 level.  Retail merchants'
receivables declined by some 35 per cent and the

money lending sector reached its lowest figure a
year later.  When the decline was halted receivables
had dropped to $848 million or about 50 per cent of

the 1929 figure.

When the tide turned for the better, it was the
sales finance companies, with their concentration
on automobile financing, that led the way.  The two
other groups, retailers and money-lenders, followed
in the same order as in the decline. One of the
main factors that halted the decline was the in-
creased demand for household goods.  This resulted
from the extension of Government insured loans under

the National Housing Act, for modernization and
repair of residential buildings.  When the expansion
came to an end in 1937, the total amount of consumer
credit outstanding had risen to slightly above the
level it had reached when the decline started eight
years ago.  Sales finance companies were the greatest
contributors to this recovery.  Their accounts
receivable at the end of 1937 were 80 per cent above
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1929. Money lenders had increa668 by eight  per   centbut the retail merchants remained far behind and
counter-balanced the growth of the two other groups.

The only federal legislation on consumer credit
in Canada before the Small Loans Act of 1939, was
the Money Lenders Act of 1906. It limited to 12 per
cent the annual interest on all loans up to 8500.
By not clearly defining 'interest:, the earlier Act
was easily evaded by charging the borrower othercosts.  The preamble to the Small Loans Act noted
that it had become common practice for money lenders
to make charges against borrowers claimed to be
discount; deduction from an advance commission;
brokerage; chattel mortgage and recording fees; finesand penalties, and other charges.  The Small Loans
Act, which is still the only piece of federal legis-
lation dealing directly with consumer credit, put an
end to these practices.

FROM 1938 TO 1947

The first available data on consumer credit inCanada date back to 1938.  Though. the figures for
the next ten years are sparse they, nonetheless, pro-
vide a picture of a trend that was developing (seetable 3-3)·

In 1938, total outstanding consumer credit in
Canada (loans by life insurance companies not
included) had amounted to about ten per cent of con-
sumer expenditure, a situation identical to that in
the United States, although the composition differed.
Of the three main lenders in Canada, retailers wereby far the most important.  Their share in total
consumer credit (exclusive of life insurance balances),at the end of 1938 stood at 68 per cent as against
47 in the United States.  The percentages of the
sales finance companies were 12 and 17 respectively.

Another important difference was in the commercial
banks' participation.  The United States bankers
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Consupler  Jr:Qi i.  .51··i.-t.,dir,L
as of Dece·.,-ocr 3.1.

(in  millions of dollars)

Year  Sales Finance Retail Cash    Life Ins. Total
Companies Dealers Loans Loans

* ** 2,4
1938      46           258      75 226 607
1939      38           250      85 219 592
1940     46           270      90 210 616
1941     49          240     92 200 581
1942      17           170      86 160 462
1943       7           136      87 173 403
1944       6 141 100 159 406
1945       8 161 128 152 lilI 9

1946      24 201. 186 150 561
1947      48 340 240 152 780
1948      71 335 336 158 900

*   In connection with the financing of retailpurchases of consumer goods, lar6ely new and
used automobiles.

**  Figures are based on sample returns for 13specific trade groups, 0and are blown up using
1941 census statistics as a base.  Includes
retail sales to dealers.

*33 Tot fully secured personal loans by chartered
banks,   and pe rsonal loans extended by small
loan companies, licensed money-lenders and
credit unions.

table 3-3

became directly involved as early as 1928, while it
was not until 1958 that Canadian bankers became
interested in the direct financing of consumer credit.

The recovery, which had hesitantly started in
1933 ended in 1938, when a strained international
situation developed which had adverse consequences
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on the country's economy, especially export, and
which created a serious problem of unemployment.The reactions of the various forms of consumer credit
were characteristic of a recession (see table 3-3)·

The durable sector showed the highest degree of
sensitivity and declined first.  Sales finance com-
panies faced a diminishing demand for wholesale
financing of automobiles, soon to be followed by a
decreasing supply of retail paper.

The  demand for small durables brought about
unfavourable consequences for the business volume
of retail merchants, but because the recession was
of short duration, the demand for the less elastic
non-durables decreased only slightly.

Cash loans, increased during this recession, a
reaction typical of the initial stages of a decline
in economic activities.  A drop in personal income
consistently increases the burden on the budget due
to current commitments of instalment buying.  Toavoid repossession of the goods by the legal owner
people try to obtain loan credit to meet their commit-ments. Since additional collateral is often an
unsurmountable problem, especially because the goods
bought on instalment and not fully paid for cannot
serve as such, they apply for assistance to those
money lenders whose purpose it is to lessen the
urgent social and economic needs: the small  loan
companies and licensed money lenders.

The Second World War

When Canada joined the belligerent powers inSeptember 1939, a number of emergency regulations
were promulgated with three primary objectives:

a) to divert the productive capacity of the
country into the production of material required to
wage the war.

b) to channel a maximum amount of consumer liquid
assets into financing the war effort.
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c) to reduce consumption of non-essentials through
wage and price controls, rationiliL, 2,)'d restricting
consumer credit.

During the first two years idle productive capac-
ity was employed and taxation made increasingly heavy
in order to avoid inflationary tendencies.  The
Wartime Prices and Trade Board decided not to freeze
all prices, but to restrict its activity to individual
prices.  These mild restrictions proved to be inade-
quate as a control over the inflationary forces.
Therefore, in October 1941, a sweeping anti-inflation
program was implemented, which included an over-all
price ceiling for all goods and certain designated
services.

Restrictions were also imposed on consumer credit
to curtail further demand for the diminishing
supplies of consumer goods, affecting practically
all goods sold at retail.  Goods financed not in
excess of 5500 had a maximum term payment of ten
months, while goods exceeding this amount had a
maximum term payment extending to 15 months.  In
addition, a down payment of one third of the retail
price was placed on all goods to be financed.  Charge
accounts, used mostly for the purchase of smaller
items, had to be paid by the 25th of the month
following that in which the goods were purchased.

To prevent any breakdown in the adequacy of the
restrictions imposed on purchase credit, a further
restriction was placed on cash loans.  It was required
that such loans could not exceed two-thirds of the
total retail price of the goods to be bought by the
borrower.  The terms for liquidation were the same
as those set out for purchase credit.

These restrictions on consumer credit were but
a component of the entire anti-inflationary campaign.
It is obvious that, under such wartime circumstances,
to restrict consumer credit alone would have been
entirely ineffective.



1 2 3 4 5 6Year Personal Disp. Income Personal Residual Average Marginalcurrent constant* Expenditures* Savings Propensi ty Propensity
To Save To Save**

(2 - 31 (11 : 2)
(in millions of dollars)

1939 4,178 6,827 6,510 317 O.046
1940 4,775 7,484 7,034 450 0.061

0.202

1941 5,555 8,133 7,417 716 0.088 O·410
  1942 6,898 9,648 7,692 1,956 0.203

0.818

1943 7,344 9,992 7,902 2,090 0.209
0.390

1944 8,027 10,804 8,444 2,360 0.218 0.332

1945 8,311 11,052 9,267 1,785 0.161
- 2.319

1946 8,923 11,469 10,323 1,146 O.100 - 1.532

*   On the basis of the 1949 dollar value

** Annual change in residual saving divided by annual change in personal disposableincome, both in constant value.

table 3-4
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Personal disposable income tose very rapidly,
and expenditures for durables declined in absolute
figures.  With the inelastic demand for non-rationed
consumer goods and services, and the increasing
financial need of the Federal Government for war
purposes, the propensity to save rose sharply, as
is illustrated in table 3-4 *.

The demand for durables was handicapped not only

by credit restrictions but also by import regulations.
Immediately after the war had been declared, the
Government established the Foreign Exchange Control
Board, whose function it was to allocate the country's
foreign exchange reserves to the maximum economical
use.  Since a substantial portion of consumer dur-
ables, especially automobiles, were imported, expen-
ditures on them dropped sharply.  Also, the Canadian
dollar, at par with the United States dollar immedi-
ately preceding the outbreak of the hostilities,
experienced a sharp drop.  This made the import of
consumer goods from the United States more expensive.
The result was that the sales finance companics saw

their business reduced to a fraction of their pre-
war volume.

Retailers too suffered from the war time restric-

tions but, with their business chiefly concentrated
on non-durables, the shortage in durable goods supply
did not effect their business to the same degree as
it did the sales finance companies.  Moreover, because
of rising disposable incomes on one hand, and limi-
tations of spending on the other, customers were
able to pay cash where consumer credit would normally
have been employed.  Balances outstanding of the

*  It would be better to speak here of 'inevitability'
rather than 'propensity' to save, because the
latter assumes an act of desire while, in this
instance, a substantial portion of the savings
were unavoidable.
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other consumer credit lenders declined for the same
reason.

Post War Period

However spectacular the upsurge was, which fol-
lowed the end of the war, the ratio of consumer
credit balances to personal disposable income
remained substantially behind the ten per cent of
the years closely preceding its outbreak.  This is
not so surprising when one recalls the high savings
accumulated during the war and the prolongation of
credit controls and import restrictions.

Initially it was feared that during the transi-
tion from war to peace economic activity would go
through a period  of high unemployment. Furthermore,
that the price level would be distorted by deflation
in the non-rationed food sector and by inflation in
the durable goods sector, where supply fell still
short of demand.  Post war developments made this
fear of deflation unwarranted.  The shortages of
food and other essentials in allied countries out-
side Canada and the United States were so over-
whelming that a credit program was designed.  This
also served as an export program which kept employ-
ment high and prevented the price decline of non-
durables.  The credit was designed in co-operation
with the International Monetary Fund, the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
the Marshall Plan, and the International Trade
Organization to rebuild and revitalize the multi-
lateral trading system on which the employment and
standard of living of many countries were so greatly
d6pendent.

The fear of price increases of durable goods

was more realistic.  Reduced borrowing by government
and business and the large accumulation of savings
could easily increase consumer spending for these
commodities which still remained short of supply.
Therefore, the government decided to prolong the
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consumer credit restrictions.  They wer·c: f:11,- llyrevoked in January 1947. Suggestions to rettri n
them as anti-inflationary means, regardless of cco-
nomic conditions, were successfully opposed by the
Canadian business organizations, and rightly so.

As could be expected, following the removal of
the credit restrictions, all categories of consumer
credit experienced a substantial upsurge.  The import
of durables from the United States, despite the
higher price level tHere, more than doubled in two
years.  This increased consumption was partly financed
by accumulated deposits, by a decreased propensity
to save from current income and by consumer credit.

PERIOD 1947 TO 1953

The unprecedented rise of consumer borrowing,
between 1947 - 1949, stimulated by declining unem-
ployment, was given impetus, in 1949, by renewed
international tension.

Credit Restrictions

The opening' of hostilities in Korea created a
general expectation that the demand for consumer
goods and services would soon again exceed the supply.
The government was quick to react and reinvoked
consumer credit restrictions.

The country enjoyed a high level of economic
activity which nourished the fear of serious infla-
tionary pressure, all the more because personal
savings in relation to disposable income was declining
sharply.  In the fall of 1950 personal savings were
as low as four per cent of disposable income.  This
was even one per cent lower than during the buying
boom following the removal of the credit restrictionsin the beginning of 1947.  The increased demand was
particularly concentrated in durable goods, which
proves that under a given set of circumstances,
anticipated inflation does encourage the use of
consumer credit.
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When it became apparent,   in tlie spring  of  1951,
that the restrictions on consumer credit lacked
effectiveness the gov · nment raised the down payment
requirements and shortened the repayment periods.Simultaneously excise, sales,. personal and corporate
income taxes, were increased.  The result was a
moderate increase in personal savings and a sharp
drop in the sale of those consumer goods for whichthe demand is elastic.

As  illustrated in table 1-1, outstanding balances
of sales finance companies, at the end of 1951 were
eight per cent lower than those of the previous year ·a sharp contrast to the 66 and 74 per cent increase
in 1949 and 1950 respectively.  Retailers consumer
credit declined even more, namely by 11 per cent.
However, in relative terms this drop was more moderate
because in the two preceding years the increase hadbeen limited to 16 and 17 per cent.  Also the loan
credit sector reacted in a way as could be expected
under the prevailing circumstances.  Credit unions,
Quebec Savings Banks and small loan companies
increased their outstanding balances.  The chartered
banks on the other hand responded closely to the
monetary policy of credit restrictions and their
balances declined by 11 per cent (see table 1-2).

Despite the consumer credit restrictions and the
significant drop in the demand for consumer goods
the consumer price index rose by 11 per cent, and inthe food sector alone by 13.5 per cent.  Also prices
of durables, non-durables and services experienced
a substantial increase (see table 3-5).

The reaction in the import sector was generally
surprising.  Import of goods, mainly durables, increased
appreciably.  As a result the balance of trade surplus
of 1949 - a comfortable $262 million - turned into a
deficit of 817.million in 1950 and 8122 million by
1951.  This increased import resulted from the
Government's decision in October 1950, to abandon
the policy of a fixed exchange rate and to adopt a



Percentage Distribution of Disposable Income and Price Indexes
1938 - 1954

Year Durables Non- Services Savings Durables Consumer Price Index**
durables &   S avings                             D                         S                         ND

1938 7.7 55.5 35.3 1.4 9.1 63.7
1939 7.4 53.8 34.1 4.6 12.1 63·2
1940* 8.1 53.3 32.6 6.0 14·2 65·7
1941* 7.5 53.7 30.6 8.1 15.7 69·6
1942* 4.8 48.1 26.8 20.3 25.2 72.9
1943* 4.0 49.3 25.8 20.9 24·9 74.2
1944* 4.0 48.0 26.1 21.8 25.8 74.6
1945* 4.5 5105 27·9 16.1 20.6 75.0
1946* 6.7 55.2 28.2 10.0 16.7 77.5            3
1947 8.8 57.3 28.8 5.2 lit.0 84·8
1948 8.4 55.8 26.8 8.9 17·3 97.0
1949 9.7 54.1 28.4 7.8 17·5 100.0 100.0 100.0
1950 11.4 54.0 29.3 5.2 16.6 101.7 105·6 101.6
1951* 10.0 52.5 28.4 9.0 19:0 115•7 112.7 110.6
1952 11.1 51.2 29.7 . 8.0 19·1 118.2 120.0 112.8
1953 11.8 49.7 30.7 7.8 19.6 117.2 124.1 111.5
1954 11.6 50.7 32.9 4.8 16.4 116.2 127.5 111.3
*  credit control in effect.
** 1949=100; the general consumer price index is specified, after 1948, in

durables, D, services (including shelter) S, and non-durables, ND.
Source: Bank of Canada Monthly Statistics.

table 3-5
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floating exchange system, which came to an end in
May 1962.  Immediately following this decision the
exchange rate of the Canadian dollar rose sharply
and this encouraged imports.  At the same time

speculative money, which had poured into the country
following the devaluation in the autumn of 1949, in

anticipation of a revaluation, and which was repatri-
ated after October 1950, produced a further relaxation

of the upward pressure on the Canadian price level.

As might have been foreseen, a strong upsurge
occurred in May 1952, when all restrictions on con-

sumer credit were removed.  Although there were only
seven months left of that year, sales finance com-
panies doubled their balances outstanding, as did
the department stores.  Conditional sale contracts
of 'other retailers' increased by 70 per cent, and
the charge accounts which are mainly connected with
non-durable goods, moved up by seven per cent.

The advances in the loan credit sector were less
pronounced.  The highest increase, 30 per cent, was

made by the small loan companies followed by the
credit unions with 24 per cent and the chartered
banks with 19 per cent.  The reason for the increase
in the loan credit sector during the period of
credit restrictions, when purchase credit declined,
and the relatively lower increase during the upsurge,
is inherent in the loan credit business, chiefly
that of deficit financing.

For example, a list published by the Canadian
Consumer Loan Association in its submission to the

Royal Commission on Banking and Finance shows that,
in 1960, the distribution of loans was as follows:

Consolidation of debts 31.7%
Non-durables 7.7%
Durables 22.7% *
Services 28.3%
Miscellaneous 9.6%

100 %
* of which 11% was for automobiles
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The development of credit unions followed a
somewhat independent course. 9'}ici.r local character
made them less sensitive to competition of other
lending institutions.  Their financing methods have

permitted them to be virtually independent of monetary
policy.  Because of their wide dispersion, it is not
possible to give universal reasons for the year to
year fluctuations, but the total outstanding balances
of consumer credit during the period 1947 - 1957
showed a persistent but moderate growth.  They also
showed little regard for the business cycle in
general, and for the restrictions imposed on consumer
credit during the Korean war in particular.

The modest increase in chartered banks' not-fully-
secured loans during the period 1951 - 1952 can be
explained in terms of the monetary conditions which
prevailed.  The Bank of Canada had persuaded thechartered banks in February 1951, that in the light
of inflationary pressure and increased credit demand
for financing inventory accumulation, further expan-
sion of bank credit was undesirable.  As the banks
were not allowed to charge a higher interest rate
than six per cent, they were compelled to adopt a
policy of credit distribution.  With regard to the
Consumer Credit Regulations Act which was in force
during all of 1951, the banks decided among otherrestrictions to limit their credit to sales finance
companies and also to reduce their own activities
in consumer credit. When the Act was revoked in
May 1952, the banks decided to return to their
former policy.  They financed the great demand for
consumer credit chiefly through the sales finance
companies and added only a modest $38 million to
their own balance of not fully secured personal loansof the previous year.  This policy was reversed in
1958.
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Period Comparison

Comparing the two periods 1938 - 1947 and 1948 -
1953, one detects differences and similarities.  Both
periods started when the economy had excess capacity,
followed soon thereafter by war conditions.  Inflation
began before the economy had reached full employment,
and in both periods it was in the foreign trade
sector that it commenced.  Higher import and export
prices caused an inflationary pressure which permeated
all three consumer expenditure sectors:  durables,
non-durables and services.

To restrain this upward price push all prices
were frozen in 1942.  During this period of price
control the consumer price index rose from 72.9 to
75.0 (see table 3-5).  The restriction on consumer
credit had undoubtedly contributed to the curtailment
of consumer demand. Its effectiveness as an anti-
inflationary weapon, however, was hereby not estab-
lished.  Because during the war period a situation
of suppressed inflation existed; a strict price
control on all goods and services made a general
price increase impossible.  At any rate the need
for consumer credit would have been small because
high incomes on the one hand and rationing plus
price control on the other almost tripled savings,
thus reducing the need for consumer credit.

Credit restrictions, in affect throughout 1951,
reduced total outstanding balances of consumer
credit.  Even though real consumer demand declined
by ten per cent. compared to previous year, anti-
inflationary measures remained unsuccessful.  Price
indexes at the end of 1951 stood at least seven per
cent above the level at the end of 1950, with the
food index leading the way with an increase of 14
per cent. Excess demand and a structural demand
change from private to public sector, together with
cost push resulting from taxes on certain commodities,
were responsible for the inflation during the Korean
period. If the control of consumer credit had acted
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as a downward force on the price level, the effect
must have been very limited, because savings increased
substantially throughout 1951.

The rescinding of the credit restrictions

during the two war periods resulted in differing
reactions.  The end of the suppressed inflation
during World War Two set off a considerable infla-
tion. The removal of the Korean War restrictions
was followed by conditions of almost stable prices,
despite unprecedented increases in all sectors of
consumer credit.  An exception should be made for
the service sector, where prices continued to rise.

However, consumer credit, as yet, had not been
employed in this sector.

The allegation that the abolition of consumer
credit restrictions in 1947 was responsible for the

extraordinary price increase, which occurred between
1947 and 1951, is invalid. During war restrictions,
savings accumulated and were added to the already
substantially increased money supply that was
channeled into the public sector.  It is little
wonder that this large money volume, and the sup-
pressed demand, created a drastic price rise when
restrictions were rescinded.  It is interesting to

note, however, that consumer demand showed a relative
decline.  Whereas the gross national product, between
1946 and 1951 increased by 76 per cent, the increase
of personal expenditure was only 67 per cent.  During
this period the consumer price index had risen from
77.5 to 113.7.  The price index of non-durables had

risen three points less but the food index alone had
increased to 117.  The service price index had gone
up to 112.7 or only one point below the general price
index. It should be remembered that consumer credit
was not used either in the food or in the service
sector.

In the durable goods area the price index had
made the largest gain; at the end of 1951 it stood
at 115.7.  Here the growth had surpassed that of the
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gross national product.  Outlays on durables however
accounted for only slightly more than 10 per cent of
total disposable income and for about seven per cent
of the gross national product.  Even if one assumes
that all credit extended by finance companies and
chartered banks was applied to the purchase of dur-
ables, the increase in outstanding balances between
1947 and 1951 had totalled under 5200 million, or
less than an annual average of 140 million.  Relating

the latter figure to the average annual outlay on
durables of 31170 million, it becomes obvious that
any  inflationary push, caused by purchase credit,
was negligible.

The inflation which occurred during this post

war period had a mixed character.  The duration of
price control lasted longer in Canada than in the
United States, where inflation started earlier.
When Canadian import restrictions were eased, imported
goods from United States caused prices to rise thus
creating an imported inflation.  As the import of
consumer goods was still subject to import restrictions,
the imported inflation chiefly affected the industrial
sector.  This resulted in a greater price rise than

would have been the case if consumer goods alone
were involved.  The wholesale price index in both
countries outpaced the consumer price index by a
large margin.

There are also elements of an excess demand
inflation.  To rebuild Canada's exchange reserve
fund, purchases of durables from the United States
were reduced and exports of finished commodities to
that country were increased.  This added to the
excess demand already existing in Canada's domestic
market. Excess demand was also active in the busi-

ness sector, where the need for capital replacement
and the build-up of inventories exerted an upward
price push.  Despite the large influx of immigrants
and the consequent easing of the labour market, the

wage level rose by ten per cent in less than two
years, thus reinforcing the already activated
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inflationary forces.  Added to all this, the high
liquidity position of the public, lowered income tax
rates, the sharply reduced propensity to save and
the repayment of government. bonds, a third aspect of
inflation becomes obvious:  the monetary one.  The
economy was not far from the state of full employment
but to blame consumer credit for overheating the
economy is losing sight of the relativity of values.

A high degree of caution is necessary if one
wants to draw predictive conclusions.  The behaviour
of a number of economic variables was influenced by
abnormal conditions.  Factors such as an abnormally
high degree of consumers' liquidity, the backlog in
durable goods, price and credit control, rationing,
import restrictions, a transition from war, to peace,
to war economy, capital influx for speculative pur-
poses, foreign exchange control and favourable
export markets were clouding the real issue, that
of the influence of consumer credit on an economy.
Yet it seems desirable to list some tentative con-
clusions on the basis of past experience and to test
their validity, where possible, under conditions
which developed after 1953, when a more normal eco-
nomic situation prevailed.

These tentative conclusions are:
a) The demand for non-durables demonstrated the

least sensitivity to demand restrictions of all
three consumption sectors.  Considering the high
inelasticity of necessities, constituting a substan-
tial portion of the non-durables, it is worth noting
that their consumption dropped sharply in 1942 and
rose strongly after 1944.  These sharp fluctuations
were probably caused by supply conditions.  A grad-
ual decline after 1947 showed to a high degree, a
negative relationship to services.

b) Outlay on services moved in a strong opposite
direction to the non-durable one, to such an extent
that an almost inverse relationship is created.
Items such as shelter, education, and health servicesaccounted for a substantial share of the total outlay
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on services.

c) Durables were quick to react to restrictive
credit measures, but continued to be in demand unless
their supply was restricted.

d) Reaction to suspension was rather strong when
such restrictions were of long duration and mildwhen of short duration.

e) The demand for durables showed an opposite
movement to savings.  Between 1938 and 1953 expansion
of expenditure for durables moved in the opposite
direction to savings, with one exception, the year1940, when both expenditure on durable goods and
savings in relation to total disposable income were
up.  Services and non-durable ratios were down.
During the two war periods, expenditures on durablesdropped substantially aRd savings rose sharply.
Between 1945 - 1947 the supply of durables was still
subject to restrictions, but the supply conditions
had improved.  The increased demand was financed
not only by reducing savings but also by consumer
credit, as is shown by the figures in table 3-6.

f) Removal of credit restrictions on durables
was followed by an increased demand for these com-
modities at the expense of savings and non-durables.
When the backlog was eliminated the demand level of
durables was above the point at which restrictions
were introduced.  In other words, the drop in the
demand for non-durables was not entirely absorbed
by services but also by durables, although to a muchlesser extent.

g) Rising disposable income during periods of
unrestricted demand decreased the ratio of outlays
for non-durables and increased that for services.

h) Inflation manifested itself in all three
sectors of consumer demand: durables, non-durables
and services, though with a varying intensity.

i) Canada's high dependence on foreign markets
made the domestic price level vulnerable to changes
in other countries, especially those in the UnitedStates.  Imported inflation was quite obvious, and,
since the import parcel contained many finished
products, as against raw materials which constituted
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Consumer Credit Expansion, Personal Expenditure
and their Ratio

Year  Changes in Consumer Credit Consumer Ratio
Balances at the End of Year Outlays a:b

(a)* (b)*
1945           43 6.969 0.61
1946 112 8.031 1.40
1947 209 9.090 2.19
1948 NA** 10.085       -
1949 149 10.923 1.28
1950 238 12.026 1.99
1951 -39 13.460 -0.29
1952 440 14·781 2.99
1953 357 15.592 2.29
1954 155 16.175 0.96

* Inmillions of dollars
** Figure of 1948 not strictly comparable to 1947

due to reclassification.

table 3-6

the largest share of Canada's export, prices of con-
sumer products were most sensitive to changes in the
foreign trade sector.

j) Loan credit extensions, even during periods
of credit cantrol, remained fairly stable.  Purchase
credit fluctuations correspanded much more to credit
conditions.

k) The contribution of purchase and loan credit
to aggregate demand was rather insignificant (see
table 3-6).  Its addition to economic growth could
not be established as, during the periods under study,
the economy remained in high gear due to defence
expenditure and rebuilding of production capacity.
Its inflationary character may become evident in an
overheated economy.                                 _1) Released savings accumulated during restric-
tions of supply, defence expenditure, and the influx
of foreign capital preceding the adoption of a
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floating foreign exchange rate, impaired the' central
banks' manetary policy, and acted as strong infla-
tionary forces.

m) The commercial banks' direct and indirect
involvement with consumer credit was not significantenough to curtail appreciably the flow of money into
the consumer credit sector.

FROM 1953 TO 1963

The period 1953 - 1963 is marked by three reces-
sions, each of a fairly short duration.  The first
was a reaction to the Korean war. It started towards
the end of 1953, and finished in the early spring of
1955.  The second commenced in the third quarter of
1957, with its recovery beginning in April of the
following year.  The third economic decline beganin the spring of 1961.  It was a shallow recession
which ended within a year.

Neither of the three recessions had an appreciableeffect upon consumer credit except for the balances
outstanding of the sales finance companies.  They
seemed to be more responsive to fluctuations in the
business cycle than any of the other forms of con-
sumer credit.  During the three recessions these
balances declined, but for reasons more inherent in
monetary policy than in the recessions themselves.
Sales finance companies faced increasing competition
from the chartered banks, and the position of the
former was weakened every time when the banks fol-
lowed a policy of credit restraint.

Personal loans of commercial banks did not show
any significant change in their growth pattern
during these economic declines.  Loans granted bythe small loan companies continued their growth
throughout these periods as did those of otherlenders of loan credit.

Retailers' charge accounts and instalment sale
contracts showed fluctuations during these recessions,
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which were no different from those in other periods.
After the period of increased economic activity,
following the end of the Korean war, outstanding
balances of 'other retailers' increased very slowly
on both charge accounts and instalment contracts.
Their ratio to total consumer expenditure demonstrated
a persistent decline.  No comparable figures are
available for the department stores, but it is correct
to assume that a definite shift had taken place from
'other retailers' to department stores.  Taking the
entire retailers' outstanding balances of consumer
credit, and relating this to total consumer spending,
would show a ratio of around four per cent.  Also,
that during the period 1953 - 1963, variations in
that ratio were limited to five per cent either way,
with no particular trend during the two recessions.

When the decline from the Korean war peak started,
the Bank of Canada, which earlier had restrained the
monetary development, now counteracted the approaching
recession by easing monetary conditions, and by
making credit readily available at low interest rates.
It was feared that the recession in the United States
would aggravate the Canadian decline.  But the rapid
rate of population growth, partly arising from
increased immigration quota and the sustained demand
for the country's basic commodities, gave strong
support to the faltering economy.  Another impetus
was given when the chartered banks were permitted,
under the National Housing Act, to acquire mortgages.The increased building activity stimulated the demand
for durables.  Demand for consumer goods was further
expanded by the Government's excess of disbursements
over receipts resulting in a reduction of its cash
balances and an increase in the money holdings of the
public.

Monetary Policy

The economy reached full capacity shortly after
the recession ended in early 1955, and witnessed
the third post-war wave of inflation in that summer.

-
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It was then that the country's consumer credit struc-
ture was put to the test.  Alarmed by the expandingdemand for credit for capital expansion and by therising price level, the Bank of Canada endeavoured
to restrain the great upsurge in the volume of credit,especially of consumer credit.  It had no directpower over the sales finance companies, or over any
of the other consumer credit granting institutions(except the banks).  The rise of interest rates
resulting from increased credit demand had hardly anydiscouraging effect upon the consumer request for
more credit.  The Bank soon discovered that the onlyeffective power it could exercise over this sectorwas through influence on the operations of thechartered banks.

In order to make thJ anti-inflationary policymore effective, the Bank tried, in 1956, to arriveat a voluntary agreement on credit restrictions withthe sales finance companies.  When the latter didnot respond favourably, the chartered banks compliedwith the central bank's request to curtail theirfinancial support to the finance companies.  Sincesmall loan companies were also highly dependent uponthe banks for credit, they too were hampered in theirlending activity.  At the same time, the banks them-selves set an example by restricting their own loansto consumers.

' Around the middle of 1957 it became apparent thatthe boom was tapering off.  It appeared that despitethe monetary restrictions imposed, all sectors of
consumer credit, with the exception of the commercialbanks, had shown substantial growth.  Sales financecompanies' outstanding balances in two and one halfyears had risen from $500 million in March 1955, totheir highest post-war level of 8826 million in
August 1957.  Small loan companies and credit unions
had achieved the same rate of growth, some sixty percent. The chartered banks, on the other hand,
recorded a lower amount of total personal loans thanthey had two years earlier.
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The consumer price index had risen by more than

ten per cent and this in a period when a large
deficit on the current account had occurred. For
one thing a substantial inflow of long-term capital

under the prevailing floating exchange system, had
increased the price of the Canadian dollar in the
foreign exchange market to its highest post-war level.

These developments indicate that consumer credit
can contribute to an inflationary pressure if the
central bank does not follow a selective credit
policy or if it has not sufficient control over all
consumer credit lenders.  It should be noted, however,
that in this instance the inflation had not been
initiated by consumer credit, but that the effective-

ness of the anti-inflationary measures was weakened
by the policy of most consumer credit granting insti-
tutions.

The then governor of the Bank of Canada, James

Coyne, recognized this fact when he stated: "There
are limits to the role of monetary policy in any
free economy, and this applies with particular force
to a country so dependent upon foreign trade as Canada.
We must view the changing economic conditions in our
economy in the context of the vicissitudes of our

great trading partners.  To a considerable extent,
the Canadian boom of 1955-57 and its aftermath were
stimulated by the rise and fall in the world's demands
for those raw materials which our country is excep-
tionally well qualified to supply.  Many of the
investment decisions with regard to resource develop-

ment in Canada are made by non-resident investors.
Much depends on the degree of business optimism out-
ide our borders as well as within Canada.

The climate of business opinion within this

ountry is greatly influenced by opinion in the
nited States, through all the intricate channels of
wmunication which connect our two societies. The
dent to which our own economy can be insulatbd from
te forces of inflation or recession operating beyond
cr  borders  is thus subject to substantial limitation,

*
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even with the added flexibility which a free exchangerate provides.  But this does not absolve us from the
necessity of having a monetary policy of our own, in
order to minimize the adverse effects of developmentsabroad and to inhibit to growth of unfavourable fluc-tuations of domestic origin"3.

It is these intricate channels of communication
between Canada and the United States, referred to byGovernor Coyne, which make an effective control of
consumer credit difficult; the more so because the
large Canadian sales finance and the small loan
companies are United States subsidiaries.  Thisenables them to raise the necessary funds on either
side of the border.  They intensified the practisewhen,     in   1958, the chartered banks radically changed
their approach towards consumer credit and became
more directly involved in the granting of personalloans.  The sales finance companies' dependence on
foreign sources of short and long-term credit, is
illustrated in table 3-7.

The recession of 1957 - 1958 coincided with a
halt in the spectacular growth of the sales finance
companies.  It is not possible to determine how much
the recession contributed to this development and
how much should be imputed to changes in monetaryconditions. The fact is that whereas after the
recession banks, credit unions, life insurance and
small loan companies continued or accelerated their
rate of growth, the business volume of sales financecompanies declined very sharply and up to 1966 had
not been able to recover their former position amongthe consumer credit lenders.

The most outstanding monetary event in 1958 was
undoubtedly the herculean task of converting some$6 billion federal government bonds into a number of
issues of varying maturities.  Early in that year,
the public had shown little interest in governmentsecurities and the Bank of Canada, together with thechartered  banks, bad bought  most  of  the new issues,
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Foreign and Joi,.estic Sources c.2 . amis of
The Ten Lar6est Sales Finance Co :s..iici

(in millions of Canadian dollars)

1953 1957 1956 1961
Bank Loans:

Canada 190 155 178     95
United States           1      1      4     14

Short Tenn Notes:
Canada 198 367 279 323
United States         13    15    12    84

Long Term Notes:
Canada 214 341 348 494
United States          30     79     83    146

Source: Submission of the Federated Council of

Sales Finance Companies to the Royal
Commission on Banking and Finance, p. 154.

table 3-7

made possible by an expansion of the money volume.
This contributed to the already existing fear that
another inflationary round was about to start.
Prices had continued to climb during the preceding
recession and it was feared that the end of the

recession would give new impetus to the inflationary
pressure. A substantial deficit in the federal
governments' budget could only add to the inflation

psychosis, and a simultaneous inflationary develop-
ment in the United States removed the last doubt.
When later in the year the conversion operation was
,launched, the Bank of Canada allowed a considerable
expansion of the banks' cash reserves.

Although the public reacted favourably to the
governments' encouragement in converting the maturing
bonds, this conversion could not have succeeded
without large purchases by the chartered banks.

The operation was completed at the end of 1958
but the demand for credit for capital expansion and
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consumption purposes continued, which caused concern
in the country.  In the spring of 1959, after a
series of meetings, the President of the Canadian
Bankers' Association issued a public statement to
the   effect   that: " . . . the banks intended to exercise
the utmost care in handling of their credit facilities,
in order to avoid any significant further increase
in the over-all total of bank loans, and that within
these limitations, a special attempt would be made
to look after the essential credit needs of small
borrowers"4.

For the third time in less than a decade, the
sales finance companies found that their bank credit
lines were cut, this time by as much as 50 per cent.
Meanwhile, the chartered banks had become increasingly
interested in direct lending to consumers.  For a
number of years, one bank had interpreted section 91
of the Bank Act to apply to interest only, and not
to additional administrative costs, and it had been
charging more than six per cent on instalment loans.
Other banks resolved to adopt the same interpretation
thus removing the main roadblock to direct involve-
ment with consumer credit.  The banks were now pre-
pared to extend loans to consumers not only on the
security of chattel mortgages but also on the bor-
rowers' character and earning capacity.

From 1958 to 1963 the banks' share in total
outstanding consumer credit increased from 17 to 27
per cent while the sales finance companies in the
same period saw their share reduced from 23.6 to
16.5 per cent.  This new bank policy had made it

increasingly difficult for the sales finance companies
to compete with the chartered banks which now had
become their toughest competitors.

Table 4-9 shows that more changes had taken place
during the period 1960 - 1963.  There was a definite

shift from purchase credit to loan credit.  The
ratio of retailers' conditional sales, as well as
charge accounts, continued its downward trend despite
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increased consumer spending.  All other cgmponents
of the loan credit sector profited from this change,
with the exception of. the life insurance companies
which do not compete with the other lenders.  The
three least expensive credit sources, commercial
banks, credit unions and caisses populaires, -made
the largest gains.

Conclusions

Reviewing the period 1953 - 1963, the following
observations can be made (see also table 3-8):

a) The distribution of disposable income con-

tinued the trend which started in 1947.  Services,
including shelter, claimed a progressively increasing
share and continued their negative relationship to
non-durables, though somewhat less pronounced in this
period than during 1947 - 1953 period.

b) The share of outlays on durable goods remained
fairly stable with a slightly gradual declining trend.

c) The opposite movement between durables and

personal savings gave some indication that the pur-
chase of some durables may have been financed with
savings. A quarterly analysis of these variables
reveals that expenditures on durables are, both in

percentage of disposable income and in absolute
amounts, highest in the second quarter, and usually
second highest in the fourth quarter of each year.
Conversely, personal savings decline during these
two periods.  Relating quarterly personal incomes to
personal savings (exqluding changes in farm inventories)

indicates that during two quarters of each year these
two variables are contrary to the Keynesian theory

that the propensity to save is a positive function
of income.

In Canada, personal disposable income declines
during the first quarter and rises during the second
of each year while personal savings move in the opposite
direction.  Each third and fourth quarter confirm the
theory that personal income and savings are positively
related.  This exception to Keynesian theory is
partly explained   by   tbe   'ineyitability' of personal



Percentage Distribution of Disposable Income and Price Indexes

1953 - 1963

Year Durables Non-. Services Savings Durables Consumer Price Index**durables & Savings       D        S       ND

1953* 11.8 49.7 30.7 7.8 19.6 117•2 124.1 111•51954* 11.6 50.7 32.9 4.8 16.4 116.2 127·5 111.31955 12.3 49.7 33.3 4.7 16.0 113•2 131.5 110.61956 12.0 48.3 33.1 6.5 18.5 112.9 135.7. 111.41957* 11.4 48.9 34.0 5.6 17•0 115•8 141.1 113·01958* 10.9 47.5 34.4 7.1 18.0 117.5 146.0 114.9S 1959 11.2 47.5 35.7 5.7 16.9 118.5 150.1 116.61960 10.7 47.0 36.2 6.1 16.8 118.2 153.4 117.61961* 10.4 47.1 36.7 5.8 16.2 116.1 155.4 118.31962 10.4 45.9 35.5 8.3 18.7 115.3 157·6 119.11963 10.6 45.4 35.8 8.2 18.8 115.5 160.9 120.3

*   recession years
**  the general consumer price index is specified in durables, D, services

(including shelter), S, and non-durables, ND.

Source:  Bank of Canada Monthly Statistics.

table 3-8
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savings during the winter and by the spring reaction
to the low consumption during the first three months

of each year.  The spring peak in car sales goes a
long way to explain the behaviour of personal savings
during the first six months of the year.

d) During the first and fourth quarters, the
accounts receivable of sales finance companies
declined, while rising in the second and third
quarters, thus matching the trend of personal dis-

posable income.  As a result of this movement, accounts
receivable stimulated the fluctuations of personal
disposable income.

The sensitivity of the sales finance companies
to fluctuations in the general business cycle was
also noticeable.  During the three recessions, out-
standing balances declined or they were retarded in
their growth.

e).Comparing the balances of the two types of
accounts made available by department stores and
'other retailers' charge accounts and instalment
accounts, one observes differences with and similari-
ties to disposable income (see chart 3-1).  In the
last quarter of each year, the disposable income
curve declined while the balances of the charge
account and instalment account curves continued to

rise.  But there was a matching movement of all
three curves during the first, second and third
quarters of each year.  Conseqdently, the movements
of these curves exhibited a counter cyclical support
during the fourth quarter, and an aggravated down-
ward line of personal disposable income in the first
quarter.  During the second and third periods of each
year there was a supporting upward trend, but of a
rather delayed nature.

A close examination of monthly department stores
and other retailers accounts receivable indicated a
declining growth near the end of a recession, even
though these balances showed little sensitivity to
fluctuations of the general business cycle.  At the
end of the recessions less credit was granted but
repayments continued, resulting in declining balances
outstanding.  It was not possible to determine how
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much the figures were influenced by loan extensions,
but it could be that the retailers' loans were more
sensitive to general business conditions than the
available figures led one to believe.

f) In quarterly and long-run periods, personal

loans made by small loan companies and chartered
banks almost constantly supported aggregate consumer
demand, and showed no correlation with fluctuations
in disposable income.

Their steady incline was not interrupted by

recessions, but by general credit conditions.  The
response of the banks to the tight money policy of
the Bank of Canada in 1956 - 1957 and to a lesser
extent in 1959, was conspicuous.  Small loan com-

panies also experienced retarded growth during these
two periods because they depend largely on bank
credit.

g) The curve of life insurance companies illus-

trated a rather regular and steady rise with no
correlation to credit conditions, business cycle or
quarterly changes in disposable income.

One may wonder why the curves of the three
remaining extenders of consumer credit were not
drawn in chart 3-2.  The reason is that credit unions
and caisses populaires do not publish quarterly data
and the fluctuations in the quarterly balances of
the Quebec Savings Banks were not large enough to
add any further substantial information to the
present analysis.

To obtain a workable idea of the quantitative
effect of consumer credit in the various sectors of
consumer demand table 3-9 was prepared.  Year-end
changes in outstanding balances of department stores,
other retailers and small loan companies were related
to outlays on non-durables, and those of balances
of instalment finance companies to durables.  Because
information was not available as to the application
of loans extended by the other consumer credit
lenders, a third column was added, that of total
consumer credit yearly increases in relation to total
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Ratio Consult:er Credit Increr'ents  to J:nsur..or Outlays
To Cutlays on To Outlays on To Total
Non-durables* Durables** Outlays***

1953 0.95 7.15 2.28
1954 1.16 -0.12 0.95
1955 1.15 4.31 2.13
1956 1.26 6.46 1.88
1957 0.35 0.98 0.53
1958 0.69 -0.48 1.27
1959 1.08 1.42 1.95
1960 0.85 0.83 1.50
1961 0.81 -2.07 1.24
1962 0.79 1.55 1.61
1963 1.02 2.23 2.23

*  Consumer credit extended by department stores,
other retailers and small loan companies.

** Consumer credit extended by sales finance
companies.

*** Consumer credit extended by all lenders.

table 3-9

consumer outlay.

The percentages in table 3-9 are based on the

relationship between two variables, one of which
expresses the difference in the 'stock' of credit
outstanding at the end of two consecutive years and
the other is related to the 'flow' of expenditure
between these two dates.  Although this impairs the
usefulness of the table, the method is quite accept-
able here. The figures show that the influence of
consumer credit on consumer outlays is unstable and
that this is mainly caused by the variations in the
financing of durable purchases.  During the three
recessions the drop in the durable ratio is rather
precipitous while the non-durable ratio appears in
an irregular pattern.  This could be expected because
the demand for durables is more a function of changes
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in income than of income itself.

The 'non-durables' in table 3-9 consist of pur-chase credit and loan credit; the former is fairlystable with respect to income fluctuations, thelatter to some extent moves inversely to changes inincome.

More will be said about the effects of thevarious forms of consumer credit on consumers' out-lays and aggregate demand in Chapters Four and Five.In the meantime however, the following chapter whichprobes the development and operation of the differentconsumer credit lenders, will further contribute tothe understanding of the reaction of consumer creditto changes in economic conditions.



CHAPTER FOUR

CANADIAN CONSUMER CREDITINSTITUTIONS

DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION

Introduction

The development of consumer credit within various

countries has been, at once, diverse and similar.
During the last two decades the emphasis in North
America has shifted from purchase credit to loan
credit - also called personal loans.  In Europe,
personal loans were not introduced to any signifi-
cant degree until 1960, with the exception of
Belgium, where personal loans were commonly used

some ten years earlier.  Once these personal loans
had come in vogue they soon became a success, espec-

ially in West Germany and the Netherlands.  However,
in contrast with the banking practice in North
America, European bankers as yet have remained
reluctant to become engaged directly with this kind
of consumer financing.

The bankers in the United Kingdom have shown
reluctance in spreading the practice of cash loans.
M.R.Neifeld, in a speech before the fourth annual
conference of the European Federation of Finance
Houses, stated: "In England, as you know, the Money
Lenders Act makes it most difficult to operate.  It
is virtually impossible for a legitimate finance
company to advertise cash loans.  These loans are,
of course, unsecured; we have no form of chattel
mortgage or anything like that in England.  We made
very heavy bad debts to begin with because, copying
the American system, loans were granted to all-
comers, whilst credit reporting in the United Kingdom

94
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is nothing like as well organized as it is in the
United States.  We did not lose our nerve, however,
but continued with the scheme, shaping it as it wentalong   and  it  has,   in   fact,   been very successful"l.

In France, the banks' participation in consumer
financing is decreasing, while vendors are financingincreasingly more of their own sales.  Car manufac-
turers have established their own finance organiza-
tions, and their operation is similar to that of
General Motors Acceptance Corporation in Canada.  In
Germany, banks' direct financing is substantial, butDutch bankers seem to prefer a participation in con-
sumer credit through the financing of specializedcompanies.  The country's official bureau of statis-
tics estimates, that, as of December 31, 1963, banks'
indirect involvement in consumer financing accountedfor some 30 per cent; two thirds of this amount was
lent to finance houses.

Another noticeable difference in consumer financ-
ing among various countries lies in the lender-
borrower relationship.  In North America, ownership
of the goods is usually transferred to the buyer at
moment of sale.  The seller protects himself by a
conditional sale agreement or a promissory note.
Under the hire-purchase form of consumer credit,
commonly used in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands,the vendor, or if a finance company is involved, the
lender retains ownership of the goods until payment
in full, transfers ownership to the borrower-buyer. The
German system is similar to that of North America.

There are not only differences in the active
financing of consumers.  Passive financing of credit
institutions also shows a variety among countries.Information is scarce, especially with respect to
the European situation.

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to pp. 301-2.
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In the United Kingdom, finance companies, which
account for the lion's share of total consumer
financing, obtain their funds from bills discounted
with banks and discount houses (11%); deposits by
financial and non-financial institutions (50%);
borrowings (9%), and own equity accounts for the
remainder2.

In France, finance companies rely almost entirely
on the commercial banks, and so do retailers who
discount their customers' promissory notes with the
commercial banks.

The Dutch finance companies provide for their

financial needs by issuing stocks and bonds, and by
borrowing from private sources.  Bank credit from
their parent companies plays an important role,
especially when peak requirements are to be financed.
Other consumer credit extenders, including retailers,
also rely heavily on bank credit.

German instalment companies obtain the necessary
funds by borrowing from credit institutions (65%);
deposits (11%); long term loans (3%)· capital and re-
serves (7%), and other sources (14%)3.

The active and passive financing of consumer
credit in Canada and the United States shows a high
degree of similarity.  It is the purpose of this
chapter to familiarize the reader with the develop-
ments, organizations and operation techniques of all
consumer credit granting institutions in Canada.
Table 4-9 and chart 4-1 at the close of this chapter
illustrate the relative position of each institution
in.the grand total for the period 1951-1963.

SALES FINANCE COMPANIES

In Canada, the sales finance - also called
instalment finance - companies experienced their
development during the second and third decade of
this century.  Although automobile financing is no
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longer their sole activity, it was the mass produc-
tion of this commodity that gave rise to the need
for these financial institutions in the early twenties.
If these companies' activities had been limited to
assisting the consumer only, in financing the acqui-
sition of durables, their growth would not have
materialized to the same degree.  At present their
major functions consist of:

a) Retail financing:  the financing of instalmeht
sales contracted by dealers and distributors with
individual consumers and businesses.

b) Wholesale financing:  the financing of sales,
by manufacturers, of durable goods, to distributors
or dealers.

c) Capital financing:  the providing of capital
loans to dealers for the improvement of their
facilities.

Assets

The relative importance of each of these three
activities can be observed from table 4-1, which
lists the assets of the ten largest Canadian sales
finance companies.  Retail financing is, by far, the
most important business, followed by wholesale fi-
nancing.  Capital loans account for a very small
portion of total assets.

The noticeable increase in 'investment in sub-
sidiaries' is due to the fact that since 1958, sales
finance companies have been attracted, be it indirectly,
into the personal loan business.  The reason for this
shift is twofold.  The increased competition by
chartered banks in the conditional sales market, and
the increased profitability of personal lending over
other forms of lending.

An automobile dealer who establishes a retail
credit line with a finance company obtains also
access to the company's wholesale finance facilities.
The dealer is permitted to place his orders with the
factory up to an agreed amount, and the finance
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Assets of the Ten Largest Sales Finance Companies
as of December 31.

1953 1961

Mil $     %     Mil $      %

Cash 26.9 3.2 31.6 2.0
Marketable Securities 71.3 4.5
Notes, Acc. Receivable:

Retail 654.5 78.0 1060.6 67·0
Wholesale 135.2 16.1 195.5 12.4
Capital Loans 2.9 0.3 14·0 0.9

Inv. in Subsidiaries 18.2 2.2 192.8 12.2
All Other Assets 0.9 0.2 16.1 1.0

To tals 838.6 100.0 1581.9 100.0

Source: Federated Council of Sales Finance Companies'
Submission to the Royal Commission on Banking
and Finance, pp. 128-129

table 4-1

company takes care of settling the dealers' account
with the manufacturer.  However, the latter requires
the manufacturer's title to the merchandise.  The
working arrangement is that the dealer pays as each
automobile is sold for cash, or, and this is where
consumer credit enters the picture, have the buyer
sign a conditional sale contract with an annexed
promissory note.  Although the contract is between
consumer and car dealer, the document usually gives
notice to the buyer that the contract will be
endorsed to a sales finance company to whom payments
must be made.  The buyer who reads the contract will
learn that the finance company will not be responsi-
ble for any obligation on the part of the dealer.

The signing of a promissory note by the buyer
and the endorsement of this unconditional promise to
pay to the finance company, brings into the transaction
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an additional element of security.  The practical
consequence is that if the goods turn out to be
unsatisfactory the buyer has no recourse against the
finance company to whom the buyer must give entire
satisfaction.  However, he may have recourse against
the vendor.

Should the customer fail to meet his commitments,the  dealer  is held responsible for completion- of  the-
contract with the finance company.  To compensate
the vendor for his share in the risk of defaulting
customers, finance companies allot him a portion of
the finance charge.  These transactions appear in
the liability section of the financial companies'balance sheet under the heading "dealers' credit
balances". Such reserves,   made for almost fictitious
risks, for the dealer can repossess the car, consti-
tute an important source of revenue to the dealer.
The Royal Commission on the cost of borrowing in
Nova Scotia reports that these "kick-backs",    for
some dealers, may amount to as much as 30 per cent
or more of their income4.

The promissory note may appear, on the surface,
to be redundant since the buyer unconditionally
commits himself to the finance company by signing
and endorsing the conditional sale contract.  There
are legal grounds for this practice.  Section 4 Of
the Federal Interest Act provides that, in the absence
of a statement showing the yearly interest rate, the
maximum rate that may be enforced is 5 per cent.
The Act, however, does not define 'interest' and
leaves much room for dispute as to whether or not
this term covers such charges as rlsk premiums,
bonuses, checking costs, etc.  Since it is not the
practice to mention interest rates in conditional
sale contracts, but simply to express the customer's
commitment as a lump sum charge for the whole life
of the contract, section 4 of the Act may become

applicable.  To sidestep this possibility a promis-
sory note is taken which, by reason of the federal
Bills of Exchange Act, is an unconditional promise
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to pay.  It is a recognized legal principle that an

assignee of a contract or promissory note, who takes
the contract for value and without notice of any
defect, has good title.  Consequently the purchaser
is deprived of any defence he might otherwise have
under the Interest  Act with respect  to the interest
rate.

A second reason for having a promissory note
signed is that conditional sale contracts deal with
matters concerning property and under the British
North America Act the provinces have exclusive juris-
diction over property and civil rights.  Since the
provincial laws are not uniform in this area, condi-
tional sale contracts differ from province to province.
To avoid possible legal complications, promissory
notes are required since they fall under federal
jurisdiction.  By evading the Interest Act,·the sales
finance companies have become the only major finan-
cial institutions which are unregulated by any
statute other than normal company legislation.

Liabilities

The ten largest Canadian finance companies,
accounting for nearly the entire business, had a
liability structure as is shown in table 4-2.  Over

the years a noticeable change has been taking place
in the acquisition of funds, from short term bank
borrowings to long term notes, bonds and debentures.
This transition gained momentum after 1956, when
the chartered banks abandoned their reluctant atti-
tud6 towards consumer credit and became more directly
involved.  These less flexible and more expensive
long term commitments will not put the sales finance
companies in an enviable position especially not
during periods of business decline.  Should this
mode of financing continue, as it probably will,

the flexibility of the sales finance companies'
financial structur.e will further be reduced. The

smaller companies, which depend more heavily on bank
assistance than-, on any other source, will be even
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Liabilities of the Ten Largest Sales Finance Co.
1953 * 1961 *

Mil $ % Mil $    %
Bank borrowings 191.1 22.8 109.0 6.9
Other demand loans - 0.4    -
Short term notes 212.0 25.3 409.0  25.9
Long term notes 139.8 16.7 375.9  23.8
Bonds, debentures 104·1 12.4 264.5  16.7
Accounts payable 28.5 3.3 58.5 3.7Dealers' credit

balances 33.0 3.9 39.5 2.5Other Liabilities 0.2 - 1.7    -
Advances from

associates 5.6 0.7 11.0 0.7Unearned service
charges 40.8 _6.-2 98.1   6.3

Total liabilities 755.1 90.0 1,367·6  86.5

Shareholders' equity:
Preferred stock 18.0 40.0
Common stock 37.2 83·7
Capital surplus O.4 2.4
Earned surplus 28.1 87·0
Contingent reserves - 1.0
Total equity 83·7 10.0 214.1  13.5

- .'-
Total liabilities and

capital 838.8 100.0 1,581.7 100.0

*  As of December 31.
Source: Submission of the Federated Council of

Sales Finance Companies to the Royal
Commission on Banking and Finance, 1962,
PP. 130 - 131.

table 4-2
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more detrimentally affected   by t.lie chartered banks'
increasingly direct invc,lvement 1.414 consumer loans.

The development of a money market in Canada has

given the sales finance companies a better alternative
for bank loans; namely, short term funds, which are
normally secured by instalment notes and carry
interest rates almost invariably below and, during
easy money periods, appreciably below the prime bank
rate.  During the periods 1956-1957 and 1959-1960

when credit was restrained by the Bank of Canada,
finance companies' holdings of short term notes
bought by corporations, institutions, and individuals
moved conversely to bank credit.  The sale of these
short term notes is facilitated by the willingness of
the issuer to have the maturity suit the purchaser,
though the longer the note the higher the yield.
By staggering the maturities, so that notes are
falling due at short intervals, the balance of idle
money can be kept to a minimum thus making the bor-
rowing on short term notes similar to bank credit.
It is of course not always possible to synchronize

the maturing of both short term notes and instalment
sales paper. However, the process of synchronization
is facilitated by the substantial money flow from
repayments by customers of notes receivable, the
large number of customers, and by the variety of
notes held.

Long term notes which play a role of increasing
importance in the financing of sales finance com-
panies, as is illustrated in table 4-2, provide an
additional cushion of liquidity in that a portion
is invested in readily marketable securities.  They
enable the owners to raise funds on immediate notice,
should it become necessary to meet obligations under
the short term notes, or should it become desirable
due to increased demand for loans. Debentures or
other forms of long term unsecured debt offer a
welcome alternative to the financing of preferred
shares.  Unsecured debt, like equity, results in
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an improved margin of safety for bank loans and
other secured indebtedness.

Interest on debentures is a deductible expense
from the taxable profit of the issuer, so that the
net cost of servicing such debt is considerably less
than the cost of preferred shares.  For this reason
most fi nance companies  have made considerable  use
of debenture financing to help their post-war expan-
sion5.  A common rule is that unsecured debt must
not exceed shareholders' equity and that secured
debt should not be more than four times the sum of
equity and unsecured debt.  This means that under
this rule a finance company is subject to an effec-
tive ten per cent minimum capital ratio, which
according to table 4-2 has been well secured in the
past.

RETAILERS

Consumer credit, extended by retailers, is
comprised of credit extended by department stores,
and credit extended by 'all other' retail dealers.
The kind of credit granted by each is divided into
conditional sales and charge accounts credit.

Charge accounts show a similarity to the old
form of open book credit in that the vendor does
not insist on cash payment but permits the customer
to pay for the goods and services at a later date.
This type of credit is still much in use, especially
in the smaller communities where a personal relation-
ship exists between retailers and customers.  It
exerts a strain on the financial abilities of the
vendor, the more so since payments are irregular and

have a tendency to be prolonged unnecessarily.  Part
of the financing on the part of the vendor is done
with credit that retailers receive from their suppliers.

With the growing impersonality of the retail
business, the open book account is more and more
being replaced by the charge account. The customer
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is provided with a charge plate and is t rmitted to
buy  commodities  up  to  a  maximum amount. Payments
take place at regul ar intervals. Despjte its common

use, the volume of credit extended on charge accounts
has increased relatively modestly and its growth is
substantially lower than the credlt granted in most
of the other sectors of consumer credit. Retailers'
financing of consumers is moving   i n the direction
of more conditional sale accounts.  Especially
department stores, with their large sales volume of
smaller durable items such as refrigerators, T.V.'s,
radio, furniture, are extending the major portion of
their credits in this sector.

If the volume of sales is sufficient to justify
the establishment of a private instalment credit

system, as is most often the case with department
stores and the larger single retailers, they may
decide  to  take  care   of the credit operati on   them-
selves.  In other cases, sales finance companies
have organized special departments to service a group
of retailers, buying all their conditional sale
contracts.  Other retailers prefer not to make
definite commitments and deal with a number of finance
companies on a competitive basis.  Still others pool
their resources and establish a central financing
service.  In small communities, it is not uncommon
for retailers to enquire at the customer's bank as
to whether the bank is willing to accept a possible
sale agreement account.

As is the case with the sales finance companies,
the retailer's customers are requested to sign a
conditional sale agreement and usually a detachable
promissory note.  The conditional sale or purchase
agreement gives a description of the merchandise,
the cash price, and the amount to be deducted for
trade-ins or down-payments, thus showing the amount
to be financed.  To this figure is added the legal
recording charges and the financial charges, the
total of which is the deferred balance.  The purchaser
is told the number of instalments, the amount of each,
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the carrying charges in dollars and cents, and quite
often, the penalty for not meeting the contract con-
ditions.  Seldom, if ever, is the buyer told what
the service charges are in percentage.  This makes
it virtually impossible for him to compare the credit
cost with those of other retailers or alternative
credit sources.  Of course, the buyer has all the
information he needs to calculate the credit costs
in an annual percentage, but the mathematical knowl-
edge required to do this goes beyond the intelligence
of the average person.

No data are available as to the manner in which
retailers finance their consumer credit, nor is it
possible to extract from their financial statements
any information with respect to the financial results
of their credit operation.  Some retailers have gone
on record with the statement that competition forces
them to extend consumer credit, and that credit
operations are profitable only in so far as they
increase their business volume.  In this connection,
a statement made by a member of the Retail Council
of Canada before the special Joint Committee of the
Senate and House of.Commons on Consumer Credit may
be of interest.  He said:  "...the situation is that,
at best, retailers regard their credit operations as
marginally profitable and I think this would be the
case in a well run credit operation.  When one has
regard to the extent of credit which they have out
at any one time, the figures which are disclosed
for companies which operate a separate credit opera-
tion show that indeed the profits are very marginal.
This is arrived at after making what I believe to be
some fairly arbitrary divisions of costs, so that
the heavy burden of the costs is shared by the store
operation and the light burdens are assumed by the
credit operation"6.

Charge accounts for both department stores and
'other retailers' over the last decade have declined
rather sharply in relation to all other consumer
credit, and the same holds true for conditional sale
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agreements of 'other retailers'. The ree; s Ar.     i  :

that the financing of charge accounts puts a be:try
strain on the retailers' financial resource.·. because
these accounts cannot be assigned to the fihance
companies.  The same reason applies to the rs:21,5
conditional sa].e agreements of the smaller retailers
who have no regular credit lines with firtunre ccm-
panies.

OIL COMPANIES

For the conveni ence   of car owners these·   (7,,-,nies
provide credit cards which permit the holder to buy
gasoline, tires, and other small items without cash
payment. At the end of each month the CustoMer is
invoiced and must pay within thirty days. Interest
is seldom charged unless payments are substanti:lly
overdue. Due to the international character 0.- these
oil ccmpanies, automobile owners can travel all over
North America without having to carry money to nay
for regular car expenses. The individual co·=1,:,,:·ics
seek to increase their business volume by this credit
system, though at the expense of higher cost, but it
is  doubtful  if the total demand  for car surpl i e:-  in
the industry as a whole will increase. Total ovt-
standing balances of oil companies are on]y a fraction
of total consumer credit.

CONSUMER LOAN COMPANIES

This group comprises all federally inco'-2('T'.,·ted
small loan companies and provincially incor,-'(1'':tted
money-lenders. The history of these finarcl '3.1.  insti.-
tutions closely parallels the developments whi 1,11  l ed
to the enactment of the Small Loans Act.

As early as 1906, the Federal Government fel i
the  need  for legi slation to protect  the  public
against the practices of certain money lenders, wh:se
interest rates were often in proportion to the ..or-
rower's need for funds. After several ill-fated
attempts the Moneylenders Act of 1906 was passed.
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It  imposed  a  maximum annual interest  rate  of  12  per
cent on all loans of 5500 or less.

Experience with this Act taught that there were
two principal difficulties in enacting anti-usury
legislation.  The first was the absence of a defi-
nition of 'interest'; various charges, expenses and
fees were charged on top of the allowable maximum
12 per cent interest.  The second was a lack of a
specific body to administer and enforce the regula-
tions of the Act. In addition to these difficulties
it was learned that in many instances the Money
Lenders Act defeated its own purpose.  Respectable
money lenders considered the maximum interest rate
insufficient to compensate for the risk of granting
unsecured loans and to cover the operating costs.
They thus limited their activities to customers of
unquestionable credit standing.  The result was a
lengthening of the list of clients who were thereby
compelled to go to the less scrupulous lenders, who
showed great inventiveness in evading the Act by
concealing the finance charges.  Their injurious
practices were made easier by the Act's provision
that extra charges, determined by the lender, could
be added in case of loan renewal.  Moreover, the
fines for overdues and defaults were mostly exorbitant.

Convinced that the Money Lenders Act of 1906 was
inadequate to cope with malpractices in the small
loans field, the House of Commons instructed the
standing Committee on Banking and Commerce, February,
1938 "to inquire  into the practices of individuals,
partnerships and companies making small loans on
personal security, and to consider the maximum rate
of interest and charges which should be permitted forsuch loans". After a number of hearings and discus-
sions with the various groups involved, this commit-
tee came to the conclusion that the main causes of
the increase of consumer debt were: the rise u*
aggregate individual income; industrialization with
its accompanying shift of population from rural to
urban areas, and the practice of mass production
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resulting from a pressure for mass consumption.

Taking advantage  of  Ux  knowledge and experience
gathered in the United States, the banking committee
recommended the passing of legislation known as the
Small Loans Act of 1939.  It is interesting to note

that despite the spread of the use of consumer credit,
the maximum amount of $500 to which the Money Lenders
Act of 1906 referred, was still considered adequate
in 1939•  In 1956 the ceiling was raised to 11500.

If the loan exceeded S500 the lender was free to
charge any interest he considered the traffic was
able to bear.  With the increasing use of credit loan
and the inflation, the amount of money lent in
amounts of 8500 or less grew smaller and smaller in

proportion to the total amount outstanding.

To increasd the effectiveness of the Act, no one
was allowed to operate under the Act without a
license issued by the Minister of Finance "who will
satisfy himself that the experience, character and
general fitness of the applicant are such as to
warrant the belief  that the applicant  will,  if
granted a license, carry on with efficiency, honesty
and fairness to borrowers the business of money
lending pursuant to this Act"7.  It is under this
legislation that the small loan companies and money
lenders developed their business.

Service Charges

The maximum allowable 'cost' of a loan was set,
in 1939, at two per cent per month, on reducing

balances, which is identical to an annual rate of 24
per  cent.    This  'cost'  was to include "the whole  of
the cost of the loan to the borrower whether the

same is called interest or is claimed as discount,
deduction from an advance, commission, brokerage,
chattel mortgages and recording fees, fines, penalties
or charges for inquiries, defaults or renewals or
otherwise, and whether paid to or charged by the
lender or paid to or charged by any other person, and
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Small Loans Act Rates and Lenders Gross Revenue

Loan Effective Rates Lenders Gross Revenue
Amount  Monthly Annually   Per $100 Loaned per Year$          %%                  $
300 2.00 24.00 13.48
500 1.81 21.72 12.15

1000 1.48 17·76 9.87
1500 1.27 15·24 8.44

Source: Submission of the Canadian Consumer Loan
Association to the Royal Commission on
Banking and Finance, 1962.

table 4-3

whether fixed and deter$ined by the loan contract
itself, or in whole or in part by any other collateral
contract or document by which the charges, if any,
imposed under the loan contract or the terms gf therepayment of the loan are effectively varied" .

In 1956, the standing Committee on Banking and
Commerce of the House of Commons recommended changesin the maximum allowable cost of a loan and the loan
maximum to which the Act would apply.  Under the
present Act, which applies to loans not exceeding$1500, the cost of a loan which money lenders, otherthan chartered banks and registered pawnbrokers, may
charge shall not exceed the aggregate of:

a) Two per cent per month on any part of theunpaid principal balance not exceeding #300.
b) One per cent per month on any part of the

unpaid principal balance exceeding 8300 but not
exceeding *1000.

c) One-half of one per cent per month on any
remainder of the unpaid principal balance exceeding81000.

d) Where a loan of 8500 or less is made for a
period longer than 20 months, or where a loan exceeding8500 is made for more than 30 months, the cost of the
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loan must not exceed one 11,-r ce:.1  i,i,  rtioiith on the
unpaid balance. Similarly, j f 1,·',·1 c  r•,iy loan
remains unpaid after i.i  has l,ece..,c  # ·c, the maximum
allowable cost is set at one peI· ccitt per month on the
unpaid balance.  The Small I,oans Act applies neither
to loans larger than 51500, nor to conditional sale

contracts and the charges thereunder.

In their submission to the Royal Commission on
Banking and Finance, the Canadian Consumer Loan
Association produced the following data regarding
the effective rates as set out in the Smal] Loans
Act and their relation to the lenders gross revenue
per 8100 loaned per year (see table 4-3).

The difference in percentages, depending on the
size of the loan, stems from the consideration that
many expenditures made by the lender to process a
loan are independent of the amount involved.  Expressed
in percentages of the loan, they diminish as the
amount increases.  For example, a 810 expense to

check a potential borrower's credit standing weighs
heavier on a $100 than on a 11000 loan.

It is remarkable that the legislature has not
deemed it necessary to differentiate between the
allowable costs, in relation to the duration of the
loans.  In the example mentioned above, ignoring all
other costs, the borrower would break even, if at a
rate of two per cent per month, the $100 loan would

last five months, whereas a fortnight would suffice
for the 31000 loan.  Consequently, it is the policy
of the money lenders, operating under the Act, to
encourage loans for the maximum tern' permitted - 20
months for loans up to 5500 and 30 months for loans
over 8500 to S1500.  For longer periods this policy
would reverse itself, because in such instances the
rate of interest is to be reduced and legally may
not exceed one per cent per month.
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Assets

At the end of 1960, 71 per cent of the assets of
the small loan companies were in loans under S1500
and thus subject to regulation.  The remaining 29
per cent were not subject to the Act's provisions
because either the loan exceeded $1500 or applied
to conditional sales agreements which are deferred
sales of merchandise rather than loan transactions
(see table 4-4).

As to loan size, the Superintendent of Insurance,
who supervises the execution of the Act, in his 1961
annual report showed the following distribution of
new loans:

Number of Loans Amount
Up to S300 33.2% 11.8%
5300 to 5500 17·9% 12.9%
$500 to Sl,000 46.9% 70.7%
Sl,000 to Sl,500 2.0% 4.5%

Although some loans are requested in order to
profit from an advantageous purchase, the majority
of the customers come to the lender because of some
financial difficulties.  New customers constitute
a remarkably small portion of the business volume.
During 1963, loans made by licensees under the Small
Loans Act totalled $770 million; of this amount,
slightly more than one-half was applied against out-
standing balances.  In other words, borrowers whose
loans were partly repaid, prolonged their borrowings
and required some 5370 million to discharge their
existing balances.

The character of these loans, in Chapter One
called consumers' deficit financing is credit used
to expand one's expenditures for consumption in
relation to one's income, thus increasing liabilities
without compensation by an accumulation in assets.
The largest group of these borrowers is made up of
people belonging to the low and medium income brackets,
and in the 20 to 45 age group.  Yet loss ratios are
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Principal Assets of Consumer Loan Companies
as   of  December   31.

1958 1961

Mil $   %  Mil $   %
Loans: $1500 and less 316 76.5 426  70.9

$1501 and over 66 16.0 133  22.1
Conditional Sale Agreements 31 7.5 42   7.0
Totals 413 100.0 601 100.0

Source: Royal Cominission on Banking and Finance, ' 64
table 4-4

remarkably low - less than one per cent of total
outstandings - and most delinquencies are caused by
temporary interruptions in the borrower's income.
The reason for this low loss ratio is in the strict
selection of applicants.  If the applicant lacks a
steady income, his loan application will probably be
refused, unless security is forthcoming in the form
of a guarantee.  In the case of married couples, the
paper is signed by both parties, and a chattel mort-
gage may be taken on the car, and on household goods.
Companies may also resort to garnishment if the bor-
rower is delinquent.  A further security for loan
repayment is the practice of insuring the life of
the borrower, naming the company as beneficiary.

Liabilities

The business of this entire sector, comprising
some 80 companies, is largely in the hands of three
foreign controlled, and six Canadian controlled,
companies.  The former obtain the largest portion of
their funds from their American parent companies,
while the latter are mainly financed by affiliated
Canadian instalment finance companies.  All companies
rely to some extent on bank borrowings, either di-
rectly or through affiliates (see table 4-5).  The
foreign controlled companies have a distinct advan-
tage over their Canadian counterparts in that they
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Liabilities of the Largest Consumer Loan C-ompanies*
as   of  Decer,-ber  31.

1960 1962
Mil * % Mil $   %

Bank Loans 72 13.7 51    8.1
Short Term Notes 31 5.9 59    9.3Parent and Associate Co. 333 63.3 404 63.6Shareholders' Equity       54   10.4     74   11.7
' Other" Liabilities 35 6.7 46    7.3
Totals 525 100.0 634 100.0

* Covers about 90 per cent of the industrySource:  Royal Commission on Banking and Finance,,64

table 4-5
can entertain credit lines with both United States
and Canadian banks.

During times of monetary restraint (as in 1956-
1957, and 1959), Canadian banks ration their loans,
but consumer loan companies have been able to borrow
from alternative sources which take advantage ofrising interest rates.  These higher costs have, of
course, adverse effects on the companies' earnings,
since the companies are not permitted to increasetheir service charges above the maxima set by the
Small Loans Act.  However, consumer demand for credit
rises during periods of economic expansion and thisincrease in the business volume enables the loan com-
panies to attract money at higher cost without a seri-ous decrease in their net incomes.

Compared to their main competitors: sales finance
companies and chartered banks, the small loan companies
are at a distinct disadvantage with regard to operating
costs.  Per loan-dollar they are higher due to: the
processing of numerous small loans; the decentraliza-
tion of offices necessary to make borrowing more
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Expenses and i.et Profit of Consumer Credi. t Ienders
per cent of total assets

Sales Fin. Cons .   Lcall         3..„·  t  l'Cial

Companies Companies I.ants

1957  1961   19 7  1961   1957  1961
Administrative                       

            -

Expenses   2.7   2.7    7.7   6.8    2.2   2.3

Interest Costs   3.9   3.7    4.1   4.7    1.0   1.8
Net Profit 1.5   1.4    2.9 2.4 0.3   0.4

Source: Royal CorI'Jnission on Banking and Finance,,64

table 4-6

convenient to the public, and the higher interest
cost especially, of the smaller companies.  They
obtain most of their funds from the chartered banks
at the maximum rate of six per cent.  Only an insig-
nificant portion of their total liabilities (3.5 per
cent in 1960) comes from the sale of the usually less

expensive short and long term notes.

As to the larger companies, interest paid on
short term money ranges considerably, depending upon
the size of the company and its familiarity with the
money market.  The foreign-owned companies profit from
the interest rate structure of the United States.
There the difference between bank rates, charged to

large and small borrowers, is usually larger than in
Canada, where the difference between the banks' prime
and general rate seldom exceeds one half of one per
cent due to the ceiling rate.  The large companies
also report rising interest costs (see table 4-6),
but since most of their funds are supplied by affili-
ates, the interpretation of their figures requires

some caution.  Interest charges on loans to daughter
companies are not always determined by market condi-
tions, but by the policy of the company with respect
to profit allocation.
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Despite higher costs, the net results in percent-age of total assets, compare favourably with those of
sales finance companies and chartered banks, as is
illustrated in table 4-6.  The fact that the consumer
loan companies have been able to achieve these favor-
able results while their maximum service charges are
set by federal statute gives food for thought.

CHARTERED BANKS

The Bank Act under which the chartered banks
operate imposes few restrictions on the nature of
the banks' activities.  Section 75 of the Act statesthat chartered banks "may engage in and carry on such
business generally as appertains to the business of
banking". This directive  is so unlimited in scope
that the Act lists a number of activities in which
the banks are not permitted to engage.  The one most
relevant to consumer credit is found in the provisionsunder the old Section 75 (2)(d) which prohibited the
banks from making advances on the security of anygoods, wares or merchandise.

The Canadian banks were inhibited by this regu-
lation to take chattel mortgages on loans to individ-
uals.  Hence, the banks' dealings with consumer credit,
especially instalment credit, was mainly indirect;
namely, through institutions which specialized in
consumer financing and which were free from the
restrictions under the Bank Act.  At the end of 1948,
the chartered banks' unsecured personal loans accounted
for some 18 per cent of total outstanding consumer
credit but had declined to less than 16 per cent in
1953, the last year that the banks operated under the
security restrictions.

Indirect Involvement

Surprisingly enough, the revision of the Bank Act
in 1954, which permitted the banks to take chattel
mortgages on loans to individuals, caused hardly any
change in the banks' approach to consumer credit.
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Their share at the end of 1957 was even 2.3 per cent
lower than shortly before the revision had become
effective. Three main reasons can be cited for the
banks' reluctance to become more directly involved
in consumer financing:

a) The Bankers were of the opinion that the

granting of consumer loans and the financing of con-
ditional sale contracts should be the responsibility
of people or institutions who could claim experience
in, and had the specialized training for, this kind
of work.

b) The Bank Act sets the maximum rate of interest
or discount which the banks are allowed to charge.
In September 1944, that rate was set at six per cent
per annum, down one per cent from the previous level.
Although  the  Act  does not define  the term "interest",
the banks, until 1958, interpreted this to mean the

entire charges on any loan.  This maximum rate was
considered insufficient to compensate for the extra
risk and additional administrative costs associated
with the extension of consumer credit.  By financing
intermediary financial institutions, the increase in
risk and costs could be avoided, while the same or
almost the same interest rate as would have been
placed on personal loans could be charged.

c) Banks were prohibited from making advances on
the security of real estate under the provisions of
Section 75 of the Bank Act.  Later, when exceptions
were made under the National Housing Act of 1954,
the Farm Improvement Loans Act, the Veterans Business
and Professional Loans Act, and the Small Business
Loans Act, the Canadian bankers initially did not
show marked ambition to take advantage of these
exceptions, in contrast to their United States
counterparts.  However, when in 1954 the economy

began to show signs of decline and the government
encouraged the bankers to stimulate residential
building the banks became increasingly more involved
in mortgage lending.  Although mortgages are not
classified under consumer credit, it was the con-
census of the bankers that they had made sufficient
contribution to consumer financing through this mort-
gage lending.
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Direct Involvement

In 1958 this attitude changed drastically,
although the first signs of this change had be:.1
noticeable two years earlier, when the country
experienced another round of inflation due to an
investment boom in resource developments and fixed
assets by Canadians and foreigners.  In order tomeet the increased demand for credit to finance
this expansion, chartered banks unloaded substantial
amounts of government securities.  The Bank of Canada,
meanwhile, had become concerned about the further
expansion of consumer credit, because increased con-
sumption in excess of income could, in the prevai]ingcircumstances, easily continue the upward pl'CEL:' '.:«
on the general price level. All savings were needed
to provide resources for the heavy capital investmentprogram and could not be freed to finance in:1·eased
demands for consumer credit.

When credit demands by consumers did not show any
sign of abatement, the Bank, having no direct con-
trol over the finance cempanies, opened negotiations
to consider measures to voluntarily limit the expan-
sion of consumer credit.  When these negotiations
failed to produce the desired results, the commercial
banks, determined to support the anti-inflationary
efforts of the central bank, decided to freeze the
existing credit maxima of the finance companies.  Atthe same time, they curtailed their own activities
by reducing their own outstanding balances of per-sonal loans.

Confronted with an activated demand for instal-
ment credlt and a restricted supply of bank credit,
finance companies focused their attention on the
money market in order to attract funds through the
sale of short-term notes.  Competition developed
between commercial banks and finance companies to
gain the favour of the individual depositor.  The
banks, handicapped by the six per cent ceiling rate,
were unable to offer a higher interest rate on
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deposits, whereas the finance companies were free to
offer any interest rate they deemed necessary, to

sell more short-term notes.  This development not
only enabled the finance companies to make themselves
less dependent on bank credits, but, at the same time,
they entered the domain of the chartered banks by
attracting the savings of the public.  It was finally
this invasion that caused the chartered banks to

change their attitude and to become more directly
involved in the financing of the need for consumer
credit.  A road block in the path of this new bank
policy was the provision of section 91 of the Bank
Act which states that the rate of interest that the

banks are permitted to charge is not to exceed six
per cent.  As the Act does not define the term
"interest", the chartered banks interpreted  this  to
mean that it made reference to the conventional
meaning of interest only and that it did not include
additional costs of administration which the banks
would incur under instalment loans.

The legality of this interpretation has so far
never been contested in a court of law, nor is there
uniformity of opinion as to whether this falls under
the jurisdiction of the federal or the provincial
court.  At any rate, the banks decided to charge, in
addition to the six per cent ceiling rate, an extra
percentage for service charges, adding up to a total
of some eleven per cent.  This total still remains
appreciably below the interest rate of the sales
finance companies.  This is why the sales finance
companies in 1960, lost their first position in the

granting of consumer credit to the chartered banks.

As to the liquidity of the banks, this is suffi-
ciently guaranteed by their predominant short-term
lending, and by the Bank Act's stipulation regarding
legal cash reserves.  Chartered banks are required
to hold, in cash or on deposit with the Bank of Canada,
an amount equal to at least eight per cent of their
total Canadian dollar deposits.  They are further
required to hold the difference between fifteeh per
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cent and their real holdings of cash or deposits
with the Bank in near cash assets, such as treasury
bills and day-to-day loans.  This requirement is an
effective instrument in the hands of the Bank which

makes the chartered banks more responsive to monetary
policy than any other financial institution in the
country.

The comparatively low interest rates which the

banks are charging on consumer credit makes them one
of the less expensive sources of this type of credit,
partly due to their conservative selection of appli-
cations.  Although the banks have been able to make
inroads on the activities of other financial inter-
mediaries, the need for consumer credit has become
so diversified and spec<alized that the services of
the other lending institutions will remain
indispensable.

CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES POPULAIRES

Credit unions and caisses populaires consider
it their business to encourage people to save on a
systematic basis and to provide themselves with a
source of low-cost, convenient credit through the

most effective use of community savings.  From their
inception these associations have stressed the con-
cept of mutual help and community spirit, and these
are still much in evidence throughout the movement.

Although based on the same concept, credit unions
differ from caisses populaires in the borrowing as
well as in the lending techniques, as illustrated in
table 4-7.

Borrowing:  Caisses populaires acquire a high
percentage of their funds from deposits made by
members, whereas the sale of shares makes only a
minor contribution.  Conversely, credit unions obtain
most of their money from selling shares and deposits
are relatively insignificant. Credit unions argue
that the selling of shares promotes sharing in
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Corbi rod  italance  Sheets of Locals
s of Dec. 33, 1961

Caisses Credit

Populaires Unions

hil $     %    Mil $     1
Assets

Deposits at Centrals 111.0 13.2 33.4 5.1
Other Cash 29.0 3.4 20.4 3.1
Shares of Centrals 6.5 0.8 23.0 3.5
Other Investments 246.5 29.4 49.8 7.6
Personal Loans 56.8 6.8 429.7 65.4
Mort6age Loans 346.6 41.3 83.5 12.7
Other Assets 43.4 5.2 16.9 2.6

Totals 839.8 100.0 656.7  100.0

Liabilities

Borrowings and other
Liabilities 2.7 0.3 29.7    4.5
Deposits 734.7 87·5 78.8 12.0
Shares 56.7 6.8 499.8 76.1
Reserves 38.1 4.5 25.4 3.9
Undivided Zarnings 7.6 0.9 23.0 3.5

Totals 839.8 100.0 656.7  100.0

Source: Royal Commission on Banking and Finance, ' 64

table 4-7

community liabilities, while depositors are creditors
and as such, share in the assets of the community.
To prevent undue influence each share-holder has only
one vote regardless of the amount of his participation.
To encourage saving in shares, the nominal value of
each share does not exceed $10 and can be redeemed
on demand, although two to three months notice is
usually required before redemption.

Lending:  Credit unions are heavily involved in

consumer credit and, as can be seen from table 4-7,
at the end of 1961, some 65 per cent of the total
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assets were made up of personal loons, secured by
promissory notes, chattel mortgages, assignment of
wages, co-si.gnatzire, etc. An additional 12.7 per
cent of their funds were invested in mortgages, most
of which are small, short-term loans, rather than
long-term residential mortgages.  Although a small
portion of these personal loans may be used for such
purposes as business financing and howsebuilding, it
may be assumed that three quarters of credit unions'
assets constitute consumer credit as defined in
Chapter One.  Loans are made for provident purposes
on] y  and   they are restricted to member borrowers
whose ability and willingness to repay the loan
according to the terms, engenders confidence in the
local lending committee.

In contrast to credit unions only 10 to 15 per
cent of caisses populaires' members are normally
borrowers. Most of the business is done in the field
of residential mortgages.  Next in line are the
investments in the provincially sponsored General
Investment Corporation which was established to
finance Quebec enterprises.

Recently, credit unions have been showing more
interest in long-term residential mortgage lending,
while the caisses populaires are becoming less
reluctant to make loans for consumption purposes.
Through this change in policy the difference between
the two co-operatives is diminishing.

Because of the differences in financial structure,
these two co-operatives respond differently to mone-
tary policy.  Deposits of caisses populaires are
interest-elastic and the interest rates paid to
depositors are higher than chartered banks pay on
their saving deposits.  As a result, there has been
a rapid increase in deposits with caisses popul,ires.
The short-term character of these deposits makes the

operations of the caisses populaires more sensitive
to monetary policy than those of the credit unions
with their long-term savings in the form of shares.
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During periods of economic adversities, the supply
of funds to credit unions is not affected as much

as the supply to caisses populaires.  The latter is

knofm to have counteracted monetary restraints by

restricting lending rather than limiting liquid asset
investments  or  se] ling securities.

Caisses populaires exercise a personal and tight
control over their borrowers, thus enabling them to
meet financial difficulties by obtaining speedier
repayments of outstanding loans, holding up lendi ng
approvals, and discouraging new applications.  The

large investments in short-term personal loans by
credit unions guarantee the high degree of liquidity
and makes them less sensitive to changes in the
monetary policy of the country.

QUEBEC SAVINGS BANKS

Quebec Savings Banks, established in the first
half of the 19th century have maintained their orig-
inal characteristics, that of a local haven for the
savings of the people in both Montreal and Quebec.
The Savings Bank Act under which they operate has

always imposed strict limitations on their activities,
by precluding them from commercia]. banking, and by
requiring that certain conservative regulations be

adhered to regarding the investment of funds. Orig-
inally, these savings banks were obligated to direct
depositors savings chiefly into government securities,
but gradually relaxed rules permit them to channel
some of their deposits into other assets.

Their association with consumer credit dates back
to 1948, when in addition to taking mortgages under

the National Housing Act, they were first permitted
to make unsecured loans, including personal loans.
These unsecured loans may not be more than five per

cent of the banks' deposits, and any unsecured per-
sonal loan is not to exceed 85000·  Despite this

broadening of their powers, their contribution to
consumer credit has remained very modest.
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Assets and Liabilities of the Quebec Savints Banks
as of December 31.

1955 1962
hil 0 %   Ail 4    5

Assets
Cash 18.5 7.0 29.3 8.2
Governri,ent Securities  207.8   78.4   179.9  50.4
Hortgales 19.7 7.4 97.4 27·3
Consumer Credit 2.0 0.7 13.0    3.7
Other Personal Loans 6.2 2.4   ]Ji.0   3.9
,Cther, Assets 10.9 4.1    23.6    6.6

Totals 265.1 100.0 357.2  100.0

Liabilities
Public Deposits 246.8 93.1 323.8 90.7
Government Deposits 0.5 0.2 13.1    3.7
Secured Bank Loans 5.3 2.0 3.6    1.0
 Other' Liabilities 0.6 0.2 1.6    0.4
Shareholdersl Equity 11.9 4.5 15·1    4.2

Totals 265.1 100.0 357.2  100.0

Source: loyal Commission on Bankins and Finance,'64

table 4-8

To guarantee their liquidity, they are required
to hold a reserve equal to five per cent of total
deposits in either Bank of Canada notes and deposits,
or chartered bank deposits and an additional 15 per
cent of total deposits in federal or provincial
securities or in cash.  Their legal cash requirements,
strangely enough, are even more stringent than those
of the Canadian chartered banks.

The relaxation in their investment rules and
their modest participation in consumer credit activity
is reflected in table 4-8.  It is not likely that

Quebec Savings Banks will, in the near future, play
a greater role in consumer financing.
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LIFE INSURANCE

Personal loans made by chartered banks and fully
secured by marketable securities are excluded from
consumer credit on the grounds that such borrowings
are to be regarded as a reduction in personal holdings
of liquid assets rather than as a form of consumer
credit.  Consistency could claim that loans extended
by life insurance companies against the cash surrender

value of policies should equally be regarded as not
belonging to consumer credit because they constitute
a reduction in personal savings and, consequently,
neither increase nor decrease the borrowers' tot:1
purchasing power.  This was the view held by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics until recently and it
is still the policy of the Federal Reserve Board in
the United States.  Upon considering that a large

proportion of the banks' fully secured loans are
applied against the acquisition of securities, whereas
money borrowed from life insurance companies is mainly
used for consumption purposes, the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics reversed its policy and now classifies
life insurance loans under consumer credit.

The growth of life insurance loans has remained

substanti.ally behind that of all other lending insti-
tutions, despite the fact that these loans are the
least expensive form of consumer credit and that the
average Canadian householder carries $11,000 worth
of life insurance.  The total of policy loans in 1962
was double the amount outstanding in 1951, whereas
the companies' loans outstanding increased by 75 per
cent only.  The reason for this must be sought in the

character of the companies' assets.  Financed by long-
term savings, they prefer to invest in long-term
assets rather than in short-term consumer loans.  In
addition, in order to protect the policy holders,
legislation regulating the activities of Canadian
life insurance companies restricts their investment
ofportunities to high rating securities, although

there is no legal limit on their lending against the
cash surrender val.ue of life insurance policies.
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Ratio of Consumer Credit Components

Purchase Credit

Year Sales Small Retailers Oil Total*
Finance Loan CO.
CO.· CO.

1951 15.6 34.2 49.8
1952 22.9 33.8 56.7
1953 26.0 0.1 31.4 57.5
1954 23·0 0.2 32.0 55.2
1955 23.8 0.2 29.8 0.8 54.6
195  26.3 O.4 27·7 0.9 55.3
1957 26.2 0.5 27·7 1.0 55.4
1958 23.6 0.6 26.5 1.1 51.8
1959 21.9 1.0 24.8 1.0 48.7
1960 20.6 1.1 23.8 1.1 46.6
1961 17·5 0.8 23.1 1.1 4205
1962 16.9 1.1 21.9 0.9 40.8
1963 16.5 1.0 20.4 1.0 38.9

Loan Credit

Year Small  Chart.  Cr. Unions  Quebec  Life  Total*
Loan Banks Caisses Sav. Ins.
CO. Populaires Banks CO.

1951 9.6 17·2 6.4 16.8  50.0
1952 9.1 14·9 5.8 0.1 13.1 43.0
1953 8.7 15.6 6.5 0.1 11.4 42.3
1954 9.7 16.4 7.1 0.1 11.2  44.5
1955 10.8 17•5 6.9 0.1 9.9 45.2
1956 11.9 15#1 7.8 0.1 9.4  44.3
1957 11.6 14·1 8.7 0.1 9.9 44.4
1958 11.7 17·0 9.9 0.1 9.4  48.1
1959 12.1 19.6 10.8 0.1 8.8  51.4
1960 12.5 21.3 10.8 0.1 8-5 53.2
1961 12.9 23.8 12.1 0.2 8.3  57.3
1962 14.0 24·9 12.1 0.3 7.8  59.1
1963 14.2 27·0 12.1 0.3 7.3  60.9

*Totals may not add up to one hundred percent due to
roundings.

table 4-9
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Their main investments are in public and private
bonds, and the hishoi' yie]ding mortgages have beco::.c
progressively more alt, , i ve to most companies.
Because the yield of these a:. .·ts does not differ
appreciably from service charges received on personal
loans, companies consider consumer financing more as
a service to their policy holders than as an attrac-
tive source of income.

As table 4-9 illustrates, life insurance companies'

share in total consumer credit outstanding has fol-
lowed a continuously declining path.  In 1951 it
accounted for 16.8 per cent of total and in 1963 it
was as low as 7.3 per cent.  All other companies of
the loan credit sector moved in an opposite direction
during the same period.  The modest contribution that
these life insurance companies have made to the con-
sumer credit sector in the past is not likely to
increase in the near future.
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Consumer Credit Balances Outstanding per December   31s t
(millions of dollars)
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONSUMER CREDIT AND RELATED VARIABLES

Introduction

Consumers who wish to acquire commodities and
services of which the cash price is beyond the reach
of current income can pursue two distinct ways in
reaching the objective.  They can decide to save
first and buy later or they can use the facilities
of consumer credit, which enables them to buy first
and repay the debts with future savings.  Either
alternative implies the act of saving, although this
is not an essential feature of all forms of consumer

credit.  The buying of an automobile, for example,
may require saving during a number of income periods,
either to amass the cash price or to repay the con-
sumer loan.  Many retailers' charge accounts, on the
other hand, enable the consumer to buy non-durables
at his option and to pay when current income is
received, usually within one month after sale.  In
the latter case the buyer is not required to save
and obtains this extra service from the retailer who
enjoys a more consistent flow of trade in this manner.

Either form of consumer financing, that of save
first, buy later and that of using consumer credit,
has its own advantages and disadvantages.  The former
does not allow the consumer to satisfy his immediate
needs unless he is adept in forecasting his future
needs so that savings are already amassed when the
need for goods and services arises.  It tempts the
consumer to use the savings for other purposes than
those originally intended or to buy goods of inferior
quality.  It denies him also, the opportunity to take
advantage of temporary price reductions.  On the

128
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other hand, the consumer is less likely to livebeYond his means and during the process of saving,
he can buy interest yielding liquid assets which canbe sold when the necessary cash amount bas been accu-mulated.

Consumers who are not willing to accept theinconveniences of this alternative and who prefer touse consumer credit, buy when the need is felt orwhen prices are favourable.  They can match paymentwith consumption, but they may become victims ofimpulsive buying, fall victim to sales promotiondevices which increase the need for self-restraint,and pay service charges which, in fact, makes con-sumption more expensive.

These merits and demerits are not the only dif-
ferences between either of the ways of consumptionfinancing; their effect on aggregate consumer demandvaries also.  As a form of credit, consumer creditis one of the components constituting the stock ofmoney, and, as such, it is a means of payment.Expansion or contraction of consumer credit volumeor changes in its velocity will have repercussionson consumers' demand for the same reason as a tightor easy money policy of the central bank influenceseconomic activity.  Consumer credit can also beregarded as a consumption promoter and supporter.
Then, the emphasis is not placed so much on themonetary aspect as on the effect that expansion orcontraction, or even its mere existence, has on
economic activity.

The primary effect of consumer credit on aggre-
gate consumer demand is the main theme of thischapter.  Three economic models are constructed forthe purpose of illustrating clearly the impact ofconsumer credit on consumers' outlays.  In the firsteconomic model, consumer credit is not yet accepted,so that consumers must accumulate savings if they
wish to buy commodities for which they have not yet
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sufficient funds. Model B will introduce consumer
credit but only in one income period, whc·z·eas in
Model C consumer credit is a fully recol.nized form
of consumer financing.

MODEL A, NO CONSUMER CREDIT

Without the existence of consumer credit there is
but one way for consumers to buy commodities whose
cash price is too high to be paid for with current
income.  They must save during a number of income

periods until the cash price of the intended purchase
has been amassed.  During this process, consumption
must be reduced temporarily and consequently, aggre-
gate demand will drop until the required amount is
available.  Thereafter, demand will suddenly expand
when the intended purchase is effected.  This saving-
dissaving process will cause consumer demand to fluc-
tuate and furthermore, it is likely that under such
conditions the composition of consumer demand differs
from that of an economy with consumer credit.

It has been argued that these fluctuations would
occur only if a few individual cases are involved,
but that a large number of cases would produce a
synchronizing process.  The reasoning goes as follows:
in each income period some consumers decide to increase
their savings, thereby temporarily reducing their out-
lays for consumption.  At the same time another group
of consumers is in the second round of saving or one
income period closer to its goal, and so on.  In this
way a chain is formed of which the end link is made
up of people who have accumulated a sufficient amount
to buy the intended goods.  Against the total dis-
saving of the last group stands an equal or almost
equal amount of total savings by the other groups.

This kind of reasoning is not very convincing.
It would be merely coincidental if dissaving were
equal to saving, although it is conceded that the
larger the number of people involved the smaller the
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differences would be.  If one would apply this rea-
soning to the Canadian economy it would become
immediately obvious that this synchronization process
is conspicuous by its absence.  The consumption pat-
tern exhibits fluctuations which, though regular,
cannot always be identified with variations in dis-
posable income or savings.  Buying of certain commod-
ities has a seasonal character.  During the first
quarter of each year personal disposable income is
at its lowest yearly level, yet savings are at the
second highest peak during the first three months of
the year.  The sale of automobiles is much higher
during the summer than during the rest of the year
and retailers enjoy their best season in the fourth
quarter, when disposable income is some ten per cent
below the summer season.  Without the availability
of consumer credit, saving for the purchase of an
automobile would very likely occur all year round,
but dissaving would be high during spring and summer.
Retailers would cause a second wave of dissaving in
December, and so dissaving would exhibit fluctuations
in certain periods.

In an affluent economy in which consumer credit
is not available these fluctuations in consumer aggre-
gate demand could well be more pronounced than in a
lesser developed economy.  For, in the latter, the
propensity to save is lower and, since the consumptionof most durables is identified with luxury and is
beyond the purchasing ability of the general public,
saving towards their acquisition is less frequent.
In the former the discretionary portion of incomes
is larger and enables an increasing group of people
to enjoy the possession of durables so that larger
fluctuations in their saving and dissaving pattern
can be expected.  Under such circumstances consumer
demand for durables may well include an unstablecomponent in addition to the instability caused by
the fact that incomes are received at weekly or monthly
intervals, making the demand for non-durables also
cyclical.
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In Model A it is quite conceivable that the
saving plan does not evolve according to schedule
and that buying occurs sooner or later than is antici-
pated. Without the facilities of consuti,er credit,
demand becomes more a function of disposable income,
as expounded in Keynesian theory.  In Canada, where
disposable income is very seasonal, a Model A economy
would cause consumer demand to occasion fluctuations

which, by the use of consumer credit, can be avoided
or reduced.  This does not necessarily imply that
demand in a consumer credit economy is therefore more
stable. Accounts receivable of sales finance com-
panies, department stores and other retailers illus-
trate a very regular pattern, far more dependent on
the season than on fluctuations in disposable income.
Consumer credit adjusts the moment of buying more to
the personal convenience of the consumer and it makes
buying less dependent on his current income.  It seems
to lessen the cyclical movements in non-durable sales
but makes the demand for durables even more cyclical,
but with the added advantage of more accurate
predictability.

The consumption of durables is flexible; a certain

residual value remains unconsumed, thus enabling the
owner to stretch the consumption and terminate it,
within certain limits, at his own discretion.  If a
desired replacement does not suit the budget, it can
be temporarily postponed.  Replacement can also be

advanced to suit the budget, thus making consumption
less dependent of current income.  Increased demand
for durables and easier forecasting of their demand
has enabled industry to reduce the costprice, thereby
popularizing consumption and offering consumption
flexibility to a broader stratum of income groups.

In theory, the first saving - then buying method,
could produce an equal demand for durables and thus
have consumers enjoy the same degree of consumption
stability as the alternative method.  In practice,
many consumers will either lack the perseverance
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necessary for a persistent savings plan or fail to
resist the temptation to use their savings for other
less expensive commodities.

The demand structure in Model A differs from that
of consumer credit economies, mainly with respect to
durables.  Although consumer credit was also used inthe 1930's, the following statement of the Royal
Commission of Canada's Economic Prospects revealsthat a shift has taken place from non-durables to
durables: "In Canada' s National Accounts, durable
consumer goods are defined rather narrowly; the group
includes sales of jewellery and watches, home fur-
nishings, furniture, household appliances, radio andtelevisic,n   sets,   and the personal expenditure   on
acquisition of automobiles.  Measured in current
dollars this group of expenditures has increased from8.3% of personal expenditure between 1926 and 1929
to 11.6% of expenditure between 1952-55.  Measured
in constant dollars, the increase has been from 10.3%to 12.3% of total personal expenditure between the
same years.  The definition of expenditure on consumer
durables might reasonably be broadened to include
other durable household purchases, such as bicycles,
power lawnmowers, power snow-removal equipment, gar-
dening and hobby hardware and tools, boats, trailersand outboard motors and other sporting and camping
equipment.  Such a reasonable broadening of the
definition of consumer durables would increase the
proportion of the group to total personal expenditure.
Further, such data as are available suggest that the
broadened definition would also result in a higher
estimate of the entries in the proportion of consumer
expenditure devoted to durable consumer  goods"l.

A Model A economy increases the amount of idle
cash balances and is denied a certain amount of con-
sumer spending that is induced by consumer credit.

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to p. 302.
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Forecasting of consumer demand is more difficult and
thus, more uncertain and this has a detrimental effect
on economic growth, which feeds on itself.  There
are also items to be booked on the other side of the
ledger.  Changes in the demand structure are less
likely to occur and this promotes more tranquillity
in the price level and on the labour market.  Also,
since consumers do not face high service charges, a
larger portion of income can be used for increased
consumption.

MODEL B, SINGLE USE OF CONSUMER CREDIT

In the following Model B, it is assumed that
consumer credit is autonomously introduced in one
income period only and, thereafter, is not repeated.
Further, the credit is applied to no other purpose
but to that of expanding consumption outlays in an
economy which will not reach the level of full
employment.  Table 5-1 illustrates such a case.  A

loan of 100 monetary units is granted in period one,
to be repaid in 5 equal instalments of 20; it is

temporarily assumed that no service charges are
involved.

First Period

The impact of consumer credit on consumer aggre-
gate demand is largest in the first period because
consumer credit, by definition, makes the borrower's
marginal propensity to consume equal to one, and, as
yet, no repayment commitments exist.  New credit is
equal to additional income and to additional con-
sumers' outlays.

It is possible that consumers' direct outlays
become larger than is made possible by the loan
itself.  For, consumers who were accumulating cash
balances towards future purchases may now decide to
use these savings to meet the down payment require-
ments.  If this is the case, their cash balances
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Primary Effect of Consumer Credit 'on Aggregate Demand
Period New Outstanding balan- A* B* C*Credit ces in liquidation

1 100 100 1002              80                    80  20  -203                  60                60  20  -204                      40            40  20  -205                          20        20  20  -206                              0      0  20 --207                                            000
A* New credit and outstanding balancesD* Repayments' total per periodC* Addition to aggregate demand or net credit change

table 5-1

return to the income stream sooner than would havebeen the case without the introduction of consumer
credit.  Consequently, additional consumers' outlaysin that income period extend beyond the amount ofthe loan.  The same effect would be experienced whenthese savings were applied to the purchase of othercommodities not associated with the loan.

Jarchow2 uses the proportionality factor ck to
express the influence of additional consumer crediton national income and consumption.  When ck = 1,
additional credit in period one generates an equalexpansion of consumer aggregate demand, as is thecase in table 5-1.  When ck > 1, additional consump-tion exceeds the amount of additional credit. This
materializes when, for example, consumers reducetheir cash holdings and return a portion of theirsavings to the economy sooner than intended.  Con-versely, when additional consumption, made possibleby consumer loan, would lead to a relative reductionin other consumption outlays, ck < 1.  In table 5-1,this would mean that net credit change would remain
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100 but addition to aggregate demand would be equal
(ck = 1), greater (ck > 1) or smaller (ck < 1) than

100.  There is a fourth possibility, that of the
proportionality factor being equal to zero.  This
would imply a situation in which an addition to
current income, following the granting of a loan,
would not result in any increase in consumption.
Such an assumption would defeat the purpose of the
introduction of consumer credit in our model, and
it is discountable, as it is unrealistic.

Subsequent Periods

The two main components which determine the

economic consequences of consumer credit in the
second and following inccme periods are : the counter
actions brought about by the instalment payments
and the consequences of the multiplying process
ini tiated  by the loans.      In   the   beginning   of   the
second period, an instalwent  of  20 is  due;  from
what source do consumers who are in debt receive
the money to pay this and subsequent instalments?
There are three ways open to them.  They may decide

to reduce consumption by 20 in each income period
until the entire debt is amcrtized, which, in 01).r
example, would take place in the sixth period.  The
repayment proportionality factor cR = 1.  They

could try to raise their current income, so that a
portion of the debt can be repaid with increased
income cR < 1, or they could reduce their possible
liquid holdings and repay the entire debt, in which
case, cR = 0.

When consumers do repay their debt in whole or
in part, with current income, aggregate demand need
not necessarily be reduced by the amount of the
repayments, because the extra income created in the
initial period by the consumer loan generates addi-
tional income in the next period through the multi-
plying process.  Let c stand for the marginal pro-
pensity to consume; additional income in the
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subsequent period, A Yl, is equal to additionalincome in the previous income period, AYo, multi-
plied by the marginal propensity to consume factor,or  A Y l=  c.  A  Yo. This increased income helps  to
offset the decrease in consumers' outlays caused bythe payment of the instalments.

Should borrowers be able to finance the entirerepayment with additional income, in table 5-2 creditoutstandings would drop to 80.  However, consumer
demand would not necessarily be reduced, as thedecrease in current disposable income, following thepayment of the instalment, might be offset by an
increase in disposable income of an equal amount.The result is determined by prevailing economic con-
ditions.  When demand for labour is pressing, it maybe possible to increase total real output and toenable borrowers to make additional income with
which to finance their repayments.  Different becomesthe situation, when economic forces are under-utilized and government expenditures are trying tosupport aggregate demand.  Some individual consumersmay be successful in making extra income, in orderto pay the instalments, but this is materialized atthe expense of other people's income, so that, on
balance, aggregate demand will still be reduced.  Ina fully employed economy, an output increase can onlybe nominal.  The reduction in consumer spendingfollowing the repayment is counterbalanced byincreased spending made possible by additional income.The output level will neither decrease in real terms
nor increase nominally, although the price level isprecariously balanced under such conditions.

Repayment may also be financed by drawing onpossible liquid asset holdings.  This may sound some-what surprising.  Why should consumers borrow moneyin the first place when they can draw on theirliquid assets to raise the necessary funds?  Thesimple answer is: they do, despite. the fact that itwould often be far more economical to sell low-yielding,
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easy-to-liquidate assets and pay cash or, at least,
the highest possible down payment, than to borrow
at rates above those received on their own liquid
holdings.  In this connection, it is interesting to
read the conclusion of a survey conducted by the
Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan.
"First,   we   can   add   to the description of consumer
behavior in 1955.  That this year was a year in which

consumers spent unusually large amounts on durable
goods and substantially increased their short-term
debt is well known. But these consumer activities

did not detract from the will to save and probably
were not carried out at the expense of adding to
reserve funds.  In spite of corroboratory data from
the SEC liquid savings statistics and from informa-
tion on subjective saving, we cannot be sure that
discretionary liquid saving by consumers increased
in 1955.  But we say that consumers' desire to save

and the importance they attached to the accumulation
of savings were not impaired by their extensive use
of instalment buying"3.

The Royal Commission on Banking and Finance

undertook a survey of household finances in seven
Canadian metropolitan areas in late 1962, and reports
that instalment debts, i.e. non-mortgage loans which

require monthly payments ...is found in 32% of"

households and at all income levels, although its
highest relative use is found in the lower income
categories where the reported figure runs as high
as 4% of assets, and in the under-29 age group
where it is equal to almost 7% of reported assets"4.
But the Commission adds: "Those with the smallest
amounts of reported assets also make heaviest use
of consumer credit - partly because of the absence
of any other collateral"5.  It is, therefore, safe
to assume that a substantial portion of repayments
are financed by reduced consumption, so that increased
consumers' outlays in one period is followed by
reduced outlays in subsequent income periods.
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Two observations should be made here.  When the
loan is applied to the purchase of non-durables, con-
sumption will most likely have been antedated, and
reduced consumption to finance repayment will involve
the same or similar commodities.  In other words,
aggregate demand for non-durables remains unaltered
and only the time of purchase is changed.  This
applies to a substantial portion of the retail trade.
Most accounts are utilized for the purchase of non-
durables and are convenient accounts, that is, the
dates of purchases are of personal choice and pay-
ment is made shortly thereafter.  This explains the
pattern illustrated by the change in the curves of
outstanding balances of retailers' charge accounts
and to a lesser degree of their instalment accounts(see  chart 34). Durin< the second and third
quarters of each year, these curves show little
variation; balances of the fourth quarters are
sharply up due to heavy year-end shopping and decline
in the first quarters to a point close to where the
rise started.

Different is the picture, where durables are
concerned, as is the case with sales finance com-
panies.  Repayment will not be financed by reduction
in outlays for durables, but the consumption of non-
durables will be sacrificed in order to repay the
debt.  It is obvious that a structural demand change
will follow which can also have an influence an the
multiplier process.  The initial loan sets off a
chain of reactions which generate additional income
in subsequent periods.  The greater the leaks caused
through saving and imports, the lower the multiplier's
results.  In Canada's import parcel, durables -
mainly cars and parts - constitute an important
share, whereas export is mainly made up of primary
industrial products.  A substantial portion of con-
sumer credit used for the purchase of these imported
commodities will flow abroad, thus impairing its
effect on the domestic economy.  Repayment an the
other hand, is financed by reduced consumption of
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domestically produced non-durables, thereby initiating
a negative multiplying effect.

A similar situation can also develop between
areas of the same country.  In Canada, with its long
distances and immobility of the labour force, the
production of durables is concentrated in relatively
few areas, whereas the production of non-durables is
more widely dispersed.  A multiplying effect is
created which is positive in the area where pro-
duction increases and negative where the consumption
of non-durables is reduced in order to meet the

repayment commitments initiated by the instalment
buying of durables.  Such structural changes in
demand have also consequences on the employment level,
investments, government economic policy, and can also
cause an inflation as will be discussed in Chapter
Seven.

Another factor has yet to be introduced, namely,
that of service charges.  Aggregate repayments of
subsequent periods will exceed the original loan by
the interest and other charges which the borrower
has to pay for the facilities extended to him by the
lender.  The repayment proportionality factor is,
therefore, to be extended with another factor for
which Jarchow's symbol z will be used.  The same
possibilities present themselves here as with repay-
ments, namely, that service charges can be financed
with reduced savings, or reduced consumption, or
with increased income.  That the payment of service
charges has adverse consequences for consumers' out-
lays for consumption, needs no further explanation

after what has been explained previously about
repayments, except for one more observation.  Most
Canadian sales finance and small loan companies are
foreign owned.  This means that a part of these
companies' incomes will leave the country in the
form of interest payments and dividends.  Only the
payments made to Canadians will in part return to
the Canadian income flow, depending upon the
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recipients' propensity to consume.  In other words,
a portion of service charges paid by a reduction of
consumption by Canadians does not become income to
other Canadians but to foreigners.

In summary it may be said that a given amount of
consumer credit introduced into an economy creates
an effect on income and, consequently, on aggregate
demand.  Due to side implications, which may subse-
quently be exerted on the consumption pattern, the
effect of the loan, in the introductory period, on
income and aggregate consumer demand is not neces-
sarily equal to its size, as it can also be smaller
or larger.  In subsequent periods, incomes may rise
following the working of the multiplier.  The entire
effect of the loan with its positive or negative
side implications and multiplier can be expressed
in a proportionality factor ck•  On the other side of
the transaction, stand the commitments to amortize
the loan and to pay service charges.  The sum of the
instalments, exclusive of service charges, is equal
to the loan.  These repayments create a negative
effect on aggregate demand, which, by no means, need

be the exact opposite of the positive effect stemming
from the consumer loan.  Repayments, their side
implications, and multiplier, have their own propor-
tionality factor, which was denoted by the symbol
CR.  When ck = CR, the positive effect on income and

consumption is equal to the negative effect of the
repayments; a cyclical effect is created but, on

balance, aggregate income and demand remain unchanged.

In addition to repayments, service charges have
to be paid, so that the total sum of the instalments
exceeds the loan.  The proportionality factor cR
becomes now cR•z.  When ck > CR•z, the total positive
effect on aggregate income and demand caused by con-

sumer credit is larger than the total negative effect
of the repayments plus service charges.  When
Ck = CR.z, consumer credit's ultimate effect is zero
and when ck < CR•Z, the introduction of consumer
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credit has caused a negative addition to aggregate
demand.

When    ck  > C R.z, it is very well possible and
most likely that, during a number of later income
periods, additional income and consumption are
negative, as repayments' and service charges' nega-
tive effect may exceed the positive effect of addi-
tional income, but the latter cannot be cancelled
out, unless during the process the values of ck and
CR.z change, for example, by increasing service

charges on existing contracts.  In the other two
cases, that of ck = cR•z and ck < CR.z, negative
additions to income, during a number of periods, are
absolutely inevitable, because the end result on
additional income and consumption is either zero or
negative and, since the first period is always posi-
tive, negative periods must follow.  Here again it
is assumed that both values ck and cR•z remain
unaltered.

The effect of each individual loan on aggregate

demand depends on how much income it creates fol-
lowing its granting and multiplying process, on one
side, and how much income is contracted by repayment
and service charges, on the other.  The ultimate
effect can be positive, negative, or neutral, but
in each case consumer credit may be responsible for
shifts which may have occurred in the structure of
aggregate demand or the cyclical influence which may
have been exerted on it.

Although Model B does not portray a realistic
situation, it derives merit from its analytical
value.  An economy in which consumer credit has
become an established economic phenomenon is to a
certain extent a multiple of Model B, as each indi-
vidual loan follows its own course.  However, indi-
vidual loans in unison produce effects alien to
Model B, and this will be discussed in the following
model.
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MODEL C, PERMANENT   USE OF CONSUMER CREDIT

While an economy may test the single use of con-sumer credit it is more realistic to assume that
consumer credit will stay in a free economy as long
as it satisfies a need.  In such an instance, certaineconomic effects are different from those outlined
in Model B.  In each income period new loans are
granted and, since their amount fluctuate, a number
of variables are established which, although inter-
related, do not all move in identical directions.This is illustrated in table 5-2, which is comparable
to table 5-1 in that service charges have again been
ignored and each loan is repaid in five equal instal-ments.

'New credit' is the total amount of loans which,
in each income period, is granted to consumers.  The
balance outstanding on each loan granted in previous
periods is listed under 'outstanding balances in
liquidation', and the arrows in table 5-2 indicate
the amortization pattern of the loans.  Under the
heading A*, 'new credit and outstanding balances',
the total amount of consumer credit in circulation
is mentioned.  This amount is equal to the total  amount of new credits less total repayments; it
measures the changes in the money supply caused by
the operations of the combined consumer credit
industry.  The figures listed under B* refer to the
total amount of all instalments due and paid in
that income period.  Depending upon the magnitudes
of new additions and repayments, 'addition to aggre-
gate consumer demand or net credit change', C*, is
positive, negative, or zero.  It is this net credit
change which measures the direct effect on consumer
demand in a given period.  It is equal to the posi-
tive or negative difference between 'new credit and
outstanding balances'( A*),  at the observation points
of two consecutive income periods.  If, at the end
of period T, total consumer credit outstanding is
larger than at the end of period T_1, aggregate
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Primary Effect of Consumer Credit on Aggregate Demand

Period New Outstanding balan- A*  B*  C*
Credit ces in liquidation

1      20                          20    0    20
2          40  * 16.- 56    4    363   60  32 '12 104   12    48
4        80       48    24 **8 160   24    56
5 100 64          36      16 L4 220  40   60
6     100     80   48 24 8Mo  260  60    40
7     100     80   60  32  12  0  284   76    24
8     100     80   60  40  16  0  296   88    12*-A
9 100 80 -  60    40    20    0    300      96          4

10 100 80 '60- 40  20  0  300  100      0
11     100     80   60 -40  20  0  300  100     0
12      80     80   60 40'420  0  280  100  - 20
13     60    64  60 40 20\60 244  96 - 36
14      40    48   48  40  20  0 196 88  - 48
15      20     32   36  32  20  0 140 76  - 56
16       0    16   24  24  16  0   80  60  - 60I..'A
17       0         12  16  12  0  40  40  - 400 Nth
18      60      0        8   8  0   76   24    36
19        100        48       0  0     4   0   152     24       76
20               150               80         36         0  *40      0      266         36         114
21 200 120         60      24          0  0      404         62         138

22 150 160 90 40  12  0 452  102    48
23 150 120  120  60  20  0  470  132    18
24 100 120 90  80  30  0 420  150  - 50
25             80   90  60  40  0  270 150  -150

*.9/
26                  60 60  30  0  150  120  -120

04

27  40- 30    0      70     80    -  80
28                         -20  0   20   50  - 50
29                                                                               *0           0        20     -20
30                                              0

A* New credit and outstanding balances
B* Repayments' total per period
C* Addition to aggregate demand or net credit change

table 5-2
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consumer demand during period T has increased.  This
increase is also equal to the difference between new
credits issued in a given period, less the instalmentspaid to consumer credit grantors,(B*).

In periods 1 through 5, of table 5-2, consumer
credit is introduced and subsequently a larger
amount in each income period is injected.  In periods
6 through 11, the amount of new credit, returned tothe economy, is held stationary while repayments'
total per period increases until the latter has
reached the level (in period 11) where the amountthat is taken out by repayment is equal to the total
of new loans granted in an income period.  Periods12 through 17 represent a situation in which the
volume of credit is contracted.  During the remainingthirteen income periods newly extended credits
initially fluctuate, whereafter, consumer credit is
finally withdrawn from the economy.

The first period is not different from the one
discussed in Model B, except for the fact that con-
sumers' reactions with regards to their cash balances
may differ.  In Model B the economy was to return to
a Model A economy and saving for future purchases
remained important.  In Model C, however, savings
for future purchases are no longer necessary to those
consumers who prefer the use of consumer credit, so
that initially a larger amount of savings will
return to the income stream.  When these savings are
held in idle balances, their return to the money
flow will increase the money velocity and add to the
money volume already expanded by the autonomous
injection of consumer credit.  When the savings are
withdrawn from deposit accounts with chartered banks
or other financial intermediaries, a change might
occur in the distribution of cash among those finan-
cial institutions, the consequences of which will be
discussed in Chapter Eight.  In either case the
liquidity of the consumer will be reduced, which is
one of the characteristics of a Model C economy.
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REACTIONS OF THE VARIABLES

The  variables: new credit, new credits and ·out-
standing balances, repayments and net credit change
react in different ways.  The reason is that repay-
ments, by their own nature, always lag behind new
credits, and the variables outstanding and net credit
change are functions of the repayment.  The credit
increase in the second period of 40, does not, as in

the first period, increase the two variables:'new
credit and outstanding balances' and'consumer aggre-
gate demand; by the same amount.  Due to the payment
of the first instalment of 4, the amount of consumer
credit outstanding is not 60 but 56 and the addition
to aggregate consumer demand is not 40 but 36.  In
fact, this expansion can conceivably be more than 36

because the autonomous increase of new credit in pre-
vious periods may have called for additional invest-
ments, and the extra income thus created may well

have an expanding influence on demand in the second
period.

In subsequent periods the accumulative amount of
repayments becomes larger as more instalments on
loans become due.  In our example, additions to new
credit are temporarily held stationary, after period
5, but repayments continue to increase for five more
periods and become fixed in period 10, where the
same amount of credit is returned to the economy as
has been taken out by repayments.  'New credit and
outstanding balances' discontinued their rise
earlier, in period 9, while 'net credit change'
declines concurrently with the discontinuance of any
increase in new credit.

Oliver points out that under a given set of as-
sumptions these variables turn in this order; first,
change in outstandings or net credit change, then
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new credits and new outstandings *, thereafter,
total outstandings, which ih table 5-2 are called
new credit and outstanding balances, and finallyrepayments.    He adds: "Although the required  assump-
tions are samewhat unrealistic, the results are
usually found to hold far practical data such asBoard of Trade statistics"0.

It is indeed true that this sequence can be
upset by sudden important variations in service
charges or contract durations, but these are not
likely to occur.  Reactions of the variables follow
from their nature. Some variables are more sensitive
and quick to react than others.  The first to respond
to changes in new credit is the item addition to con-
sumer aggregate demnnd or net credit change.  The
reason is that this item is the resultant of two
other variables, new credit and repayments, and the
latter is a function of the former.  Since repayments,
per definition, always lag behind credit granting
and extend over a number of periods, their curve in
the long run is, ipso facto, smoother than that of
new credit, unless repayments are made in lump sums.The smoother the repayment curve, the more the
fluctuations in new credit are reflected in net
credit change.  So, for example, in periods 18 and 19
repayments remain unaltered and the increase of 40
in new credits in period 19 adds an equal amount to
aggregate consumer demand.

A similar situation will develop when new credits
have remained unaltered far a given number of periods.In the early stages the components of repayments on
previous loans are still dominant, but graduallytheir influence diminishes and, finally, repayments
will equal the stable amount of new credits.  Periods

*  Oliver distinguishes between new credits and new
outstandings.  The former includes service charges,the latter is without them and thus compares to
our term 'new credit'.
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5 through 11 depict such a phase; during each of the
income periods new credit is extended by 100 but
repayments continue to increase for four more periods.
Since, in our example, it takes five periods to
amortize the debt, in period 10 newly extended credit
matches the amount of repayments and consumer credit's
monetary influence is neutralized.

The dragging effect of repayments is also respon-
sible for hectic fluctuations in new credit change
which occur after new credits have been increased
then suddenly decreased, as for example in the
periods 18 through 24.  In the initial stage of the

upsurge, repayments require time to adjust to this
new situation, thus enabling aggregate consumer

demand to take advantage of this credit increase.
When, after a number of income periods, new credits
are reduced, repayments will continue to rise and
create an amplified negative effect on net credit
change; a situation which would be aggravated when
no new credit is granted, as is the case in periods
25 through 30.  Consumer credit control can easily

be responsible for such heavy fluctuations, by
alternating encouragement and discouragement of the
use of credit.

The smoothness of the repayment curve can be

ameliorated by extending loans over a longer period.
Its reaction to fluctuations in new credit will
become slower, thus linking movements in new credits
more closely to net credit change.  Conversely,
shortening the repayment period makes the repayment
curve less smooth, thereby relinquishing some of its
soothing effect on credit changes and causing sharper
movements in aggregate consumer demand.  The managing
of contract duration has further consequences for the
economy.  Consumers may not borrow when contract
conditions call for higher instalments, so that the
economy may forfeit the extra inducement of expanding
consumption.  Consumers may also decide to retain
savings for a time to increase the downpayment,
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thereby reducing the amount of the loan and decreasingthe money velocity.  Extending contract durations also
results in increased payment of service charges, thus
reducing the net addition to consumption.

The higher the service charge, the larger the
repayment commitments.  Fluctuations in service
charges increase the relative influence of repaymentson more recent loans.  This makes the repaymen* curve
less smooth when charges are increased and more
smooth when charges are decreased.  It is here assumed,that each instalment allocates the same fixed amount
to interest and to principle (constant ratio method*).
For it could be reasoned, that the first repayment
should be larger than the following ones, because
initial costs are not related to the duration of the
loan, but to the granting itself.  Moreover the
interest diminishes as the amount due decreases.
By contracting equal instalments, as is the general
practice, the lender assumes an extra risk.  Shouldthe borrower decide to repay the loan in a lump sum,say at the end of the second period, the lender
would not receive adequate payment for his services,unless the contract calls for special provisions.

To keep aggregate consumer demand rising, it is
necessary that newly extended credits in each period
exceed the sum of instalments due. An absolute
increase in new credit per period is not enough, as
total repayments on outstandings, in a given period,
can be higher than the absolute addition, in whichcase, the effect on consumer aggregate demand will
remain negative.

Even when new credits and repayments offset each
other, so that the monetary effect is neutralized,
economic conditions would not be the same as without
consumer credit.  For, not only has consumer demand

*  For more details see Chapter Nine.
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increased, but also this increase has called for

expanded production.  Moreover, if consumer demand
is concentrated on certain commodities, it may also
have called for increased investments in these areas

and may upset an equilibrium position.  The economy
is also precariously balanced in the credit sector;
the money volume has been expanded, because net bal-
ances outstanding is the net amount which consumer
credit grantors have added to the stock of money.
If its expansion or contraction does not coincide

with equal fluctuations in available consumer goods
and services, it exerts influence on the price level.
Monetary policy may be effective in contracting or
expanding the amount of credit which is made avail-
able to consumers in each income period, but it takes
a number of repayment periods before this monetary
policy becomes fully effective with respect to out-
standing balances.  Should consumer credit institu-
tions be obliged to contract their business either
by governments' decision or because their fund
suppliers withdraw their deposits, a portion of the
repayments cannot be reinvested, and consumption may
contract drastically not only because of the repayment
commitments but also as a result of another distortion

in the demand structure.  Loan extension may delay
these adversities and under such conditions much
depends on the responsiveness of consumer credit
institutions to changes in economic conditions.
Chapter Eight will deal with this responsiveness in
greater detail.

MANAGING THE VARIABLES

If the irregular behaviour of the variables dis-
cussed has undesired consequences on the economy, a
certain control technique can be applied by which
these unwanted effects can be mitigated, or even man-
aged in such a way, that their reactions strengthen
the aim of a country's economic policy.  Encouraging
the expansion of consumer credit in times of flagging
consumer demand, and timing the offsetting consequences
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caused by repayments during periods of overheating
will benefit the economy more than would be the case
when the opposite situation occurs.  Stimulating the
demand for imported durables, when the foreign
exchange rate is already under undue pressure, and
financing repayments by reducing a seasonal demand
for domestic products may have adverse results on the
country's economic growth.  Under these and similar
conditions the qualitative effect of consumer credit
may far exceed its quantitative effect on consumer
demand, and the implementation of a control technique
could well be justified, as was the case in Canada
during the abnormal economic conditions of the Second
World War and the Korean hostilities.

By increasing servic,e charges the demand for
new credit can be decreased, an effect also attained,
when minimum downpayment requirements are implemented.
The latter discourage the acquisition of certain com-
modities and reduce the need for credit. Variations
in contract durations exert influence on the smooth-
ness of the repayment curve with consequences on the
other variables, as was discussed previously.  If
the contract duration is prolonged, repayment total
per period will diminish and shift part of their
negative effect to a later date, so that the addition
to consumer demand will have a more positive effect
in the early stages.  A damping effect can be created
if, during an upswing, contract durations are
shortened.  Repayments will be linked more closely
to new credits, so that addition to aggregate demand
becomes negative earlier.

What the ultimate effect of such control tech-
nique will be, depends on the reaction of the lenders
and borrowers involved.  Higher service charges may
increase the supply of funds to the consumer credit
industry.  Maximum service charges often stifle
competition and become universal rates, especially
when the industry is concentrated in a few large
companies.  Such is, for example, the case in Canada,
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with the consumer loan companies' service charges.
The maximum rates are set by the small loans act,

but in practice the credit cost charged by the
members of this industry are fixed inflexibly at
these maximum levels.  Regulations regarding service
charges call for a uniform system of calculation
interest on new loans, prolongations, delay in, or
advancement of repayments.  Legal complications may
evolve due to regulation differences between provinces
or states.  Minimum downpayment requirements may
shift the demand from purchase credit to loan credit.Trade-in prices may be raised and subsequent adjust-
ments on the sales price made to enable a more
facile satisfaction of the legal downpayment require-
ment.  Regulations regarding maximum duration of
repayment contracts can be circumvented by debt pro-
longation.

The effectiveness of the control techniques
implemented by other than North American countries
is not disputed here.  The effects of consumer credit
alone on the economy, do not justify an elaborate
system   of control techniques under normal conditions.
However,·its regulation may well be a necessity, in
order to make a certain economic policy effective.
The more a country's economy is controlled or managed
the greater the necessity to extend these activities
over the field of consumer credit.  In Canada, where
selective credit control exists in a few specific
areas only, the present magnitude of consumer credit
does not warrant a qualitative credit control system.
Its anti-cyclical effect, however salutary, would
require fundamental changes  in the country's economic
and monetary structure.  I share the views of the
Governor of the Bank of Canada, Louis Rasminsky,
expressed in his submission to the Royal Commission
on  Banking and Finance:      "It  is   the   view  of   the   Bank
of Canada that its responsibilities can best be
discharged under arrangements which give the securities
market and private lending institutions the maximum
scope to perform their important functions of
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determining the terms and allocation of credit, andthat central bank operations should leave as much
room as possible for the exercise of private judge-ments in these matters. In most circumstances the
aims of public financial policy can be pursuedeffectively without the central bank intervening inthe Government securities market on a broad front
with precise objectives for bond prices and interestrates, and without resorting to regulations or pres-sures designed to influence the allocation of creditin particular ways or through particular channels"7.

A similar statement, even more directly aimed atconsumer credit control, was made by the Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System:  "...theBoard of Governors belietes that a special peacetimeauthority to regulate consumer instalment credit isnot now advisable. The Board feels that the broad
public interest is better served if potentiallyunstabilizing credit developments are restrained bythe use of general monetary measures and by the
application of sound public and private fiscalpolicies"8.

The conclusions drawn by the Radcliffe Report
regarding hire-purchase control in England areexpressed with reservations.  The Report states:"Our broad conclusions on the effects of these meas-ures during the 1950's are that (1) the obstructions
to particular channels of finance have had no effecton the pressure of total demand but have made formuch inefficiency in financial organization; (2) thatthe controls of hire-purchase terms have had sizableimpact, of a once-for-all kind, on each major change;and (3) that these sizable effects on total demandhave implied major direction effects which, thoughsometimes deliberately sought, have in general beendetrimental to industrial efficiency"9. In ChapterNine more will be said about the controversy centeredaround consumer credit control.
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THE CANADIAN VARIABLES

The Canadian economy is subject to quarterly

cycles, due to the relative importance of the coun-
try's primary industry and its climatic conditions.
The gross national product in the third quarter of

each year is substantially above that of each of the
other three quarters.  Second in line are the second
and the fourth quarters, which in magnitude stay
fairly close together; the first quarter invariably
experiences the lowest level.

Expenditures on goods and services follow their
own trend.  Outlays in durable goods are almost
invariably highest in the second quarter, followed
by the last quarter of the calendar year.  Non-
durable expenditures reach the top in the fourth
quarter, followed by a sharp decline in the subsequent
first quarter.  Services follow a pattern similar to
that of non-durables, except for the first quarter
when service-expenditures rise in relation to non-
durables (see chart 5-1).

Canadian statistics regarding the distribution
of personal disposable income consider savings to
be the difference between total disposable income and
expenditures on durables, non-durables and services.
Savings also include farm inventory changes and, to
enhance the usefulness of chart 5-1, these inventory
changes are deducted from total savings so that the
curve "savings" is related to personal savings only.
Hence, the four components of personal disposable
income do not add up to 100.  Personal savings do
not always follow the trend of the personal disposable
income curve.  They move in the same direction as the
latter during the third and fourth quarters.  During
the former both savings and personal income are up;
during the latter both variables decline.  In the
remaining two quarters savings and income move in
opposite directions to each other.  The first quarters
experience declining incomes and rising savings in
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contrast with the second quarters when income is
rising and saving falling.

Each consumer credit institution has its own
curve of outstanding balances.  Their movements
sometimes coincide and at other times maintain varying
directions (see charts 3-1 and 3-2).  In the spring
and summer, when disposable income rises rather
sharply, consumer credit balances of all extenders
also follow an upward movement though not of equal
intensity.  Sales finance companies' balances for
example, experience a much sharper upsurge than
retailers' charge accounts.

The activities of sales finance companies are
almost exclusively confined to the financing of
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durables.  As chart 5-2 shows, the curves 2aper
purchased' which relates to these companies' retail
trade of passenger cars and other commodities, have
their peaks near the end of the second quarter, when
total consumer expenditures on durables also reach
their highest point of the year.  The near-horizontal'repayment curves' cause the net addition to consumer
aggregate demand to follow closely the 'paper pur-
chased' curve.  Considering that personal disposable
income is rising during the second and third quarters
of each year, the conclusion seems to be justified
that fluctuations in the 'paper purchased' curve are
associated more with consumer buying habits than
with variations in personal disposable income.
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Sales finance companies' and retailers ' balances
outstanding of the two middle quarters of the year
illustrate characteristics similar to those of

* period 18 of table 5-2.  New credits are increasing,
especially in the durable goods sector, thus giving
impetus to the demands for these products (see chart311).     Repayments have declined  due to reduced  bor-
rowing in the beginning of the year and since most
contracts are of medium or long duration, the repay-
ment curve remains fairly smooth, so that the
increase in new credit has a great effect on aggre-
gate consumer demand.  The monthly increase during
these quarters keeps addition to net credit change
positive in all sectors of consumer credit.  This,
added to increased personal disposable income,
results in an upward pressure on aggregate demand,
especially in the durable goods sector.  Decreased
marginal saving during the second quarter may also
be responsible for the fact that consumption of
durables experiences its annual peak in the spring.

During the first quarters, both sales finance
companies and retailers experience a negative addi-
tion to their balances outstanding. But during the
last quarters, a positive addition to aggregate con-
sumer demand, emanating from retailers' charge and
instalment accounts, is offset to a certain extent
by the negative influence of sales finance companies.
Here again the association between consumer credit
and consumer buying habits is in evidence.  The
increased repayments on loans made during the spring
and summer constitute an increasing share of total
repayments.  This, concommitant with a declining
demand for loans to finance durables, makes consumer
credit's addition to aggregate demand negative.
The year end sales peak of retailers requires
increased credit in that sector, so that the nega-
tive addition in sales finance companies' balances
is partly offset by increased demand for credit
from retailers.  Consumer credit exerts a mitigating
influence on aggregate consumer demand.  Rising
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repayments especially on retailers' charge accounts
in the first quarter of the following year make net
credit change again, negative.

Less clear is the position of the remaining
members of the consumer credit industry:  chartered
banks, oil companies, caisses populaires, Quebec

Savings Banks, credit unions and life insurance
companies.  Little is known about the distribution
of their loans. The banks' and life insurance com-

panies' quarterly figures do not show fluctuations
(see chart 3-2).  Of the other three members of the
loan credit sector only the Quebec Savings Banks
publish quarterly figures and their fluctuations
are negligible.

During the first quarter of each year, total
consumer credit balances outstanding in Canada are
declining so that a situation develops similar to
that of period 12 and some subsequent periods of
table 5-2.  Repayments exceed new credits, and this,

added to the seasonal decline in personal disposable
income and rise in savings, reduces consumption to
the annual lowest level.  Even net borrowings from

small loan companies, banks and life insurance com-
panies, decelerate steadily the increasing trend,
and often stay close to the previous year-end
figures.  Their total net effect of consumer credit
on consumer aggregate demand is negative.

During the second and third quarters, balances
outstanding of all extenders are up, with sales
finance companies leading the trend.  Personal dis-
posable income is also steadily rising, causing the
economy to enjoy its highest activity.  The decline
in personal disposable income and in the balances
outstanding of sales finance companies in the fourth
quarter are counterbalanced by net additions to
aggregate demand, stemming from the activities of
all other consumer credit lenders.
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The more affluent the society, the less sensitive

is consumers' debt to fluctuations in disposable
income, particularly when this is not a debt in an
absolute sense.  Many borrowers' liquid assets total
higher than their immediate and short term liabil-
itieslo.  The use of consumer credit can therefore

not always be identified with a need for supplementing
current income alone, but also with a means to enable
consumers to buy when the need arises.  When buying
is less dependent on fluctuations in current income,
it has a mitigating effect on consumer demand, how-
ever, when it is used to plan more accurately sea-
sonal buying, it damps fluctuations in demand and,
under other circumstances, may well amplify these
variations.

Consumer Credit and the Business Cycle

There is no empirical evidence that recessions

or tight money cause any modifications in the
quarterly cycles of non-durable expenditures or in
retail consumer credit.  This is not surprising, as
modern business cycle theories seem to agree that,
in well developed economics, built-in stabilizers
are Potent enough to damp modest fluctuations in

consumers' demand for non-durables.  Moreover,
liquid assets and current savings act as supplemen-
tary cushions.  For retailers, consumer credit is
more a means than an end. Recessions are another
reason for them to promote the use of consumer
credit.  The cyclical nature of a substantial share
of their business causes quarterly fluctuations,
and consumer credit amplifies these fluctuations in
as much as it helps the consumer to time his buying
more seasonally, and, at the same time, it exerts
a counterbalancing influence by making buying less
dependent on income spacing.

As might well be expected, the sale of durables
and, hence, the business of sales finance companies
is more responsive to changes in business conditions.
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Durables are regarded by some analysts of the busi-
ness  cycle,  as  a  form of saving  and  "will  tend  to
rise and fall strongly with short-run changes in
income, just as saving tends to rise and fall over

.• 1the cycle more than in proportion to income-1 .
Nugent concluded that "consumers' capital financing
moves directly with the business cycle„12. Oliver
believes that hire-purchase diverts demand from
goods in general to durable goods and " ... the inten-

sification of the trade cycle is brought about by
the nature of goods sold on hire-purchase and not
directly  by the methods by which   they are sold"·13.
The demand for durables in Canada fluctuates with

the business cycle, but the fluctuations in paper
purchased by sales finance companies are more pro-
nounced (see chart 6-2).  These amplitudes would

perhaps be larger if the upswings had not been
handicapped by tight money restrictions.

Alvin Hansen outlines in his business cycle
theory that business people have "the tendency to
'stock up' in an expanding market and to sell from
stock in a falling market"14. His contention that
durables lead the way in the upswing and downturn
is shared by many business cycle analysts.  Balances
outstandings of Canadian sales finance companies
differ only slightly from theoretical expectations.
Their cyclical behaviour can magnify or damp the

quarterly fluctuations in the demand for durables.
When the business cycle is in the downswing, during
the second half of the year, as occurred in 1954
and 1960, the negative effect of gradually increasing

repayment will coincide with a decreasing demand
for credit, thus causing an amplified negative
effect on aggregate demand.  The upswing in 1955

coincided with the annual spring increase and, with
repayments low following the declining demand during
the 1953-1954 recession, the credit change was very
much positive.

Deficit financing is identified more with low
income brackets where buying is less seasonal and
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more dependent on current income, so that, here,
consumer credit performs a function of income stahi-
lizer.  Small loan companies are mainly associated
with deficit financing.  The average loan balance
during the period 1951-1956 was highest in the
recession years 1953 and 195415.  The figures of

subsequent years are not comparable to the 195]-1956

period because of the sudden upsurge which occurred
in 1957, when the limit of the Small Loans Act was
increased from 8500 to 31500 but according to a
statement of the Canadian Consumer Loan Association
"the majority of prospective consumer loan customers
come to the lender because of some family financialdifficulty"16, During the regular course  of  the
year, repayments fall behind new credits creating a
net addition to aggregate demand.  Recessions do
not disturb this sequence, but during periods of
tight money, new credits are reduced and, gradually,
addition to net credit becomes negative.  The belief
that these companies help mitigate fluctuationb iu
the business cycle seems justified.

Banks are most sensitive to fluctuations in
credit conditions and respond to the government's
policy to manage the business cycle.  During the
downswing, their balances outstanding show some
hesitance in the growth, but when tight money pre-
vails, net additions soon become negative.  Of the
remaining institutions, credit unions are the most
important ones.  Their contribution to aggregate

demand is positive and consistent, and there seems
to be little response to business cycle or credit
conditions.



CHAPTER SIX

CONSUMER CREDIT AND AGGREGATE DEMAND

The role which consumer credit is held to play

in the entire economic cast has changed from that
of an incidental factor to a positive promoter of
economic growth.  In its dual role as a form of
credit and as a support of the demand function, it
has been subject to the ideas on money and con-
sumption held by the various schools.  Adam Smith
considered it so perfectly self-evident that con-
sumption should be the sole end and purpose of all
production "that it would be absurd to attempt to
prove it". This absurdity was addressed to the
mercantilists who, according to Smith, almost
constantly sacrificed the interest of the consumer
to that of the producer by considering not con-
sumption  - 1 1 production  as the object  of  all
industry and commerce.  However subservient the
classicists made production to consumption, they
failed to see how consumption could be instrumental
in the growth of production.  The level of output
was determined not by consumption but by the avail-
ability of the production factors.  The resources
devoted to production required constant replenish-
ment in order to maintain full employment.

Despite concern with consumption, classicists
took it as a given magnitude with the exception
of Malthus who did not accept the self-adjusting
theory of his contemporaries, for which Keynes
granted him a deserved distinction.  That not
Malthus but Ricardo conquered England, as completely
as the Holy Inquisition conquered Spain, wrote
Keynes in his General Theory, is not so much due
to the deficiency in Malthus' theory as to the fact

162
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that Ricardo's theory had been accepted by the city,
statesmen, and by the academic world, so that all
controversy ceased.  The latter part of Keynes'
statement is not quite true.  The socialists, the
American institutionalists, the Social Credit group,
whose leader, Major Douglas, was also awarded an
honourable mention by Keynes, have tried to prove
the fallacy in the orthodox theory and to develop a
new theory around the function of consumption.  Even
representatives of the Cambridge school admitted
that consumption was a more important instrumental
factor in economics than the classicists had been
willing to admit.  It is generally believed thatJevons and Marshall in England, Wicksell and Cassel
in Sweden, Menger and von BBhm-Bawerk in Austria,
Walras in Switzerland, Pareto in Italy, and Veblen
in America, to mention some of the leaders, almost
simultaneously and independently of one another
developed the marginal utility of value theory.
Despite their differences, they created, unwittingly,
a unity-in-variety which was more deeply rooted in
human psychology than in economic thinking.  In
contrast to the classicists, who stressed production,exchanse, and supply, two other concepts rose to
major importance:  utility and demand.  With them
consumption was assigned the centre of attention.
Keynes does not always give recognition where it is
due, but it may be said that his General Theory
brought a definite end to the hegemony of the
orthodox thinkers by developing a new theory around
the function of consumption.  This theory shall beused here as starting point, but certain amendments
will prove to be necessary as Keynes' main thinkingis too static and does not leave enough room for
autonomous increments in consumption made possible
by a net addition to consumer credit nor for elements
other than income which exercise influence on con-
sumption.

Static Economy

In a static fully employed economy, such as was
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envisaged by the classical thinkers, the influence
of consumer credit on aggregate demand and on the
general price level can easily work disturbingly.
Both aggregate demand and the stock of money are
given magnitudes.  The former is limited by the
availability of production factors, the latter by
monetary policy.  As a demand supporter, consumer
credit is completely ineffective because all pro-
duction factors are fully employed.  Real demand
can expand in the long run only through a natural
increase of production factors.  As a demand finan-
cier, consumer credit is either an existing com-
ponent of the money stock and, in that case, has
already been integrated in the economic structure
or it causes an enlargement of the available money
volume, and, if this is so, inflation and distortion
in the production - consumption relation will follow.

Expansion of one form of credit is possible only if
it coincides with the corresponding decrease in
credit demand in other sectors of the economy.  For
example, expansion of consumer credit can only be
achieved at the expense of credit available for
other purposes.  When, instead of transferring
credit from one sector to another, the total volume
of credit is increased, inflation will be initiated.

In such a static economy a similar process eccurs
in aggregate demand.  Extending consumer credit will
lead to increased demand for consumer goods and a
subsequent diversion of resources will take place
from the production of capital goods to that of
consumer goods, so that, on balance, aggregate
demand will not be affected. The built-in stab-

ilizers on which the classical theory is highly
contingent will take care of restoring economic
equilibrium. Prosperity in the consumer goods
industry will not be able to sustain itself for
very long, because the diversion of resources will
cause production to lag behind.  Moreover, the
resulting price increases in consumer goods will
progressively discourage demand until equilibrium
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has been restored.

It would be premature to conclude here that a
fully employed economy has no need for more con-sumer credit or that it cannot foster economic
growth under such conditions.  Consumer credit may
bring certain goods within the reach of more peopleand 16ad to more efficient production of such goods,
thus increasing total output, not by employing more
production factors, which in our assumption is
impossible, but by increasing their efficiency.  It
may also assist people in improving the allocation
of their expenditures so as to obtain a higher satis-faction with the same financial means.  However,
when one assumes a static economy in which there is
no room for increased efficiency of tangible and
intangible production factor combinations and in
which technological progress takes place at a steady
rate, so that no extra strain is exerted on invest-
ment requirements, and if one further assumes that
the amount of money and credit is proportionately
related to the price level and that the interest
level takes care of clearing the market, all con-
ditions are created which make any growth virtually
impossible.  Such an economy calls for a monetary
policy aimed at a balanced allocation of available
credit.

Dynamic Economy

The effect of consumer credit on aggregate con-
sumer demand and its composition can be complex.
To measure its primary influence would require a
quantitative and qualitative analysis of consumer
behaviour and not even the most detailed statistics
are able to provide complete information.  The
effect of an initial impact caused by consumer
credit will not confine itself to aggregate con-
sumer demand but will also pervade other sectors of
the economy. Instead of an absolute increase in
demand, a change may develop in the latter's
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structure.     In  such an j.nstance, the volume  of
aggregate demand remains unaltered but the demand
shifts from certain commodities or sectors to
others. This b:, i.tsel f is not unusual because,  in
a dynamic economy, demand is constantly changing,
but consumer credit has accelerated the use of
durable goods and has caused the demond to shift
away from goods and servi ces which were replaced  by
these durables.  The demand for durables may create
new industries and employment opportunities and
consequently work conducively to increase incomes.
A self-generating demand process is being estab-
lished which encourages economic growth and works
as a resistance factor when the economy shows signs
of retardation.

Ervin Miller, examining the effect of consumer
credit on economic growth, concludes that consumer
credit has been a continuing stimulant to expendi-
tures on durable consumer goods and that they, in
turn, have been a stimulant to income.  He draws
this conclusion after collecting a wealth of statisti-
cal information and inter-relating such variables as:
instalment credit extended, increments of credit
outstanding, net national product, disposable income,
and expenditures on consumer durables and non-
durables. He states that this statistical evidence
indicates "that consumer durables, with consumer
credit acting as a crucial stimulant, introduce a
dynamic element into the economy which makes possible
in the aggregate an increase in income sufficient,
perhaps, to permit society to acquire its consumer
durable goods with little or no sacrifice of other
savings or current consumption"l.

Before probing into the primary effect of con-

sumer credit on aggregate consumer demand and its

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to pp. 303-4.
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subsequent consequences on aggregate demand, this
chapter should examine their quantitative relation,
as not every addition to consumer balances out-
standing is an expansion of consumer demand.

QUANTITATIVE EFFECT OF CONSUMER CREDIT

Consumer credit adds to the purchasing power of
the individual consumer, thus enabling him to make
more expenditures than he would otherwise have been
able to make from his disposable income and other
sources.  It helps him to adjust to fluctuations in
current income and liquid holdings so that a desired
consumption pattern can be maintained.  This addi-
tion to consumers' outlays need not necessarily be
an expansion of aggregate demand.  For, at the same
time that consumers borrow, others may reduce their
expenditures due to repayments on outstanding debts,
thereby reducing their share in aggregate demand.
To measure, therefore, the primary effect of con-
sumer credit on aggregate demand in a given period,
it is necessary to take the difference between
newly extended credit and repayments or the differ-
ence between total balances outstanding at the end
of the two consecutive periods.

Total consumer credit balances outstanding in
Canada over the last decade and a half increased by
$3,700 million.  This amount is the net credit
change or the difference between extension and
repayment in this period.  This amount was added to

the purchasing power available to the borrower from
income and other sources.  Does this necessarily
mean that aggregate demand expanded by 83,700 million
beyond the point it would have reached had consumer
credit not been available?  Not at all; a substantial
portion of the consumer credit outstanding is made
up of interest and other finance charges.  This
portion was not extended to consumers and, therefore,
should be discounted if one measures the primary
impact of consumer credit on aggregate demand.  How
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much of these finance charges remain in the same
economy and should be considered as secondary
influences on aggregate demand depends upon their
distribution by finance companies.  If these com-
panies are foreign owned, as is often the case in
Canada, a portion of these revenues will leave the
country, thus reducing the multiplying effect of the
initial amount on aggregate demand.  If the amounts
remain in the country, the secondary effect is
enlarged and depends on the way in which the recipi-
ents spend this money.  It is also possible that a
portion of these service charges are financed from

other sources.  If this is the case, the consumer
credit effect on aggregate demand is greater than
it is when service charges are paid from current
outlays.

Another undeterminable share of outstanding con-
sumer credit balances consists of loan conversions
and extensions.  The original amount of the extended
credit may have been small but, by continuous con-
version or extension, the compounded amount increases
outstanding balances for a longer period, although
the primary impact on aggregate demand has never
been greater than the original amount.

Even if these two factors, finance charges and
conversion, could be eliminated, there is still the
question of whether or not the net balance between
new credits and repayments would constitute the
original amount added to the aggregate consumer
demand. If it could be assumed that the entire
amount of consumer credit was borrowed by consumers
who do not save and possess no other liquid assets,
it would be correct to say that, through their
borrowings, the initial impact on consumer aggregate
demand would be equal to net credit change.

In other words, expansion of consumer credit is
an addition to aggregate consumer demand only when
the goods and services would not have been bought
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without the availability of consumer credit.  It isat this point that statistical evidence fails.  Not
only is such information not collected, but also
consumers often would not be able to provide thatinformation.

Liquid Asset MAintenance

It may be assumed that not all consumer credit
is directly used for consumption expansion.  The
granting of consumer loans is based on what is
called, in the trade, the four C's of credit:
capital, capacity, character and conditions.
Although the so-called character loans are based
mainly on the borrower's credit history, it is
beyond doubt that, without the evidence of readily
liquefiable assets on the part of the buyer or the
borrower, extension of consumer credit would be
significantly curtailed.  Statistical data which
give detailed information about those who use con-sumer credit are available neither in Canada nor in
the United States.  However, limited surveys were
conducted in both countries:  in Canada, by the
Royal Commission on Banking and Finance, and in the
United States, by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan in co-operation with the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.The results show that consumer debt is by no means
confined to those without liquid assets, but varies
with the level and stability of income, the stages
in the life cycle, the holding of liquid assets, the
location, and the profession of the borrower.

Consumer credit is often used as an alternative
to reducing holdings of liquid assets.  Without the
facilities of loan and purchase credit, consumers
would have to liquidate all or part of their liquid
assets to pay cash for the merchandise they wish to
purchase.  Statistics show that, although interest
and service charges are usually considerably higheron consumer credit than borrowers receive on their
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own liquid assets, householders buy on credit while
holding easy to liquidate assets, such as bank
deposits or Canada Savings Bonds which yield a
modest interest and can be liquidated at the option
of the holder.  In such an instance, consumer credit
is used to finance the maintenance of liquid assets,
and the availability of credit has no bearing on
spending decisions but only alters the method of
expenditure financing.  Thus, the primary effect of
consumer credit on aggregate demand or its composi-
tion in such instances is ni12.

In countries where credit is not freely trans-
ferable and where, under a system of selective
credit control, money is earmarked for limited use,
the primary effect may even be negative.  When con-
sumers decide to pay for certain purchases with
funds obtained from the liquidation of assets, the
buyer of these assets may wish to finance their
acquisition by means of consumer credit.  This, how-
ever, is not possible if prevailing restrictions
limit consumer credit to consumptive purposes only.
In such an instance, the buyer's contribution to
aggregate demand diminishes as a portion of current
disposable income is diverted from consumption to
the acquisition of assets.  The same situation would
develop regardless of credit restrictions if the
buyer's credit standing did not warrant a loan.
The decrease in aggregate consumption would be rel-
ative because total consumption is not affected but
remains below what it would have been had the buyer
of the assets been successful in raising the addi-
tional funds necessary to pay for the goods without
using his disposable income.

It may be concluded that an undetermined portion
of consumer credit is used for financing the main-
tenance of liquid assets rather than consumer
expenditures, and that this portion does not increase
aggregate demand but may, under certain conditions
even reduce it or change its composition.
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Revolving Purchase Funds

Liquid asset maintenance may reduce the effect
of net consumer credit expansion on aggregate demand
and its composition.  It is also true that the need
to hold such assets has been reduced by the exis-
tence of consumer credit.  Without the availability
of consumer credit in its various forms, consumers
would have to build up a revolving fund of cash tobuy the more expensive items they could not buy
with current income.  These cash holdings can now
be substantially reduced, thus diminishing the
volume of idle money.  In economies where no legal
requirements concerning minimum downpayments exist,the tendency has been towards lower downpayment or
to no downpayment at all, still further diminishing
the need for cash holdings.  The consequences of
this is that consumer credit not only enables
aggregate demand for consumption to expand but it
also allows funds which would otherwise be kept idle
to be channeled into the same aggregate demand.

To summarize, it may be said that, in order tomeasure the primary effect of consumer credit on
aggregate demand in any given period of time, it is
necessary to take the difference between new credits
and repayments, deduct finance charges and the
amounts used for liquid asset maintenance, and addthose reduced amounts of savings which would other-
wise have been accumulated in order to pay the full
amount in cash.

To be able to determine the quantitative effect
of consumer credit on consumer expenditure, all
these elements have to be known. Even the most
refined statistics fall far short of what is required
for adequate assessment.  It may be said, however,
that the amount of change in outstanding balances
adds less, and probably considerably less, to con-
sumer expenditures than the absolute figures sug-
gest.  This statement is founded on the following
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observation. A calculation of the total service
charges on the 1963 balances outstanding in Canada,

based on the most frequently charged rate of the
various lenders, produced a weighed average of 19.5

per cent.  Quite often service charges are com-
pounded, thereby decreasing the actual amount loaned
to the borrower. It is further known that about half
of the small loan companies' outstanding balances
are used for debt prolongation.  Considering that
these companies' loans account for some 14 per cent
of total consumer credit outstanding in 1962, debt

prolongation is responsible for at least seven per
cent of total consumer credit. The contribution
to additional consumption by charge accounts-issued
by department stores and retailers, which, though
diminishing in importance in 1963, still accounted

for over eight per cent of total consumer credit
outstanding, is also very limited.  Payment of
balances takes place mostly within a month after
purchases were made.  Convenience rather than a need
for supplementing current income gives rise to the
existence of these outstanding balances. The same
applies to credit extended by oil companies.  If it
is further considered that a certain percentage of
loans against the cash surrender value of life
insurance policies can be regarded as maintenance
of liquid asset holdings, it is justified to con-
clude that net addition by consumer credit to
aggregate consumer demand is substantially below the
absolute figure and probably more than fifty per
cent.

One can express total outstanding consumer credit,
at the end of a year, in a percentage of total per-
sonnel expenditures in the same year. This would
produce a figure of 17.6 per cent for 1963 as com-
pared to 8.9 per cent for 1949.  Such a comparison

relates the 'stock' of net credit outstanding at a
given moment to the total 'flow' of consumer spending
over a time period.  It is quite possible that the
percentage would be different from one calculated
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with the same variables one day earlier or later.The only justifiable conclusion that could be drawn
from such a comparison is that in Canada in 1963 a
larger portion of consumer expenditures were
financed by consumer credit than was the case
fifteen years earlier.  The main question of whatthe gross national product, personal disposable
income,or consumer outlays would have been in 1963
without the availability of consumer credit, will
not produce a satisfactory answer.

The comparability of the two variables, consumer
credit and consumer expenditure, would be enhanced
if, instead of the accumulated amount at the end of
the year, the net addition of consumer credit over
the previous year were compared.  It could be reas-
oned that, if consumer credit does make a contri-
bution to consumer expenditure, a constant amount ofthe former would lose its influence on the latter.
There is merit in such reasoning, though caution is
still required since consumer expenditure is the
result of many factors.  It is impossible to measure
the contribution of any one separately.

A calculation of net addition to total balances
outstanding at the end of the year in a ratio to
total consumers' expenditure on goods and services
during the same year produces an average annualfigure, for the period 1953-63, of 1.6 per cent.
Assuming that 50 per cent of the net additions is
applied to consumers' increased outlays for con-
sumption, the average initial expansion of consumer
aggregate demand generated by consumer credit wouldbe 0.8 per cent.  The importance of such a factor
is  determined- by economic conditions.     In  an  over-
heated economy, a 0.8 per cent addition to consumers'
expenditures has a more profound impact than in an
economy with idle capacity, but it should be
remembered that consumer credit's contribution to
aggregate consumer demand is relatively small,
though it may be in one sector more important than
in another.
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A substantial share of consumer credit is used
for the purchase of durables.  Outstanding balances
of sales finance companies alone produce an average
annual ratio, for the same period 1953-63, of 2 and

1 per cent respectively, with variations of between
- 2.07% to + 7.15%.  A substantial but unknown
portion of retailers' instalment sales contracts
and loans extended by banks, credit unions and life
insurance are also employed for the purchase of
durables.  Therefore, the influence of consumer
credit on aggregate demand is found mainly in the
durable goods sector, which, in Canada, accounts for
some eleven per cent of total consumer expenditures.

Heavy fluctuations in net balances outstanding can
have significant consequences under various economic
conditions, the more so when expansion of net bal-
ances is concentrated in certain seasons of the
year, as is the case in Canada.  Retail credit is
concentrated at the year end, while sales finance
companies experience their top in the Spring and
Summer.  Other consumer credit institutions engaged
in both deficit and capital financing give a year
round support to consumer demand.

CONSUMER CREDIT AND CONSUMER DEMAND

The following inquiry into the effect of con-

sumer credit on consumer demand will take Keynes'
General Theory as the starting point.  Chart 6-1

is the familiar Keynesian version of an economy in
equilibrium.  Let us suppose that at YO the economy
is not fully employed and that a net addition to
the amount of consumer credit outstanding, makes an

extra consumption outlay possible. The top line in
the picture signifies this increase.  This addition
to consumer outlays moves income from YO to Yl and

thus, makes the economy grow and this by a larger
amount than the net increment in consumer credit
due to the multiplier.  A contraction of total out-
standing consumer credit would create a reversed
action.  According to Keynes' General Theory,
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Effect of Increased Consumer Credit
on National Income
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consumption is a function of income; when the
community's real income is increased, consumption
will not increase by an equal, absolute amount,
because a greater proportion is saved.  In other
words, the marginal propensity to consume diminishes
and, consequently, the consumption-income ratio,
C/Y shifts downwards over the years.  At this point
a deviation from Keynes' theory is necessary because
it can be proven, by empirical as well as theoretical
grounds, that consumption behaves in a different
manner than Keynes assumed when he developed his
marginal propensity to consume theory.

Empirical Evidence

Kuznets undertook an extensive research into the
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C/Y ratio in the United States for the period 1869 to

1929.  He revealed that no increase in the percentage
of income saved had occurred.  In other words, during
this period, the average and marginal propensity to
consume were not only constant but equal as well.  In
graphical projection this means that, in chart 6-1,
the C line emanates from the origin with a certain.
slope and does not curve like the Keynesian schedule.

Friedman, who made an intensive study of the
relationship between income, consumption and saving,
arrives at the conclusion that: "the ratio of
aggregate consumption to aggregate income for the
United,States (K) has remained roughly constant for
more than half a century at about .88 for a definition

of consumption. that excludes expenditures on major
durable goods and includes their estimated use value.
Accumulation of durables has accounted for an increas-
ing fraction of savings so the ratio of consumption
to income would be slightly higher and would show a
moderately rising secular trend for measures of con-
sumption that treated expenditures on durables as
consumption'13.  He expl21 ns the difference between
his constant and Keynes' variable consumption-income
ratio by making a distinction between permanent and
transitory income and consumption.  Permanent or
planned consumption is a fraction (k) of permanent
income that does not depend upon the size of per-
manent income alone, but also depends on other
variables:  consumer's choice between current con-
sumption and accumulation of assets, age, race, and
national origin.  Short-run variations in savings
are explained as resulting from transitory income
changes.  Irregular or transitory additions to, or
subtractions- from, income will primarily increase
or decrease savings and have less effect on con-
suiption.  Friedman states:  "...if a consumer unit

knows that its receipts in any one year are unusually
high and if it expects lower receipts subsequently,
it will surely tend to adjust its income to it9
normal receipts rather than to its current receipts"4.
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James Duesenberry developed his own relative
hypothesis, based on two main concepts.  Firstly,
consumption is not a function of current income alone,
as the pure Keynesian theory alleges, but it is a
function of the relationship between current income
and the higher income level thak consumer units
recently have enjoyed.  Secondly, consumers are not
led by independent decisions with respect to their
consumption outlays but by the consumption pattern
of their environment.

Duesenberry suggests that people who suffer a
reduction in current income will try to maintain
their consumption pattern by reducing their asset
holdings or their propensity to save.  Should their
former level of income be restored, consumption will
not increase, or only slightly, and the marginal pro-
pensity to save will remain high, until the former
level of savings is again reached.  Should income
continue to rise after this level, consumption expen-
ditures will increase more than proportionately.  In
other words, in a recession, marginal propensity to
consume is inelastic and after the depleted reserves
have been replenished, during the boom, the marginal
propensity to consume becomes elastic.  He further
believes that consumer preferences are interdependent
which means that people tend to emulate their neighbors.
As long as their relative distribution of income among
spending units remains unchanged, higher income will
mean no higher propensity to save. "Attitudes toward
future consumption depend on current consumption stand-
ards.  Current consumption standards or desires are
influenced by other people's consumption behaviour,
and desires for future consumption will be influenced
in the same way...in view of our social goals, every
individual makes comparisons between his own living
standard and those of his associates in higher or
lower status positions.  Every unfavourable compari-
son of this sort leads to an impulse to buy goods
which will raise the quality of the living standard
and   eliminate the unfavourable comparison"5.
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A   similar  view  is   held by Katona " . . .adjust-
ments to income increases cannot be considered as
merely the reverse of adjustments to income decreases.
The effects of reward are usually not just the
opposite of the effects of punishment....it is a
hardship to abandon pleasurable practices which have
become part and parcel of a person's manner of
living.  Therefore, it would be understandable if
adjustments of usual expenditure patterns to income
declines, subjectively, a most difficult process,
were delayed as long as possible.  When, however,
incomes go up, habits acquired during a period of
previous lower-income levels may not be sticky.
Upward adjustments of living standards are pleasur-
able and easy"6.

A study of post war Canadian income in con-
sumption-savings ratio, produces the same results
as the more elaborate studies in the United States,
namely, that personal savings have declined, both

relatively as well--as per  head of population,  and,
moreover, that the marginal propensity to consume
increased notwithstanding an almost uninterrupted
real growth during this period.  In other words,
the consumption-income ratio shifted upwards.
Increased social security and the expansion of
transfers which are exempt from income tax can be
cited as contributing factors, but these built-in
counterforces cannot entirely explain the consumption
stability as evidenced by empirical research.  A
further explanation can be found in consumer credit.

Consumer Credit Anti-Cyclical Effects

The very nature of consumer credit is aligned
with these theories pertaining to the consumption

function.  Loan credit is a temporary addition to
personal income and can increase the borrowers'
consumption outlays or tide him over a temporary
decline in his disposable income.  Loan credit
extended by small loan companies is typical of what
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Nugent called consumers' deficit financing.  That
is, credit used to expand outlays for consumption
in relation to income, thereby expanding liabilities
without a compensatory increase in assets.  A 1960
breakdown of these companies' loan distribution in
Canada shows that about one-third of the loans made,
was made for debt consolidation.  About sixty per
cent of the total were granted to borrowers with a
monthly income of less than $400.  These loans form
a resistance barrier during recessions.  Nugent, who
studied the behaviour of consumers' deficit finan-
cing in the United States during the period 1923 to
1937, concludes that " .... consumers' deficit finan-
cing moves inversely with the cycle"7.

An analysis of the monthly balances of cash
loans extended by the Canadian small loan companies
reveals that, during the three post-war recessions,
their growth trend continued uninterrupted except
for the recession of 1956 to 1957 when the operations
of these companies were seriously hampered by a
credit restraint policy of the commercial banks.
There is no evidence that, after a recession, the
credit loan curve moves downward, and it seems that
the habit of increasing disposable incomes by cash
loans is deeply entrenched in the way of life of
the people. The "inverse" character, as mentioned
by Nugent, is not apparent in post-war Canadian
developments.  Loan credit seems to stimulate con-
sumption during both boom and recession periods.

The same can be said of 'not-fully secured'
bank loans.  They too, have illustrated little or
no decline during recessions.  Consumer credit out-
standing balances of small loan companies and
chartered banks,increase during the first and
fourth quarters of the year when disposable inccmes
exhibit declines.  Without the availability of con-
sumer credit during these two periods, consumer
demand would very likely decline more.  This may
apply more to the fourth than to the first quarter,
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because during the latter, savings increase, and
without the facilities of consumer credit they could
be drawn down to finance purchases, which are now
bought on credit.  Not so during the fourth period.
Savings are at their lowest year level and consumer
demand would certainly decline, if it were not for
consumer credit extended by chartered banks, small
loan companies, department stores and other retailers.
The latter two do not support declining demand
during the first quarter of the year.

Consumer Credit Cyclical Effect

Sales finance companies are typical represen-
tatives of what Nugent calls "consumer capital
financing", since all their activities are involved
in the financing of the acquisition of durable goods.
These goods last through a number of income periods

and because the outlay for their purchase mostly
predates consumption by a considerable length of
time,  -they -temporarily increase the consumption-
income ratio.  Humphrey, referring to this accel-
eration principle describes   it as follows:      "The
consumption of durable goods matches the series of
services they yield over a period of time, while
expenditure matches the whole bundle of services
acquired at one time"8.

The pleasure of possessing a car means a sub-

stantial expenditure in a relatively short period
of time, while consumption lasts considerably
longer.  As long as consumption for durables rises,
expenditures increase more than proportionately.
However, when consumption no longer expands,-an
absolute decline is not therefore necessary,-the
regression in expenditures is also accelerated.
Humphrey also cites the principle behind Engel's
Law by pointing out that "....a rise of income
enables families in the lower income brackets to
buy expensive durable goods for the first time,
while those with higher incomes are able to spend
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proportionately   more on durables"9.

Durable goods also have a flexible life span.
In times of income contraction, their life span can
be expanded, thus diminishing the necessity of re-
ducing the consumption of non-durables while the
same durable goods continue to substitute for out-
lays which would otherwise be necessary.

Consumer credit is often used for asset main-
tenance and most modern economists adhere to the
theory that consumption is also a function of asset
holdings.  This opinion, which has recently been
revived, was already held by earlier economists.
Pigou and Haberler attacked the Keynesian proposi-
tion that there is no automatic force in a. monetary
economy which could produce a fully employed equilib-
rium position.  Both economists suggested that such
an equilibrium would be possible if it could be
assumed, that consumption expenditure was to be
regarded as a function, not only of income but of
wealth also, so that the consumption-income ratio
could remain constant or even increase when a
decline in income occurred.

Empirical evidence shows that the cyclical be-
haviour of sales finance credit in Canada after the
Second World War closely follows the pattern of the
business cycle which confirms Nugent's conclusion,
relevant to the 1923-1937 experience in the United
States, that consumers' capital financing moves
directly with the business cycle.  In their sub-
mission to the Royal Commission on Banking and
Finance, the Federated Council of Sales Finance
Companies stated that during the period 1953-1962,
"at the three low points of the business cycle
during the period under review (i.e. the second
quarter of 1954, the second quarter of 1958 and the
first quarter of 1961) new automobile paper pur-
chased by the ten largest companies generally shows
a lag, reaching its lower turning points respectively
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three, one and one quarter later than business in
general.  At the two business cycle peaks the
relationship was less consistent, with paper pur-
chased reaching an upper turning point in the second
quarter of 1956 (two quarters ahead of the general
business peak in the first quarter of 1957) and
lagging by one quarter behind the general businesspeak  of the first quarter  of  1960"; (see chart  6-2).

Although one may well debate the exact timing of
the various phases of the business cycle, statistical
data confirm that the durables cycle declines earlier
and deeper and rises later and higher than the busi-
ness cycle.

This amplifying effect is even more noticeable
in the quarterly cycle; (see chart 3-1).  Balances
outstanding of sales finance companies show a steady
pattern which coincides with the amplitudes in dis-
posable income curves.  During the slack first and
last quarters, sales finance companies aggravate the
downward movement.  Sales of durables, mainly auto-
mobiles, are up and financed by consumer credit dur-
ing the two middle quarters of the year when the
economy is less in need of such support than in the
two other quarters.

If the quarterly decline coincides with a decline
in the business cycle the fluctuations are even more
harmful.  It should be noticed, however, that this
cyclical effect is mainly 'caused' by consumers'
attitude and should not be blamed on consumer credit
itself.  For the cyclical demand for automobiles and
other durables does not so much depend on the avail-
ability of consumer credit, as on the autonomous
decision of consumers to buy durables in a specific
period.  The demand for durables has its own cycles,
which, though not independent from the business cycle
may amplify the latter when the various phases coin-
cide and may exercise a countercyclical influence
when opposing each other.
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It is important to note that the amplitudes of
the general business cycle are less pronounced than

those in the three individual durable goods cycles.
This confirms the application of the acceleration

principle.  During periods of rising consumption,
the rise in demand for durables accelerates, and it
may be assumed that this has no regressive effects
on the demand for non-durables.  During the reces-
sion, when the consumption increase has halted, or
possi.bly reduced, the fall in the demand for durables
is disproportionately larger, leaving that much more
money for the purchase of non-durables.  It should
be born in mind, however, that a portion of this
"more money" cannot all be used for consumption ex-
pansion.  When, at the outbreak of a recession, sales
finance companies contract their business, the
amount of new loans immediately declines but total
receipts from repayments on previously made loans
are only gradually reduced.  The total amount of
repayments which borrowers must make in order to
retire previously extended loans will be reduced
gradually, an'd only after a certain time lapse will
extra money be available to the consumer.

Other Consumer Credit Extenders

There wou] d undoubtedly be merit in analyzing
the curves of the other representatives of the loan
credit and purchase credit sector in order to con-
firm the trend which was detected in the two main
representatives of the two sectors, consumer loan
companies and sales finance companies respectively.
Such an analysis would require more statistical data
than is available, since none of the other lenders
have made the distribution of loans known.  A possi-
ble exception could be made in the case of retailers'
charge accounts.  The character of these loans, how-
ever, is mainly that of deficit financing which means
that consumption is but a few weeks ahead of payment.
Their only influence on the economy is that of miti-

gating the amplitudes in the retailers' business
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activities during income periods.  Retailers' con-
ditional sales' accounts should be identified with
the purchase of durable goods.  Credit unions invest

most of their resources in loans to their own members.
Limited test information has revealed that a major
portion of these loans is used for deficit spending.
Bank loans are classified under loan credit, but
their competition with the sales finance companies
implies a certain degree of durable financing.
However the limited sensitivity of loans, extended
by banks and life insurance companies to fluctuations
in the business cycle gives support to the conclusion
that, apart from minor exceptions, loan credit stimu-

lates consumption, both during periods of increasing
and decreasing incomes, and exerts a stimulating
influence on economic activity.  Purchase credit
accelerates the rate of growth during a boom, and,
during a recession, causes the demand to shift to
one for non-durables.  This conclusion, it is con-
ceded, is based on scarce empirical evidence, but
it is substantiated by theoretical evidence embodied
in the consumption theory.

Theoretical Evidence

In chart 6-3, lines CSO, Csl and Cs2 are the
consumption functions at the various income levels
Yo, Yl and Y2 respectively, as outlined in the
Keynesian theory.  When Y increases, the ratio C/Y

will decrease because, according to Keynes, the
marginal propensity to consume declines as income
rises.  The consumption theory as developed in this

chapter, however, believes that the consumption
schedule will move upward along the OCS line.  This
is the consumption schedule which emanates from the
origin with a certain slope which, according to
Friedman's empirical research for the United States,
would be .88, and for Canada over the post-war
period would possibly be closer to .93 with a slight

inclination to the left.  Let us suppose that the
income level is Yo and that the consumption outlay,
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Consumption Function in a Dynamic Economy
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which is plotted on the vertical axis, is OCo.  The
distance indicated in chart 6-3 by 'a' is what the

society saves at this level.  So far, the reader
will notice no difference from the Keynesian theory
as the consumption function, which is indicated by
Cs'  is similar to the Keynesian consumption function
Cso at output level Yo.  However, what would happen
if, by extending net outstanding of consumer credit,
the level of income Y were increased from Yo to Yl?
According to Keynes, the consumption schedule would
move to the right by extending the Cso function,
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because, the marginal propensity to consume is
supposed to diminish as income increases, which istantamount to saying that the C/Y ratio will diminish.
Logic would lead one to the absurd conclusion thateventually the economy would save more than it con-sumes.  The previously explained consumption theory
does not agree with that view and believes that themarginal and average propensity to consume are
equal or almost equal, so that the C/Y ratio remainsconstant.  Consumption expenditure will, therefore,move along the OCsline.  The explanation for this
can be found in the acceleration principle and
Engel's law.  The former teaches that as long as therate of consumption is rising, there will be a dis-proportionate rise in the. demand for durables.  Thisdisproportionate increase cannot be financed out ofcurrent increase but, thanks to the existence ofconsumer credit, this rise in demand can be financed.In an affluent society, the demand for more consumercredit will be most noticeable in the purchase creditsector as this is the one which is most associated
with the purchase of durables.  Engel's law re-inforces this acceleration process; improved incomesbring more durable goods within the reach of peoplein the lower income brackets, thereby increasing thedemand for purchase credit.

Loan Credit also plays a role, because in
periods of high income, credit becomes available tomore borrowers who are in need of more non-durables.
Consequently, both main forms of consumer credit,purchase and loan credit, contribute to the increasein the average propensity to consume.  This increasein consumption is an addition to the Keynesian built-in consumption increase following higher incomes,
and the end result is that the marginal propensityto consume becomes greater, and follows a schedulewhich has a smaller slope with the OL line than hasthe consumption function of Keynes.  When the under-
employed economy moves to higher grounds, say fromYl to Y2, the consumption schedule will continue to
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rise along the OCS line.

What happens when the economy loses some of its
momentum and, instead of moving forward to Y2, returns

to its previous position Yo?  Consumption will start
to decline but will meet heavy resistance and will
follow, not the OCS line, but schedule Csl·  The
average propensity to consume will rise, as consumers
will endeavour to maintain their consumption level.
The slope of the consumption schedule depends upon
the success of these resistance efforts. The more
successful they are, the more the line nears the
horizontal position.

When income was Yl, consumers enjoyed a certain
standard of living which they will try to maintain
as long as their reserves or other available sources
enable them to build a resistance against declining
consumption.  Some may try to achieve this by
liquidating certain assets, or, if they wish to

maintain their financial position, will use the
facilities of consumer loans. Others will reduce
their propensity to save and thus allocate a larger
portion of their income for consumption, than they
would have done before they got used to a higher
standard of living.  Still others will prolong the
life span of their durables.  There is also the

possibility that they will use the facilities of
loan credit and try to prolong their existing debts.
Should the economy again move back to the income level
Yl, the marginal propensity to save would substan-

tially increase for two reasons:  on the one hand
consumption has remained on a high level and requires
little improvement to recapture its previous level,
on the other, depleted savings or increased consumer
debt will make larger savings imperative.  This may
be an explanation for what was reported earlier,

that retail paper purchasing by the ten largest com-
panies, shows a lag in relation to the upswing in
the general business cycle.  Data accumulated over

a much longer period would be necessary before such
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a relation can definitely be demonstrated.

This consumption theory integrates the cyclical
and secular behaviour of the consumption function.It offers a satisfactory explanation of the facts,already observed by Alvin Hansen as early as 1932,10
that consumption fluctuates with regard to percentageless violently than income over the greater part ofthe business cycle and that secularly, consumption
appears to rise more or less in direct proportionto income.

On the basis of this consumption theory, thesame conclusion can be drawn as from the empirical
evidence, namely, that consumer credit can give
impetus to a growing economy, and that this growth
is mainly due to the accelerated expansion in the
demand for durables and to a lesser degree for non-durables.  During periods of decline, these durables
and the availability of loan credit will form the
main barriers against a diminishing demand for con-sumer goods, thus exerting a stabilizing influence
on the economy at the expense of a sharp downswing
in the durable good industry.  Loan credit will addto the upswing and act as a stabilizing influenceduring the downturn, unless the recession is of a
duration which depletes reserves.  If this happensresources will have to be drastically reduced andmay then fall along the 0Csline, thereby aggravating
the downswing.

SECONDARY EFFECTS OF CONSUMER CREDIT

Aggregate demand comprises more than the
expenditures of consumers.  Although it accounts
for the majority, government and business contributeto about one third of total outlays.  If an open
econory is involved, there is also the internationaltrade which must be considered.

As consumer credit has popularized the increasing
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consumption of durable goods and is co-responsible
for the shift in demand from certain non-durables

to durables, it is obvious that a corresponding move
has taken effect in the industrial sector. To some

extent, the increased demand for durables is a per-
sonalization of goods already in existence.  Public
transportation buses were replaced by passenger cars,
old fashioned washing machines were substituted by
modern ones.  However, it is clear that the-change
in the consumption pattern has called for large

investments in new industries.  Though the main
responsibility for this change lies with the growing
affluence of society, there is adequate evidence

that the development of this new industry coincides
with the increased use of consumer credit. Mass
production has reduced prices, and this in turn has
encouraged demands the more, since the demand for
many durables is elastic.

Concurrent with this industrial development has
arisen the need for auxiliary products and services,
such as electricity, better highways, gasoline, ser-
vices, dealers, finance companies.  On the other
hand, other industries have become redundant or have
had to contract their business, resulting in capital
loss, unemployment and other adversities.

Consumer Credit and Investment

The demand for new capital goods originates in
two distinct causes, autonomous investment and
induced investment.  Of the former, businessmen are
the main instigators, while the latter is associated

with current demand and has a more predictable cha-
racter in that increased incomes encourage new
induced investments and declining national incomes
have a depressing influence.  Schumpeter's profound
study of the business cycle theory emphasizes the
fact that discovery and inventions lay the ground
work for a steady growth, but their introduction
causes short term fluctuations in the business cycle.
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Investing performs an important twofold function
in the economy; it returns the flow of funds which,
through savings, have left the economy, and it in-
creases the economy's productive capacity.  To put
it another way, at the same time that investment ex-
pands the potential supply of output, it adds to
current income and thus to aggregate demand.  This
is a recurring process and economic progress depends,
therefore,   on the degree of success by which -the
economy is able to increase national income, main-
tain a balance between aggregate expenditure and
supply, and increase total productive capacity.  This
last point is not clearly exposed in Keynes' theory.
His concern is confined to maintaining the status
quo whereby income paid out returns to the produc-
tive process.  Such static reasoning offers little ,
satisfaction for the contemporary world which has
become conscious of the importance of economic
growth.  Modern growth theories emphasize that the   
rate of growth is determined by equating the in-
crease in productive capacity to the rate of in-
crease in income.  Investment expenditures are made
for the purpose of increasing productive capacity.
This results in increased output, which means an
addition to supply and a simultaneous increase in
current income.  Maintaining a level of full employ-
ment under these circumstances requires that aggre-
gate demand also continue to rise, since the supply
would otherwise exceed the demand, and make the
investment economically unjustified.

Consumer credit is not the direct cause of auton-
omous investments as these are independent from cur-
rent consumer demand and are encouraged by new tech-
niques, improvements, or new products.  There is an
indirect relationship in that businessmen realize
that the existence of c6nsumer credit can make the
sale of new products easier.  In that respect, it
may be said that consumer credit promotes economic
growth.  As these autonomous investments create in-
comes and a multiplying effect, the process may call
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for more investments, and thus a further multiplier
is initiated. The relation of consumer credit and
induced investments is of a more direct nature.  It
finances a demand for replacements, thus sustaining
a certain output level, and it is capable of ex-
panding consumer demand, thereby creating a need for
net investments which, via the two magnifiers, mul-
tiplier and accelerator gives increased momentum to

11 
economic growth. The consumption of durable goods

1 1 and the desire  for  more and better products  are

l 
specially encouraging   for new investments.

-

The relationship between consumer credit and

investment should be regarded from two angles:  in
the short run, the level of productive capacity is
fixed or almost fixed and the degree of utilization
of this capacity is variable.  An addition to con-

sumer demand will increase the degree of utilization
and increase output.  Contraction of consumer credit
will reduce demand and cause economic activity to
contract.  In the long run, the level of productive
capacity is variable and the degree of utilization
is fixed or nearly fixed.  Innovations can move the
economy ahead and the financing of consumers' demand

for new products makes a contribution to economic
growth.  It may not always be possible to see enough
investment opportunities to achieve this.  This lack
of vision will then inhibit economic growth.  There
is also the possibility that the expanded production
will suffer from insufficient expenditure by con-
sumers or by their inability to buy these products.
Excess capacity will be created and may have det-
rimental consequences on other investments.  The
ability of consumer credit to stimulate economic
growth is not confined to its initial impact on the
economy nor does it develop along a smooth path.
Secondary consequences are generated which have
become known under the terms multiplier and
accelerator.

An autonomous increase in consumer demand or in
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investment generates a secondary effect, that of
increased income, and this in turn induces further
increments in demands and investments.  This mul-
tiplier effect occupies a very important place in
every economy.

The multiplying effect fallowing an additional

outlay is contingent upon the consumption function
or upon the leaks in the income stream. -The nature
of these leaks is well known from economic theories
and need not be discussed here in detail. Qne of
the leaks which has a bearing on the multiplying
coefficient is the repayment of debt by cansumers.
Whereas additional credit can initiate a multiplying
effect in that it creates incomes for others, repay-
ments from current income create a reverse effect.
This was discussed in a previous chapter, where the
consumption coefficient cK was contrasted with the
repayment coefficient cR.  As was explained, a

positive addition to outstanding balances does not
necessarily imply that the multiplier coefficient
is also positive, nor is it correct to assume that
a negative addition is always followed by a negative
multiplier.  A positive addition to consumer expen-
diture for the payment of an imported commodity has
a multiplier equal to unity.  Conversely, a negative
addition to consumers' outlays can initiate a mul-

tiplier if the addition to cansumer credit is ut-
ilized for the consumption of domestically produced
goods, while the larger repayments are totally finan-
ced with a reduction in taxes or imports.

Foreign Sector and Government

It may be assumed that in Canada, foreign trade
has some bearing on the multiplier, initiated by the
expansion of consumer credit.  It is not possible to
establish which imported non-durables are bought
with the aid of consumer credit, nor is there any
way to find out if, and consequently to what extent,
imports are curtailed by the repayment commitments
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of consumers.  Less obscure is the picture of dur-
ables.  Almost 40% of all new cars sold in Canada
in 1960 were imported, mainly from Europe.  This
represented about 20% of the total sales volume of
new automobiles during that year as compared to 7%
in 1963·

The sensitivity of the foreign trade sector to
credit changes also depends upon the foreign exchange
policy of the country involved.  Through the foreign
exchange system or changes in the structure of
import duties, fluctuations in the balance of pay-
ment position, caused by consumer credit, can be
counteracted.  During the period 1950 - 1962, when
Canada had a floating foreign exchange rate, its
foreign trade had a built-in stabilizer, but, by
pegging the dollar in the spring of 1962, Canada

was no longer in this enviable position.

Another leak that reduces the multiplier co-
efficient is the fact that the main sales finance
companies and small loan companies are foreign owned.
Dividends and other remunerations paid to the mother
company do not become income for Canadians.  On the
other side of the ledger should be booked that
portion of Canada's export which originates in the
use of consumer credit in other countries. It is
obvious that only a detailed scrutiny of the balance
of payment would enable a full assessment of the net
effect.

The government may also exert influence on the
multiplying effect.  Here again a full examination

of all relevant facts and figures would be required
to assess the relationship.  As demand increases in

some sectors, government revenues may increase also.
Much depends on the tax structure of the country and
the make-up of its tariff system.  It is certainly
possible that the government in Canada receives more
indirect taxes from the sale of durable goods than
it forfeits by the reduction of the sale of non-
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durables whose consumption is curtail:e,d to finance
the instalments.  Conversely, changes in the com-
position of aggregate demand may well call for in-
creased government support for ailing industries
or for areas where, as a result of these changes,
employment opportunities need to be created.
Adjustment in such situations is especially difficult
when, as a 0esult of large distances or for other
reasons, economic resources are not very mobile.

Whether or not consumer credit produces a net
expansion of national income in a certain period
can be established only when all relevant variables
and their magnitudes are known, though it seems
somewhat unrealistic to assume that a total net
addition of five billion dollars by the consumer
credit industry to consumers' outlay would not have
produced a growth element for the economy.

Derived Demand

The demand for new investments is a derived
demand and, consequently, reflects the behaviour of
consumers with respect to fluctuations in their
income.  When income rises or declines,consumption
becomes disproportionately elastic or inelastic.
As was explained previously, the technological
features of durables enable consumers to pursue this
consumption pattern.  A similar process is in ev-
idence in industry.

Deceleration

The economy requires a certain stock of goods
for current use based on the level of its purchasing
power.  Let us suppose that this saturation point
has been reached and that the demand for consumer
goods decreases.  This can result from a decline in
incomes or from a negative entry to consumer
balances outstanding.  The saturation point is now
over-extended, as the ratio of the stock of goods
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to the income level is too high.  This means that
there is-no need for extending production, and pro-
ducers, middlemen and retailers, will first endeav-
our to bring their stock in line with reduced demand.
The latter group occupies the most favourable posi-
tion as it is closest to the consumer.  The pro-
duction will not come to a standstill because the
need for replacements continues to exist, but the
required production level is lower than it is when

the demand is rising, for two reasons:  the demand
is reduced, and, inventories are the first ones to
satisfy the existing need.  The demand for invest-
ments declines at a magnified rate in relation to
consumer demand.

The previously outlined consumption theory ex-
plained why, in the downswing, the demand for dur-
able goods declines much more sharply than it does
for non-durables. Consumers endeavour to maintain

their standard of living and can achieve this by
prolonging the consumption of durables.  In the

initial stage, when repayments still exceed new
credits, deficit financing may prove to be necessary
to maintain the level, but, as consumers' debt re-
duces, more money will become available for consump-
tion and this will give support to the demand for
non-durables. The structural demand shift in the
upswing from non-durables to durables is reversing
itself.  A similar occurrence takes place in indus-
try.  Worn out capital goods will not be replaced
sooner than is necessary and a deceleration takes
place which is limited to zero, aa the lowest level
that can be reached is that at which no replacements

are brought out.  The decrease in consumer demand
has created a reduction in aggregate demand whose
magnitude goes beyond the initial impact.

Acceleration

Let us now assume that a net addition to con-
sumer credit balances outstanding increases consumer
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outlays.  To finance, at this point, an increased
demand for consumer goods poses no financial prob-
lem.  The supply of funds for net investments and
consumer credit originates primarily with savers,
that is, business and consumers.  As the demand for
credit is drastically reduced, the supply, however
lower, can easily compensate for this upsurge.  The
supply of loanable funds will not increase immedi-
ately, despite increasing activity.  Consumers who
have been trying to keep their standard of livingon the desired level by resorting to reduced savings
will now endeavour to replenish their savings.  Thisbehaviour is also in evidence in business.  When
income declines and profits fall, corporations will
resist the temptation to decrease dividends and use
retained earnings for that purpose.  When the tide
turns for the better, rather than increasing divi-
dends, corporations will first recover the previous
savings level.  Once this has been achieved,
increased dividends may be expected.

The supply of goods, most notably durables, can-
not be increased instantaneously.  A situation exi.sts
which has been appropriately compared to a pipeline.
Oliver, who also makes reference to this phenomenon,
describes the revival point situation as follows:"The sudden upsurge of earnings unmatched for the
time being - by a corresponding upsurge of final
output which characterizes the start of a boom isparalleled by a sudden falling-off of earnings in

_    the early stages of production when demand falls
but output is not immediately affected.  This effect
is likely to be most severe in the case of goods
which take a long time to manufacture, such as cars,
where the process starts with the making of steel,glass, and other necessary materials, goes on to
their shaping into parts and the assembly, finishing,
and distribution of the final product.  The situation
is very different in the case of most non-durables
except home-grown agricultural products, still con-
fining the analysis to the United Kingdom.  It is
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not possible to estimate, even roughly, the probable
strength of the pipeline lag effect in any particu-
lar industry, and it is not suggested that every
hire-purchase commodity has a stronger effect than
every other commodity, but in general it can be con-
fidently asserted that the diversion of demand
caused by hire-purchase will increase the force of
the pipeline lag.

After an expansion or contraction has taken

place, the level of output will reach an equilibrium
once again when a new level of output is established
that is appropriate to the current level of expendi-
ture, but the effects of the preceding lag will con-
tinue to be felt through the operation of the mul-
tiplier mechanism.  The strength of these secondary
effects would be correspondingly even more difficult
to   estimate"ll.

This sudden increase in demand generates an

acceleration effect in the derived demand for capi-
tal goods and inventories.  The acceleration
principle in the capital goods sector is primarily
a technological process.  In many cases,'these goods

are not manufactured to produce one single perform-
ance but they are able to produce for a large number
of income periods.  They have in common with con-
sumers' durables that expenditure predates consump-
tion by a number of years.  The more capital inten-
sive the industry involved, the higher the accelera-
tion coefficient.  This appears to be most applicable
to the durable goods industry where the pipeline is
long and the acceleration coefficient high.

l/1 In the early stages of the upswing, consumers
f are trying to restore the previous living standard.

\ The  demand for durables is expanding due to the
desire to bring inventories in line with. rising
incomes and to the need to replace durables, of
which the consumption has been prolonged beyond the
usual point.  It should be noticed that the
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acceleration principle is not yet fully effective,
as it is unrealistic to assume that the excess
capacity cannot absorb this initial upsurge in the
demand.  It is equally unlikely that a continuous
demand increase can be met by the existing output
capacity.  The moment at which this acceleration
principle gets in full swing is very important and
determines the intensity of its effect.  The manu-
facturing of capital goods takes time and planning,
and certain industries may experience underemploy-
ment because their suppliers are not capable of
meeting the demand.  A situation has developed
whereby excess demand exists in some areas and
unemployment in others, with subsequent repercussions
on the price level.

The direction of consumer demand is also an
important factor.  Consumer credit causes demand toshift in the direction .of durable goods, but their
demand is not so much contingent upon the level of
income as upon its changes and their subsequent
effect on consumption.  Since the demand for these
commodities is disproportionate to income rise, an
increase in the derived demand for capital goods is
bound to follow.  Concurrently with the acceleration
effect in the durables' industry, there may follow
a deceleration in the non-durable sector.  It is
wrong to state that these two processes balance each
other, and this is so for more than one reason.  Con-
sumer demand has increased above the previous level
so that, even if the two variables were to offset
each other, there still might be anincreaseddemand
for more investment. Secondly, whereas the decel-
eration is limited by zero, acceleration is not
limited and can magnify the demand for investment
far beyond the magnitude of the demand expansion.
Thirdly, acceleration in a capital-intensive indus-

try may be expected to be greater, all things being
equal, than the deceleration in labour-intensive

areas.  Fourthly, the longer the durability of the
capital goods involved, the higher the acceleration
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coefficient will be when the replacement takes
place.  This follows from the technological feature

that durability is determined by the future pro-
duction capacity that is embodied in the capital

good.

Hansen points out that this acceleration prin-
ciple may reverse itself before the peak turning

point has been reached.  "The peak of net investment
(i.e. net additions to the stock of capital) is
reached at the point of inflection in the growth of
the stock from the lower level to the higher level.
All growth from one level to another must proceed
along the path of an S-shaped curve.  At first the
increments of growth are small; gradually they be-
come larger and larger; and finally, as growth begins
to taper off, the increments get smaller and smaller
until growth ceases altogether.  These increments
of growth, in the case of capital accumulation, ard
precisely  what   we   call 'net investment'   "12.

The time moments of these inflection points are
not the same for investment and inventory stocks.

Fluctuations in net investments are derived from
variations in the stock of inventories and the
latter, in turn, is contingent upon changes in sales
volume, so that the inflection point may either
magnify or counterbalance fluctuations of each.

Interaction of 1:ultiplier and Acceleration Effect

Professor Tobin once said that perhaps the

greatest triumph of a professor of Economics is to
explain to his students the multiple creation of
bank credit.  Experience has convinced me that the
magnified influence of the multiplier and accelerator
fascinates students much more, although there are
always a few students who become suspicious of the
superficial conclusion that the economy can 'pull
itself up by its own bootstraps'.  The acceleration
process is actually not so much a magnifier as a
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catalyst which influences the rate of speed of themultiplier's endeavour to increase the level ofnational income. The accelerator causes fluctua-
tions in aggregate demand but has no significantbearing on the ultimate level of national income,
which is reached after the multiplier has peteredout.  Paul Samuelson explained the interactionbetween these two phenomena as early as 193913 and
Alvin Hansen elucidating Samuelson's article givesthree main reasons why there is no possibility ofraising the income to higher and higher levels viathe interrelation of increased consumption and
increased net investment.  Firstly, the limited
availability of economic resources makes such a
recurring process impossible, at least in real
values.  Secondly, the marginal propensity to con-sume calls a halt to the expansion; and thirdly,the increase in demand for money will raise the
interest level and cause a declining slope of themarginal efficiency of the investment schedule.The multiplier can thus be considered as the growth
promoter with the accelerator giving the directionsto the fluctuations in this growth pattern14.

Interest Rate Sensitivity

The third reason for the retardation of growth,namely that of declining marginal efficiency of theinvestment schedule, is, though in evidence, of
rather limited value.  Also Keynes' theory attributesmore influence to the interest level than it deserves
macro-economically.  His concept of marginal effi-ciency of capital has merit only for marginal invest-ment projects.  Moreover, the selective creditcontrol systems under which a number of countries
operate make the distribution of money even lessinterest-elastic. In Canada the situation is com-
plicated by the fact that commercial banks are
restricted by an interest-rate ceiling.  In times
of money restraint, credit allocation by banks isbased on such factors as security, need, traditional
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credit lines and diversification. The banks are
involved in competition with non-bank financial
intermediaries.  During periods of tight money, the
former are in a disadvantageous position, as the
latter are not confined by the ceiling rate provi-
sion.  This enables them to offer higher interest

rates for attracting money, and since most of their
customers are not cost conscious, they will meet
little resistance when the increased costs are
passed on to their borrowers.

The Royal Commission on Banking and Finance has
carried out the most extensive research into the
response of the economy to changes in credit condi-
tions.  This study covers the period 1954 - 1962,

in which there were six distinct periods; three of
credit ease and three of credit restraint.  Very
important fluctuations occurred in the various
interest rates during this entire period.  The yield
from the treasury bills varied from one per cent to
six and one quarter per cent.  Long-term government
bonds yielded rates from between two per cent to
over five and one half per cent, and the banks'
prime rate moved from four and one half to six per
cent.  As to the size and rapidity of the effects
resulting from changes in credit conditions, the
report says:- "Our conclusion is that aside from
the substantial efforts which have on occasion

resulted from sharp alterations in the availability
of National Housing Act mortgage funds, the domestic
effects   have been quite limited  in the short run"15.
The survey revealed that even corporate investments
in plants and equipment are not as sensitive to
changes in credit conditions as is often believed.
Financing through retained earnings and depreciation
allowances, the allowance for a margin of error
usually calculated in capital projects, the relative
unimportance of the interest cost on the total cost
price, the level of personal and corporate income
tax, and the long-term nature of most capital invest-
ments all combine to make business less sensitive to
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changes in the interest level.  As to the signifi-cance of interest cost, the Commission states:-  "It
should be noticed (also) that bond and mortgage
interest paid by all non-financial corporationsamounts to only about 1/3 of one per cent of sales
and, at *300 million in 1960, was under ten per cent
of pre-tax corporate profits.  Although the figureis increased by abcnt half if bank interest is also
included, interest rates remain a relatively minoritem far corporations in general„16.

The highly developed money market has further
decreased the interest elasticity.  Periods of tight
and easy mcney alternate at relatively brief inter-
vals, whereas capital requirements are mostly lang-term projects, so that an increase in the interest
level can either be cutlived ar almost wholly cir-cumvented by using, temporarily, the facilities of
the shart-term money market.  The government can
also mitigate the pressure of credit restraint by
pursuing a counter-cyclical investment program,
although experience proves that such economic policyis not always fopsri ble.

As to the effect of credit restraint on personal
consumption expenditure, the result of the commis-
siancs survey cancurs with what is generally assumed,that consumer-borrowers are ordinarily quite in-
sensitive to fluctuations in the interest rates.This stems from three different cplises.  Firstly, as
it is the general policy of the cansumer lending
industry not to disclose the service charges in acomparable percentage rate basis, few borrowers
know how much they pay for using the facilities of
consumer credit.  Secondly, the public in general
care little about the cost of borrowing, while
thirdly, the interest factor in the total of service
charges is so insignificant that an increase hasanly a minar effect on service charges.  The use of
cansumer credit cannot be discouraged by increasingthe interest rate unless this increase were to
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become very substantial.

Money Supply

The free working of the multiplier and acceler-
ator implies a sufficient supply of money.  In the
downswing this poses no problem, but in the upswing,
especially when it is gaining momentum and the autho-
rities become concerned about the stability of the
general price level, a certain degree of competition
between productive and consumptive credit may be
expected.  Even then the interest rate is still
quite ineffective, since investment decisions, as

empirical studies have confirmed, are highly cor-
related with the levei of profits, and profits pro-
vide business with a larger fund of internal finance.
A logical conclusion of the General Theory asserts
that, as income rises, the marginal propensity to
consume diminishes so that more and more savings,
and thus increasing investment, would prove necessary
in order to support a relative declining consumption.
This not only overstates the law of the diminishing

return, but also defies reality.

For Keynes, the act of saving was a very simple
one.  According to his theory, saving was not
fostered by positive motivation but was the result
of refraining from the spending of income.  This
static concept of saving in Keynes' mind becomes
surprising when one remembers that he identified
savings with investment.  Whereas he believed that
the optimistic expectations of consumers would off-
set their pessimistic expectations so that, on bal-
ance, future considerations could be ignored, he
nevertheless considered investors to be the kind of
people who based decisions on future expectations.
A further oversimpli fication in Keynes' theory  is
to be found in the way by which he identified con-
st:mption and disposable income. By applying   the
propensity to consume factor to the present level
of personal disposable income, he computed the
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consumption outlay.  From what has been said in
previous pages, it is clear that this is incompatiblewith realistic procedure.  Consumption is determinednot only by the level of income but also by creditconditions, more specifically, by the availabilityof consumer credit in its various forms.  Moreover,consumer credit is a function of both current income
and anticipated income, so that saving is a functionof present and future income and of credit conditions.

Neither does Katona agree with Keynes' negativeconcept of saving.  He believes that most people
think of saving as something positive; it is a
variable not only of current income but also of
anticipated income.  Based on the results of a sur-vey conducted among a cross-section of the American
people about their motivations for instalment buyingin   connection   wi th savings, he concludes:      "Two
major conclusions emerge.  First, we can add to thedescription of consumer behaviour in 1955.  That
this was a year in which consumers spent usually
large amounts on durable goods and substantiallyincreased their short-term debt is well known. But
these consumer activities did not detract from the
will to save, and probably were not carried out atthe expense of adding to reserve funds...we can say
that consumers' desire to save and the importancethey attached to the accumulation of savings were
not impaired by their extensive use of instalment
buying.

Second, striving toward having more of the goodthings of life and toward improvement of one's planeof living is not done generally at the expense ofsaving.  Both improvement of living standards and
accumulation of reserve funds are viewed as positivegoals which people in general wish to attain.
Optimism, the feeling of security and confidence,stimulate both.  When the family's financial situationimproves, there is a tendency to step up instalment
purchases of durable goods and also to add to liquid
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savings ...it is not correct that instalment buying
stifles the will to save. It is not correct that

having savings ranks low among the things people
wish to attain"17.

Earlier in this chapter we dissented from the
Keynesian contention that the marginal propensity

to consume diminishes as income rises, and we stated

that the ratio of C/Y remains constant or possibly
increases.  This does not mean to say that thus the

supply of money is inadequate to finance the growing

economy in the upswing.  The relation between invest-

ment and growth is not as close as is often believed.

Edward Denison, who inquired into the causes of
economic growth in the United States from 1928 to

1957, concluded before the Committee for Economic

Development that the economic growth over 29 years
was attributable to higher input of labor capital,

better education, improved organization, technologi-

cal advances, and increased knowledge of production.
He believes that not more than 15 per cent of the

total increase in United States' real national
income in that period was due to increased capital

and that this percentage drops to nine per cent if
the increase is not measured in absolute terms but

on the per capita employed basis.  His conclusions

are confirmed by the results of a study published
by the European Organizati 8 for Economic Co-
operation and Development. From the data compiled

through the contributions of six national research
institutions, the report concludes that there has
not been a close link between investment and rates

of growth; wide variations in the quantity of addi-

tional output obtained from a given amount of invest-

ment point to differences in the efficiency of the
investment.  Countries with higher investment rates
had more definite plans, but this did not necessarily
mean that investment was more efficient there.
Neither was the liquidity of investing firms decisive
for the rate of investment.  In Germany, for example,
which has a notably high return from investment,
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innovation was considered to be a more dominant
motive for investment than Was the case in other
countries.  The report substantiates its conclu-

sions by using statistics relevant to the ratio
between the value of investment and the value of the
additional output produced; a low ratio, that is, a
large increase in output for a given investment out-
lay, should indicate high efficiency.  Germany has
the lowest ratio (2.8 per cent), followed by France
(4 per cent), the Netherlands (4.9 per cent),
Belgium (5 per cent), the United Kingdom (6.5 per
cent), and Sweden (6.9 per cent).  The Netherlands,
Germany, and Sweden can be grouped as relatively
high investment countries, each investing about 21
per cent of the gross domestic product (GDP) in the
1950 - 1958 period, yet Sweden has a low rate of

growth.  On the other hand, France, Belgium, and the
United Kingdom belong to the low investment group
(investing about 16 per cent of GDP), but France has

a high rate of growth.

In Germany, investment of an innovating type was
financed more from internal resources than was the
expansionary type of investment.  Generous depreci-
ation allowances and conservative dividend policies
helped the.investment process.  Moreover, internal
competition was keen and beneficial because of the
good use made of people trained in research and
development techniques, work organization, work
study, costing, and control.

In the United Kingdom, on the other hand, large
projects originated from the top management and
small projects from the technical staff, these facts
suggest the absence of strong internal pressures to
invest in innovation.  There was also a growing
tendency to make an excessive allowance for risk and
to require an unreasonably high prospective profit
on investment other than for replacement or expan-
sion; yet, tariff protection made external com-
petition weaker than it was in Germany, the
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Netherlands, and Belgium.  Lack of finance did not
seem to be a problem.

The supply of money is therefore not entirely
dependent upon ex-post savings, and the banks are
in a position to create the money necessary to
finance an autonomous increase in investment or
consumption.  Moreover, whereas Keynes emphasized
the supply of money, which he made a function of the
transaction, speculative and liquidity motive, the
money velocity has become more important than the
supply itself.

Chapter Five and Six examine the consequences
of the application, fluctuations and distribution
of consumer credit on consumer expenditure and
aggregate demand.  They scrutinize consumer credit
more specifically as demand promotor.  In the
following two chapters the emphasis is shifting to
its second main function: that of demand financier.
Chapter Seven studies its possible inflationary
causality, while Chapter Eight investigates its
effect on the money stock and velocity.



CHAPTER SEVEN

CONSUMER CREDIT AND INFLATION

MONETARY INFLATION

The belief that the supply of money was neces-
sarily equal to the demand for it and that an
elastic interest level would automatically restore
any disequilibrium that might occur, was the main
theme of the orthodox theory.  This quantity theorylinked the general price level P, with the quantity
of money in circulation M, with its velocity V, and
with the physical volume of trade T.  Through the
mathematical equation MV = PT the supporters of the
quantity theory tried to express the relationship
which exists among the various factors which affect
the general price level.  Since variations in the
velocity of money were assumed to be insignificant,
due to the stability of the spending pattern of the
community, changes in the general price level were
almost invariably caused by an expansion or contrac-
tion of the stock of money.

The classical economists failed to see that
money performs more than just one function, that of
medium of exchange.  This is not surprising because
their monetary thinking is based on Say's Law of
Markets which states that full employment is the
natural condition of the economy and as all products
are exchanged for each other, the supply creates its
own demand.  Money plays a neutral role in this
theory; people want money only as a means of facili-

tating the real process of exchanging commodities,
and they have no desire to hold money in idle
position.

209
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The  founder  of  the  Cambridge  Sciool,  the  neo-
c]assical economist Alfred Marshall, gave the origi-
nal quantity theory a facelifting.  His school
searched into the causes and effects of the behaviour
of individuals and firms with respect to their annual
incomes. Adherents of this school discovered that,
on the average throughout the year, economic groups
retained a certain portion of their incomes and held
these cash balances in order to buy things at the

appropriate time and at favourable prices.  They
emphasized the importance of holding money rather
than spending it, thereby stressing another function

of money, namely that of store of value.  Marshall
recognized the need of people to hold cash balances
under certain circumstances and his equation M = k(Y)
has been identified as the 'cash balance equation of
exchange'.  M represents the quantity of money in
existence in a country, that is, the total amount of

currency and bank deposits, and Y stands for the
total value of final goods and services produced
during the year or, its equivalent, the total amount
of money received by residents of the country.  The
significance of the cash balance, or Cambridge equa-
tion, lies in the variable k, which represents the
proportion of income that individuals and firms wish
to hold.  It is the co-efficient that brings the two
sides of the equation into balance.

The cash balances approach was a step in the

right direction, although it remained too simple to
deal with the complexity of the problems it was
designed to explain.  It drew attention to the
fluctuations in money incomes  and to people's desire
to hold more or less money with consequent effect on
prices, even though the money supply remained
unchanged.  It also removed the rigidity from the
simple equation of the early classicists, by showing
that the amount of money in circulation was not
simply to be determined by supply but also by factors
related to demand. Cash balances were a function of
income and their expansion and contraction had an
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immediate effect on other people's income.

Indeed, money is used not only for financing
transactions but also for, what Keynes called,
speculative and liquidity motives.  It cannot be
denied, however, that the availability of money can
also be conducive to the creation of demand. Con-
sumer credit does not exist by virtue of the need
for it alone.  Making its facilities available may
make a demand effective which would otherwise have
remained dormant or potential.

It needs no further explanation that neither
money nor any other factor can engender economic
growth in an economy which has all available pro-
duction combinations utilized. Potential for economic
growth is limited by the'capacity of resources.  They
are not, however, restricted by their quantitative
potentialities as earlier economists believed.  The
size of the labor force may be fairly static, but
its quality is by no means limited by its physical
volume.  The same can be said of the other production
factors.  The elasticity of output capacity is quite
stretchable under demand pull.  If it is true to say
that demand stretches the supply the reverse is
equally true, although this interplay between demand
and supply is not necessarily proportionate, as was
pointed out by Keynes.

Demand and supply are not primarily functions of
money but both use money or credit as a claim.  If
the elasticities of the variables in the demand and
supply functions for money are such that almost the
entire quantity of money demanded equals that of
quantity supplied, the economy is in Keynes' liquid-
ity trap.  The economy will have such near perfectly
elastic money demand curve, not, as Keynes believed,
because of a given interest level alone, but because
the need for money is almost entirely met.  Other
factors than interest rates may be responsible forthis.  Within this given situation changes may
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take place in the income structure, or demand may
develop resulting from the introduction of new or
improved products, more specifically durable goods.
The demand for additional money or the borrowing of
more consumer credit can be a function of asset
holdings or be based on future income surpluses.
The economy may benefit from this growth potential

but it is impossible in this demand-supply interplay
to distinguish between cause and effect.  The possi-
ble inflation which may accompany this occurrence
is not the cause of growth but the result of a
money creation which enabled this growth to develop.

Consumer credit institutions, by their ability
to expand the money stock and to cause liquidity to
fluctuate, can conceivably create a monetary infla-
tion.  Expansion and contraction of credit is often
easier to implement in the consumption than in the
production sector, due to the high turnover in the
former.  As will be explained in the next chapter,
not all extenders of consumer credit respond with
the same sensitivity to changes in credit conditions
pursued by the central bank.

Especially during periods of credit restraint,
savers may have the tendency to divert savings from
the chartered banks to other financial intermediaries,
most notably to those among the latter group which
are free to follow a flexible interest rate policy.
This may result in a larger money stock or in an

increase of the money velocity.  The central bank
can resort to discount policy, open market operations,
moral suasion, or changes in the liquidity rates, or
any combination of these so as to keep or bring the
amount of money and credit to a level, which guar-
antees a high degree of price stability.  Application
of the central bank's control technique may very
well lower the banks' reserves, thereby obliging the
commercial banks to restrict their direct and indi-
rect involvement with consumer credit.
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EXCESS DEMAND ·OR .DEUAND-PULL INFLATION

Not every inflation originates in the monetary
sector.  When demand rises and the supply is not
elastic enough, or has reached its maximum capacity,
a situation of excess demand develops which can cause
a demand-pull inflation.  Consumer credit may alsofAll into this category.  By enabling borrowers to
add purchase power to their current income, a net
addition to aggregate consumer demand may follow.
At the same time, the need for increased production
adds to this expanding demand.  With the supply
becoming nearly or completely inelastic an excess
demand may exert upward pressure on the price level.As the consumption of durables is flexible and often
incomplete, rising prices may provoke a further
buying spree, thus aggravating the inflationary
tendency.  Both forms of inflation imply an economic
environment such as the one assumed by the classi-
cists, namely that all production factor combinations
are fully utilized.

The working of a monetary and excess demand
inflation is graphically illustrated in chart 7-1.
Let us assume that an economy has reached the level
of full employment and that the demand continues torise, sustained by a net expansion of consumer credit.
An excess of aggregate demand over the available
supply of full employment output would develop at an
existing level of prices.  Income and output would
expand not in real terms but in monetary terms only.
Unless this excess demand for consumer goods is off-
set by an abating demand in the investment, which is
not likely, or in the government sector, the price
level will rise until the point is reached where
demand and supply are again in equilibrium.

In chart 7-1, output has reached its maximum
level at Yfl and aggregate demand is equal to OD ,
which, by the given output of OYfi, produces a price
level P2•  When demand for consumer goods, either
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initiated or stimulated by a net addition to consumer
credit, continues to rise to OD2, excess demand is
generated.  This increase cannot be in real terms
because the output is assumed to be inelastic, which
means that the physical supply of goods and services
cannot expand.  The excess demand is of a pure mone-
tary nature and a situation of disequilibrium is
created, due to the fact that monetary demand is no
longer equal to real supply at price level P2·

Equilibrium can only be restored at a higher price
level  and, in ch2rt  7-1,   the new monetary equilibrium
would be reached at P3•  The excess demand D1D2 has
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been counterbalanced by the price increase from P2
to P3.  If not all economic resources would be fully
utilized at Yfl and real output could be expanded to
Yf2, the increased demand D102 would be counter-
balanced by an increase of real production YfrYf2,
and the economy would have expanded without a change
in the general price level.  At P4 the new equilib-
rium would be reached.

What happens when new credits are reduced to the
level where they equal repayments so that excess
demand loses its financial,support?  An equilibrium
position between aggregate demand and supply will
exist in a fully employed economy.  Inflation no
longer exists but the economy is precariously bal-
anced between inflation and unemployment.  Any demand
increase will initiate new inflationary pressure.
However, contrary to what may appear on the surface,
a demand decrease is not likely to produce deflation.
The degree of elasticity of prices, and money wages,
is considerably higher when an aggregate demand
increases than when it decreases.  The reason is
obvious, business people show far more reluctance to
reduce than to increase prices of their commodities.
Even more reluctance and resistance is met when wages
show a tendency to drop.  In our highly unionized
society, wage decreases have almost become non-
existent.

Because the elasticity of prices and consequently
of the general price level, is very low when aggre-
gate supply is exceeding aggregate demand, the newly
created disequilibrium will demonstrate itself not
with falling prices, but with a declining output
with its adverse consequences on the employment level.
In other words, the inflationary pressure caused by
an excessive demand has placed the economy in a
perilous position between renewed inflation on one
hand, and unemployment on the other.

The disequilibrium could also originate in the
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supply.  Suppose that the output would contract to
0Yfo and demand would not be elastic.  Then, a
similar situation of excess demand over supply would
have developed.  As long as monetary excess demand
does not fall in line with real output, inflation
will continue until the economy has reached the

point where real demand is equal to real supply.

The probability even exists that inflation works
conducively to increase further the demand for goods,
especially durables, since an earlier purchase than
was contemplated helps the buyer to escape further
price increases.  As to the latter, Katona's empiri-
cal evidence referred to in Chapter Two, does not
confirm that anticipated price increases is under all
circumstances a reason for buying.  Other researchers
have also concluded that reactions of consumers to
modest price increases vary from time to time, and
as the buying of durables in Canada is very seasonal
responses to price fluctuations are likely not sensi-
tivel.  The reader may also recall from Chapter
Three (table 3-8) that the Canadian durables' price

index, during the last decade, has experienced only
modest variations either way.  The fear of accelerated
buying, appears, therefore, to be groundless.

Some followers of Keynes would probably ask the
question:  As consumption is a function of real
disposable income, how is it then possible that con-
sumption increases since real income cannot expand
in a fully employed economy?  The answer is that,
although Keynes considered real income as the deter-
minant of consumption expenditure, it can hardly be
assumed that he considered real income to be the

sole determinant.  Pigou pointed out that consumption
was not a function of real income alone, but also of
real balances.  The increasing practice of buying
commodities on instalment proves that today the

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to pp. 304-5.
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consumption function is not only determined by
current income and real balances but also by expected
real and money income.

Divergent Inflation

It should be realized that, despite the inflation
which causes the price level to rise to P3, the

demand, originating in the net addition to consumer
credit, still has not been satisfied.  As long as
this excess demand prevails, the general price level

will continue its upward movement.  A diverging
inflationary process will develop, as depicted in
chart 7-2.  After the price level has moved up from
p to Pl' excess demand is still existing.  Nominal

income has increased following higher prices, and
employees will press for higher wages to narrow the

gap between real and nominal disposable income.  In
addition to union demands, recipients of social wel-
fare benefits may press for higher assistance, mili-
tary service personnel will add to the pressure for
more money as will other income receivers.  In addi-

tion, investors will ask for more credit since
increased prices will make it more difficult for
investors to obtain sufficient funds to replace their
depreciated investments and to finance capital expan-
sion.  Should the authorities give way to this
pressure, an initiated inflation will turn into a

diverging inflationary process.  The inflationary
gap, indicated by lines "a", "b", "c" and "d", will
become wider and wider.

During the recent two war periods the danger of

diverging inflation was quite imminent. There  is  no
doubt that the authorities pursued the right policy

by, among other things, implementing control measures

on aggregate demand.  Under such abnormal economic

conditions only a strong anti-inflationary policy
will be able to halt such a diverging process and

will necessarily have to include restrictions on con-

sumer credit.  I agree with the Radcliffe Report that
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under abnormal circumstances quantitative credit
control is inadequate and needs to be replaced byselective control. The Report   says:      "We name thesethree as the channels to be controlled in emergency,
admitting that no monetary measures can stop people
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from spending credit they already have, but insisting
that these three - bank advances, capital issues, and
consumer credit - are the most important and efficient
sources of credit for those wishing to raise addi-
tional credit.  It is indeed precisely because they
are such efficient channels - a reason for leavingthem as free as possible in ordinary times - that
we select them as those which a Government shouldstrike in emergency"2. These restrictions should be
particularly aimed at credit used for the purchase
of durables since their acquisition under such
abnormal conditions, is often regarded by consumersas a means of hedging against rationing and inflation,
expecially when creeping inflation is rccelerating.

Under given circumstances it may even be neces-
sary to resort to more drastic measures, because
asset liquidation and reduction in savings may con-
tinue to accelerate demand. It will also last a
number of income periods before selective credit
control becomes effective and balances outstanding
have been reduced to the required level.  To avoid
such interferences, rationing of demand, price
control, and restrictions on international trade
will have become imperative.

Convergent Inflation

The convergent inflationary process works in a
way similar to that of the multiplier.  The effect
of an increase in current demand is not limited to
its original impact, but it initiates a recurrent
process of price increases beyond its initial impact
with diminishing effects until they themselves have
petered out.  As certain leaks prevent the multiplier
from creating an indefinite expansion of output, so
also may leaks bar the general price level from
going on endlessly.  Excess aggregate demand will
gradually reduce and ultimately equalize itself
with aggregate supply.  The economy has again
reached the same precariously balanced position
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between the two perils, inflation and unemployment.
However similar this position may be to the one
discussed previously, the circumstances differ sub-

stantially.  In the case of a divergent inflation,
price increases are halted by positive action on the
part of the government.  In a convergent inflationary

process, the economy has arrived at this balanced
position by its own process.  In the former, the
inflation is of a suppressed nature and the chances
that the economy will lose its balance are more
imminent than they would be after a convergent
inflationary process.

Chart 7-3 illustrates the working of a convergent

inflationary process.  The vertical axis measures
the aggregate demand or expected expenditure on
current output or income as a flow of output.  At
Yfl all economic resource combinations are fully
employed.  The line OL, which bisects the origin at
an angle of 45 degrees, is the equilibrium line.

Each point on this schedule represents the aggre-
gate demand that business people must receive back,
in order to be able to pay for the cost incurred in
producing the output as measured in the horizontal
axis.  Aggregate demand for consumer goods by indi-
viduals and government and of capital goods is
illustrated by schedule Cl+Gl+Il•

In the chart, the economy is in equilibrium at
point P2•  Here, receipts on output OYfl are equal

to aggregate expenditure on the same output, both
measured in constant value.  Although the line P2Px
is merely an extension of equilibrium line OP2, the
economy will not be in a state of equilibrium at the

extended line, because receipts and expenditures of
aggregate supply and demand are no longer equated,
if measured in real value.  Only if they are expressed

in money or nominal values will this situation pre-
vail.  Extension of outstanding balances of consumer
credit has increased monetary expenditure for current
output, so that money demand exceeds available supply
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at constant prices.  Price changes produced by
inflation are distorting the equation in real valuebut equilibrium will eventually be restored at ahigher price level.

At Pl, where it is assumed that not all economicresource combinations are fully utilized, a netaddition to consumer credit would have called for
production to expand until Yfl·  A new equilibrium
would have been reached at P2 because it is at thatpoint on the equilibrium line that the real value
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of the given quantity of physical output OYfi is

equal to the real costs of producing that output.
if demand continues, due to a further expansion of
con:umer credit outstanding, demand schedule Cl+Gl+Il

will move upward again.  But as real supply cannot
increase any more, the demand schedule will kink
until it reaches P3·  An inflationary gap is created
indicated in chart 7-3 by line "a" .  Excess demand

nurtured by additional consumer credit, has caused
prices of certain commodities to rise.  Real output
is no longer equal to money demand because the value
of real output OYfl, is smaller than money expenditure
OP0.  As outlined earlier, beyond point P2 values are
no longer measured in real but in money or nominal
terms.  Nominal equilibrium lies at point E as it is
here that money value of production OYf2 would equal

money expenditure OP .

The question should now be considered of how the

economy comes to be in a state of equilibrium at
point E.  After all, it could be reasoned that, at
the previous equilibrium level P2, money value of
aggregate demand and supply were equal and the same
can be said of point E.  There is, however, one
important difference.  Whereas at P2 money values
equaled real values, at E this is no longer the case.
It must be realized that at E only money demand, but
not aggregate real demand, has been increased and
that an increase in the demand for more goods and
services, sustained by consumer credit, has not yet
been satisfied.  Consequently, excess demand will
press for more money and this in turn will start a
new round of inflation.  During the first round,
certain shifts have taken place which may start to
reduce the pressure for more money.  Consequently,
the line indicated in chart 7-3 by "b" is shorter
than   the   "a"   line. This converging process  will
repeat itself until point PX is reached, where aggre-

gate real demand again equals aggregate real supply
but, of course, at an inflated price level.
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Converging may come from various causes.  Firstof all, there  is  what   has been called "money  illu-sion". This means that people  are not always aware
of the important difference between real and money
income, especially during periods of mild inflation.
Another reason can be found in the government sector.
As the economy continues its healthy state of full
employment, less government support may prove neces-
sary and, consequently, economic resources in the
public sector can be released in favour of the pri-
vate sector.  It should also be noted that the pro-
gressive structure of income tax and possible taxes
on capital increases are conducive to a converging
inflationary process.  As money incomes rise, more
revenue will be transferred from the private to the
public sector.  If the government does not use that
extra revenue for increasing real expenditure, infla-
tionary pressure from the demand side will become
less imminent.  Sometimes, the so-called Pigou effect
is also cited as a converging factor.  This British
economist argued that in times of deflation consump-
tion increases because, as prices drop, the real
value of assets will increase and the need for
savings becomes less urgent.  Reasoning conversely,
inflation would diminish the real value of these
assets, thus making saving more necessary and, by
the same decision, consumption must be reduced.

Smulders, who studied the influence of pressure
groups on the general price level in the United States,
points out that there are "natural" barriers against
a wage-price spiral, barriers which are operative
even in the absence of economic policy.  In addition
to the aforementioned money illusion and Pigou effect,
he lists elastic demand for labour, progressive
structure of income taxes, impact of rising wages
and prices on ex orts and employment, and redistri-
bution of income/. All these factors can indeed
exert converging influence on the rising price level,
although their effect will vary in different countries
and conditions. His statement, that wages often
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account for a substantial portion of the cost price
of export products, is not quite applicable to coun-
tries like Canada, whose export parcel is composed
mainly of raw materials.  Further, his argument loses
some of its pith when such a country has a floating
foreign exchange rate, as was the case in post-war
Canada until 1962.  However, it is still right to

assume that inflation is a handicap to export and
consequently reduces money incomes, thus contributing
to diverging inflationary pressure.

Converging Nature of Consumer Credit

The question which yet needs to be answered is

whether consumer credit is the inflationary power
which requires other factors to take care of the
converging process, or whether it bears its own
elements of convergence.  Consumer credit itself has
indeed built-in features of a converging nature.
There are first of all the repayments, including

service charges.  Only when new credits exceed repay-
ments can consumer credit add to aggregate consumer
demand.  When monetary policy is able to contract
the available amount of consumer credit, repayments
will gradually surpass new credits and cause consumer
demand to decrease.  The more the credit squeeze is
felt, the greater the discrepancy will grow between
new credits and repayments and the sooner outstanding
balances will diminish.  In Chapter Five the conduct
of these variables was subjected to a detailed study,
so that further elaboration here is superfluous.

Inflationary pressure is not the same in all
sectors of the economy. Durables have a rather
elastic demand and, in Canada, their price index has
risen least of all three consumer indices. The

inflationary pressure may therefore be greater in
the sector where the funds are collected to meet the
repayment commitments than where the demand is
expanding.  In this way consumer credit could contrib-
ute to an abatement of inflationary pressure.
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As further converging features of consumer credit
could be mentioned possible higher indirect tax col-
lections by the government and increased imports.In the former it is assumed that indirect taxes on
durable goods are usually higher than on many non-
durables.  In the latter instance a portion of the
excess demand will flow abroad, whereas repayments
may be financed by reduction in domestically produced
commodities.  Import duties further reduce consump-
tion.

Furthermore, during full employment the need for
deficit financing and debt prolongation may diminish.
Certain income groups are more adversely affected by
inflation than others.  The former may have to reduce
consumption, the hardship of which can be avoided ormitigated by prolonging the consumption of durables,
while the latter's need for consumer credit diminishes.

The banks, responding to monetary policy, will
contract their consumer credit activity, directly,
by reducing their loans and, indirectly, by restrictingtheir support to other lenders.  As the supply of
credit becomes increasingly more inelastic, interest
rates will rise, and, although the chartered banks
are restricted by the ceiling rate, suppliers will
have to resort to sources other than bank credit.
The demand for consumer credit is fairly inelastic
with respect to interest rates, and available moneywill probably gravitate to those lenders who do not
operate under ceiling rates, most notably sales
finance companies.  Although this widens these
lenders' credit lines and might work divergently onthe price level, their other money sources and those
of businesses, on the other hand, are becoming
scarcer and more expensive, which will work condu-
cively to converging inflation.  The credit squeezeswhich occurred during the 1956-1963 period, and to
which reference has been made previously, have clearly
revealed that they are a serious handicap to the
lending activities of the non-banks.  Since the banks
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have considerably increased their direct involvement
with consumer credit they have become a wider base
for the central bank's implementation of its monetary
policy.

The cyclical nature of the Canadian economy is

probably the strongest converging factor of all.  The
demand peaks of durables in the spring and of non-
durables in the winter produce an equalizing effect
and conduce a more economical use of available credit.
The branch-banking system adds to this mobility and
enables a more intensive application of monetary
policy.  The reader will remember that the cyclical
and anti-cyclical effect of the various kinds of
consumer credit were discussed in detail in Chapter
Six.

As to monetary policy, I agree with the Governor
of the Bank of Canada that under normal circumstances

quantitative credit restrictions are sufficiently
effective to create the desired credit conditions.
Although selective credit control can be a useful
supplement of a quantitative control system, the
enforcement of restrictions on the use of consumer
credit poses severe problems of adequate and effective
administration. The establishment of such an elabo-
rate control system, as a short term measure, would
certainly not be justified if one further considers
that existing contracts cannot be altered and that

consumer credit accounts for a negligible portion of
aggregate demand.  Also the Report of the Commission
on  Money  and  Credit   states:      "The   difficulty of effi-
cient administration of selective controls over con-
sumer credit is a major argument against them.  Past
experience shows that evasion is a constant problem
...During more normal periods, it might be useful to
discourage undue loosening of credit terms when the
demand for durables is an important source of infla-
tionary pressure.  But as a regular counter-cyclical
tool of stabilization its practical possibilitiesare limited"4. .I shall return to the question of
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the desirability of selective credit control in
Chapter Nine.

So far,  I have assumed that the economy is ina state of full employment, but inflation can also
be initiated in an economy with unutilized economicresources.  The reason must then be sought in the
change in the demand structure, or in the imperfec-
tion of market technique.  In the former, a struc-
tural demand inflation occurs; in the latter, a
seller's inflation is initiated.

STRUCTURAL DEMAND INFLATION

Presidential adviser Charles Schultze argued
before the Joint Economic Committee5 that inflation
does not require a fully employed economy.  Before
him A.W. Philips had introduced the concept of an
empirical relationship between the percentage
unemplgyment and the rate of increases in wages and
pricesi.  Also Smulders, who devoted his dissertation
to pressure groups and inflation in the United States,concludes "that the economic situation in the U.S.
in the period 1947-1958 was characterized by infla-
tion accompanied by considerable unemployment which
may be regarded as a symptom of a strong upwardpressure on prices by pressure groups"7. Reuber
undertook a study for the Royal Commission on Banking
and Finance and concludes that from 1951 to 1956the Canadian economy was operating very close to full
capacity and expanding rapidly, and from 1956 to 1961
the economy was operating well below capacity and
expanding much more slowly.  Yet during the former
period, when demand remained at a very high level,
many prices fell or stayed about the same, whereasthe latter experienced greater price increases8.
(See also tables 3-5 and 3-8)

The structural demand inflation theory bases
itself on the contention that inflation can occur in
an under-utilized economy for reasons that economic
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resource combinations are not fully mobile and,
further, that both money wages and prices have a
higher elasticity in the upward than in the downward
fluctuations of demand. It concurs with the excess
demand inflation theory in that, in the upward trend,
aggregate wages are a function of employment, but it
furtkpr contends that this hypothesis loses all or
most of its validity when the level of employment is
declining.  Schultze pointed out that during the
period 1955-1957 in the United States, business in-

vestment in fixed assets increased by 25 per cent,
while residential construction and automobile sales

declined by 20 per cent.  Furthermore that despite
the working of normal growth factors: labor force
increase and advancing technology, output rose by
only one and one half per cent, whereas the price

level increased by three and one half per cent.
These figures illustrate that demand pull could not

have been responsible for the inflation.  Schultze
argues that cost-push cannot be the explanation
either, since, during that period, prices outpaced
wage increases and profit declined, because of the
shift from variable to fixed labor cost. The reason

for the inflation is to be found in the rapid changes
in the demand structure, combined with rigidity of
price declines.

A brief study of the general price level and
employment during the post-war period would suffice
to convince one that in Canada, as well as in many
other western countries, inflation has not only con-
tinued its path through periods of full and near full
employment but also through recessions of various
degrees.  Moreover, price indexes for the various
areas of the country show a high degree of similarity,
whereas the employment index curves illustrate wide
discrepancies.  Distances between markets are long
and the labour force is concentrated in a relatively
small number of cities.  The economy is still highly
dependent on primary industries such as chemicals,
oil, mining, lumber, and farming, which are mainly
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concentrated in rural areas. This makes a combination
of production factors more difficult than in densely
populated countries, where emphasis is placed on sec-
ondary and tertiary industry.  These conditions,
combined with the reluctance of labor to move to
areas where the demand is greater, result in higher
unemployment than would exist in the absence of these
adverse conditions.  On the other hand, a well devel-oped transportation system keeps price differences
among markets of consumer goods to a minimum.  Excess
demand in areas with high employment will make prices
rise and price increases will soon spill over to
areas with lower employment or underemployment.  A
structural change in aggregate demand has taken place.
A similar situation can be initiated by sales promo-
tion campaigns, introdustion of new products, changes
in people's buying habits or other reasons.

However normal these changes in structural demand
in a dynamic economy may be, increased prices for
certain commodities cannot merely be considered to
be a re-allocation of purchasing power. It is far
from certain that prices will fall of those commodi-
ties for which demand has diminished. Businesses
are much more reluctant to decrease than to increase
prices, and rising fixed costs will serve as a strong
barrier against such contemplated price decreases.
Moreover, a wage reduction to meet other increasing
costs has become almost impossible in a unionized
society.  On the other hand, in industries where
there is a concentration of demand, wages will have
a tendency to rise and this initiates an upward
pressure throughout the entire wage structure.

The increase in wages has two causes:  firstly,
as the demand for labour rises in certain areas,
organized labour will endeavour to write higher wages
in all new contracts, and secondly, entrepreneurs
will bid higher in order to satisfy their need forincrea:,d 1,„JO-, while in other areas, where demand
is declining, wages and prices will exhibit an
adherence to the present levels.  As in the upward
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trend, where both organized labour and entrepreneurs
contribute to price increases in certain areas, so
also the same groups resist price decreases in the

remaining areas.  Wage contracts must be obeyed and
will seldom if ever make allowance for wage decrease.
When contracts expire, the most management can hope
for is continuation of existing wage levels.

Entrepreneurs will also resist price decreases
after the demand has shifted away unless prices are
elastic enough to entice demand to return.  The
fixed costs will press heavier on the cost price per
unit and, with labor cost becoming increasingly more
fixed, there remains little leaway for price decreases,
although under heavy pressure solid costs often
become liquid as, I believe, a Dutch economist once
worded it.  Businessmen faced with an elastic demand
and suffering from a demand shift will certainly not
be able to resist indefinitely the pressure of price
decreases, but the deflationary effect will trail
the much faster inflationary consequences in the
demand expanding areas.  Furthermore, structural
changes in aggregate demand may have adverse conse-
quences on certain industries or areas, and this
creates a greater need for public support when the
government follows a policy of maintaining a high
level of employment.  An offsetting factor may be
that public support could be reduced for industries
and areas where economic activity has gained momentum,
as a result of this structural change.

Consumer credit can easily be responsible for
shifts in demand, especially when it is used mainly
for the purchase of durable goods.  A mature economy
shows a high degree of stability in the demand struc-
ture for the necessities of life.  The competition
for the discretionary consumer dollar is mainly among
producers of less urgent goods and services.  Durable
goods account for a significant portion of this group,
and the invention of new durables, or improvements
of existing ones, seems almost boundless.
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Especially in Canada, with its substantial
imports of durable goods, the demand can easily
shift and, indeed, has often shifted from domestic
production to imports and vice versa.  Although the
price elasticity of durables is not considered to be
as low as that of non-durables, the growing affluence
is rapidly narrowing the difference.  Zahn wrote:'Glit sehr wechselnder Intensit'At kann sich das frei-
verfiigbare Geld heute auf diese, morgen  auf  jene
MErkte konzentrieren, bald mehr fur Autos, bald mehrfilr Wohnungen Verwondung finden,  es kann rascher
oder langsamer Ausgegeben, nicht Zuletzt aber auchZuruckgelegt und gespart werden"9. Katona, talkingabout supernumerary incomes stated: "Discretionary
expenditures, then, are not inevitably necessary, nothabitual,   and  not  made   on   the  spur   of the moment"lo.
In an earlier publication he wrote that the richer acommunity, the more probable it is that subjective
factors will influence economic developments.  It is
this demand mobility which causes changes in struc-tural demand.

To conclude from this outline that consumer
credit is initiating an inflation when it causes a
change in the demand structure is premature, to say
the least.- Shifts in demand, in Canada, have been
moving away from non-durables, but, as was outlinedin Chapter Three and illustrated in tables 3-5 and
3-8, the service sector has absorbed this diversion.The price index in services has surpassed, by far,
comparable indices in the other two sectors, of
which the durable one has remained fairly stablewith more decreases than increases. This occurred
for a number of reasons.  Import of mainly small carsmore than quadrupled between 1951 and 1961 which
increased competition.  After pegging the dollar,
imports of durables dropped sharply but increased
demand of domestic durables was met by an elasticsupply.  The ratio of productivity to cost per unit
of output is more favourable when output is high,
though beyond a point the trend may reverse due to
increased overtime payments.  Reuber, who has made
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an intensive study of output, employment, prices and
costs in Canada's major industries, concludes:     "Two
important corollaries follow from this general picture
of the relationship between labour costs and the level
of employment and capacity.  The first is that the
effective way to increase productivity is to increase
the level of aggregate demand and output...Secondly,
the evidence suggests that the aggregate level of

demand could be increased and the economy run much
closer to full capacity without disastrous increases
in unit labour costs. Such an increase in demand
admittedly could be expected to result in a more rapid
rate of increase in wages, but over a considerable
range this would be largely offset by increases in

productivity, leaving the rate of increase in unit
labour costs  much the same"11.

Though the demand for durables will probably con-
tinue to rise in absolute terms, relatively it has
remained fairly stable in the last decade with a
slight declining trend, despite the growing use of
consumer credit (see table 3-8 and chart 5-1).  It
seems therefore that consumer credit's contribution
to a possible structural demand inflation has been
negligible; indeed, it is doubtful that it has been
a contributing factor at all.

SELLER'S INFLATION

As fourth cause of price increases is listed the
insensitivity of prices and costs to the level of
demand.  A.P. Lerner, in presenting his views before
the Joint Economic Committee, stated that not only
did prices not decline in the United States during
unemployment but it even failed to prevent prices
and wages from rising12.  This is possible because
the market mechanism is obstructed, which makes
administered prices possible.  The fear that a per-
fect working of the markets may create deflation and
unemployment weakens the attack against administered
prices.  Market share and power balance are, according
to this theory, more important price determinants than
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efforts to maximize profits by equating marginal cost
and marginal revenue. Cost price calculations  have
become so compli cated that  manufacturers  are no
longer certain as to the effect of changes in the
demand and supp]y structure.     By  dividing the market
and adding a mark-up to average unit cost, this
uncertainty can be reduced considerably. Wage
inelasticity and a high degree of capital intensity
make price administering necessary.  The theory makes
further reference to the price rigidity of imported
products, due to the fixed rate of exchange which
inhibits price fluctuations.

The Canadian price level is very much responsive
to that of the world market in general and of the
United States in particular.  This is not surprising
if one remembers that about 20 per cent of the
country's gross national product is exported and that
the deficit on the current account is substantial
every year.  Of the merchandise exports, mainly
primary industry products, some 50 per cent go to
the United States and commodity imports from that
country account for almost 70 per cent.  Consumer
price indices of both countries over the last fifteen
years have moved almost identically.  Their economies
are closely integrated and the nearest markets or
sources of supply are often found over the border
rather than within the boundaries.

The practice of price administering is probably
more common in the primary than in the secondary
industry.  It certainly impairs the working of a con-
ventional anti-inflationary policy and has called for
direct presidential interference in the United States.
There is no particular reason to assume that seller's
inflation occurs more often in the sectors where
demand is expanded by consumer credit than in other
sectors, and no further explanation is required to
explain that consumer credit is unrelated to this
cause of inflation.  Elements of imported inflation
could be initiated by consumer credit.  A detailed
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analysis of the balance of payment could give an
answer to such a question.

The inflationary causality of consumer credit
must therefore be sought in its ability to expand
aggregate demand, in the changes which it can
occasion in the demand structure, or in its monetary
faculties.  Consumer credit's relation to demand was
discussed in previous chapters; the following chapter
will further examine its monetary aspects and its
responsiveness to monetary policy.



CHAPTER EIGHT

MONETARY FACULTIES OF CONSUMER

CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

Introduction

No increase in aggregate demand or expenditurecan sustain itself for any length of time unless itis supported by an expansion of the stock of money
or its velocity.  Conversely, expanding demand
should be a co-determinant of the money supply.
When the monetary authorities are not prepared toprovide the economy with an adequate money volume,production will stagnate and unemployment will bethe inevitable result.  Economic growth will be
impaired followed by an economic disequilibrium.This was clearly illustrated in Canada in the periodfrom late 1958 until early 1961, when the economy
was seriously handicapped by the Bank of Canada'stight money policy.

It is no longer believed that M is exogenouslydetermined and, while it is still possible thatfluctuations in M could cause variations in the
general price level, it is also true that fluctua-tions in P could bring about a change in the volumeof money. Schumpeter stated it this way:  "Theeffect of an increase of money upon prices is in-
determinate so long as we do not know who gets theadditional money, what he does with it and what thestate of the economic organism is on which the new
money impinges"l.

For the footnotes of this chapter turn to pp. 305-6.

235
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The causality of consumer credit in relation to
aggregate demand, therefore, must be sought in its
ability to finance consumer demand or to create
demand.  Tn tle former, it provides a means of pay-
rent: In t'=e 1 Pttor, it stimulates demand. However
dl fferent  the cause may be, in either case aggregate
demand exponds.  This chapter concerns itself with
the aupstion whethor or not consimmr credit institu-
tions rs·n e:land or ccntract the stock of credit.
As the i.oney suppiy is also dependent upon the money
velocity these institutions' nossitle  effect  on  the
economy's  liqui.dity  neod  also be e::amir. ed.

TJIREE GROUPS CF CCAIS'JI IER CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

All consumer credit institutions make it their
business to extend lonns to consumers, but they
differ essentially in their mcnetary faculty.
Retailers finance consumers but they do not create
consumer credit as a means of payment..  It is their
main aim to sell, and consumer credi.t is a vehicle
used to reach  this goal. Their relation to consumer
credit is not of a monetary nature, as consumer
credit means to them deferred payment.  The commer-
cial banks' association with consumer·credit, on the
other hand, is purely monetary.  They create funds
which the consumer can use to meet his financial
obligations.  This fund creation may expand the
volume of money in circulation and is of far greater
concern to the monetary policy than increased credit
sales of retailers.

From a monetary point of view Canadian consumer
credit extenders can be divided into three distinct
groups:

a) Institutions which receive their funds from
depositors and shareholders, and, in the process,
create money or near money.  They accept liabilities
which are generally and willingly accepted by the

public as means of payment, though differences
occur as to the degree of acceptability.  This group
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includes the following extenders of consumer credit:
chartered banks, credit unions, caisses populaires
and Quebec Savings Banks.  The latter three are
known by such terms as near-banks, non-bank financial
intermediaries or thrift institutions, to distinguish
them from the chartered banks.  They receive money
from their depositors and use these funds to buy
securities or to make loans.

b) The second group constitutes sales finance
Companies, small loan companies and life insurance

companies.  Like the first group, they obtain their
funds from savers, and invest their money in securi-
ties and loans. The distinction lies herein that

their liabilities are not transferable by cheques
or on customer's order. The claims which some of
these companies issue may enjoy a ready market where

they can be sold or they may be redeemable at short
notice, but, the claims themselves are not accepted
by the public as a means of payment and their issuers
do not, therefore, qualify as non-bank financial
intermediaries.

c) The remaining consumer credit grantors make

up the third group.  Department stores, other
retailers and oil companies do not accept savings.
They finance consumers by allowing them to defer
payment, but are not financiers of consumer credit.

The distinction between the first and second
group  is based on the essential difference between
the liabilities of the components of each group.
Former monetary theories took the nature of the
assets as the criteria.  Sound banking required
that the short-term liabilities to depositors were
invested in self-liquidating assets, such as short
term loans and securities. Institutions which made
it their practice to invest in long term assets

could not perform the function of banks in the usual
term, and were to be known under such names as loan
company, savings bank, credit union, and mortgage
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company.  If one would apply this principle to the

present situation there would not be any commercial
bank left in Canada, as a high percentage of their
assets consists of long term government bonds and
non-liquid National Housing Act mortgages.  On the

other hand, some loan companies comply with the old
requirement of sound banking in that they have
invested a good percentage of their funds in short
term loans.  Therefore, the composition of the assets
is not an acceptable criteria; it is the willingness
of the people to accept the liabilities of certain
institutions as means of payment that is the deter-
mining factor2.  On this basis, the classical con-
cept of banking, referring to the central bank and
the chartered banks alone, does no longer apply.
All consumer credit institutions constituting the
first group issue claims which are readily and
willingly accepted by the public for the payment of
goods and services and for the repayment of debts.
However, the position of the chartered banks differs
in more than one way from that of the non-bank finan-
cial intermediaries.

BANKS VERSUS NON-BANK FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

The classical distinction between banks and non-
bank financial intermediaries has become a subject
of avid discussion in modern literature. Bankers

have always been anxious to point out that they
cannot create money and that there is no essential
difference between their monetary activities and
those of their non-bank competitors.  Tobin accuses
elementary economics teachers of establishing in the
minds of students the erroneous concept that bankers
can create money "by the stroke of the bank presi-
dent's pen when he approves a loan and credits the
proceeds to the borrower's checking account.  Perhaps
the greatest moment of triumph for the elementary
economics teacher is his exposition of the multiple
creation of bank credit and bank deposits"3. Tobin
recognizes certain differences between commercial
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banks and other financial intermediaries but their
differences are of degree, not of kind, and areunrelated to the quality of bank deposits as money.

His views are shared by the Canadian RoyalCommission on Banking and Finance, which states:"If  an  institution' s own liabilities  are  not  an
accepted means of payment, it must be,prepared likeany other lender to give the borrowers cash, whichfor it may be either currency or demand deposits atsome other institution. At the end of the trans-action the institution will not be any larger:  it
will merely have altered the structure of its assets,exchanging cash for a claim on the borrower.  It isclear that institutions of this sort can expand onlyif they succeed in selling more liabilities in
exchange for cash and use this new cash to acquireearning assets.  If the lender is a bank, whose own
deposit liabilities are money and therefore accept-able to the customer as a means of payment, it mayinitially grant a loan or buy an asset by creditingthe customer's account.  At this stage the bank willhave expanded without actually losing any cash,
although the ratio of its cash holdings to totalliabilities will have declined.  However, this isnot the end of the transaction for it is very prob-able that the customer wanted money not to hold butto spend on some real or financial asset.  As hedraws on his deposit account most, if not all, ofthese payments will be made to customers of otherdeposit institutions and the bank will therefore
lose cash reserves - which for a bank are currencyand deposits at the Bank of Canada.  The bank, likeany other institution, has acquired an earning assetat the cost of losing another asset, cash reserves,
while the accompanying reduction in its depositsleaves its liabilities the same as they were before.Indeed, any institution can if it chooses temporarilyexpand by opening an account on its books in settle-ment for a new loan or investment, but whether ornot it is a bank it will sooner or later have
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to give up cash and revert to its previous size,
although with a changed portfolio of assets.

The conditions which apply to an institution

issuing money claims are thus fundamentally the same
as those under which other institutions operate, even
though the cash for which the former competes may be
currency and deposits at the central bank rather than
currency and the deposits of other institutions.  No
institution can expand its size unless it competes
successfully in the business of persuading the public
to give it more cash in exchange for holding more of
the institution's liabilities. It follows that the
distinction sometimes made between institutions
described as channels through which funds pass from
the lenders to borrowers and institutions which
'create credit' is misleading"4.

The Commission, in its recommendations to the
Governor General in Council, suggests that the Bank
Act be amended so that it will "apply to a wider
group of deposit-taking institutions and that those
not covered by the Act be explicitly prohibited from
engaging in banking"5.

Gurley and Shaw were probably the first to ques-
tion the difference between banks and non-bank

intermediaries.  They erased from the chartered banks
the image that they were the creators of money, by

reasoning that the creation of credit "in any period
depends not on the banks' role in administering the
payments machinery but instead on the preference of
spending units for deposits and currency to hold as
against other financial assets to hold"o.    This
places the banks' creative ability on one line with
its non-bank counterparts.  Both groups of institu-
tions share in the channeling function, or as the
authors stated: "The fact that other intermediaries
make use of the payment mechanism, which the banks
administer, has sometimes been interpreted to mean
that other intermediaries have the inferior role of
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brokerage in loanable funds while the banks have the
superior role of creation of loanable funds.  Both
types of institution, on the contrary, are loanable-
fund brokers"7. Briefly, this theory states that
funds, available to borrowers, are created by units
who prefer to exchange their surpluses for the vari-
ous liabilities of financial institutions. Deficit

units borrow the loanable funds accumulated by surplus
units. The former issue debt notes of their own and
the latter buy and hold these debt notes which become
their financial assets in exchange for surplus
savings.  The creation of loanable funds is taken

care of by surplus units.  The Gurley-Shaw thesis
refers to this as 'direct external financing' to
distinguish it from 'indirect external financing',
which implies that surplus units offer their loanable
funds to financial intermediaries. These units do
not have to employ intermediaries but they may prefer
to do so for greater security, as the risk of default
by the deficit units rests with the financial inter-
mediary.  This serves as an encouragement to the
surplus unit to let others take advantage of his
surplus savings.  The experience and risk diversifi-

cation enables financial intermediaries to charge a
possibly lower interest rate to the borrower than
would be the case in direct external finance with one
individual or business dealing. with another.      By
accepting the offer these institutions issue a debt
in exchange for an asset.  That does not complete the
business transaction, for they, in turn, will offer
assets to deficit budgets in exchange for a debt
statement.  When this three-way transaction is com-
pleted, two units have a debt, namely the financial
intermediary to the surplus unit and the deficit
unit to the financial intermediary.  The former is an
indirect debt, the latter a direct debt.  At the same
time, two units have an asset, the financial inter-
mediary has a direct asset and the surplus unit an
indirect asset.  In other words, without financial
intermediaries there would have been one direct debt
and one direct financial asset. By using the
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services of financial intermediaries, there are two
debts and two financial assets.

r- -
4'

One can hardly take issue with the Gurley-Shaw
thesis with respect to the institutions active in
the field of consumer credit. All the lenders enu-
merated under the first and second group try to
medi ate between surplus units and deficit units.  One
could even go beyond this point and include retailers,
department stores and oil companies, which constitute
the third group.  One of the signatories of the
Radcliffe report, Professor Sayers, in dealing with
alternative sources of credit, states: "Nor should
we limit the range to firms ordinarily regarded as
financial intermediaries. Among firms whose main
activity is manufacturing or trading, most do a great
deal of lending and borrowing:  they extend 'trade
credit' to their customers and they take 'trade
credit' from their suppliers...The distinction
between banks as creators of credit and to other

firms as users or intermediaries in the monetary
field is if not completely false at least misleading.
tom the point of view of the pressure of effective
demand, the crucial step is that which increases the
power to acquire goods and services, on the part of
people inclined to exercise it immediately; and banks
are by no means the on y firms to place this power
in the hand of others" •

The Gurley-Shaw thesis deserves merit for exposing
the relationship between banks and other financial
intermediaries and for criticizing the classical
fallacy that a chartered bank's ability to create
deposits is limited by the legal cash reserve only.
However, the fact that both banks and non-banks
intermediaries can create liabilities does not
necessarily imply that essentially they cannot be
di fferent. Neither is it correct to say that loan-
able funds can be created by surplus units only.
Beauvois rightly points out that the essential
difference lies in the ex post and ex ante existing
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of savings9.  The Gurley-Shaw thesis is a typical
ex post concept.  In an equilibrated economy, allsavings at the end of an income period may be offered
by surplus units via banks to deficit units.  However,
savings can also have an induced character, that is
that those savings may find their origin in increased
incomes resulting from investments effectuated by
deficit units.  Intermediaries can only channel
savings into loans.  By accepting deposits they
accept liabilities for which they hope to find
borrowers so that their liabilities can be turned
into earning assets.  Commercial banks can create
interest yielding assets first, and savings willfollow as a result of this transaction.

Tobin admits that a bank can make a loan by
writing up its deposit l abilities, while a savingsand 1pan association, for example, cannot satisfy a
mortgage borrower by crediting him with a shareaccount.  The association must transfer means of pay-
ment to the borrower; its total liabilities do not
rise along with its assets.  Tobin acquiesces that
the chartered banks have this ability, but he adds:"for not more than a fleeting moment ... Borrowers do
not incur debt in order to hold idle deposits, any  more than savings  and loan shares"lo. By conceding
that banks can write up deposit liabilities, Tobin
dissents from the Gurley-Shaw contention that only
surplus units can create loanable funds.

The Canadian Royal Commission on Banking and
Finance as well as Tobin overstate the facts when
they contend that payments made by banks' customers
are mostly, if not all, made to clients of other
deposit institutions.  It is true that non-bank
financial intermediaries weaken the liquidity posi-tion of the chartered banks and that deficits on the
country's balance of payment may further jeopardize
this liquidity.  The fact remains that in Canada the
cash leak of the banking system is rather small andthat most reserves, temporarily lost, return to the
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banking system.

An injection of additional cash reserves into the

economy following the purchase of assets by the

central bank will not likely end up entirely with the

chartered banks.  When other deposit taking institu-

tions are successful in enticing people to buy more

of their liabilities, the need for higher liquidity

will also rise.  Instead of returning all the cash

money to the banking system, a certain amount will
Stay with the near banks.  Consequently, the banks

cannot monopolize the entire addition of cash and

will certainly have to compete with the near banks

for the public's favour.  The banks remain in the

advantageous position in that their cash addition is

high powered money.  If the banks were not handicapped
by the ceiling rate clause, their competitive position

would certainly improve, but under the present system
the possibility is not excluded that the banks, under

certain conditions, lose more cash reserves to the

near banks than the addition to their own liabilities.

The near banks which operate in the field of consumer

credit do not constitute a real threat to the banks'

cash reserves.  The trust companies are making seri-

ous infiltrations into the Canadian banking system.

Since their activities do not involve consumer credit,

this problem can here be ignored, though it is con-
ceded that there is indirect relation in that mort-

gage financing cannot be regarded as alien to consumer

credit, as defined in this book.

CONSUMER CREDIT INSTITUTIONS AND THE MONEY SUPPLY

From a monetary point of view, the three groups

of consumer credit institutions differ with respect
to the nature of their liabilities, liquidity and

response to monetary policy.  If the public is
willing to accept liabilities created by non-bank
financial intermediaries as means of payment,  such
liabilities bear all essential elements of money and

can therefore be regarded as such.  If the public
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would not show any preference far one kind of liabil-
ity over another, it could be said that any liability
could qualify as a means of payment.  Whether or not
the public has economic motivatic>,1 for accepting a
liability of the central bank rather than, for exam-
ple, one issued by a credit union or sales fi nanc e

company is irrelevant here.  The liquidity of an
asset remains an important factor, and, in a given
situation, cash money, being the most liquid asset
of all, may have preference over near money or lia-
bilities of longer maturity.

The difference between these liabilities is one
of degree, and where to draw the line between lia-
bilities that may be identified as money and those
which do not qualify depends on a number of variables
which need not be discussed here. Liabilities of
chartered banks are readily accepted as means of pay-
ment, but this cannot be said of liabilities issued
by, for example, a sales finance conipony. Chartered
banks can create ex ante savings, an ability denied
to non-bank financial intermediaries which are what
their nanze indicates, intermediaries between surplus
units and deficit units. When the liabilities of
these intermediaries ax'e accepted by the public as
a means of payment the money volume is expanded when
surplus units resort to indirect external financing.
For, in such instances, two liabilitj.es are created
which are identifiable as money.

Consumer credit, as a component of the money
stock, includes liabilities issued by commercial
u:.nlcs,    and,    to a lesser degree, by institutions
which make it their practice to accept deposits which
can be transferred on customers' order. To the latter
group belong Quebec Savings Bank, credit unions, and
caisses populaires. The quantitative ability to
create means of payments or near monies differs sub-
stantially. The position of the chartered bairts ill
Canada is much stronger than that of the near banks
because the latter group depends heavily on the
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clearing facilities of the chartered banks.

The  expalloion  of  the  liability  or  near  money
volume created by the iricluuion of non-financial
intermediaries depends on three factors:

a) The amount of cash reserves which is drained
from the commercial banking systein.

b) The percentage of reserves that non-financial
intermediaries hold against their liabilities.

c) The proportion of return flows.

Cash Drain

The intermediaries w-1.11 likely hold some cash,
so as to provide depositors with cash money if they
should decide to withdraw all or part of their de-
posits.  As the creation of bank deposits, in Canada,
is  not  on].y  limited  hy  the  demand  but  also  by  the
eight per cent legal cash reserve the cash money now
held by the intermedi.aries curtails the banks' abil-
j. ty to satisfy tlie demand for loans, to buy treasury
bills or otlier interest bearing assets.  On the otlier
hand, tliese i.nterinediarics ai·e not allowed to use
their cash holdings to create: deposits. Without
these intermediaries the cash money would be distrib-
uted between commercial banks and  public,   and  the
contraction or expansicn would be caused oiily by
changes   in public's desire   to hold banknotes.      With
the  existence  of  a  third  }tolder,   the non-bank inter-
mediaries, tlie cash holdings of the chartered banks
depend on changes in cash holdings of two bodies,
namely, public and intermediaries.

' Reserve

The percentage of reserves that intermediaries
prefer to hold against their created liabilities also
has a bearing on the money volume.  When any deposi-

tor, say for reason of convenience or because they
can make a higher return, decides to switch his
deposits from the chartered bank to an intermediary,
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he wil] draw a check on the former j.n f';tvour of the
latter.  The intermediary may wish to increase its
cash holdings following this increase i.n liabilities.
It will deposit the check in a chartered bank afterdeducting a certain amount of cash. The bank may
now have to liquidate other liabilities, because its
cash holdings have been reduced. The reduction in
total bank liabilities could conceivably be greaterthan  the newly created liability  by the intermediary.However, let us assume that the entire enount of the
check is deposited with the bank, and that the finan-
cial position of the latter has changed only the
depositors' list of the bmik.  In this case, total
liabilities will be increased by the amount of theliabilities created by the intermediary and, the
money volume expands by the same amount.

Under section 55 of the Bank Act, Quebec Savings
Banks must hold a cash reserve equal to 5 per cent
in Bank of Canada notes or chartered bants depositsat all times. Although this section .does not apply
to caisses populaires and credit unions their
deposits are chequable and prudence may 1·equire that
they hold a certain percentage of their liabilitieswith the chartered banks so as to meet thcir direct
liabilities  against the depositors. This reserve
reduces the use of their liabilities to the full
extent and, consequently, the money vo].ume is onlyincreased  by that portion  of the intermediaries'
liabilities which need not be kept in reserve.

Return Flow

Another factor which has a bearing on the volume
expansion of money is the return flow.  The decision
of the bank's customer to transfer his account to an
intermediary enabled the creation of new and added
liabilities. The issuing of checks in favour of the
bank's clients would return the deposits to the bank,
thus cancelling out the first transfer.  If therecipients of these cliecks are depositors of the
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intermediary, the cancellation will not take place.

Smuldersll has worked out mathematically, for a
number of cases, the amount.of credit expansicn wlien
transfers of assets are made between financial insti-
tutions.  His work will undoubtedly satisfy those
readers who are i.nterested i.n more detailed infor-
mation.  For our purpose, it suffices to conclude
that the volume of liabilities accepted by the public

as means of payment can expand following the estab-
lishnent of near-bank intermediaries. Further, of
all consumer credit institutions only those which
make up the first Group can expand or ccntract the

money  volume.

CONSUMER CREDIT INSTITUTIO:iS AND THE MONEY VELOCITY

The emphasis on the various aspects of modern
monetary policy has undergone a transition. Whereas

the stock of money used to be regarded as the greatest
concern of monetary policy, modern literature is
seeking the cure for an overheated economy more in
the   direction  of   the money velocity  than its volume.
Alsc, the Radcliffe Report, which attacks the still
widely held view that an overheated economy, resulting
frcm an unwarranted expansion of aggregate demand,
can best be checked by contracting the money volume,
places the emphasis on the state of liquidity of the
whole economy. The report does not clearly define
this torm but it reluctantly admits that what it has
said about this liquidity might a].so be expressed in
terms of the concept of the velocity of money.  "The
fact that spending is not limited by the amount of
money  in  existence  is sometimes argued by reference
to the velocity of circulation of money...We have not
made more use of this concept because we cannot find
any reason for supposing, or any experience in mono-

tary history indicating, that there is any limit to
the velocity of circulation; it is a statistical
concept that tells us nothing directly of the moti-
vation that influences the level of total demand.
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An analysis of liquidity, on the other hand, directsattention to the behaviour and decisions that dodirectly influence the level of total demand"12.

One is bound to create confusion when the concept
of velocity is contrasted with that of liquidity.
From the Radcliffe Report it appears that by 'in-
creased liquidity of the economy' is meant that in a
well developed financial system, with various finan-cial institutions and forms of credit, a more intensive
use can be made of the existing money stock than is
the case in an economy with a lesser developed finan-
cial system.  However this, in my view, is tantamount
to saying that in the former system the money velocity
is higher.

4

It is further difficult to believe that the
velocity of money has no limit.  A change from long
to short term holdings increases the money velocity
and liquidity, but one can hardly conceive of a
situation in which all long term investments areconverted into short terms. Neither is the situation
comprehensible that all cash holdings would become
transaction balances.  Moreover, an unlimited veloc-
ity of money would render monetary policy and

, ultimately discount policy ineffective.  Consumer
lending institutions work conducively to increase
velocity and liquidity, but they are certainlylimited.

13Beauvois, in his earlier cited article  , statesthat non-financial intermediaries by their mere
existence augment the overall liquidity degree ofthe economy, which means an increase in the velocity
of circulation of the money stock.  Their assets are
more liquid than their liabilities.  If these inter-mediaries would not perform the brokerage function
between units with a surplus budget and those withdeficit budget, direct finance transactions would be
implemented only when terms of surplus and deficit
units would be identical.  All intermediaries,
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financial as well as non-financial, accept liabil-
ities from surplus units, and, by holding a minimum
liquidity reserve against these liabilities, they
are able to let their borrowers make a more intensive
use of their assets than would otherwise be the case.
So, for example, is the issuing of long term notes,
a common form of fund raising by Canadian sales
finance companies, and the short term loans to
clients create the possibility of using existing
balances of surplus units more intensively.  Even
short term notes are turned into long term liabil-
ities through careful staggering of their maturity,
and this attracts funds which would otherwise remain
idle.  By offering considerably higher interest rates
than,commercial banks pay to their depositors, idle
money will become effective and the range of maturi-
ties, which suits almost every potential investor,
puts more money into the hands of finance companies
and, to a lesser extent, of small loan companies
than would be the case without the existence of these
institutions.  It may even be said that these inter-
mediaries encourage saving more than commercial banks
doo  Due to the latters' limitations under the ceiling
rate provision, their interest rates on deposits are
little encouragement for increased savings, whereas
the consumer credit institutions offer interest rates
which are sometimes a manifold of the bank rates.
The velocity of money is related to balances held

for liquidity or for other purposes, and it is
reflected in the money transfers between accounts.
All consumer credit institutions, except department

stores, retailers and oil companies gather funds
from surplus units and make them available to others.
In the process they activate idle balances and at
the same time they offer surplus units financial
assets which are near liquid, thus increasing the
entire liquidity of the economy.  These balances are
usually very active, because they satisfy a need for
transaction balances, and have a quick turnover.

Institutions of the third group stimulate aggre-
gate demand by allowing customers to acquire goods
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and services without having to pay for them with
current income.  This may create higher incomes so

that buyers can repay out of future income, created
by their own increased consumption and temporarily
financed by retailers or their credit suppliers.

Velocity is also related to aggregate demand.
In the upward phase of the business cycle, when
business activity rises, accounts become more active.
Some consumers' accounts are sufficient to match
increased activity, while others may reduce idle
balances to a minimum. But for a number of accounts
neither of these possibilities may be practicable,
and consumer credit can be employed to bridge the
temporary insufficiency.  The effect of this bridging
on the economy is not always of a mitigating char-
acter.  Some accounts, most noticeably those iden-
tified with durables, have a cyclical influence and
move in the same direction as the general business

cycle.  Balances of small loan companies, on the
other hand, are associated more with deficit finan-
cing and become active during declines in disposable
income, while the other lenders are active in both
fields, capital and deficit financing.  It may
therefore be concluded that all consumer credit
institutions in Canada exert an influence on the
country's active money circulation, some more through
their ability to expand or contract the stock of
money and others by modifying the money velocity or
liquidity.  Chartered banks are in the favourable
position in that they are able to create deposits
before receiving assets, and, as suppliers of funds
to other consumer credit lenders, they can enlarge
their activities at the expense of their competitors.
Despite their ceiling rate the chartered banks have
successfully pursued such policy, which has its
limitations.  The other members of group one, credit
unions, caisses populaires and Quebec Savings Banks
issue liabilities which are considered as a means
of payment and their monetary faculties are more
identified with the stock of money than with its
velocity.
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Members of the second group, sales finance, small
loans, and life insurance companies, are not endowed
with the privileges of near-banks, but, as intermedi-
aries between surplus and deficit units, they exer-
cise considerable influence on the economy's liquidity.
The monetary faculties of the third group are rather

weak.  Although department stores, retailers and oil
companies defer payments and lessen the need for

money under given circumstances, their influence on
monetary conditions is rather negligible.

CONSUMER CREDIT INSTITUTIONS AND MONETARY POLICY

The sensitivity of the various consumer credit

institutions to the Bank of Canada's monetary policy
differs widely.  As the Bank's activities concerned
with the supply of money are especially effective in
the short run, it is reasonable to suspect tliat its
influence over the banks and near-banks are greater
than over those lenders which are only indirectly

affected by quantitative measures.

Group One

Of the four institutions which belong to the
first group, only the activities of the chartered
banks and Quebec Savings Banks are regulated by the
Bank Act and respond more to the central bank's
policy than credit unions and caisses populaires.

The Royal Commission on Banking and Finance

reported about the Quebec Savings Banks: "Savings
bank deposit business has been responsive to changes
in credit conditions, the changes in the growth rate
matching those in the chartered bank's personal
savings deposits quite closely in both amplitude and
timing ...On the other hand, cycles in the structure
of assets have been much less pronounced than for
the chartered banks, largely because the savings
banks do not lend to business, whose credit demands
vary so widely.  In periods when the growth of
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deposits falls off, the savings banks have liquidated
securities on the modest scale necessary to continue
increasing their mortgage and loan investment,although   at a somewhat reduced rate"14. According
to the commission, the response of caisses populaires
to monetary policy is rather limited. "Their depos-
its are a close substitute for chartered bank savings
deposits ... They have been growing a good deal more
rapidly than bank deposits, but in periods such as
1956-57 and 1959, when the Bank of Canada was bringing
pressure to bear on the financial system, the growth
rate fell noticeably"15. Since these institutions
follow a very conservative policy and account for
only one third of one per cent of total consumer
credit outstanding, they can not be regarded as an
impairing factor of monetary policy.

Canadian chartered banks' involvement with con-

sumer credit is of a direct nature, insofar as they
grant personal loans to consumers; furthermore, they
are still an important money supplier to the four
main extenders of consumer credit: sales finance
companies, small loan companies, department stores
and retailers. If the banks would establish their
own non-bank financial intermediaries, they would
seriously impair the central bank's control over
their activities, as through the creation of addi-

tional liabilities the money volume could easily be
expanded.

The techniques of the various means:  legal cash
reserve requirements, open market policy, moral
suasion, and discount policy, which the Bank of
Canada can employ to control the quantitative credit
creation of the chartered banks, need not be dis-
cussed here.  Suffice to say that the banks' response
to the monetary conditions pursued by the Bank is
very sensitive.  The problem which presents itself

here is the credit allocation by the banks.  As was
reported earlier, since 1958, a substantial shift
has taken place in the consumer credit sector from
the sales finance companies to the chartered banks.
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This has strengthened the Bank's position as its
influence over the sales finance companies is of an
indirect nature.  The banks' charges on personal
loans are almost twice as high as the ceiling inter-
est rate of six per cent.  Whether or not this is
legally valid is not to be discussed here.  As long
as this situation prevails the possibility that too
much money will flow to the consumer credit sector
at the expense of other sectors is far from illusive.

Especially under conditions of tight money, when
credits become progressively more transfer credits,
such a situation can easily develop.

Deposits with caisses populaires, as of ultimo
1961, were as high as 5735 million and, although

chequable and widely used, their annual turnover is
but two and one half times.  However, they are mostly
used for other than consumer credit purposes.  Where-
as deposits make up 87.5 per cent of total liabilities,

personal loans, which are their only form of consumer
credit, accounted for less than seven percent of
total assets (see table 4-7).  Consequently, both

consumer credit balances and their velocity are
rather insignificant, and the Bank of Canada's con-
trol over their operations makes any fear of an
undue expansion of consumer credit unwarranted.

The least sensitive of the four mentioned finan-
cial institutions to changes in the country's credit
conditions are the credit unions.  As was reported
in chapter four, their dependence on assistance from
the chartered banks is very limited and their main
source of funds is the sale of shares which are not
interest elastic.  They are associated with the
membership in the credit union and, though redeemable,
members consider them as long term savings.  The
Royal Commission observes:  "It is worth emphasizing
that the limited sensitivity to monetary policy
shown by the credit unions does not stem from the

fact that they do not carry cash reserves at the
Bank of Canada but from the fact that funds flow to
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them in response to factors other than just prices
and yields.  Even if they were required to hold
reserves at the central bank, their position would
not alter since the initial effects of central bank
action on cash reserves spread through the financial
system in response to price and yield changes.  The
less important are price factors alone in the compe-
tition of funds, the weaker will be the initial
impact  of that action  on any institution"16.

The   Commission' s remark that "their position
would not alter" is not very convincing, as the
central bank has other means of exerting its influ-
ence than through discount policy.  It seems correct
to say, however, that control of the numerous credit
unions by the central bank would be unfeasible.

Credit unions' involvement with consumer credit
is much larger than that of caisses populaires, -
eleven per cent as against one and one half percent
of total balances outstanding.  Credit unions' lia-
bilities in the form of deposits were but a modest
878 millions or twelve per cent of total, but their
turnover is from 15 to 40 times a year, and personal

loans constitute some 65 per cent of total assets
(see table 4-7).  Their creative ability in the con-

sumer credit field is growing in importance, and,
because they operate almost independently from bank
credit and employ more favourable rates for deposi-
tors and borrowers, their response to changes in the
country's credit conditions is rather inelastic.

Group Two

Central bank's policy is not so much concerned

with the supply of money as with the creation of the
proper credit conditions, under which an economic
policy can thrive.  However effective the Bank of
Canada's policy is with regard to the creation of
the volume of consumer credit, it has not always
been effective to control the activities of the sales
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finance companies and small loan companies.  Refer-
ence was made in the fourth chapter to the failure
of the Bank in 1956, to reach agreement with the

sales finance companies when the economy was near
the stage of overheating.  The Bank's influence has
been strengthened by the relative increase of the
chartered banks in the total volume of consumer
credit.  Under present conditions, the chartered
banks are the main base on which the central bank

can operate to exercise influence on the members of
this second group.  This base can easily prove to
be too narrow when the demand for credit exceeds the
supply.  The supply of funds can be increased by
borrowing from foreign sources, a possibility readily
open to ihe sales finance and small loan companies,
most of which are foreign owned.  Operating under a
system of fixed foreign exchange control, as Canada
has since the spring of 1962, such borrowing can
have serious repercussions during a tight money
situation and impair the Bank's efforts to produce
the desired credit conditions.  The six per cent
ceiling rate imposed on the chartered banks' loans
obliges them to allocate their resources by their
own decision rather than by interest rates' fluctu-
ations. Funds will flow to intermediaries which
offer higher returns and convenient conditions, and
a situation is created about which governor Rasminsky
must have been thinking when he stated before the
Royal Commission on Banking and Finance:  "Well, one
would commence to become worried, for reasons of
monetary control, at the point at which the base on
which you had to operate, that is the cbartered
banking system, was so small that you could not

through operating on that base exercise the influence
that you wanted to operate on credit conditions"17.

The price of credit is often an important factor

in determining the use of credit.  The demand for
consumer credit, however, is not interest elastic.
This encourages the chartered banks' competitors  to

increase interest rates on deposits received, in
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order to expand a small fraction of service charges
and finance companies can compensate j ncreased
interest cost by a quicker turnover of balances
during a tight money situation or by adding it to
their service charges.  Their increased activity

falls beyond the direct influence sphere of the Bank
of Canada.  Its influence is felt through the credit
squeeze of the chartered banks.  Initially, producers'
credit becomes scarcer as more money is channeled
through consumer credit institutions, but after the
first round this credit loses its earmark and is no
longer different from any other form of credit.
The total credit supply cannot be expanded unless

incomes continue to expand and savings to rise,
which under such restrained credit conditions is not
likely.  Although these conditions bear the elements
of their own eventual destruction, the inability of
the Bank to cope with such situations in its early
stage can easily overheat the economy.  Although the
restriction of the chartered bank's ability to
expand credit to consumers can give a desired relief
and strengthen the monetary authorities' hand, the
present situation, whereby the chartered banks alone
bear the brunt of a credit squeeze and become an
instrument for harnessing their own competitors, is
not very satisfactory.

The third member of this group, the life insur-
ance companies, have not shown any sensitivity to
changes in credit conditions, but their involvement
with consumer credit is of a nature which can hardly
be considered to have any inhibiting effect on credit
conditions or policy.  The same applies to the
members which constitute the third group.  As out-
lined before, their relation to monetary policy is
rather remote, though deferred payment could, to a
certain extent, be regarded as decrease in the
demand for credit.



CHAPTER NINE

REGULATION AND DISCLOSURE

It is not surprising that the increasin-ly
extensive Ilse of consumer credit has distill'T,er; those
interested and involved in the maintenance of thU.

well-being of their country's economy, and init.ir ted
discussions concerni ng its merits and Shortcl·1:1-; 11' '.6.
As is often the case guring such debates, the
opposing groups confine themselves to arguments
which merely reinforce their position while unier-
mining those of their opponents,  thus achi ovinf
few exclusive results.  Yet, the place occupi ed by
consumer credi t in the economic structure  of mpny
countries, and its relative importance among oiher
economic activities, has made it desirab]e to
examine the use of consumer credit ohjectively,
rather than approach it from a biased position.

Consumer borrowing and instalment buying are
more highly developed in Canada and the United
States than anywhere  in the world. Indeed,  thi.s
practice has become so common that their ec -omies
would experience  a  seri ous depression  if c: ; ei'
credit were abolished or seriously curtailed.  In
countries where consumer credit is 1 ess fi rrnl y

entrenched, a similar situation, although less
severe, would likely develop. It is, therefore,almost fruitless to consider the question of whethor
or not we shall have consumer credit, but rather
efforts should be concentrated on determininv
whether its use should be regulated and restri cted
or whether it should be left free to follow  its
own course.

As the situation exists today, the degree and

258
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complexity of consumer credit legislation appears to
be inversely related to the per capita amount of con-
sumer credit.  In Canada and the United States, rele-
vant regulations and restrictions are sparse, andpersistent efforts to re-enact legislation, such as
that in existence during the Second World War and the
Korean War, have been unsuccessful.  In most European
countries where the development of consumer credit isstill in its embryonic stage, 1 egislation is more
elaborate and comprehensive.  This is not too sur-
prising, if one considers that it is often easier
and more desirable to channel a new development than
to attempt to control and regulate a more mature one.
This does not mean to say that consumer credit regu-
lations in those European countries show a high
degree of uniformity, or that North America is the
only area without restrictions.  Germany and Sweden
are, too, practically free from regulations.

In most countries some legislation was necessary
to comply with existing statutes on ownership trans-
fer, buyers' protection and the like, but the main
difference centers around the controversy of quanti-
tative as opposed to selective credit control, even
though there are other arguments used by opponents
and proponents of consumer credit regulations.

SHOULD CONSUMER CREDIT BE REGULATED?

The implementation of consumer credit control
or regulation is to be considered as a vehicle to
achieve certain goals.  These goals, in turn, may
become instruments of other objectives, so that ahierarchical structure of causes and effects is
initiated.  For example, restrictions on the use
of consumer credit may be aimed at price stability,but the latter is used as a vehicle to obtain a
more equitable distribution of a country's economic
growth.  Instruments may be employed simultaneouslyin order to reach the same objective, in which case
the relative importance of each instrument becomes
important.  To prevent the cure from becoming worse
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than the ailment, it is further necessary to have

regard for the side effects which may be created.

The question worded in,such general terms as
above can hardly elicit an intelligent ansver.  No
two countries' economies are alike. The answer to

the   question  must be applied   to a given country.
First, however, it may be useful to list a number of
arguments which are usually cited and which are pro-
pounded in relevant literature.  Especially notorious

are those collected by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, which surveyed the viewpoints

of people from all walks of life, among which were
commercial banks, credit unions, and other financial
institutions engaged in consumer financing, manufac-

turers, large and small, retailers  in both durable

and non-durable goods, mail order companies, auto-

mobile dealers, light and power companies, consumer
groups, labour unions, and chambers of commerce.  In

Canada, among others, hearings were held by the

Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of
Commons and by the Royal Commission on the Cost of
Borrowing Money, Cost of Credit and Related Matters
in the Province of Nova Scotia. The Radcliffe Com-
mission convened hearings in the United Kingdom on

the same matter, as did the Committee on Consumer
Protectionl.  Similar committees were active in
other countries2.  Without attempting to be complete,

the  followj ng arguments are those most frequently
uited.

Reasons Against Regulations

a) Consumer credit control faces almost insur-
wopntable adininistrative difficulties with respect
to timing and enforcement.

b) Regulations are discriminatory against
businesses and people who derive benefit from the

For the fcoilloter of this chapter turn to pp. 306-8.
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use of consumer credit, whereas „some  may not be
affected at all.

c) There are self-controlling influences
inherent in consumer credit operations.  These
include the unwillingness of consumers to over-
burden themselves with debt and the demonstrated
discipline of businessmen to keep their own par-
ticipation in consumer credit on a sound basis.

d) Total volume of consumer credit is neither
large enough in relation to consumer demand nor
sufficiently pervasive in its influence on the

economy to justify a costly and difficult to enforce
control.

e) Present monetary measures have an effect on
all forms of credit, thus also consumer credit.  If
they prove to be inadequate, not just one relatively
insignificant area, but the entire monetary policy
should be reviewed.

f) Government interference is bound to create
disturbances with respect to production planning,
so that, instead of balanced growth, a negative
growth effect may be created.

g) Many of the advantages of consumer credit,
such as buying when the need arises, stabilizing
family incomes, taking advantage of temporarily
lowered prices, cannot be exploited.

Reasons Favouring Regulations

Those favouring regulations deny the validity

of most of the aforementioned arguments, and stress
the following points.

a) Consumer credit can create disturbances in

the general price level and the balance of payment.
Its control can regulate the demand so as to con-
duce and stabilize economic growth.

b) Complete freedom of choice as to terms has
encouraged unsound competitive business practices.
The various industries involved have not been able,
voluntarily, to police themselves sufficiently to
preclude a gradial increase in such practices.
Regulations of down payment and maturities on
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consumer credit are the only way to attain adequate
restraint.

c) Quantitative credit restrictions are dis-
criminatory, as they affect the entire economy and
may be detrimental to some industries or areas which
are in need of more financial support.  Selective
credit control can be aimed at those sectors where
the danger of overheating is acute.

d) Consumers need protection against high
pressure sales techniques and emotional buying.
They are too easily inclined to commit themselves

beyond their financial capacity and this over-
committing causes hardship and an economic loss for
all parties involved.

These pro and con arguments can be categorized

in four main groups.
1.  Effectiveness of control
2.  Discrimination
3.  Quantitative versus selective credit control

4.  Consumer protection against himself and his
lenders.

1. CAN CONSUMER CREDIT BE EFFECTIVELY CONTROLLED?

Opponents of credit control emphasize the dif-
ficulties associated with the regulation of consumer
credit, the main argument being that any effort to
control consumer credit encounters great adminis-
trative complications regarding timing and enforce-
ment.  Timing is important in any kind of policy,
and poor timing may easily defeat its own purpose
and aggravate the situation.  The variables which
must necessarily be considered are new credits and
repayments, savings, the multiplier and accelerator,
and consumers' consumption pattern.  The need for
control will arise when it becomes obvious that the
economy is reaching the limit of its effective

capacity.  But, as was explained in Chapter Five,
the turning points of the variables involved:  new
credits, repayments and, their resultant, balances
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outstanding, do not coincide, .so that a reduction
in new credit is not necessarily followed by a
negative addition to consumers' outlays; outstanding
balances may continue to rise (see periods 22-24 intable 5-2).  It is further necessary to predict the
peak turning point because, to make the regulations
effective in the downswing, careful timing of the
turning point is imperative.  It must further be
assumed that consumers do react to the easing of
credit conditions which, when buying is very seasonal,as is the case in Canada, cannot always be expected.
Good timing requires up-to-date statistical inform-
ation and a flexible adjusting system.  The instabil-
ity created by changes in the regulatinns should not
be underestimated.

It was further explained in Chapter Six that
expansion of consumer outlays has secondary effects,
and the accelerator principle especially will cause
distortions if a rise in consumer demand is suddenly
halted or reversed.  For obvious reasons, incorrect
timing affects the durable goods sector the most,
and, as the use of consumer credit lends stability
to this industry and makes future planning more
reliable, consumer credit control and its fluctu-
ations can have inhibiting consequences on this
stability.  The psychological effect of the timing
is also important and the Radcliffe Report emphasizesthe "once-for-all effect which tends quickly to
disappear". According   to the report, regulations
will reduce sales temporarily as buyers need mare
savings to meet new requirements; yet once thatlevel   has been reached, "average expenditure  per
month will revert to something like its old level,
reflecting the proportion of the nation's pay packet
that consumers habitually put aside for purchases ofthis type"3. Oliver disagrees with the report on
the grounds that, though this holds true to a certain
extent for downpayment requirements, shortening of
contract lens:}.would have a more lasting effect.
He argues convincingly that an increase in the deposits
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reduces repayments, instalments and outstandings,
while a decrease in contract length leaves repayments
unchanged, increases instalments and reduces out-
standings, so that the negative effect is accelerated.
Reducing contract duration also makes enforcement
more effective as shall be explained shortly, but it
should be observed that the greater effectiveness of
decreasing contract durations is impaired by a sub-
sequent increase in the money velocity.

This once-for-all effect could well prove to be

more efficacious in the long run than, as the
Radcliffe Report states, in the short run.  The im-
plementation of restrictions can easily increase the
demand for commodities from those buyers who do not
need consumer credit.  When the regulations are
meant to be anti-inflationary, advanced buying could
be considered as hedging, and, in the case of fear
of excess demand, immediate purchasing can spare the
buyer the inconvenience of a waiting period.

The reaction of savings is also important.
During the two periods of credit restrictions.in Canada,
savings increased rather sharply (see table 3-5)

which may be considered as an indication that restric-
tions on buying of certain commodities does not
necessarily lead to an entire diversion of the demand
to other commodities, but that the so-called 'dam
effect' is occasioned.  During upswings, especially
when excess capacity in the entire economy or in
certain industries has almost disappeared and the
magnifying effect of multiplier and accelerator is
gaining momentum, new credits should be curtailed.
The demand for consumer goods may be reduced and
the steadily increasing repayments will further con-

tribute to this reduction.  It is hoped that cash
balances, accumulated to meet with the downpayment
requirements, will not be diverted to other areas of
the economy and that the suppressed demand will not
vanish altogether.  As a dam accumulates water to
be used in the dry season, so consumer credit control

can be used to maintain the demand between the upswing
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and the downswing. This 'dam effect' was brought
about during the two periods in which restrictions
were in effect.  Savings accumulated during these
two terms, then dropped precipitously after restric-
tions had been removed. Since the demand was cur-
tailed by other measures, the influence of consumer
credit alone cannot be determined.  The imposition
of credit restriction had no immediate appreciable
effect until additional steps had been taken to limit
the demand, such as rationing in the first and tax
increases in the second period.

The success of timing can also be inhibited by
the course of buying habits.  Buying of durables in
Canada is very seasonal and is concentrated in the
spring, whereas retailers and department stores
enjoy their hey-days at the end of the year.  Only
a rigid timing program could be successful in bringing

about changes in this pattern and in disseminating
the demand for consumer credit more evenly over the
year.  There is always the possibility that consumers

may recourse to alternative sources, such as savings
or liquidation of assets.  This would not only defeat
the timing effect but become a serious threat to its
raison-d'etre.

Enforcement poses another problem.  Without an

adequate checking system, any kind of credit control
is liable to become farcical.  In Canada, the author-
ity to legislate is vested in two distinct bodies,

the federal government and the provincial governments,
and, although everyone's field of competence is

clearly defined, when it comes to application, con-
flicts arise which can lead to legal uncertainty and
differences in the regulations by various provinces4.

Requirements of downpayments are based on the

unrealistic assumption, especially in the trade of
new and used automobiles, that exact sales prices
are commonly known.  Moreover, the downpayment
requirements can be avoided by adjusting the price
of trade-in commodities.  Even when that gap can be
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plugged by computing the downpayment on the net
price arrived at by deducting the trade-in price
from the cash price, there still remains the alter-
native of using loan credit to make the downpayment.
Here again, the maximum contract duration is a more
reliable means than the downpayment requirements,
although circumvention still remains possible by

borrowing from one lender to repay another.

Another unsound condition existing in a controlled
system is the charge accounts of retailers and depart-
ment stores.  Downpayments are not required,and the
revolving credit system makes it practically impossible
to limit the duration of contracts. Such would

require an elaborate administration, and the extra
cost would far outweigh the desired effect.  Again,
if consumer credit is regulated from its inception,
the practices of these two groups of retailers could
be channeled so as to have a rigid and streamlined
credit system which fits into the control technique.
But, to expect retailers to change a widely accepted
credit technique in order to comply with temporary
measures would be impractical and costly.

It is not alleged here that problems encountered
by timing and the weaknesses in a controlled system
would be sufficient evidence to accuse selective
credit control of being ineffective or unrealistic.
Timing of other actions of monetary policy is also
difficult; inaeed, hardly any control system is per-
fect.  The decision required is one of choice between
the continual controlling of the use of consumer

credit and its unregulated movements, barring abnormal
economic conditions.

Disturbances caused by tightening or releasing

regulations will be less violent under permanent
control than when a free system is suddenly submitted
to restrictions, or when prevailing regulations are
entirely removed.  Timing under permanent control is
also less complicated because a country which decides
in favour of selective control in one sector will most
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likely compliment this with control over other credit
sectors, so that the economy is more centrally guided
than in countries which try to create the desired

conditions by quantitative control.  An intermittent
control system is rather difficult to enforce and,
with a view to the Canadian consumer credit system,
it may even be impractical.  As an emergency measure,
it has proven its effectiveness only when in co-
operation with other measures aimed at controlling
aggregate demand.  It will take considerable time to
synchronize the variables associated with consumer
credit and the production and inventory inflection
points, with the regulations imposed.  An immediate
success is rather doubtful and, unless the undesired
consequences originating in consumer credit are- 
important, persisting and of long duration, timing
and enforcement of restrictions seem hardly justified.

2.  DISCRIMINATION

The arguments used by the critics that regulating

consumer credit is discriminatory are without sub-
stance if not properly qualified.  It is readily
conceded that businesses which profit from the avail-
ability of consumer credit, such as the manufacturers
of durables, wholesalers and retailers and the con-
sumer credit lending industry itself, will be detri-
mentally and, it may be added, inadvertently affected
while other businesses remain indifferent.  However,
the same holds true for other government decisions.
Devaluation is also discriminatory, as are import
duties, subsidies, subventions, industrial incentives.
Even an increase in family allowance will benefit
some businesses more than others.

Quantitative credi.t control could be, under
given circumstances, more discriminatory than
selective credit control because a tight money
situation causes more hardship in depressed areas of
the country .r· for small industries which depend on
bank credit than it would for others. It is further

allowed that for young families and households with
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irregular incomes, credit restrictions and, especially,
shorter contract durations are more burdensome than
for others with alternative sources or who do not
need consumer credit.  But, for the same reason it
could be argued that a uniform price for essential
commodities is discriminatory against large families
or those with lower incomes.

It is difficult to conceive of any legislation
which does not have more consequences for some than
for others.  Any action taken by the government
should be weighed against the common good.  A great
English jurist and champion of liberty recorded in
his Institutes: 'interest reipublicae quod homines
conserventur', and this is still true for our con-
temporary problems.  If the interest of the society
necessitates that consumer credit should be regulated,
it is the duty of the authorities to see to it that
such regulations are implemented to have the greatest
effect with the least possible harm.

However, the discrimination argument becomes  very
convincing if properly qualified.  Why should a small
group of business people or consumers bear the brunt
of control measures aimed at releasing the strain on
the economy to which they have not been a contributing
factor, or to a very minor degree only?  If inflation
is caused by a general excess demand, it is hardly
fair to curtail the demand of some people, apart
from the question of whether an inflation can be
counteracted by reducing its symptoms rather than by
removing its real causes.  It may not always be
possible to distribute the burden equitably, such as
would be the case when defence production would cause
a shortage of supply, but there is little justice in
curtailing a certain kind of demand because it is
easily controlled.

3.  QUANTITATIVE VERSUS SELECTIVE CREDIT CONTROL

Quantitative credit control endeavours to impinge
on demand in an indirect way by creating credit
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conditions which exert pressure on aggregate demand.
Tightening or easing of credit conditions will
occasion changes in the availability of credit, in
the marginal efficiency of financial assets and in
the direction of the flow of money, with subsequent
results on aggregate demand.  Selective credit regu-
lations are aimed directly at a specific demand with-
out intending to exert restrictions on other types
of demand, though an indirect influence may not
always be avoidable.  It is desirous of influencing
the separate components of aggregate demand so as to
achieve greater stability in the economy and its
growth.

The effectiveness of quantitative credit control
as an inflationary weapon has come under serious
criticism.  The Radcliffe Report does not regard the
supply of money   as an unimportant quanti ty but views
it as only part of the wider structure of liquidityin the economy. The report states: "A decision   to
spend depends not simply on whether the would-be
spender has cash or 'money in the bank', although
that maximum liquidity is obviously the most favourable
spring board.  There is the alternative of raisingfunds either by sellj.ng an asset  or by borrowing"5.
The Commission on Money and Credit (Wilde Report)
summarizes its belief that "monetary policy is a
valuable and effective instrument of stabilizationpolicy"6. The Report prepared for the Joint Economic
Committee of the American Congress (Eckstein Report)
also shifts emphasis from volume to the rate of
velocity.  The committee recognizes the stabilizing
performance of monetary policy, but adds that it can
act effectively only if complemented with selectivecredit: "It appears  that the American economy  has
recently been characterized by downward price rigid-
ities in many of its sectors and that as a result
shifts of demand have in fact been a cause of infla-
tion.  This kind of inflation can be controlled by
monetary and fiscal policies only to the extent that
such policies can, by acting quickly and selectively,
forestall or minimize the shifts in demand. For
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example, controls on consumer credit which prevent
excessively rapid build-ups in the demand for durable
goods may help to minimize inflationary pressures,
while also preventing unsustainable expansions in
particular sectors which are likely to result even-
tually in collapse and unemployment"7. The Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System would like
to see a sound public and private fiscal policy which
would make. a peacetime authority to regulate con-
sumer instalment credit unnecessary.

Advokaat, who made a useful distinction between
quantitative, qualitative and selective credit con-
trol, has serious reservations about the effectiveness
of selective credit in a free economy8.  Batenburg,

in his dissertation, is less sceptical and considers
the immediate result of selective credit an important

argument in favour of its use9.  Again, Bosman belongs
to the opponents of selective credit and Friedman
advocates the simple rule "that the stock of money
be increased at a fixed rate year-in and year-out
without any variation in the rate of increase to
meet cyclical needs ,110 .  Neumark points out that the
authorities need not rely on quantitative credit
control alone.  Fiscal policy can be employed to
achieve price stability.  The government, as consumer
and investor, has attained such a dominant position
in the economy that it is often the cause of economic

disturbances.  Deficit budgeting or tax decreases
have more pronounced effect on aggregate demand than
consumer credit. "The minimum requirement   is   that,
in the case of creeping inflation, any fiscal meas-

ures which are likely to have expansionist effects
have   to be avoided or discontinued"ll. In contro-
versial questions, it is sometimes safest to walk
the middle road.  Mundell believes that fiscal policy
is the best instrument to achieve internal goals of
employment and price stability, whereas monetary
policy is best suited to achieve the external goals
of equilibrating the balance of payment12.

Lutz delineates a good picture of the disunity
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when   he   says:      "It is somewhat paradoxical   to   find
economists who, when questioned on the issue 'final
demand versus the interest rate', decide in favour
of final demand, and yet, when questioned on the
issue 'budgetary against monetary policy', opt with-
out hesitation for a budgetary policy on the groundsthat   it   does not interrupt the growth process"13.
Is it any wonder that it is said of economists that
if they were all laid end to end they still would
not reach a conclusion?  It certainly confirms that
economists form a clan and not a coherent movement.

These differences of opinion originate in the
complexity of present economic policy, which has four
main objectives:  rising productivity, a high and
stable level of employment, stable prices and a
sound external financial position.  The Royal Commission
on Banking and Finance recognizes that. although these
objectives are not fundamentally incompatible, short
term conflicts between the objectives will be unavoid-able. The report   says:       "the ' trade-offs' between
objectives - the cost and benefits of pursuing one
goal at the expense of another - can never be measured
only in economic terms because they involve apolitical and social consideration as well"14.  The
Radcliffe Report maintains an even more cautious
position   when   it   says: "The immoderate pursuit   of
one or several of these ends at the expense of
another may place an intolerable strain on the body
politic.  To pursue the other desirable objectives,
cost what it may in terms of unemployment, or to
sacrifice all reasonable stability of the value of
money in an attempt to realize the remaining objectives,
are examples of the ways in which society could bedisrupted"15. The Wilde Report is still more deter-
mined than the foregoing two reports.  It states
that: "... there is no basis for believins thatinflation is needed to stimulate growth"lb.

Inflation as an inevitable condition of a high

ievel of employment was also rejected by James Coyne,
former Governor of the Bank of Canada, when he wrote
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in his 1959 annual report to the Minister of Finance:

"...perhaps the greatest obstacle  to the proper use
of monetary policy is the spread of the theory that
democracies cannot have both high employment and stable

prices, that they inevitabl  have to choose betweenunemployment and inflation"17. A similar statement
was made by his successor, Louis J. Rasminsky, before
the Royal Commission on Banking and Finance:      "One
sometimes hears people say that they think there is
a conflict between price stability and the other
objectives of economic policy.  Much depends here on
what is meant by this use of the word 'conflict'.
It is certainly the case that what one might describe
as conflicting considerations enter into virtually
every decision on economic policy, but if the state-
ment is intended to mean that our economic system
is such that it is clearly impossible to achieve
price stability along with the other objectives

1that we seek, then I would not agree" 8. All these
authors consider conflicts among the economic objec-
tives of society inherent and they are prepared, if
circumstances warrant, to 'trade-off' modest infla-
tion in exchange for economic growth or for an equi-
librium in the country' s balance of payments.

Inflation and Economic Growth

The relation between inflation and economic
growth will be debated for some time to come.  Such
discussions may not remain unentangled by personal
sentiments.  Schumpeter once said that inflationary
policies somehow satisfy cravings of the human heart
which defy rational relation.  There are a host of
variables involved which may, under a given set of
circumstances, evidence a positive correlation
between inflation and growth and under different
conditions conclude a negative effect.  Inflation
can lubricate the intricate economic machinery and
activate economic resources which would otherwise
remain dormant or not be employed to the fullest
extent.  This is more applicable in the short than

in the long run and it occurs often when circumstances
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are of a psychological more than of an economic
nature.  It is the responsibility of the economic
policy makers to weigh the sacrifices against the
results.

I do not agree with the contention that inflation
is a condition of economic growth and I view with
serious doubt the doctrine that, generally speaking,
inflation nurtures economic growth.  Van Berkum,
formulating his views on the conflict:  full employ-
ment and price stability, states that both objectives
can be achieved simultaneously.  He points out that
Keynesian economists are inclined to overemphasizethe importance of full employment19.

In this connection it is interesting to read also
the conclusion of a study commissioned by the New
England Business Review and published in their 1965
issue.  Anderson inquired into the relationship
between inflation and growth in fifteen highly devel-
oped countries.  The rate of change in consumer
prices was used as the measure of inflation, which
for that purpose was quite acceptable.  The difference
between the country's actual increase and the increase
which would be expected on the average for a country
with its per capita production level was taken as
growth measure, thus making the growth index relative
rather than absolute.  The conclusion is that very
little association exists between price rises and
economic growth and that price stability is a propi-
tious environmental factor of growth, though far
from a sufficient condition.  A six-year period from1957 to 1963 was selected but the report states that
a longer period starting in 1949 produced almost
identical results20.

There is certain to be some amount of arbitration
in such data, a fact which makes precise conclusions
debatable.  However, the results of Anderson's study
are congruent with those of the report of the United
States Commission on Money and Credit (Wilde Report).The latter concludes that: "evidence covering a wide
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range of periods and many countries shows that with
price increases from zero to 6 per cent per year,

there is no appreciable association between the rate
of growth and the rate of price change.  As a broad
generality, countries with declining prices or with
rates of price increases greater than 6 per cent

appear to have lower growth rates than those operating
within those limits. This record does not mean that
there is no relationship between economic growth and

rate of price change.  It does mean that within the
range indicated, the relation is not sufficiently
strong or stable to stand out against the variety of
other factors affecting  the  rate of growth"21.

Effectiveness of Quantitative Control

The preamble of the Bank of Canada lists among

its objectives "...to mitigate by its influence
fluctuations in the general level of production,
trade, prices and employment, so far as may be possi-
ble  within the scope of monetary action".     This  mone-
tary action is not confined to the regulation of the
money supply alone, however important this may be,
but also comprises financial policies of the govern-
ment, fiscal measures, debt management and discount
policy.  Governor Rasminsky once stated:  "...there
is considerable scope for varying the way in which
fiscal, debt management, and monetary policies are
combined, and it may very well be desirable at times
to alter the 'mix' by relying more heavily on some
of these policies than on others to achieve the
desired goals"22. Through one or a combination of
open market operations, cash reserve requirements,
discounts policy and moral suasion, the central bank
seeks to exert influence on credit conditions in
order to maintain the amount of money and credit at
a level which guarantees a high degree of price
stability, or to create such a situation.

The quantitative control technique, which influ-
ences the economy in a general manner, relies heavily

upon both market mechanism and responses to the various
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central bank techniques by lenders and borrowers.
Even when the market mechanism is not seriously
impaired by rigidities and imperfections so that its
responses conform with the intentions of the central
bank, the most that can be expected is that the
overall monetary conditions will be controlled.
However, when circumstances and special problems of
particular industries or economic areas call for a
more refined program of monetary management, quanti-
tative controls may prove to be ineffective and in
order to serve the economy most beneficially, authori-
ties may have to resort to selective control tech-
niques.  The effect of existing arrangements for
housing finance in Canada is an example of selective
credit control.  The government, through Central
Mortgage and Housing, provides money to builders of
new homes to facilitate the flow of funds to the

building sector by guaranteeing mortgages granted by
approved lenders.  This form of selective control,
however is not always of a restrictive nature, as

it is often aimed at expanding the flow of mortgage
money.

Of more interest for our purposes is selective
control with regard to consumer credit.  Through
variations in the legal requirements as to downpay-
ments and contract duration, the monetary authorities
can influence the expansion and contraction of con-
sumer credit.  This method is presently emrloyed in

a number of countries and was also employed as an
emergency measure in North America during the Second
World War and the Korean hostilities. To create a
more effective control some countries have instituted

further controls over the financial operation of non-
bank financial intermediaries, by restricting their
borrowing capacity, their issuance of shares, or
their acceptance of saving deposits.  As long as the
economy is not nearing the point of its maximum

effectiveness, there is little reason to discourage
consumption, except when structural demand changes
occasion a serious threat to economic equilibrium,
a danger which in Canada has not been imminent for
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some time.  When the limits of overheating are
drawing near and the inflationary pressure is accu-
mulating,*it.requires great skill and restraint to
maintain a growing economy without inflation.

Which trade-off policy should be followed depends
upon the prevailing economic conditions.  The money

may have a tendency to flow to those consumer credit
lenders who have flexible interest rates, and the
money velocity may rise simultaneously.  It will
become a real challenge to monetary policy to counter-
act such movements. In so far as these lenders are

dependent upon bank credit, monetary restrictions can
be effective. This effectiveness weakens as these
institutions are successful in making themselves
more independent of the chartered banks by placing
new issues of securities, drawing on foreign associ-
ates or money markets, or accepting deposits from
savers and institutional investors.

The preceding chapter examines the responsiveness
of the various consumer credit lenders to the Bank
of Canada's monetary policies.  It explains why the
consistently increasing direct and indirect involve-
ment of the chartered banks strengthens the position
of the Bank, despite the fact that the banks' ceiling
rate inhibits the contribution of the interest level
in removing the strain.  When the Bank abandoned the
floating discount rate system in 1962, and adopted
tl.e more effective independent discount policy, it
strengthened the control over the money market.  It
is doubtful, however, that this will have a signifi-
cant bearing on the activities of the consumer credit
lending industry.

It is not possible to design a trade-off policy
that would be most effective under all circumstances.
The Radcliffe Report relies heavily on movements in
interest rates and believes  that  "...if they could
be uninhibited in their manipulation of interest

rates, the authorities would have Eowerful influenceon the entire liquidity position"2/. Such recommendations
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would be more effective in the United Kingdom than
in Canada, where banks operate under a ceiling rate
clause. The effectiveness of the interest level in
our country is further impaired by the free accessi-
bility to the United States markets.

Quantitative credit control can be more effective
in a country like Canada, where the central bank
deals with eight privately owned banks, than in a
country with numerous independent banks.  Ervin Miller,
who, like R.S. Sayers endorsed consumer credit regu-
lations, more specifically with reference to national
debt financing and low interest rate policy, listsas one argument in favour of selective controls
"...the ability of regulating commercial banks which
are outside the Federal Reserve System"24.

The Royal Commission on Banking and Finance hasconducted a case study of credit restraint in 1958-
1960; although it holds some reservations as to the
results of this survey, it concludes: " ...it appears
unlikely that the direct effect on consumption of
the increase in interest rates or reductions in the
availability of credit was of major importance during
the period, particularly since only a small propor-
tion of total consumption (excluding housing) is
financed on credit.  However, it is important to note
that even if the short-run direct effect on consump-
tion of a change in credit conditions is small, any
decline in income arising from a fall in expenditure
elsewhere in the economy will lead indirectly tosome  decline in consumption"25. It should be noted
that the Commission's main argument is not that of
the ineffectiveness of monetary policy but that of
the paucity of demand financed by consumer credit in
relation to aggregate demand.  This point was stressed
in Chapter Six, and it is indeed difficult to conceive
how the possible difference between the effectiveness
of quantitative control and selective consumer credit
regulations can reduce the pressure on the economy to
any noticeable degree.
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Advokaat argues that selective controls are

unstable and tend to either a progressive expansion

of government's interference or to a quantitative

credit policy coqplemented with selective control in
certain sectors20.  This introduces the ideological

controversy of whether or not the government should

extend its interference in the economy beyond the

point of creating a general atmosphere in which
economic variables are free to operate.

Voluntary credit restraint programs have been
tested also, and, though they do not justify a high
degree of optimism as to their success, as short

term temporary measures they may carry some weight„

Especially when the industry involved is oligopolistic,
as is the case in most of Canada's consumer credit

lenders, they could make quantitative control more
influential.  Such a voluntary program was once

attempted in Canada, in 1956, when the Bank of Canada

vainly attempted a voluntary agreement with the
sales finance compani€s.

The benefits expected from the 'dam effect' are

also dependent upon central control by the government.

In a free economy this dam effect can cause serious
disturbances.  Immediately following the two periods
of selective control in Canada when the demand was

suppressed, the outlay on durables increased rather

sharply and caused economic instability, whereas the

demand for durables remained fairly stable during the
last decade. Even if this 'dam effect' could be made

successful there still remains the question of whether

this equalization of the growth pattern does also

represent an increase in total effective demand.  A

dammed demand may not result in the desired inundation
when the dam is removed.

It is not intelligent to rely on monetary or
discount policy alone.  Budgetary and fiscal policy

are equally important for the success of a country's

economic policy.  If the right 'policy mix' should
fail, one could hardly expect selective controls to
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be any more successful.  Apart from the difficulties
involved in determining which control should have
precedence there is little assurance that the credit

will be applied to the purpose for which it is granted.
Moreover, once applied credit loses its identity and
can easily spill over to other areas so that selective
control defeats its own purpose.  No method of credit
control in a dynamic economy is so flexible and
effective that it can perfectly regulate credit con-
ditions under all circumstances. Even when all
responsible factors are co-operating to achieve the
nation's economic goals, there will still remain
factors operating beyond the direct sphere of influ-
ence of public policy.  No country can operate
independent of and indifferent to internal and
international developments.  An external cash drain
can develop due to imports or transfers between
associate companies in two different countries, a
point which is particularly true in Canada, with its
high dependability on export markets and with all

its major industries under foreign control.

4.  CONSUMER PROTECTION

Proponents of consumer credit regulations
emphasize the necessity of protecting the consumer
against overextending his financial commitments.
They further point out that pernicious practices
have been permitted to invade ronsumer financing, and

therefore that maximum service charges and licensing
of all those engaged in the granting of consumer
credit be required.

In many areas of human activity there are irre-
sponsible people attempting to exploit others, and
it is the concern of the state to safeguard its
citj.zens against these practices.  This is by no
means confined to the granting of consumer credit
and is certainly not inherent in it.  If malpractices
can be avoil d or reduced by licensing all those

involved in lending to the consumer, it should no
longer be questioned; it should be enacted.
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The practice adopted by certain branches of

industry of developing certain codes of ethics and
business standards can be very beneficial to the
general public and should be encouraged.  This is
aptly illustrated by the following code of ethics
drawn up, in 1962 by the lending members of the
Canadian Consumer Loan Association:

1. Members will explain fully to customers the
actual cost, terms and contractual obligations of
loan transactions.

2. Members will use in all loan transactions
written instructions worded in as simple, lucid, and
unambiguous language as circumstances will permit
and will draw such instruments with a view to the

bona fide application of these standards of business
conduct.

3. No member shall take any note, promise to pay,

or security that does not accurately disclose the
actual amount of the loan, the time for which it is
made and the agreed rate of charge, nor any instrument
in which blanks are left to be filled in after execution.

4. Every member shall, if so requested by the

borrower, deliver to the borrower at the time any
loan is made, an exact copy of any note, loan con-
tract, chattel mortgage, lien agreement or wage
assignment, signed by the borrower.

5. Every member shall give to the borrower on
demand a plain and complete receipt for all payments
made, specifying the amount applied to loan charges
and the amount, if any, applied to principal, and
stating the unpaid principle balance, if any, on such
loan.

6. Upon payment by a borrower of his indebtedness
in full, every member shall mark indelibly such

evidence of indebtedness signed by the borrower
with the word 'Paid' or 'Cancelled', restore any
pledge, return any notice or loan contract or assign-
ment given to the member by the borrower and upon
request release any mortgage.

7. Every member shall display in each place of
business a full and accurate schedule of the charges
to be made and the method of computing same.
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8. Members will endeavour to transact all busi-
ness in such manner as to merit the respect and con-
fidence of customers and the public.

9. Members will avoid unduly harsh or oppressive
collection methods and, except in very special cases,
will resort to legal process for collection only in
the event of misrepresentation, fraud, or refusal to

comply with the terms of the contract.
10. Members will adhere to the generally accepted

standards of business deportment in competitive
relations, in advertising, and in their dealings with
the public.

11. The members agree to take advantage of oppor-
tunities to explain the Small Loans business frankly
and fearlessly to the general public, business men,
public officials, the press, legislators and others
who create public opinion.

Protecting is one thing, regulating is quite
another.  It is readily conceded that the danger of
overcommitment is not improbable and that certain
people need protection, but it is doubtful, to say
the least, that the required protection can be con-
fined to consumer credit alone.  Wise husbanding
implies control of the entire budget, not just of
the last items.  By making buying on credit difficult,
buyers may spend their money for less expensive, but
not always more urgent needs.

In this connection it is most encouraging to
read in the 1964 report of the Royal Commission on

Banking and Finance ... that by and large Canadians"

manage their finances with greater wisdom than
appears to be popularly believed.  Most households
appear to have a reasonable pattern of assets in
relation to their family needs, income and risk-
taking ability.  Most, too, have made sensible use
of instalment and other credit to acquire physical
assets that yield them high returns, not only in
financial   te- gis  but in terms of convenience  and  ease
of household living"27. The Commission on Money and
Credit expresses a similar opinion about the consumer
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in the United States: "In spite  of the large
increase in outstanding consuser credit in the post-
war period, the evidence does not suggest that con-
sumers, in the aggregate, are now overburdened with
debt, although specific families may be"28.

The industries' delinquency accounts' ratio is

surprisingly low, as is the number of chattel seizures.
It is in the lender's interest to make the best

judgement of the buyer or borrower in each case.
By accepting a low initial payment or no downpayment
at all, or by offering the facilities of a long
contract, the credit grantor increases his risk, and
it remains with him to decide whether he should
accept such risk or whether he should require more
security.  All factors which enter into this judge-
ment, such as the applicant's character, earning
ability, stability of employment, other sources of
income, existing debt commitments, paying record, if
any, minimum living cost, evidence of family co-
operation and ownership of liquid assets, are elements
which preclude a reduction to one common denominator.

As to maximum service charges, there is no reason

why competition should not be able to regulate the
level of service charges, provided that full disclo-
sure permits the borrower to compare credit cost.
Ceiling rates, as permitted by law, stifle competi-
tion and often become universal rates. The maximum

rates of consumer loan companies are set by the
Small Loans Act, and, in practice, the credit cost
charged by the members of this industry are fixed
inflexibly at these maximum levels.  The legislation
is accosted by the impossible task of decreeing
terms which are justifiable, under various conditions,
for different sources of credit in a variety of
markets. It is unrealistic to assume that a reason-
able degree of uniformity can be established under
all these economic variables.

Service charges on loans are somewhat exorbitant
due more to the high administrative cost and the risks
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involved rather than the interest rate.  Lending
money is essentially the rendering of a service for
which, as for other services, a price must be paid.
The borrower should weigh the advantages of an
earlier satisfaction of his needs than his disposable
income allows, and the possible avoidance of the
liquidation of assets, against the price to be paidfor such conveniences. From a macro-economic stand-
point, service charges are to be considered as the
price which the community pays for the economic
benefits.  It is, of course, not possible to measure
these variables quantitatively, but it is wrong to
criticize the absolute level of service charges
without having due regard for the benefits derived.

Regulations as to mAximum downpayments, contract
duration, and maximum service charges are arbitrary
and discriminatory, and require constant adjustments
in a dynamic economy.  These adjustments are bound
to create economic uncertainties and dislocations.
What does protect the public is that it be given the
ability to fully inform itself of the ways and means
to provide for its credit needs and compare the cost
and conditions of the various sources of credit, in
other words, disclosure.

DISCLOSURE

A fundamental condition for the proper functioning
of an economy built on principles of private enter-
prise is that the consumer is able to make decisions
based on complete and reliable information.  To make
an intelligent choice between the available forms and
sources of credit, it is necessary for applicants to
inform themselves of all relevant factors.  Any
practice aimed at impeding this free choice, or pre-
tending to promote free competition while, in fact,
price competition is either non-existing or beyond
the intelligence of the general public, is unaccept-
able not o..ly from an economic standpoint but from a
social, psychological, moral and legal position as
well.
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Standardization and regulations regarding quality
have made it easier for the consumer to compare cash
prices.  However, the myriad of credit arrangements,
service charges, methods of repayment and forms of
credit have placed the public in such a state of
confusion that, according to informed people, the
potential borrower is guided in his decisions by
the convenience with which certain credit facilities
can be accommodated to his budget, rather than by
sound economic motivations. It has often been sug-
gested that an intelligent choice between all these
forms, sources, and costs of credit would become
possible if the credit extenders were required to
disclose not only service charges in dollar amounts,
as is the practice now, but in a percentage as well.

Serious objections have been raised by the
lenders against such a suggestion of consumer credit.
They allege that, when customers are apprised of the

difference between total instalments and cash price
or principal, it is possible for them to calculate
the credit cost and to make an intelligent comparison
between the competing sources of credit.  They
further contend that this money disclosure is not
only adequate for that purpose, but it is also the
only dependable means of comparison, as rate disclo-
sure is inappropriate and misleading.  Because a
number of the components constituting service charges
are neither related to the amount to be financed
nor the time period over which credit is extended,
cost of credit investigation, administering the
loan, collection expenses, and even risk, are not
or even remotely related to principal and time.  Any

attempt to express all these components as an annual
rate will produce erroneous results, especially where
amounts are small and repayment periods short.  The
element which is closely related to amount and time-

pure interest - is not a significant portion of total
service charges.

It is true that the fixed elements in service
charges are alien to the real nature of interest and
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that, to be mathematically correct, an exact calcu-
lation would have to be based on giving recognition
to the relationship between these fixed elements,
and principal and time.  The total service charges
could then be expressed in a period percentage of
the principal.  This would mean that for each loan
or group of loans, and for each time period, the
percentage would have to be calculated.  Although
this is mathematically possible, it is economically
impractical.

An investigation into the practices followed by
the consumer credit industry has revealed that,
despite inherent deficiencies in expressing total
credit costs in a percentage, it is universally
practised for internal purposes.  Furthermore, the
Small Loans Act, for example, obliges the consumer
loan companies in Canada to calculate the total
service charges on a monthly percentage of the out-
standing principal.  It is not contended here that
this is a correct method, but it is the best available
method under the circumstances.

The validity of criticism of percentage disclo-
sure lies not in the impossibility of expressing
the service charges in a percentage of the principal
but in the variety of formulae used.  Consequently,
a difference in percentage does not necessarily
indicpte variations in cost, as this difference can
also originate in the formula employed.  Which one
is the best is a matter of opinion and expediencyi.

The formulae which are in general use are:
1. Actuarial Method
2. Direct Ratio Method
3. Constant Ratio Method
4. Add On Method

When a simple loan is involved, to be repaid
in   full   at   tl  e   end   of a given period, the arithmetic
is simple.  This cannot be said where a series of

partial payments are involved in the discharging of
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the debt, as is often the case in instalment credit.

The principal declines after each partial repayment.
Thus, the interest due is to be calculated on a di-

minishing amount.  Here, a number of alternatives
arise.

Actuarial Method

Each instalment can first be applied to the

interest due, and the balance to the principal.  The

two components which constitute the instalment then
move in an inverse direction.  After each payment,
the amount applied to the interest becomes smaller,

so that a progressively larger amount remains for
reducing the debt.  If the payment falls short of
the interest due, the unpaid portion of the interest

is not to be added to the principal, so as to produce
interest.  It is the method prescribed by the
Canadian Small Loans Act and according to a decision
of the United States Supreme Court it must be con-
sidered as the correct rule in general.

The actuarial formula reads:      Po   =  RS.Ii.
Po = Principal advanced
R  = The amount of the payment per term
n  = Number of payments to discharge the debt
i  = Effective interest rate 1-(1+i)-n
 ] i   = Amortization factor     =

i

Applied to a %1200 loan at an effective Annual
rate of 12% would mean that this debt would be dis-
charged by 12 monthly instalments of S106.46; or, for
example, by three unequal instalments, one of 5672

after six months, one of $318 after nine months, and
one of 8315 after 14 months.

It could be alleged that, with all components
except the effective interest rate known, it would

be possible for the public to calculate such a rate.
It is obvious, however, that such calculations would
be beyond the intelligence of the average person,
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even were annuity tables made available.

Direct Ratio Method

Another alternative would be to assume that, in
a twelve month contract for example, there are 12
instalments outstanding in the first month, 11 in the
second, and so on until the last month when ane
instalment is outstanding.  The sum of the number of
instalments from 12 to 1, in this case, is 78.  The
finance charge is assumed to be outstanding in the
same manner so that the first instalment includes
12/78 of the total interest charge, the second 11/78

and so on to the last instalment.  The proportion of
interest in each instalment is not a direct function

of the principal of each payment, but is computed as
a direct ratio of the number of remaining unpaid
instalments to the sum of the total.

The advantage of this method is that a simpler
formula can be used to determine the effective
interest rate, although there are slight differences
in results between this and the actuarial method.

6mD
The formula reads:  i =

3P(n+1)+D(n-1)
D = Total service charges in dollars
m = The number of payment periods in one year

P = Principal advanced
n = Number of payments to discharge the debt
i = Effective interest rate

On the basis of this formula, the previously mentioned
debt of $1200 would be discharged by 12 monthly
instalments of S106.62.

Constant Ratio Method

The third method assumes that each equal instal-
ment allots the same fixed amount to interest and to

principal, r.,gardless of the outstanding balance.

Thus, the distribution of each payment between
principal and interest is in a constant ratio.
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anD *
The formula reads:  i = P(n+1)

D = Total service charges in dollars
m = The number of payment periods in one year
P = Principal
n = Number of payments to discharge the debt
i = Effective interest rate

Using the same example as above, 12 monthly instal-
ments of $106.50 would amortize the $1200 debt.

Add On Method

A fourth method is to simply add on a percentage
to the principal and divide the total by the number
of  instalments. A 81200  debt  at a nominal  rate  of
12% per year, to be discharged in 12 monthly payments,
would mean a monthly instalment of $112.  This would
be, according to the constant ratio method, an
effective rate of 22.16% per annum.

There are, of course, other formulae in use,
such as discounting the service charges, or the
minimum yield method which deducts the total service
charges from the first instalment, reasoning that the
majority of these charges are incurred in the initial
stages of the loan.  Needless to say, all these dif-
ferent formulae and variations produce different
results.  Comparability of credit cost would therefore
command that the same formula be employed by all
extenders of consumer credit.  The accuracy of the
formula then becomes an academic matter.

Where maximum service charges are stipulated, it
is of course necessary to define all elements that

* Recommended by the New York State Banking Depart-
ment for calculating discount rates necessary to
produce the effective return allowed on loans made
in personal loan departments of banks in the State
of New York.
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may have a bearing on the cost of borrowing.  It is
further necessary that the moment when the effective
rate becomes operational is clearly established so
as to exclude variables in the time element.

Rate comparison also requires that uniform rules
be made for rebates and overdue accounts, so as to
prevent the obscuring of the disclosed rates by pro-
moting irregularities in the discharging of debt.

The comparability would further be accommodated

by requiring that all consumer credit sources adopt
the same loan amount classifications.  This, however,
would stifle the business flexibility to an unwar-
ranted extent and is not necessary, since simple
arithmetic is all that is required to calculate
service charges in a percentage.

Standardization requires that a large number of
variables be reduced to a single one or, where this
is not possible, that the highest possible degree of
uniformity be created. The variables which do
require uniformity are principal, time and the
manner in which they become interrelated.

Dollar disclosure enables the borrower to apprise
himself of the cost of borrowing and to judge his
ability to meet the terms.  Husbanding a budget
requires more than this limited knowledge.  The con-
sumer is entitled to all the knowledge he needs in
order to determine where and how to obtain better
results at equal or lower cost.  Dollar disclosure
does not provide that information when differences
continue to exist with respect to principal, time,
and calculation.  By expressing the credit cost in a
simple rate per time and monetary unit, and by cal-
culating it in an identical manner, all variables
are eliminated.  The customer is able to compare the
cost of all credit sources available and this, with
his knowledge of the service cost in dollar amounts,
will enaole l im to economize his budget.
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The argument that rate disclosure is unfeasible,

as has been repeatedly stated by the lending industry,
in its representations before the various investi-
gating committees, has little substance.  The prac-
tice of maximum service charges is not only feasible

but is practiced in a number of countries, and in
Canada by the Small Loans Act.  These systems require
that service charges are disclosed in a rate from
which all variables are eliminated.

It is readily conceded that in the initial
stages some technical problems may arise when an
unregulated industry has to submit itself to com-
pulsory rate disclosure.  Especially when accounts
with frequently changing balances are involved, as
is the case with retailers charge accounts, stand-
ardization may become difficult.  Solving these
problems may even require changes in methods of
operation.  However, not requiring rate disclosure
is denying competition its very nature.



CHAPTER TEN

SUMMARY

In this book certain economic viewpoints of
consumer credit have been discussed.  Although the
main theme deals with consumer credit in Canada,
much of what has been argued is general enough tobe applicable to other economies.  Particular emphasis
has been placed on the effect of consumer credit o„
aggregate demand and a substantial part of the book
has stressed the monetary implications.

The term consumer credit has too general a
meaning to be used without further qualification.
It can mean financing by, as well as financing of
consumers.  An intelligent discussion should rest
upon adequately defined terms.  The objective of
Chapter One, therefore, is to define the term coi-
sumer credit. Different criteria are used in various
countries to fix its meaning but the chapter submits
that the only single correct criterion is the appli-
cation of the loan, as opposed to the identity ofthe grantor, the manner of amortization, the number
of repayments, or the type of goods to the payment
of which the loan is applied.

For the purpose of this book consumer credit is
taken in the strict sense, as it does not include
the financing of real estate by consumers.  It is
defined as short and medium term credit, extended to
individuals, for financing their acquisition of goods
and services for private consumption.  Although the
term consumption in economic theory is not clearly
defined, in practice, it is not difficult to drawthe line bet,eo l calculating the yield of goods in
terms of personal satisfaction and utility, (which

291
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are the objectives of consumption), and in terms of
costs and prices as is the practice in production.
The problem of the statistician is not so much to
distinguish consumer credit from other forms of
credit but to establish the purpose to which the
loan is actually applied.

Before the examination of the effect of contrac-

tion, expansion, and repayments, of consumer credit
on aggregate demand and on the country's monetary
policy, it was thought necessary first to familiarize
the reader with the reasons for the historical growth

of consumer credit in general (Chapter Two) and with
its development in Canada in particular (Chapter
Three).  Scrutiny reveals that despite its spectac-

ular growth in Canada, especially since World War
Two, consumer credit's ratio to aggregate consumer

outlays is still comparatively insignificant and
oscillates around one per cent.  If all information
necessary to measure the exact magnitude of consumer
credit were available, this percentage might well be
closer to three quarters of one per cent.  Consumer
credit's effect on the economy appears, therefore, to
be more qualitative than quantitative.  Its influence
is not equal in all sectors of the economy.  The
demand for durables is more dependent upon the avail-
ability of consumer credit, than the demand for non-
durables and services though the difference seems to
become progressively less distinct.

Since 1950, the ratio of durable expenditure to

personal disposable income has remained fairly stable
and, if there is any trend at all, it would seem to
be slightly downward.  On the other hand, the service
industry, which, as yet has taken little advantage
of the facilities of consumer credit, has experienced
a steady increase, mainly at the expense of non-
durables.  A more detailed analysis of the distri-
bution of personal disposable income, than is made
in this book, would be required to draw more definite

conclusions.  It seems, however, that some converse
correlation exists between personal savings and the
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purchase of durables, on the one hand, and between
services and non-durables, on the other.

An economy which is denied the facilities of
consumer credit is likely to experience greater
fluctuations in consumer demand, than if in such an
economy consumer borrowing were an established
procedure.  The former would be much like the econ-
omic model, envisaged by Keynes, when he developed
his General Theory.  In such a model consumption
would almost be the sole function of disposable
income, though the possession of assets which can
readily be liquefied may well become a factor to be
considered.

The introduction of consumer credit will make
consumers less dependent on the short run fluctua-
tions of these two variables and also the consump-
tion pattern will obtain a steadier character.  This
does not exclude short-term cyclical fluctuations
which are familiar characteristics in the Canadian

economy.  Canadians buy most of their durables during
the second quarter of each year; non-durable expen-
ditures are highest in the fourth quarter, savings
rise sharply in the first quarter and services' out-
lays increase during the last and first three months
of the year.

Net balances outstanding of the various credit
institutions confirm the consumption pattern of the
Canadian consumer.  Balances outstanding of sales
finance companies, whose business is mainly con-
nected with the financing of consumer durables,
follow the quarterly amplitudes of the disposable
income curve.  This can be explained partly by
Engel's law, and partly by the acceleration prin-
ciple.  The former emphasizes the marginal propensity
to consume more expensive commodities when income
rises, whereas the latter stresses the fact that
although the consumption of durables is extended
over a certain period, their purchase requires

immediate payment of the entire consumption, present
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as well as future. Balances of credit extenders,
whose business is more identified with 'deficit

spending', follow a more anti-cyclical course and
stabilize fluctuations in personal disposable income.

Consumer credit balances outstanding result from
two variables:  newly extended credit and repayments.
Their magnitude, though equal in the long run (if one

ignores service charges), differ at any given moment.
The total amount of new credit is added to consumer
demand and is offset by the instalments due.  These
repayments are not yet related to the latest addition,
but to loans previously extended.  The difference
between new credits and repayments is the net credit
change or the net addition to consumer demand during
that period.  If total repayments on previous loans

exceed the borrowings, aggregate consumer demand is
reduced.

Fluctuations in the newly extended credit curve
are mitigated by the lagging and smoother repayment
curve.  The closer the repayments follow the loan

the greater the correlation between the two curves,
and, conversely, the longer the time which elapses
between loan and repayments the greater the differ-
ences in amplitudes.

The initial introduction of consumer credit will
temporarily increase aggregate consumer demand and
may even cause a disturbance, because of a return of
savings into the income stream sooner than anticipated.

In a static economy, equilibrium will restore itself
and, after a number of income periods, the impact of
consumer credit is entirely offset by increased
savings used to amortize outstanding loans.  In a
dynamic economy positive and negative balances
between newly extended consumer loans and repayments
will become a frequent occurrence.  Consumer aggre-
gate demand will increase when the balance is posi-
tive and decrease with a negative balance.  By credit
control these discrepancies can be increased or
decreased, but the immediate effect of the
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implementation of credit control is impaired by the
retarded reactions of the repayments.

When service charges are taken into account,
repayments exceed newly extended credit by the same
amount, so that one could reason, that consumer credit,
on balance, must have a negative effect on consumer
demand.  Chapter Five deals with this problem and
contrasts the positive effect of consumer loans and
their positive multiplying effect on aggregate demand
on the one hand, and the contraction of income due
to repayments and service charges on the other.

Different Canadian consumer credit institutions
have differing curves of outstanding balances.  Their
movements sometimes coincide and, at other times,
diverge.  In the former case, a cyclical effect is
created, in the latter, the consumer credit industry
exerts a stabilizing effect on the economy.  If one
considers further, that the cyclical movements of the
disposable income curvesometimes coincide, sometimes
contrast with expansion of net addition to consumer
demand, it becomes obvious that under such economic
conditions consumer credit can accelerate or deceler-
ate economic activity.

Chapter Six introduces empirical as well as
theoretical evidence, that the consumption function
has been very stable over a long period, thus contra-
dicting the Keynesian belief, that increased real
income shifts the consumption-income ratio, C/Y,
downwards.  It is the character of durables-purchase,
which is made easier by the availability of consumer
credit, as well as the diversification in the field
of activity of the consumer credit industry, that
contributes to this stability in the C/Y ratio.

In periods of prosperity, both loan and instal-
ment credit stimulate consumption.  They make con-
sumer demand less dependent upon income, and con-
sequently, create a greater stability in the
consumption-income ratio, so much so that this ratio
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becomes almost constant or even more positive as
national income increases.  The acceleration principle
and consumer behaviour as outlined in Engel's law
will contribute also to keeping consumption on a
high level.  This can eventually lead to a state of
overheating which calls for adjustments in economic
policy in general and monetary policy in particular,
all the more since the interest level is rather an
ineffective instrument under such circumstances.

During economic decline, loan credit proves to
be a more successful stabilizer than instalment credit.
The latter exerts only an indirect levelling-off

influence, in so far as it has previously enabled
consumers to buy duraole goods whose lifespan is
flexible. By extending their lifespan during reces-
sions, more money becomes available for the demand
of non-durables. The direct effect of instalment
credit on the downturn is that of accentuating the
downward amplitudes of the short cycle.  The con-
sumption income ratio will no longer remain constant
but follow a Keynesian pattern, which means that the
consumption line will become more horizontal than
would be the case during the upswing.  The decline
in the propensity to consume will be retarded by the
availability of loan credit, which will assist the
consumer in maintaining his previous consumption
level. The asset-maintenance character of consumer
credit will then show its effectiveness, and the
declining trend caused by contraction of instalment
credit is offset, and possibly more than offset, by
the counteraction of loan credit. Should the reces-
sion turn out to be of such a duration that these
counterforces become exhausted, the subsequent drastic
reduction in consumption will aggravate the downturn.

These accelerating and decelerating processes
are also in evidence in industry, as capital goods
embody a host of services which continue after the
initial expenditure.  This may cause the derived
demand to magnify fluctuations in consumer demand.
Such is applicable especially to capital-intensive
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industry and durable goods' inventories, with
implicit consequences for the multiplier.  The fear
that consumer credit is a competitor of investments
to the extent that both need to be nourished by
savings is, under normal economic conditions,
practically groundless.  In the short run, these
two variables are complementary; in the long run
capital goods can easily be financed without a
reduction in consumer credit.  Conflicts may arise
during periods of tight money but the amount of
credit involved in the financing of consumer credit
can scarcely hamper an investment program to any
significant degree.  The latter contains enough
flexibility to avoid minor conflicts with the financ-
ing of consumer credit.

When an economy has unused resource combinations,
the contribution of consumer credit to aggregate
demand greatly exceeds its addition to credit expan-
sion.  In a fully employed economy the effect may
lead to rising prices, higher interest rates, and
changes in the demand structure.  The causal relation-
ship between consumer credit and fluctuations in the
general price level must be traced to the dual nature
of the former: that of demand financier and demand
promoter.  The combined effects on the price level
cannot be determined either empirically or theoreti-
cally.  Both causes complement each other.  Money
alone cannot raise prices, nor can potential demand,
if it is denied financial support.  Regardless of the
causes, inflation manifests itself in excess demand
over supply. Consumer credit does not have an
adverse influence on the supply, and its inflationary
abilities must, therefore, be sought in the demand
function, as is done in Chapter Seven.

Consumer loans are additions to current income,
and, because income is the most important determinant
of consumption, it could be expected that consumer
credit increases aggregate consumer demand.  This
expansion of aggregate demand affects the demand-
supply relation and it is here that the inflation
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causality of consumer credit is found.  Depending
on the elasticity of supply, net additions to con-

sumer credit can leave the general price level
unaltered or create a demand-pull or excess demand
inflation.  This may generate a chain of price
reactions unless converging factors are effective
enough to counterbalance the demand pull.  Consumer

credit itself has certain built-in converging
factors.  The widespread use of consumer credit and
the diversification in purposes, to which it is
applied, may further weaken the inflationary cause.

The inflationary tendency of consumer credit can
also be found in changes which it may cause in the
demand structure.  In such an instance demand pull
changes its character, and inflation becomes asso-
ciated with the inelasticity of cost factors.
However, the resulting upward pressure on prices
is then not nearly as great as it would be in a

fully utilized economy, and should only materialize
in the long run, when the structural changes prove
to be significant and of a permanent nature.

The intensity of consumer credit's inflationary
pressure is contingent upon the magnitude of its
net addition to aggregate demand, the elasticity
of the supply, the strength of the converging forces
inherent in the economy and in consumer credit
itself, and in the effectiveness of monetary policy.

In Chapter Eight, the Canadian consumer credit
institutions have been divided into three groups,
according to their monetary faculties:  (1) institu-
tions which create liabilities which are generally
and willingly accepted by the public as a means of
payment.  This category includes chartered banks,
Quebec Savings Banks, credit unions, and caisses
populaires; (2) sales finance companies, small loan
companies and life insurance companies, whose liabili-
ties are accepted neither as money nor are to be
regarded as near money; (3) the remaining lenders:
department stores, "other" retailers,   and oil companies.
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They differ from the second group in that they do not
extend loans but offer customers the facilities of
deferred payment.  Though only the first group can
expand or contract the stock of money, all three
categories exert influence on the country's money
circulation though to differing degrees.  This impairs
the monetary policy of the Bank of Canada which in
its efforts to create the right credit conditions,
has only indirect control over the operations of the
credit institutions, except for the chartered banks.

Despite inadequacies in the present Canadian
situation, the replacing or supplementing quanti-
tative credit control by selective control has not
been recommended in Chapter Nine.  Spasmodic selective
control requires careful timing; the turning points
of the variables involved - new credits, repaymentsand balances outstanding - do not coincide, so that
the initial effectiveness of selective contral, inthe tightening as well as in the easing stages,
might be greatly reduced.  The length of the 'pipe-
line', the weakness of the 'dam' effect, and the
public's reaction to anticipated changes in credit
regulations, can further impair the selective con-
trol in the turning stages.  Moreover, obstruction
of the credit demand in one source, can easily divertthe demand to alternative sources.  Money does not
keep its earmarks; once spent it mingles with the
general money stream and becomes indistinguishable.

Some of these problems are not so conspicuous
under a permanent selective control system.  In
Canada, the limited effect of consumer credit on
aggregate demand alone does not justify permanent
control, unless unusual circumstances warrant a
complete management of all economic activities.
Consumer protection is not sought in selectivecredit control but in full disclosure of service
charges, a necessary condition if borrowers are to
take advantage of one of the main characteristics
of a free enterprise economy:  fair competition.
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PROPOSITIONS

I

The fami].iar marginal propensity to consume theory
of Keynes leads logically to the absurd conclusion
that eventually the economy will save a greater por-
tion of its income than it would consume.

II

In order to measure the primary quantitative effect
of consumer credit on aggregate consumer demand, in
any given period of time, it is necessary to take
the difference between newly extended credits and
repayments (including service charges), deduct the
amounts used for liquid asset maintenance and add
savings necessary if consumer loans were not available.

III

The de-stabilizing influence which purchase credit
might exert on an economy is not so much to be found
in the existence of the credit itself as in the
durability of certain commodities and the technology
of their production.

IV

Intermittent selective credit control might well
create more disruptions in aggregate demand than it
intends to prevent.

V

The Bank of Canada's monetary policy with respect
to consumer credit will increase its effectiveness
if the commercial banks continue to participate
more directly in the financing of consumer credit.

4
VI

During periods of inflation a capital gains tax can
easily become a tax not on a gain but on capital itself.

E



VII

The statement that - in advanced countries at least -
the average rate of return on university education
is more than sufficient to justify a student's bor-

rowing at reasonable interest to finance his study,
assumes adequate availability of complementary pro-
duction factors. Otherwise, a brain-drain will occf-
which can become a too heavy burden on the economy
that pays for the education.

VIII

Measures which increase the mobility of resources
lead to a more efficient economy.  Long-run equilib-
rium adjustments may come too slowly (or never be
attained at all) if resource-mobility barriers are
too great.  Social capital is one of the main barriers
of labor mobility.  Should it become imperative to
subsidize the establishment of secondary industries
in chronic unemployment pockets, a dead-line should
be set after which an industry has to be self-
sufficient.

IX

In case of oligopoly, the dominant firm determines
the price; it allows the smaller firms to sell their
quantities-at that price and the leading company
sells the rest.  It is thereby assumed that barriers
exist which prevent sellers from expanding their
sales volume such as: control over essential
resources, exclusive franchises, high capital
requirements or the existence of unused capacity.

X

Economic theories are often based on the assumption
that individuals strive for maximum utility, and
firms for equating marginal cost and marginal revenue
to maximize profit.  However, ulterior mbtives such
as prestige, social behaviour, family evaluations .   4
and sense of achievement do frequently interfere
with these maximization processes.

f
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XI

Pegging of the Canadian dollar in May, 1962, was not
the  result  of a voluntary decision  by the Government,
but resulted from an anti-foreign investment campaign
and the unwillingness of the International Monetary
Fund to allow Canada to continue its enviable position
among other Fund members. One of the consequences
of this abandonment is the loss of a certain degree
of independence in monetary policy.

XII

The United States' policy either to refuse or to
restrict the sale of wheat and flour to communist
countries, has enabled Canada to obtain large orders
of these commodities from communist countries. This
will strengthen not only the Canadian gold reserves,
but, ironically enough, those of the United States
also.

XIII

Economists are a clan and, fortunately enough, have
never formed a coherent movement.  However, the
increasing influence which politicians are obtaining
over the economic policy in a number of countries,may advance the day that economists are obliged to
form a solid front against further interference of
these politicians with matters pertaining to economics.
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Addition to the thesis:  Consumer Credit, Various
Economic Aspects with Specific Reference to Canada,
by J.J. Vorstermans.
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